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General Introduction

Concerning theD

NATURE, USEFULNESS,
and CERTAINTY

O F T II E

MATHEMATICS

AS man is endued with the noble faculty of

reafon, and likewife with a ftrong innate

defire of knowledge; it is natural for him
to exert this his cutinguifhing talent in the

Eurfuit of knowledge. Truth alone is the object of

nowledge; for it is impoffible to know a falfc thing

to be true: and evidence is the certain mark or crite-

rion of truth -, and this confifb in the perception of the

agreement or difagreement of our ideas in the mind,

according as the things in nature agree or difagree.

As there is no ftronger paflion in the human loul

than the love of truth, and no greater defire for any

thing than to find it out; fa, when it is found,

there is no greater pleafure to the underilandin;*, than

the contemplation thereof in the ieveral bi an. lies of

fcience-, even when the (earth of it is attended with

the greateft labour and pains. Truth is of inch a

nature, as alw.v :ififlent with itfelf, and

h nothing to enforce ot Bend it, but us

A 2 own



to INTRODUC-TION,
own native evidence. It is but one fimple, uniform,

invariable thing ; whilft its oppofite, falfhood, is

infinitely various, inconfiftent, and contradictory.

As truth is what all men admire, and every one

aims at; and error what every man hates, that is not

blinded by felf-intereft; it is neceflary that we take

care never to receive any thing for truth, which does

not bring its proper evidence along with it. For it is

evidence a!one that can gain our aflent, and remove

all our doubts ; and when that appears,, the mind
can neither expect: nor defire any thing further. By
the help of this we are enabled to diftinguifh truth

from falfhood, right from wrong; and we likewife

have a power of lufpending our aflent till that evidence

appears; and when it does appear, it compels our

aflent, and carries abfolute conviction. Truth, when
expreffed in words, is the fame thing as a true pro-

portion; and, as evidence is a neceilary voucher for

truth, we ought never to give aflent to a doubtful

or obfeure propofition ; but mould deny it as long

as we can, and not give our judgment as long as we
can withhold it, in fuch things as we can have an evi-

dent knowledge of.

Now fince truth is of fo amiable a nature, and

fo defirable to the underftanding, it will be afked

where it is to be found, and how fhall we come to

the knowledge of it? I anfwer, it is to be found in

the writings of the mathematicians, where the me-
thod of finding it is clearly explained. In the mathe-

matical fciences truth appears moft confpicuous, and

fhines in its grcateif luftre. In other icienccs it is

either felf evident, and then it affords little pleafure

£o the mind ; or elfe it appears with fo much ob-

fcurity, that falfhood is often miflaken inftead of it.

The evidence for it is fo dim, that it is only feen

as in a milt; and truth, feen through fuch a dull

medium, will hardly be known to be truth ; the

mind will be loft in doubt and obicurity, and will

be



INTRODUCTION. v

be unable to make any certain conclufion. \)ut in

: hematics, all their demonftrations are free

from any obfcurity, every itep has a clear and intui-

tive evidence; and where that falls ihort, the nutter

.ruwn out as not delerving a place among mathe-

matical truths.

manner whereby truth is found out, is by

ng, which is performed by firfl laying down,
ab a fcundation, certain evident principles, or fuch as

not be denied; and then proceeding from thele

by leveral fteps till they come at the conclufion;

lich fteps are fo to be linked with each other, and
laid in fuch order, that the understanding may per-

ceive their connection and agreement-, which K
: y where true and right, the conclufiun mult in-

fallibly be true: for all the parts being locked to

ther by truth; the laft refult, though never lo long,

mull be equally true.

1 hus mathematicians from a few plain and fimple

principles, and a continued chain of rcafoning, pro-

ceed to the difcovery and demonstration of truths

that appear at fir ft fight beyond human capacity*

'I he art of finding proofs, and the admirable methods
thevhave invented for finding out and laying in order,

thole intermediate ideas that (hew the connection of

the leveral fteps of the proof, or the leveral links of

chain of reasoning; is that which has carried them
fo far, and produced fuch wonderful and uin jcp .1

In this icience there appears to be an

xhauftiblc fund in the leveral branches thereof,

anyone of which a man may purfue as far as he

pleales, and ltill improve his knowledge tun her and

further: and thus, by the help or truths airea i\ known,
more and more may ltill be found out ad infinitum.

mind works on mathematical

: ks fecurely, which cannot be done in Other thi

innOt keep 1') ftl

I

A »3 ci



vi INTRODUCTION.
where the ideas are often confounded. But mathe-

ticians take care not to confound theirs-, for none
ever miftook the idea of a fquare for that of a circle.

Therefore mathematical demonftrations are the moft
proper means to clean fe the mind from errors, and

to give it a relifh of truth ; which is the natural food

and nourifhment of the underftanding.

Reafoning, which is theexercife ofreafon, is beft

learned from the examples and practices of the ma-
thematicians. It is certain, that no fort of human
knowledge can lay fo juft a claim to an unfhaken

evidence and certainty, or boaft fo great a ftrength

of its demonftrations, or produce fuch a multitude

of undeniable truths, as the mathematics. All that

beautiful analogy, and that harmonious connection

and confiftency, is
4

quite' loft in other fciences. Where-
fore it is no wonder that greater improvements have

been made in the mathematical fciences, than in all

the reft put together. By following their methods,

a habit of right reafoning is obtained by frequent prac-

tice, like other'things-, and the cauie why many people

reafon fo badly is, for want of practice, due attention,

and confideration. They proceed in that tract which

chance has put them into, being ignorant of true

fcience, and of thofe univerfal invariable principles,

upon which true reafoning depends: as is evident

from the many inftances of falfe reafoning and igno*

ranee, wherewith the difcourfes and writings of man-
kind abound.

In purfuance of our reafoning in the mathematical

way, we are often forced to draw diagrams, in order

to reprefent the thing in queftion; Hkewife to form

ideas of the feveral parts, compound them, divide

them, abftract from them-, to confult the memory,

to fee what has been done and what is to do -, to in-

fpect tables, books, inftruments, &?r. to call up all

fuch axioms, theorems, experiments, and obferva-

tions, as are already known, and which can be ufeful

4 to



INTRODUCTION. vii

to us. And then the mind examines, compares,

methodizes, and alters them; till the leries be laid

in a proper order, from the firft principles to the lalt

conclufion. For the principal thing required in ftrict

realbning is, to lay the leveral Heps in due order,

to fa that they be firmly connected, and properly

expreiFed, without any rhetorical flourifhes, and to

aim at truth by the fnorteft method. This indeed

requires cool, fedate, and fober thinking; as alio

frequent application and practice, without which no-

thing can be done to the purpole. To which we may
add, a fix:, conftant, and fi

rm refolution to embrace
truth wherever we find it; and to lhun error and alie-

hood, when we find ourlelves in danger ol falling into

them.

There is but one method of true reafoning, fuch

as has been defcribed; but the grounds of fa He rea-

lbning are many, fuch as thefe, want of faculties,

want of learning, defects of memory, want of due

reflection, not connecting the fteps of the proof,

trufhng too much to the fenles, paffions, appetites,

prejudices, cuftom, felf-intereft, errors of education,

wrong flaring the queftion, not underftanding the

terms, want of proofs, vulgar received opinions,

weak authorities, precipitancy ot judgment, oY.
thefe will frequently difturb us' in our fearch alter

truth, and are apt to bials the mind in reafen

upon all other fu ejects ; but few or none of the n

intrude in the mathematical fciences. Mathem .

-

attempt to relblve any probkms with ut

proper d

It mult be owned that the progrefi of this fort of

knowledge is but flow, owing to [he

that come under confident <m \ hue

\\ the acq<

the work
on: and

• (ucceedinj n die foi

A 4



viii INTRODUCTION.
And therefore it is no wonder if the ancients have,

in many cafes, made ufe of round-about methods to

encompafs their ends, and given us long and tedious

demonftrations, and laid down many propofitions,

either of no ufe, or too fimple and trifling to be taken

notice of. Whence moft of their inventions may be

demonftrated fhorter, propounded eafier, difpofed

in a better method, and taught in a more compen-
dious way.

But befides the pleafure a man finds in the fearch

and attaining of knowledge, and the agreeable fur-

prize the mind is affected with, at the difcovery of

new and difficult truths ; the advantages arifing toman-
kind from thefe fciences, in all the parts of human
life, are endlefs. By help thereof we are able to keep

our accounts regular and juft, and manage all our
tranfactions with one another; to call up and calcu-.

late immenfe fums, for nothing lies without the power
of numbers-, to meafure and divide lands and eftates;

and alfo all manner of furfaces or folidsj to meafure

inacceflible diftances and altitudes, and find the hight

of the clouds ; to build houfes, caftles, &c. by which
we enjoy the principal delights of life, and fecurity

of health-, to make fortifications to defend us from
the enemy; to make guns and other inftruments of
war, and to (hew how to ufe them in our defence;

to refolve all manner of pleafant and fubtle queftions;

to build (hips, and by the help of wind and fails, and

the rules of art, to fail upon the. fea, and find our
way through it to diftant countries, and traffick with

foreign nations, whereby our wealth is increafed;

to contrive inftruments to weigh and meafure all forts

of commodities, and give every man his juft weight

and meafure •, to make engines for raifing and re-

moving huge bodies ; to invent innumerable machines,

ufeful in private life, and neceffary for our living

commodioufiy, fuch as clocks, watches, jacks, pumps,
&c, to make dials and other inftruments for keeping

a re-
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a regular account of time •, to make ephemei ides and

chronological tables, to mew and account tor the re-

turn or the various feaibns of the year, and to keep

account or remarkable transactions and events •, to

defcribe the feveral countries of the earth, and make
maps and repreientations thereof, and even to mealure

the whole earth and lea \ to account for the rifing and

falling of the tides ; to number the Itars, and range

them in their proper order} to mtafure the magni-

tude and diftances of the planets, and explain the laws

of their motion, and let bounds to their wandering

courles ; to afcertain the fituation of all the great

bodies of the univerie, and fhew the fabrick and

conftruction of the whole world ; and to admire

that wonderful power that contrived and framed itj

to lead us through the dark mazes of nature, and
through the intricate labyrinths and hidden lecrets

of philofophy i to make proper inftruments to im-

prove the fight, and even adore it in old age; and

to magnify fmall bodies, imperceptible to the naked
eye, and make them become vilible; and tocaufe

remote invifible things to appear to us large and
diftindt. ; to give the true representation or draught

of any object, fuch as towers, caftles, trees, towns,

crV. and to fix in the mind a method and habit of

right reasoning, a thing of the utmoft confcquencc,

without which a man can hardly be called a rational

creature.

The time would fail me in attempting to enume-
rate all the ules and advantages of mathematical

learning; and no word* can ruiiy expreis the praiies

of that fi ience, which wanders through the heav

the earth, and I r IS it pollible to let any

bounds to lb extenfive a fcience. In this age, the

nui: and profeflbrs are many, and

daily 1; Mofl
;

em
to be iof| ii d with i

.<• lo e oi m ithematical learn

and to be mainour
its



xii INTRODUCTION.
A lemma is a fhort preparatory propofition, laid

down in order to fhorten the demonftration of the

main propofition which follows it.

A corollary, or confeclary, is a confequence drawn
from a propofition already demonstrated.

A fcholtum is a remark made on any propofition,

corollary, or other difcourfe.

Principles are the firft grounds, rules, or founda-

tions, of any fcience ; as definitions, axioms, po-

pulates, and hypothefes.

A definition is the explication of any word or term,

in any fcience ; every definition ought to be clear,

and contain no word or term but what is perfectly

underftood.

An axiom, or maxim, is a felf-evident propofition*

Thefe appear to be true at firft hearing, and no body

can deny them, without contradicting common fenfe

and reafon. Here nothing ought to be allowed for

an axiom, but what is clear and felf-evident : as

this, the whole is greater than a part. Out of an in-

finite number of felf-evident truths that occur to the

mind, men felect fuch as are general, and of mod
ufe in demonftrating any fcience, and lay them up
in {lore, to have recourfe to, as need requires. And
though men in their reafoning do not always men-
tion fuch and fuch axioms •, yet the mind perceives

the force of them, and what they mean, without

Hopping to repeat the words, or name them.

Apoftulate, or petition, is fomething required to

be done, which is fo eafy, that no body will dif-

pute it.

An hypothecs is a fuppofition afTumed to be true,

by which a man is to argue, and build his reafon-

ing upon.

Demonftration is the collecting the feveral proofs

and arguments, and laying them in fuch order, as

to fhew the truth of the propofition under confedera-

tion. Thefe proofs are to be drawn only from firft

principles,
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principles, and from propofitions already demon-
Here we mult keep it i idly to one and the

lame fenfe of each definition •, and when nothing is

itted but definitions, and axioms, and fuch po-

(Itilates and hypothefes as are agreeable to the nature

of the thing •, and the conftruction of figures in geo-

metrical iubjects •, and demonftrated propofitions-,

and when the feveral arguments, or fteps, are rightly

•"edted together, lb as one is plainly feen to be

directly inferred from another, through the whole

feries or chain of reafoning : the conclufion at laft

obtained muft be certain and true. Thus one truth

is drawn from another, and from thefe a third, and
thus continuing to deduce truths from truths, through

the whole train of truths, we come at laft to the con-

clufion or truth fought after.

A dirtel, po/itive, or affirmative demonfiration, * s

that which concludes with the certain and direel

proof of the propofition in hand. This kind of de-

monftration is molt fatisfactory to the mindi and

therefore is called an oftenfive demonjlraticn.

A negative, or indirect demonftration, is that which
mews a propofition to be true, by fome abfurdity

which would neceffaiily follow if the propofition ad-

vanced mould be falfe : this is called reduclio mdab- ad
- ; and fhews the abfurdity and falmood of all

fuppoJkions, but that contained in the propofition.

This is frequent u'e of for cafe and brevity's

, and to avoid a long perplext o/hfi/rjc demem-
bration. Ji mgh this fort equally convinces

the mind, and forces afient, yet it dors not equally

enlighten it. ot fo much demopftr
the

•

|Oent ablur«\

or impoftibility of the oppbfite fuppofuion •, wh< i

it fo nly (thou ly) that the pro-

.ini,* tii

its truth, 01 :ufe

ins quite ob:^

:k. A'



xiv INTRODUCTION.
A geometrical demonftration, is that which depends

on the principles of geometry.

It has been fhewn, that when the firft principles

are all true, upon which the reafoning relies •, and all

the fteps truly and evidently connected together \

that the conclufion we come to at laft, mull necefia-

riJy be true.

But if we lay down a falfe hypothefis, and argue

upon it as true, although we carry on our reafoning

ever fo rightly, yet the conclufion will rnoft certainly

be falfe. For from falfe premifes nothing but falfhood

can follow. And therefore, on the contrary, when
we argue from a precarious hypothefis, and conduct
our reafoning with the greateft rigour of truth, and
at lad come to a falfe conclufion ; we may be aflured,

tht hypothefis we argued from is falfe. For there is

no other poffible cauie for falling into a falfe conclu-

fion. And this is the foundation of that way of rea-

foning before mentioned, .called reduclio ad abfurdum

vel hnpoffibile. And this teaches us how to detect falfe

hypotheles.

Again, if our hypothefis and other principles be

all true •, and we happen to reafon wrong, either by
giving a falfe meaning to any term, or making ufe

of falfe propofitions, in the courfe of our reafoning

;

or not connecting the feveral fteps rightly together %

then fallhood and not truth muft again be the con-

clufion •, except it be by mere chance, that one error

may correct another. And if our firft principles

and reafoning be both falfe -, it is a thoufand to one
but the conclufion will be falfe, and truth here muft
have a poor chance for appearing.

Method is the art of difpofing a train of arguments,

in a right order, either to find out the truth, or falfhood

of a propofition •, or to demon (Irate it to others,

when we have found it out. This is either analytical

or fynthetical.

Andlyfu%
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Analyfis, or the analytic method, is the art of fi riding

out the truth of a propofition, by luppofing the thing

to be done-, and going back ftep by Hep, till we ar-

rive at fome known truth. This is called the mei

of invention, or refolution, and is generally uied in

algebra.

Synthefis, or the fynthetic method, is the fearching

out truth, by firft laying down fome fimple and

eafy principles, and purfuing the confequences till

we come at the conclufion. This method begins at

the molt fimple and eafy things, and proceeds to the

more compounded and general. It is alio called the

method of compofition, and is contrary to the analytic

method •, as this proceeds from known principles to

in unknown conclufion •, whilft the other e;oes in a

retrograde order from the thing fought, as if it was

known, to fome known principle. And therefore

when any truth has been found out by the analytic

method •, it may be demonftrated in a backward order,

by fynthefis.

Thus you have an account of the rules and me-
thods, whereby the mathematicians manage this their

fcience, and handle their feveral fubjects. Methods
fo clear and indructive, that they may juftly challenge

the world to produce any others, of equal perfnicuity,

evidence, and certainty. And the ftriiclun s they

erect thereby are equally ftrong and impregnable, as

well as admirable and furprizing. For in the firft

place, they premife fome general principles to begin

with, as definitions, axioms, Qfr. from thefe ftiey

derive fome fimple and eafy ptfopofitfons ; and from
thefe others are drawn dill harder •, and then bj

grecs they arrive at the more difficult ones ; what
goes before being always helpful for fin< ' the

lowing. Thus a chain of arguments is carried on
in an unintcrruj

I ind their truth COnfiri

by infallible reafoning. Then the mod genera]

uleful propofitions are collected together, and d;
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up in order, and put into a body or magazine, and
rcferved for ufe, to be called forth, as occafion re-

quires, for the inveftigation and demonftration of
others. Thus they form fo many fyftems of ma-
thematical truths, according to the various fubjects

they examine ; which mult fland as principles for

finding out new ones, or as tefts for trying the truth

of others. For any propofition being once proved

true, muft eternally remain true, and can never vary

:

it being the nature and efTence of truth to continue

invariable.

Now thefe feveral fyftems, or branches of the ma-
thematics, that is, the divifion of the mathematical

fciences, have been differently made and reckoned

up, by different men. But the principal branches

or parts thereof, at leaft thofe of mod ufe, may be

reckoned to be thefe : arithmetic, geometry, pro-

portion, trigonometry, projection of the fphere, men-
suration, furveying, guaging, dialling, gunnery, geo-

graphy, conic fe&ions and curve lines, navigation*

mechanics, optics, perfpeftive, chronology, algebra,

centripetal forces, aftronomy, fluxions, increments-

I have already publifhed feveral of thefe ii> feparate

tracts ; and from the regard I always had for thefe

arts, and the great defire I have of feeing them
fiourifh ; I intend from time to time, in the courfe of

this work, to publifh the reft, as foon as they can

be got ready for the prefs. Which done, I doubt

not but the young ftudent will be furnilhed with

a compleat courfe of the mathematics, fufficient to

inftruct: him in his progrefs, through thefe difficult

paths, and to make him fit and able to read larger,

and more elaborate treatifes.

/
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THE

PREFACE.
y f~E that would make any confideralle progrefs in

J^ j[ the mathematics, mufi begin at the firfi princi-

ples, and proceed gradually forward from one

branch of that fcience to another -, according as they are

naturally conneded together, and have a dcpendance upon

one another. This will make the progrefs as eafy, j}jorty

and intelligible, as the nature of the thing will admit of.

Whilft he that takes a contrary courfe, will always be

invqlved in difficulty, doubt, and obfcurity , the know-

ledge he gains will be imperfeft -, and for want cf evi-

dence, the -mind will want that conviction which is ne-

ceffary for cflablifjing truth.

Arithmetic may be juflly faid to be the bafis of all the

ether parts of mathematics. All things of whatever

kind they are, may be reduced to numbers, and their

quantities and proportions, calculated by numbers. All

r branches have need of arithmetic, feme way cr

other-, a>.d would often be at a jland without it. Yet

arithme: \c need of them, but ftands folly upon

its own principles. In all parts of the mathematics,

no problem of any fort is deemed to be tomplcatly folved^

till it be calculated arithmetically, and its value brc:-

cut in numbers. And finee it is offuih confequencc\

is abfolutely neceffary for the young jludent, who would

a good j
". Jcr at:. w-

matus% firfi of all to mAc himfelj i
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quainted with all the parts of arithmetic, and the na-

ture and properties ofnumbers : without which it would
be in vain for him to attempt any thing.

And as it is of fuch great ufe in the fciences, fo it is

equally ferviceable in human aclions and employments.

He muft be very little verfed in the common affairs of

life, that does not know the great ufefulnefs of arith-

metic in every inftance thereof. No bufinefs can be car-

ried on without the help of numbers ; no trade or com-

merce exercifed without regular accounts : fo that in

all fituations of life, arithmetic is a neceffary accom-

plifhment.

As to the enfuing treatife, I have in the firft book,

fully, and yet very concifely handled all the parts of
common arithmetic ; and have made all the rules thereof,

as fhort as poffible, fo as to be intelligible -, and the

reader cannot fail of under/landing them, by means of
the examples there given, which I fuppofe are fufficient

for that end, and no more. 1 have alfo endeavoured

to give the reafons for the feveral operations in the fun-
damental parts of this art, which cannot mifs pleafing

the reader, as he will have his judgment and under-

fianding informed, at the fame time he is learning the

praclice.

In the fecond book, 1 have delivered the fubfiance of
what Euclid and others have written about the pro-

perties of numbers, adding whatever 1 thought of any

confequence in the theory of numbers. And here 1 have

for the moft part demonftrated the proportions 0/ Euclid

after a different manner from him, and often more ge-

nerally. And though the theory ought to precede the

praclice, in any fcience : yet here it was hardly poffible

to obferve that rule. For there is not only frequent ufe

made of multiplication, divifwn, &c. but there is a

good deal of abflracl reafoning about the properties of

num-
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numbers, which cculd not well be underftood, till the

reader was well acquainted with the operations of arith-

metic i which is the reafon I have put it Lift. I know

of nothing that is wanting in this treatifs, except it be

a greater variety of examples \ and this would require

more room •, and the intelligent reader can ea/ily fupply

thefe of himfelf \ to whom I wifb fuccefs, anfwerabU

to his endeavours.

W. Emerfon,

r ii i
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ARITHMETIC.

DEFINITIONS.
i. yf RITHMETIC is the art of computing

^rg by numbers -, it is called vulgar or com-

mon Arithmetic^ when it treats of whole
numbers.

2. Unity is that by which every thing is called

one \ and a unit is the beginning of number.

3. Number is a multitude o£ units : by this every

thing is reckoned.

4. An integer is any whole thing.

5. A zvhole number is a precife number without

any parts annext.

6. A mixt number is a whole number with fome

part annext.

7. hfratlion is a part or parts of an unit.

8. A proper fratt'ion is lefs than a unit.

cj. An improper fraclion is greater than a unit.

jo. An aliquot part is that which is contained a

precife number of times in another.

Cor. Hence 1 is an aliquot part of any number

:

but a number cannot be called an aliquot part of it-

1 1. An aliquant part is fuch as is contained in ano-

ther, fome number of times, « ith fome part or parts

ever.

B
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12. One number is faid to be multiple of an-

other, when it contains it a precife number of times.

13. One number is faid to meafure another, when
it is contained in the other a precife number of times,

without a remainder. The faid meafure is alfo a

divifor.

Cor. Any number is a meafure to itfelf. And 1

is a meafure to any number.

14. An even number is that whofe half is a whole

number.

1 5. An odd number is that which cannot be divided

into two equal whole numbers.

Cor. The numbers one, two, three, four, &c.
are alternately odd and even for ever.

16. A prime number is that which can only be

meafured by a unit.

1 7. Numbers are faid to be prime to one another ,

when only a unit meafures both. Thefe are alfo

called coprimes.

Cor. Therefore 1 is prime to every number. .

18. A compofite number is that produced by multi-

plying feveral other numbers together, called fattors

or multipliers. Alfo what is produced by fuch mul-
tiplication, is called a produtt.

19. Numbers are faid to be compofed to one another,

when fome number (greater than a unit) meafures

both.

20. A plane number is the number produced by
multiplying two other numbers.

21. A folid number is the product of three num-
bers.

22. A fquare number is the product of a number
by itfelf.

23. A cube number is the product of a number,
and its fquare.

24. Like orfimilar plane or folid numbers, are thofe

whofe fides or multipliers are proportional.

25. A
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25. A perfecl number is that which is equal to the

fum of all ics aliquot pares.

26. Th< of any number, fignifies, that the

number calied the root) mail be io often multipli

as is denoted by the number (or index) exprefling

the power. Thus the 2d power or 5, is 5 multi-

plied by 5, or 25 ; the 3d power of 5, is 25 mul-

tiplied by 5, &fr.

27. Pour numbers are laid to be proportional, or

in thefame proportion^ when comparing two and two ;

the firfr. is the fame multiple, or the fame part or

parts of the fecond, as the third is of the fourth,

thus: 6, 2, 9 and 3, are proportional ; for 6 con-

tains 2 thrice, and 9 contains 3 thrice. Alfo 4, 6,

10, 15, are proportional \ for 6 is once and half 4,
and 15 is once and half 10. And the fcveral num-
bers are called the terms of the proportion •, and the

quotient arifing, by dividing the former by the lat-

ter number, is called the Ratio.

28. Numbers are laid to be in continual proportion ,

or in geometrical prcgreffion, when the firlt has the

fame proportion to the fecond, as the fecond to the

third, and as the third to the fourth, and fo on,

thus: 2, 6, 18, 54, Lfc. are continual proportion-

als.

29. Mean proportionals are all the intermediate

terms, between the extremes, in a geometrical pro-

grcflion.

30. Surds are fuch numbers as have no exact roots.

N Q T A T I

1. The characters by which nurn^ Hal,

are thefe ten: o, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

call' and the re ft,

are < ts. The
nd the origin or ge

numbers they ftand for
f

are

'1 :



NOTATION.

then

o nothing.

i one, or a fingle thing called

I + I
T 2 two. [a unit.

2+1 HZ 3 three.

3 + i zzz 4 four.

4+i —
5 five.

5+i ££ 6 fix.

6+ i ZH 7 feven.

7+i r= 8 eight.

8+ i = 9 nine.

then 9+ i = ten, which has no fingle character

;

and thus by the continual addition of i , all numbers
are generated.

2. The value of any number depends not on the

figure or figures alone, but upon the figures and
places where they {land, jointly. And the order of
places is backward from the right hand towards the

left. The firft place is called the place of units ;

the fecond, tens; the third, hundreds; the fourth,

thoufands ; the fifth, ten thoufands ; the fixth, hun-
dred thoufands; the feventh, millions; and fo on.

Thus in the number 765487654 5 4 in the firft place

fignifies only 4; 5 in the fecond place fignifies five

tens or fifty ; 6 in the 3d place fignifies fix hundred;

7 in the 4th place is feven thoufand ; 8 in the 5th

place is eighty thoufand; 4 in the 6th place is four

hundred thoufand; 5 in the 7th place is five millions

;

and fo on.

3. A cypher, though of no value by itfelf, yet it

occupies a place, and advances the figures on the left

hand into higher places, from whence they have a

greater value. Thus 3 fignifies only 3, but 30 fig-

nifies 3 tens or thirty, and 300 fignifies 3 hundred.

4. The values of all figures increafe in a tenfold

proportion from the right hand towards the left, each

following place being ten times greater than the fore-

going. Thus in the number 33333333 ; 3 in the

firfl: place is three; in the fecond, 30 thirty ; in the

third,
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third, 300 three hundred; in the fourth, 3000 three

thoufand ; in the fifth, 30000 thirty thoufand, &c.
And thus 1 fignifies one, 10 fignifies ten, ioofigni-

fies a hundred, 1000 fignifies a thoufand, and fo on

;

and in general, ten units make 1 ten, ten tens make
1 hundred, ten hundred make 1 thoufand, &c.

5. Hence, placing 1, 2, 3, &V. cyphers on the

right hand of any number, makes it ten, a hundred,

a thoufand times, &V. greater than before. But pla-

cing cyphers on the left hand does not alter the va-

lue, becaufe every figure remains in the fame place

as before.

This method of exprefTing numbers, by the dif-

ferent values of the figures in different places, is an
admirable invention -, without which it had been ne-

ceffary to have as many different characters, as there

are numbers to be exprefled •, which would have been

impoffible.

AXIOMS.
1. If two numbers are equal to a third, they are

equal to one another.

2. If equal numbers be added to equal numbers,

the wholes will be equal.

3. If from equal numbers the fame or equal num-
bers be taken away, the remainders will be equal.

4. Thofe numbers are equal, which are the fame
multiple of equal numbers.

5. Thofe numbers are equal, which are the fame

part of equal numbers.

6. The fame powers, or the fame roots of equal

numbers, are equal.

7. Unity or 1 neither multiplies nor divides ; that

is, the product or quotient is itill the fame number.

8. If a number be compofed of two numbers,

multiplied together j either of them meafures it by
the other.

9. If a number meafures feveral other numbers

;

B 3 it
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it likewife meafures the fum (or difference) of thefe

numbers.

10. If a number meafures another-, it alfo mea-
fures every number which that other meafures.

ii. If a number meafures the whole, and a part

taken away ; it alio meafures the refidue.

The Signification of other Characters here ufed.

Characters. Signification.

+ more, and, to be added, being an affir-

mative fign. Thus 7+ 3 fignifies 3 add-

ed to 7 ; and A + B denotes the fum
of A and B.

— lefs 9 lejfened by, abating, being a nega-

tive fign. Thus 7— 3 means 3 taken

out of y4 and A— B denotes the re-

mainder, when B is fubtracted from A,

X multiplied by , as 7X3 fignifies 7 times

3 ; alfo AxB or AB, is the product

of A and B multiplied together. Where
note, if letters fland to denote numbers,

they are commonly fet together, like

letters in a word.

~r divided by, thus 6 -7- 3 fignifies 6 divi-

ded by 3 •, alfo 3) 6 ( fignifies 6 divided

by 3 ; alfo 4 fignifies 6 divided by 3 ;

and in general A-rB, or B) A(, or
A
t> , is the quotient of A divided by B.

A* the fquare of A, that is, AA.
A 3 the cube of A, that is, AAA.
A'

1

the n lh power of A, the index n being

any number.

1/ the fquare root, thus V16 is the fquare

root of 16, and VA is the fquare root

of A.
the
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Characters. Signification.

V the cube root, as j 8 is the cube root of
3

8, and *J A is the cube root of A.
= equal to9 as 7 -{-3:= 10, 7 and 3 equal

to 10.

II . A note of proportion, thus 2:31:4:6,
fignifies 2 is to 3, as 4 to 6 ; and

A : B : : a : b, A is- to B, as a to b,

fometimes written thus, A—B—-a— b.—- continual proportionals? A : B : C : D~9

A, B, C, D are ia continual propor-

tion.

A+B+C the fum of A, B, and C ; a line drawn
over feveral numbers, denotes the fum
of them.

M BOOK
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BOOK I.

The Practice of Arithmetic.

CHAP. I.

The fundamental Rules of common or vulgar

Arithmetic.

PROBLEM I.

To read or exprefs any Number written.

THIS is called Numeration^ and is eafily per-

formed by help of the following table, which

jfhews the names of the feveral places, and confe-

quently of the figures {landing there, as explained

before in the Notation.

NUMERATION TABLE.

o a
•^ .2
£'~ rZ °*

3 c

co O'S § ^
« « 8-S o

c r=s t2 ° e g g

B *£ 1 °^-

s
OH co

2 «

-3 co

o c^-s<43±3 o g £ o^ n

43876543876543

RULE.
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RULE.

1. Begin at the units place, and divide, or rather

diftinguiih your number into periods of 6 figures a-

piece, called grand periods^ or double periods. The
firft period to the right is units, the fecond millions,

the r.hird bi millions, the fourth tri-miilions, the

5th, 6th, &c. quadri-millions, quinti- millions,

fexti-millions, fepti -millions, o&i-miilions, noni-

millions, deci-millions, &c.

2. Likewife diftinguiih thefe grand periods into

two parts, called /Ingle periods of three figures a-

piece j in thefe write (or iuppofe to be written) units

over the firft place, tens over the fecond piace, and

hundreds over the third place.

3. Begin to read at the left hand, exprefilng

hundreds, tens, units, as you come to the refpective

places where thefe figures are ; and at the end of

each fingie period (on the left hand) always pro-

nounce thousands -

9 and at the end of the grand pe-

riod, exprefs its title or furname belonging to it; pro-

ceeding thus to the right hand where the number
ends.

Ex. 1.

Read the number 50765.
t u htu

Having diftinguifhed the number into period?,

and written u over units, t over tens, h over hun^
dreds, it will be read thus : fifty thoufand, kvm
hundred and fixty-five.

Ex. 2.

To read 43 8 76543 8 76543-
tu htu htu
43 876543876543

Forty three bi- millions, eight hundred and feventy

fix thoufand, five hundred and forty three millions,

eight hundred and feventy fix thoufand, five hundred
and forty three. Ex-.
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Ex. 3.

Read this number 241 8579643 2 190046 13 254768096.
htu htu htu htu htu

24l8 5/9643 2 I9OO4 613254 768096

Two thoufand, four hundred and eighteen quadri-millions;

Five hundred feventy nine thoufand, fix hundred forty three tri-millionsj

Two hundred nineteen thoufand, and four bi-millicns
j

Six hundred thirteen thoufand, two hundred fifty four millions}

Seven hundred fixty eight thoufand, and ninety fix.

PROBLEM II.

To add whole numbers together.

Addition is the rule by which feveral numbers are

put together, in order to find the fum of them all.

RULE.
1. Place all the numbers fo, that units may ftand

under units, tens under tens, hundreds under hun-
dreds, &c. and draw a line underneath.

2. Begin at the units place, and reckon up all the

figures in that place from the bottom to the top,

and what overplus there is above even tens, fet

down, and carry {o many to the next row as there

were tens.

3. Reckon up all the figures in the place of tens,

together with what you carried, and let down the

overplus, carrying the tens to the next row ; and fo

proceed to the lait.

4. If you don't choofe to reckon forward, you
may make a prick when you have reckoned to ten

or more, carrying on the overplus ; and then add

fo many to the next row as you have pricks.

Ex. 1.

Let thefe numbers be added together :

9482
590
3°7

j 0464.

Beginning
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Beginning at 5, fay the fum of 5 and 7 is 12 and
2 is 14, fet down 4 and carry 1. The fum of 1 and
8 is 9 and 9 is 18 and 8 is 26, fet down 6 and carry

2. 1 hen 2 and 3 is 5 and 5 is 10 and 4 is 14, fet

down 4 and carry 1. Laftiy, 1 and 9 is 10, which
being the lad, fet it down.
The reaibn of carrying the tens to the next place

is plain •, for the fum of 5, 7 and 2 being 14, the

4 belongs to the units, and the 1 to the tens. Again,

the fum of 1, 8, 9 and 8 being 26, which are tens,

the 6 belongs to the tens, and the 2 to the next fu-

perior place, which is hundreds. Then the fum of 2,

3, 5 and 4 being 14, viz. 14 hundreds, the 4 be-

longs to that place, and the 1 to the place above,

which is thoufands. Laftly, the fum of 1 and 9 is 10,

that is 10 thoufand, that is o in the place of thou-

fands, and 1 in the place of ten thoufands. In fhort,

thus :

The fum of the row of units 14
The fum of the row of tens 2,50

The (urn of the row of hundreds 1200
The fum of the row of thoufands 9000

total 10464

Ex. 2.

Add thefe numbers together.

35°7°9
31806500

339o8 7
4601

1

293$

fum 32545242

The proof of Addition is this : begin at the top,

and add all the .numbers downwards, by the fame
rule as you added them upwards before \ then if the

total fums agree, the work is right.

PR OB-
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PROBLEM III.

*Jlo add numbers offeveral denominations together.

RULE.
i. Place the numbers fo, that thofe of the fame

denomination may itand directly under one another,

then draw a line under them.

2. Begin at the lowed denomination firft, and
reckon upwards till you get as many as makes one

of the next denomination above ; then make a prick,

and carry the overplus, or excefs, to the next figures;

and fo reckon forward, always pricking when you
have as many as makes one of the next denomina-

tion. Proceed thus till that denomination is finifhed,

and fet down the overplus at bottom.

3. Reckon your pricks in the denomination you
have finifhed, and carry fo many, to be added to

the next denomination, which muft be added up by

the fame rule ; and fo of the reft. In the lad deno-

mination, add them up as whole numbers.

Ex. 1. Money.

Add thefe fums of money together.

£ /. d.

57 6 8-

127 14* o
o 9 6f
*7 ° 3i

fum 202 10 6^

Note, 4 farthings make 1 penny, 12 pence 1

milling, 20 ihillings 1 pound.

Ex.
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Ex. 2. Troy Weight.

oz. pwts. grs.

207 13 19-

81 o 11

157 1 D 6 '

31 9 20

total 477 19 8

Note. In Troy weight, 24 grains make a penny-

weight, 20 penny-weights an ounce, 1 2 ounces a

pound.

Ex. 3. Apothecary*s Weight.

cz. drs. fcr. £TJ.

*5 r 2' 1,5'

3 4' O 12

I 18'

1 5 I" 3

21 2 O 8

jV<?/£, In Apothecary's weight, 20 grains make $
fcruple (3), 3 fcruples a dram (3), 8 drams an

ounce (^), 12 ounces a pound (fb).

£,v. 4. Averdupoize kjjer weight.

lb. oz. dr.

15 II- 12-

4 IO O
12 O 1$*

'5* _9

total 33 6 2

iVfcl, jtfdrams makea/i ounce, 16 ounces a pound-
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5. Averdupoize greater weight.

tuns hunds. fto. W,

570 18- 6 1
1"

3 s r '
2'

92 6 3
12 15 10

714 1 7 10total

Note, 14 pounds make a flone, 8 (lone 1 hundred
weight, 20 hundred weight 1 tun.

Ex. 6,

yds,

37
7
8

4

Long Meafure

feet inch.

2' iv
3

1 io*

2 ' 5

5* 1 5total

Note, 3 barley-corns make an inch, 12 inches a

foot, 3 feet a yard ; alfo $\ yards make a pole, 22

yards a chain, 10 chains a furlong, 8 furlongs a

mile.

Liquid Meafure.

2 pints make a quart, 2 quarts a pottle, 2 pottles

a gallon, 8^ gallons a firkin or anker, 6 firkins a

hogfhead of ale, 63 gallons a hogfhead of wine.

Dry Meafure,

2 pints make a quart, 2 quarts a pottle, 2 pottles

a gallon, 2 gallons a peck, 4 pecks a bumel, 8

bufhels a quarter, »4 quarters a chaldron, 10 quarters

a hit
Scholium.

If a long lift of numbers is to be added up, di-

vide
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vide it into feveral parcels, and add them feparately •,

and then add all tbefe parcels together.

The proof, of this rule is the fame as the lad;

only in reckoning downward, make crones initead

of pricks, to avoid confufion.

PROBLEM IV.

To fubtrciul one whole number from another.

Subtraction is the taking one number from another,

to find their difference.

RULE.
i. Place the greater number uppermoft, and the

other under it, ib< as units may be under units,

tens under tens, £s?£. and draw a line under them.

2. Begin at the right hand or place of units, and

fubtracl the lower figure from the upper, and fee

down the difference underneath them -

9 do the fame

with the reft of the figures.

3. When the lower figure is greater, borrow 10,

and add it to the upper number, from which fub-

tracl the lower, and let down the remainder ; carry

1 to be added to the next lower figure, and fubtracl:

the fum from the upper, and fee down the remainder;

and fo on from one row to another.

Ex. 1.

from

take

27048:467

3 lo653 6 3

rem. 2394161C4

The reafon of this operation is plain, only when

the lower number is lefs, 10 is added to the upper

number, as here, 5 is lefs than 1, therefore 1 is bor-

rowed from 8 to make 1 1, then 5 from 11 remains

6 j then the next figure 6 ought in reality to be taken

2 from
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from 7, inftead of 8 ; but the difference will be the

fame, whether you take 6 from 7, or add the 1 bor-

rowed to 6, and take the fum 7 out of 8, in either

cafe 1 remains,

Ex. 2.

from 30076058972
take 17078032863

rem. 12998026109

Ex. 3.

One born in 1682, how old is he in 1 763 ?

1763
1682

81 anfwer.

The proof of Subtraction is to add the remainder

to the leffer number, which ought to make up the

greater, if the work be right.

PROBLEM V.

To fubtraft numbers of different denominations.

RULE.
1. Place the numbers, lb that the greater may be

uppermoft, and that thofe of the fame denomina-

tion may Hand directly under one another, and draw
a line under them.

2. Eegin at the lowefi: denomination, and take the

lower number from the upper one, and fet down the

difference, or remainder, underneath. Do the fame
with the next denomination, and fo on till the laft,

which muft be fubtra&ed as whole numbers.

3. When the lower number in any denomination

happens to be the greater, borrow 1, that is, add as

many
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many to the upper number as makes one of the next
higher denomination, and then fubtradt the lower
number, and fet down the remainder. Then carry i,

and add it to the lower number of the next denomi-
nation, and then fubtract as before.

Ex. 1. 4

from 24 c

take 82

Money.

s.

9
6

d.

3

rem. 159 3 3t

Ex. 2. Money.

from 3794
take 129 5

31

rem. 3664. ,14 Ai

Ex. 3. Troy Weight

* lb. cz. pwL
from 19 12 15
take 13 11 17

i

\ grs:

18

7

rem. 6 18 11

PROBLEM VI.

To multiply one whole number by anotherV

Multiplication is taking the multiplicand, or nurfi*

ber to be multiplied, fo many times as there are

units in the multiplier •, and the refult is called the

product. Multiplication is a compendious method
of addition, and is performed by help of the follow-

ing table, which muft be got by heart,

C Mul-
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Multiplication Table.

I 2 3

6

4

8

12

5

10

15

6

12

18

24

3°

7

14

21

28

35

8

16

24

3 2

4°

9

18

27

36

45

54

63

72

81

2

3

4

5

4

6 9

8 12 16 20

IO *5

18

21

20

24

28

32

36

25

6 12 30

40

45

36

42

42

49

48

5^7

,8

9

14

I*

18

24

27

48

54

56

63

64

72

The ufe of the table is this : find one figure on
the fide of the table, and the other at top ; then in

the angle of meeting is their product. Thus the pro-

duel of 5 and 7 is 35 j and the product of 9 times 8

is 72.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
1. Place the multiplier under the multiplicand,

the units under units, &c. and draw a line under

them.

2. You mult multiply from the right hand to the

left, thus : begin with the units or lowed figure of

the multiplier, by which multiply the lowed figure

of the multiplicand, and fet down the overplus above

the tens, and carry the tens. Then multiply the 2d
figure of the multiplicand by the fame, adding fo

many units, as you had tens to carry j and (et down
the overplus, and carry the tens as before. Do thus

till
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till you come to the laft figure, whofe product muft
be fee down entire.

3. Then take the fecond figure of the multiplier,

and multiply by this as you did before -, fetting the

firft figure of the product under the figure you mul-

tiply with , do fo with the reft of the figures in the

multiplier •, fetting the firft figure of each product

under, or in the fame place as the figure you multi-

ply by. Or, which is the fame thing, fetting each

product fo many places back towards the left hand*

as the multiplying figure is diftant from the firft

figure.

4. Laftly, add all thefe products together, for the

product of the two numbers given.

Notet you may eafily multiply by 12 in one line,

as if it was a fingle figure, if you get by heart all

the products of all the natural numbers by 3 2, as

far as 9. Ex. 1.

multiply 60J35
by 7

product 425145

Explanation.

7 times 5 is 35 ; fet down 5 and carry 3. 7 times

3 is 21 and 3 I carry is 24 ; fet down 4 and carry 2.

7 times 7 is 49 and 2 carried is 51 ; fee down 1 and
carry 5. 7 times o is o but 5 is 5 ; fet down 5 and

carry o. 7 times 6 is 42, which kt down.
Ex. 2.

multiply 2760325
by 37072

5520650
19322275

193222750
8280975

product 102330768400

C 2 Demon-
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Demonjlration of the rule.

In Ex. i. 7 multiplying 5 produces 35, the 5 will

fall in the place of units, and the 3 belongs to the

tens. Then 7 multiplying 3 in the 2d place, or place

of tens, produces 21, of which 1 belongs to the

tens, to which the 3 carried being alfo tens, muft be

added, which makes 4 tens ; and the 2 belongs to

the 3d place, or hundreds. Then 7 multiplying 7 in

the third place, makes 49, the 9 belongs to the 3d
place, to which add the 2, which alfo belongs to

the 3d place, the fum is 51 ; 1 belongs to the third

place and 5 to the 4th place. Then 7 times o is o,

(in the 4th place) but 5 is 5. Laftly, 7 times 6 is 42,
the 2 belongs to the 5th place, and 4 to the 6th,

Thefe particular produces will ftand thus

:

60735

7

35
21

49.
o.

.

42 . .

.

425H5

And in Ex. 2. 2 multiplying 5 produces 10, the

o is. in the place of units, and lb on. Again, 7 mul-
tiplying 5 makes 35, the 5 is in the 2d place, be-

caufe the multiplier is really 70. Again, 7 in the

4th place multiplying 5 makes 3^ and the 5 will

be in the 4th place, becaufe you really multiply by

7000, and fo for all the reft.

Ex.
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Ex. 3.

If 1 hogjhead cofi 13 ^/^, w&tf wiV/ 18 ce/?.?

18

104

anfw. 234 pounds.

2 RULE.
When one or both the numbers end with cyphers,

neglect the cyphers and multiply the remaining

figures as before ; and to the product, annex the

cyphers that are in both numbers.

Ex. 4.

multiply 507300
by 4020

10146
20292

product 2039346000

3 RULE.
When any number is to be multiplied by

10, 100, 1000, 65V. annex fo many cyphers at the

«nd of the number, as there are in the multiplier.

Ex. 5.

Multiply 23079 by 100, the product is 2307900.

4 RULE.
In large multiplications, make a table of the mul-

tiplicand multiplied by all the 9 digits. Then you
have no more to do, but to take out the refpective

product for each figure of the multiplier, and add

them all together.

C 3 Ex.
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TABLE. Ex. 6.

I 70500768
2 141001 536

3 21 1502304

4 282003072

5 35 2 5°3 840
6 423004608

7 4935°537 6

8 564006144

9 63450(59 12

multiply

by
7O5OO768

50431

7O5OO768
21 I502304
282003072

35 2 5°3$4°

product 3555424231008

The proof of Multiplication, is by making the

multiplicand to be the multiplier ; then if the pro-

duel comes out the fame as before, your work is

right.

That two numbers will give the fame product,

whichever is the multiplier, will appear thus : fup-

pofe the numbers 4 and 36. Then 36 times 1 is the

fame with once 36; and therefore ^6 times

I + 1 + 1 +1, or 36 times 4 is the fame with 4 times

36 •, and fo of others.

Scholium,

There is a way of proving multiplication by eafl>

ing away the nines,which though not infallible, ferves

to confirm the other, and is very expeditious. It is

thus, fee Ex. 4. make a crofs, and

add all the figures or digits of the

multiplicand together, as units, thus

5 + 7 + 3— 15, throw away the

nines, and fet the remainder 6 on one

fide of the crofs. Do the fame with

the multiplier 4+2 =? 6, fet the remainder on the

other fide of the crofs. Do the like with the

product, and fee the remainder at top. Laflly,

multi-
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multiply the figures on the

fides, and throw away the

nines, and fet the remain- *
g

der at bottom, which muft

be the fame with the top,

if the work is right.

PROBLEM VII.

To multiply numbers of different denominations* ly

a given number.

1 RULE.
If the multiplier be a fingle figure ; begin at the

lowed denomination, and multiply it by the given

number, and fee how many of the next denomi-

nation is contained in the product ; fet down the

odds, and carry fo many to the next. Then mul-
tiply the next denomination, adding what you
carried ; and fet down the odds. Proceed thus till

all be multiplied.

This method is rather reckoning than multi-

plying. Ex. 1. Money.

£. s. d.

multiply 49 13 10

by 7

product 347 16 10
• iii. ~ . 1 I-. .,«

Ex. 2. Weight.

c. ft. lb.

multiply 11 2 13
by 6

product 68 1 8

2 RULE.
If the multiplier be a great number made up

of feveral others multiplied together. Multiply

fucceflively by the parts, inftead of the whole.

C 4 Ex.
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Ex. 3.

£. s. d.

tppltiply 127 13 9 by 45.

5

638 8 9

9

produft 5745 18 9

3 RULE.
If the multiplier is not compofed of others 5

find two or more numbers, whofe product comes,

nearer! : then multiply as before, and add what is

wanting, or fubtracl: whgt is over.

Ex. 4.

£, Si d:

multiply 7 12 10 by 47.
6

.
45 17

8

3 66

fubtraft 7

16

12 10

product 359 3 2

PROBLEM VIII.

7*0 divide one whole number by another.

Divifion teaches to find how often one number,

called the divifor, is contained in another, called the

dividend. Or it fhews how to find fuch a part of the

dividend as the divifor expreffes. The number here

fought is called the quotient.

1, A
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I. A GENERAL RULE.
i. Set down the dividend, and the divifor on the

left hand of it,within a crooked line •, alfo make ano-

ther crooked line on the right hand, for the quotient.

2. Enquire how oft the firft figure of the divifor

is contained in the firft figure of the dividend, or

in the two firft figures, when that of the divifor is

greater ; and place the anfwer in the quotient.

3. Multiply the whole divifor by the quotient

figure, and fet the product orderly under the divi-

dend towards the left band, and fubtract it there-

from. But note, if this product be greater than that

part of the dividend ; a lefs figure muft be placed in

the quotient.

4. Make a prick under the next figure of the di-

vidend to mark it, and bring it down, annexing it

to the remainder ; then this number is called the

dividual

5. Seek how oft the divifor is contained in the

dividual, and fet the anfwer in the quotient ; then

multiply and fubtract as before ; and proceed thus

till all the figures in the dividend are brought down
one by one. And note, for every figure brought

down, a figure (or a cypher) muft be placed in the

quotient.

Note, fince there is a necefiity of trial, to find out

the true quotient figure *, therefore, before it be fet

down, multiply 2 or 3 figures of the divifor on the

left hand, by that figure in mind, to fee if it exceed

the dividual.

Ex, 1.

Divide 14122 by 46.

46) 14122 (307 the quotient.

138"

322
322

Exj)la-
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Explanation.

Firft I afk how oft 4 in 1, which is no times at

all: then how oft 4 in 14, which is 3 times; then

I place 3 in the quotient, and then multiply 46 by

& and fet the product 138 under 141, and fubtract-

ing there remains 3. Then I prick the 2 and bring

it down to 3, which then is 32 for a dividual ; then

enquiring how oft 4 in 3, the anfwer is o, which I

place in the quotient. Then I prick, and bring

down the next figure 2, and the dividual is now
322, then I afk how oft 4 in 32, the anfwer would
be 8 -, but then 46 multiplied by 8 would exceed

322, therefore I place 7 in the quotient, by which I

multiply 46, and the product is 322 •, and that fub-

tracted from 132, leaves nothing. Then 307 is the

quotient.

Ex. 2.

Divide 18972584 by 6023.

6023) 18972584 (3150 the quotient.

18069 •
•

9°35
6023

30128

3oll 5

134 the remainder.

Bemonflration cf the rule.

In Ex. 1. fince 46 is contained 3 times in 141,

therefore it is contained 300 times in 14122; that

is, 3 muft be in the third place.

Alfo fince 46 is contained 7 times in the remain-

der 322 -, therefore 46 is contained in the whole di-

vidend 307 times.

And
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And in Ex. 2. fince 6023 *s contained 3 times in

18972 ; it is contained 3000 times in 18972584;
and loo times in the remainder 903584, and 50
times in the next remainder 301284; and o times

in the lafc remainder 134. Therefore the divifor is

contained in the whole dividend, 3150 times.

2 RULE.
When the divifor ends with cyphers, cut them

off, and likewife cut off as many places of the di-

vidend on the right hand ; and perform the divifion

by the remaining figures. And when the divifion

is finifhed, annex the figures cut off to the re-

mainder. Ex g
Divide 745678 by 30400*

304)00) J456\j8 (24 quotient.

608 •

1376
1216"

6078 remainder.

3 RULE.
To divide by 10, 100, 1000, £s?V. cut off from

the dividend fo many places as the divifor has cy-

phers ; and that will be the quotient 5 and the fi-

gures cut off the remainder.

Ex. 4.

Divide 78607 by 100."

The quotient is 786, and 07 remaining.

4-RUL E.

When you have a large dividend, and your di-

vifor is often repeated ; make a table of all the pro-

duels
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dudts of the divifor and the nine digits ; which is

done by continually adding the divifor. By this

table divifion may be wrought by infpection, only

by the help of addition and fubtradtion. For you
have no more to do, but only to take out of the

table the number always the next lefs than each di-

vidual, and the quotient figure along with it •, which
numbers are to be continually fubtracted from thefe

dividuals, as in the general rule.

Ex. 5.

Divide 40377982057 by 35016.

Ta BLE,

I 35olt>

2

3

4
5
6

70032
105048
140064
175080
210196

7
8

2451 12

280128

9 3 I 5 I 44
10 35oibo

35016)40377982057(1153129,
35016-- •• •:

53619

35016

186038

175080
»"i

109582
105048

45340
35° l6
m. > m

103245
70032

33 2I 37
3*5*44

16993 remains.

5 R U L Ej
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5 RULE.
When you are to divide by a fingle figure, you

need not fet down the operation at large, but per-

form it in mind ; the fame may be done with 12.

Ex. 6.

7)3°7 21

4388 quotient.

5 rem.

Thus 30721 divided by 7, the quotient is 4388,
and 5 remaining.

Divifion is proved by multiplying the divifor and
quotient together, and adding the remainder, when
there is any ; which muft be equal to the dividend,

when the work is right.

Or it may be proved by cafling away nines, as in

multiplication. Call away the nines in the

divifor and quotient, and let the remainders

on the fides of the crofs. Do the fame with

the dividend, and fet the remainder at top.

Multiply the figures on the fides, throw away the

nines, and fet the remainder at bottom, which muft
be equal to the top. See Ex. 1. Note, if there be a
remainder, it mud be added to the product, on the

fides of the crofs, and the nines thrown out as before.

PROBLEM IX.

To divide a number of different denominations by a
given number.

x RULE.
If the divifor be a fingle figure, begin at the

higheft denomination, which divide by* the given

divifor, and fet the anfwer in the quotient, and to

be of the fame denomination ; what remains muft
be
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be multiplied by the number of parts in the next in-

ferior denomination, and added to the given number
of that denomination, and then divide as before.

Proceed thus through all the denominations.

Ex. i.

Divide 58 10 3 into 7 parts, what is 1 part?

£. s. d. £. s. d-

7)58 I0 3( 8 7 2.

il
2=40

7) 50 (7

49

1=12

7) 15 (2

14

Explanation.

Say how oft 7 in 58, 8 times •, which fet in the

quotient, then 8 times 7 is 56, which fubtracted

from 58, leaves 2. But 2 pounds are 40 millings,

to which add 10, the fum is 50. Then fay how oft

is 7 in 50, anfwer 7 times, which fet in the quo-

tient for millings; then 7 times 7 is 49, which taken

from 50 leaves 1 milling, or 12 pence, to which

add 3, the fum is 15. Then fay how oft 7 in 15,

the anfwer is 2, which fet in the quotient for pence,

then 2 times 7 is 14, which taken from 15, 1 re-

mains. So the anfwer is 8/. js, 2d. ; and 1 penny

Ex,
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£*- 2
- c. ft. lb.

What is the 6th part of 72 6 1 1 ?

c /. lb. c. ft. lb.

6)72 6 11(12 o 1 5 the quotient.

72

7) 6 (o

o
""6^84

6
) 95

9°

5 remains.

2 RULE.
If the divifor be a great number made up of fe-

veral others by multiplication. Divide fucceflively

by the parts, inflead of the whole.

Ex. 3.

£• s. d.

Divide 320 12 8 by 35.

£. s. d. 7) £. s. d.

5> 3 2°

320

12 8 (64 2 64 (9 3;

-

5)

= 1 =

12 7)

10

z20

22 (3
21

2=24 1= 12

5) 3 2

3°
7) 18 (2

14

2=8 4=16

5jT
5

(1 7) 17 (2

14

3 rem. a rem.L -1 PRO-
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PROBLEM X.

To extratt the fquare root.

I. A GENERAL RULE*
i . Begin at the units place, and point every other

figure on the top, dividing it into feveral periods.

2. Find the greateft fquare that is contained in

the firft period, towards the left hand. Set the root

in the quotient, and fubtrad the fquare from the

figures of that period.

3. To the remainder bring down the two figures

under the next point, for a refolvend. This is always

to be repeated.

4. Double the quotient for a divifor, and fee how
oft it is contained in the refolvend (excepting the laft

figure) ; and fet the anfwer in the quotient, and alfo

after the divifor. This muft always be repeated

;

for a- new divifor muft be found for every figure.

5. Then multiply this whole divifor by that quo-

tient figure, and fubtracl the product from the whole

refolvend ; but if that product be greater, a lefs

figure muft be placed in the quotient. Proceed thus

till all the figures or periods be brought down.

6. Note, inftead of doubling the quotient every

time for a divifor, you may always add the laft

quotient figure to the laft divifor, for a new divifor 5

and proceed as before.

Ex. 1.

Extract the fquare root of 393129*
...

393-129 (627 the root.

122) 331
+2 244.

1247) 8729
8720
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Explanation.

The neareft fquare to 39 the firft pointing, is 36,
whofe root 6 I place in the quotient \ and iubtradt

the fquare 36 from 39, the remainder is 3*

Then I bring down 31, the next point, and annex

it to 3, and the refoivend: is 331. Then I double

the quotient for a divifor, which is 12 •, and I feek

how oft 12 in 33, the anfwer is 2, which I place in

the quotient, and alio after 1 2 -

9 then the divifor be-

comes 122 -, and 122 multiplied by 2 produces 244,
which I fubtracl from 331, the remainder is 87.

Laftly, I bring down 29, the next point, and the

refoivend is 8729. Then I either double the quo-
tient 62, which is 124 ; or I add the quotient figure

2 to 122, the lafl divifor, which is 124 ; and this is

a new divifor. Then I afk how oft 124 in 872, the

anfwer is 7 times. Then I multiply 1247 by 7,
and fubtract the produd 8729 from 8729, and there

remains o. So the root is exactly 627.

Ex. 2.,

Extract the roo^ of '733120000.
k . . . ,

x ^

733120000 (2707$ the root,

4 ' • '

47) 333
+7 329

5407) 41200

+7 37849

54146) 335 1 00

324876

10224 rern -

B Ex.
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Ex. 3.

What is the root of 3272869681 ?

3272869681 (57209 root.

25 •
: : :

107) 772

7 749

1142) 2386
2 2284

1 14409) 1029681
1029681

2 RULE.
When more than half the figures of the root are

found ; all t)ie reft will be found as truly by plain

divifion ; as is fhewn more at large in the extraction

of the roots of decimal fractions. But if common
divifion be ufed, you muft bring down as many fi-

gures, as there were periods to come down, when
you began with divifion.

Ex,
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Ex. 4.

Let 14876008357020684 be given.

14876008357020684 (121967243
1 *

22) 48

+ 2 44

241) 476
+ 1 241

2429)23500
+ 9 21861

24386) 163983
+6 146316

divifor 24392) 176675
170744

593*7
48784

105330
97568

77622

73*76

4446

The proof is, to multiply the root by itfelf, and add
the remainder ; which muft be equal to the number
given to be extracted, if the work be right.

D 2 PRO-
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PROBLEM XI.

To extraft the cube root,

RULE.
i. Begin at the units place, and point every third

figure-, that is, the ift, 4th, 7th, &c. miffing two
places.

2. Find the neareft lefs root of the figures of the

firft punctation on the left hand, fubtract its cube

from the number given •, to the remainder annex the

next figure, for the refolvend.

3. Take 4 of the refolvend for a dividend.

4. And for a divifor, take the fquare of the root,

added to half the root, (or rather added to the pro-

duel: of the root, and the next quotient figure, leav-

ing out the laft figure of the product).

5. Divide the faid dividend by that divifor, the

quotient is the fecond figure of the root.

6. Begin the operation anew, viz. cube the two
figures of the root, and fubtract the cube from the

given number, annexing another figure, for the re-

folvend.

7. Take the third part of the refolvend for a divi-

dend, and the fquare of the root added to half the

root (or rather added to the product of the root, and

next quotient figure, linking off the laft figure of

the product) for a divifor.

8. This divifion gives another figure of the root,

but the divifion is to be continued on to two figures,

by the contraction in divifion of decimals, or other-

wife.

9. Repeating the operation with 4 figures in the

root, you will get 4 more by a new divifion, which
gives 8 figures in the root; and from 8 to 16, &c*
always double.

io, Note,
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10. Note^ when the cube exceeds the number

given, a Jefs figure muft be writ in the quotient.

And obferve every divifion gives one figure, and the

reft are found by continuing the divifion, and drop-

ping a figure of the diviibr every time.

Ex. 1.

Extract the cube root of 7892485271.
• • • .

7892485271 (19 =1 root

I 19
v

' 19
3) 63 refolvend

divifor 1) 22 (9 171

-f-i 18 19

true divifor 24 361

78924 ( 3249
6859 3 6x

3) 10334 refolvend 6859
divifor 361) 3445 (91 »

+ 17 3402

true divifor 378) 43 hence the root is 1991.

Then 1991 cubed is 7892485271, and therefore

1991 is exactly the root required.

Explanation.

1 being the greateft cube contained in 7, the firft

point; fubtract 1 there remains 6, to which annex 8,

and the refolvend is 68, the third part is 22 for a di-

vidend. Then 1 the fquare of the root being a di-

vifor, fay how oft 1 in 22, the quotient would give

more than 10, but fince we can have no figure above

9, we will take 9 by guefs for the quotient ; then 9
times the root 1 is 9, which is very near 10, throw

away the o and add 1 to the root i, which makes 2

D 3
for
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for the true divifor •, then to have the true quotient

figure, fay how oft 2 in 22, anf 9 times, for we can

take no more •, therefore 9 is rightly taken.

Then the root 19 being fquared gives 361, and
cubed is 6859. This cube fubtracted from 78924
leaves 10334 the reiblvend, which divided by 3
gives 3445 for a dividend; and 361 is the divifor,

and the quotient is 9; then the root 19 multiplied

by 9 gives 171, therefore add 17 to 361 gives 378
for the exact divifor. Then by dividing you will

get 91 : and the root 1991.

Ex. 2.

To extract the cube root of 28373625.
. . •

2%373 62 5 (3° = l ro°t

3) 13 900= fquare

9) 4 (o 27000 = cube

283736 30 root

27000 5 quotient

3) *373 6 1 5°
9°°) 4579 (5

l 5 4575 therefore 305 is the root, which
cubed gives 28373625, exact.

divifor 915 4

All the root might have been had at once by bring-

ing down another figure, and that is becaufe the fe-

cond figure happens to be o.

Thus 2837
27

3) l 37

9) 4*5 (°5
£x,
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Ex. 3.

To extract the cube root of 8302348000000.

8302348000000 (202 = 1 root

8

3) 3

4) 1 (02

o

10

then 202 fquared is 40804, and cubed is 82424.08.

83023480 .

8242408

3) 599400
40804) 199800 (48

*root 101 163620

40905 36180
32724

3456
therefore the root is 20248, or very near 20249.

Ex. 4.

Extr. the cube root ofu 8 248245000000000000000.

1 1 8248 245000 000000 000000 (49
64

3) 542 refolvend

16)

3

180

171
(9 4

9

'9 9

D
3|6

4

divifor

Then
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Then 49 fquared is 2401, and cubed is 1 17649.

II82480

1*7649

3) 599° refolvend

divifor 2401) 1996 (08 ; and the root is 4908.

1920

76

Then the fquare of 4908 is 24088464, and its cube

118226181312, therefore proceed

1 1 82482450000
118226181312 >

3) 220636880 refolvend

24088464) 73545626 (3052
1472 72269808

4908

3

divifor 24089936 1275818
1204496

1472(4

71322
48180

23142, &c.

Therefore the root is 49083052, or very near

49o8 3053-

The proof of your work is, to multiply the root

by itfelf and the product by the root •, which muft
equal, or nearly equal, the number given to be ex-

tracted.

CHAP.



CHAP. II.

VULGAR FRACTIONS.

U

DEFINITIONS.
I. A FRACTION is fome part of parts of an

£~\ integer or whole thing, reprefented by i ; as

£ is a fraction denoting three fourth parts of an inte-

ger or i. Every fraction confifts of two numbers,

placed one above the other, with a line between them,

as in this fraction -|. The lower number 4 is called

the denominator, and mows how many parts the in-

teger is divided into •, the upper number 3 is called

the numerator, and expreffes how many of thefe parts

the fraction confifts of. And both numerator and

denominator are called terms of the fraction.

2. A proper fraclion is that where the numerator

is lefs than the denominator, as \.

3. An improper fraclion is that wherein the deno-

minator4

is lefs than, or equal to, the numerator, as

£ or 4, &c.

4. A Jingle fraclion is that which confifts of but

one numerator and one denominator.

5. A compound fraclion^ or fraction of a fraction,

is that whole parts are vulgar fractions, connected

with the word of, as f of
-J-
of £.

6. A mixt number is a whole number with a frac-

tion annexed, as 154.

7. Denomination is the name of any integer or

thing. Thus pounds, millings and pence are feveral

denominations ; where fhiliings are of a lower deno-

mination than pounds, and higher than pence.

Scholium.
Any fraction, as 4, may be confidered either as

} of the number 3, or as
-J.
of 1. For £ of 3 being

thrice as much as ^ of 1, and £ of 1 being alio thrice

as much as ^ of 1 ; it follows, that \ of 3, and J of

1 fignify the fame quantity.

3 Like-
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Likewife in any fraction as £, the numerator 3
may be confidered as a dividend, and the denomi-

nator 4 as a divifor. For as | fignifies the fourth

part of 3, it intimates a divifion by 4; therefore 3
becomes a dividend and 4 a divifor, by the nature

of divifion, and 4- reprefents the quotient.

When an integer is divided into any number of
parts (denoted by the denominator) ; the fewer or

more parts taken, the lefs or greater is the fraction,

that is, the lefs or greater the numerator, the lefs or

greater is the fraction. And if the number of parts

taken be the fame as the integer is divided into,

that is, if the numerator be equal to the denomi-
nator, then that fraction will be equal to the whole

or integer. Thus 2 halfs, 3 thirds, &c. that is,

\ or 4 or
-J
&V. is equal the whole thing, or equal

to 1 the integer. And therefore when the nume-o
rator is lefs or greater than the denominator, the

fraction is lefs or greater than 1.

From what has been faid, if one fraction or mixt

number as i8fi, be to be divided by another as

18J- 1

44, it may be written thus, —p, and if any fuch

r 1

fractional quantity as this —
-f-

occur, it denotes a

divifion of the number i'8*fc by 4J.

PROBLEM I.

To reduce a fraclion into another of equal value.

R U L E.

Multiply (or divide) both terms of the fraction by
one and the fame number, and you will have a new
fraction equivalent to the fraction given.

Example,

Let the fraction be — , multiply both terms
5

by
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by 6 produces — for the new fraction ^ that is,

Jl =z 3 x — __
# On the contrary, in the fraction

5 5x6 30

—, divide both terms by 6, gives —, with is equi-
3° S

,
18

valent to —

.

3°

For in the fraction — , it is plain the 5th part of

3 is all one as the 10th part of 6, or the 15th part

of 9, and fo on-, that is, the 5th part of 3, is the

fame as the 6 x 5th part (30th part) of 6 x 3 or 18.

Or thus, in the improper fraction —, 4 contains

2 as oft as 3 times 4 (12), contains 3 times 2 (6)

;

A T O
that is, - = 2 for the quotient, and —?= 2 for the

4_ 12
quotient, therefore ~= -g, &V.

In like manner it is evident that 3 pennies contain

1 penny, as oft as 3 groats contain 1 groat ; or as

oft as 3 fhillings contain 1 milling. That is, &=

1X4 IX 12

And the fame holds equally true for divifion,

3x12 3 c .

*hat 1S
> I3TT2 - 7> ^

PROBLEM II.

To reduce a whole number to the form of a fraftionl

RULE.
Place 1 under it for a denominator.

Example.

Suppofe 7 is the whole number, then it becomes

— for the fra&ional quantity requited.

PRO-
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PROBLEM III.

2V reduce a whole number to a fraclion of a given

denominator.

RULE.
Multiply the whole number by the given deno-

minator, and under the product write the fame de-

nominator.

Example.

Suppofe 7 to have the denominator 1 1.

7
T T *7 V I I *77—

,

then - or — is the fraction required.
77 ii ii ^

r- 7 x 1 1 7
For '- ss •£ ss 7.

11 1 '

PROBLEM IV.

2V r&foc* # compoundfraclion into aJingle one.

RULE.
Multiply all the numerators together for a new

•numerator, and all the denominators together for a

new denominator, of the fmgle fraction.

Ex. 1.

1 2 2
Let the fraction be — of -^ of —

.

257
2 7

1 ±
6 35

i — then
IX 3 X2 =1 — the fingle fraction.

6 70 2x5x7 70
&

1 2 2 2
For — of — is the fame as — divided by £, or .

5 7 7
J ° 5x7

therefore — thereof will be 2 times as much or
5

*

2x2 2x2
*— . Laftly, the whole fraction being now *

—

t5x7 J b 5*7
the
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, i , t . 3x2 j. ., j t 1x3x2 6
the^ofitis^dmdedbyi, or^ = -.

£#. 2.

What fraction of a pound is 34 ^. ?

old. =£ of — of— of a pound,
* a

2 12 20 r

** is
> «* ~ 2-SS =i of a P°und -

And thus - of - of ~ of a pound is ^ or — of
3 4 5 60 20

a pound or 20 fhillings, that is, 8 millings. For

— of a pound is 16 fhillings, and — of 16 fhillings
5 4 °

is 12 fhillings, and —of 12 fhillings is 8 fhillings.

PROBLEM V.

To reduce a mixt number into an improper fraction.

RULE,
Multiply the whole number by the denominator

of the fraction, and to the product add the numera-
tor ; and the fum is a new numerator, and the de-

nominator the fame as before.

Example,

The mixt number is 324.

3*

224

±5 then 31*7+1 _. 229
is the fraft

.

on ^
229 7 7

quired.

For 22 wholes or — = -=—- =— or 224 fe-6
* 7 7

venths, to which if the other 5 fevenths be added,

the whole is 229 fevenths or —
PRO.
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PROBLEM VI.

To reduce an improper fration into a whole or mixt
number.

RULE.
Divide the numerator by the denominator, and

the quotient is the whole number. Then what re-

mainder there is, place it over the denominator, and

annex this fraction to the quotient before found.

Example.

Let -~ be propofed ; 63 1 divided by 1 6 gives

39 for the quotient, and 7 remaining, therefore

39iV=^ asrequIred -

i 6 )
63* (39rV
48-

144

631
For the Fraction -~ fignifying 631 fixteenths,

therefore every 16 makes 1, and therefore the quo-

tient 39 fhows how many ones are contained in the

number, and the 7 fixteenths which remains, mull

therefore be placed as a fraction.

PROBLEM VII.

To find the greateji common divifor for the numerator

and denominator of a fraclion^ or for any two

numbers.

i. RULE,
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1 RULE.
Divide the greater by the lefTer, and the lad di-

vifor by the remainder, and fo on continually till

nothing remain •, then the laft divifor is that re-

quired.

Or in dividing take the neareft quotient, and the

difference between the dividend and that multiple,

for the next divifor, &rV.

Ex. 1.

Let ~- be propofed ; dividing according to rule,

the laft divifor is 28, which is the greater!: number
that will divide both numerator and denominator,

without a remainder,

Note^ if the laft divifor be 1, the 2 numbers are,

prime to one another.

252

112) 252 (2

224

28) 112 (4
112

For fince 28 meafures 112, it likewife meafures

twice 11% or 224 j and therefore 28 meafures

224 + 28, or 252.

Again, fince 28 meafures 112 and 252, therefore

it meafures 252 + 1 12, or 364; and fo on. There-
fore 28 meafures both 252 and 364.
Now 28 is the 1 reateft common meafure •, for if

tl ere be a grearer G, then fince G meafures 252 and

3< 4, it alio meafures the lemainder 1 12, and fince G
2 meafures
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meafures 112 and 252, it alfo meafures the remainder

28, that is, the greater meafures the lefs, which
is abfurd.

2 RULE.
If the numbers given be mixt numbers, or frac-

tions •, reduce them to a common denominator ; and

take the two new numerators, and proceed as in the

firft rule to find their greateft common meafure •,

make it a numerator, under which put the common
denominator i and that fraction will be the greateft

common meafure fought.

Ex. 2.

Let 9 1 and 13 be propofed.

Thefe reduced to a common denominator are 22
4

and—, then 29) 5 2 C
1

4

IL
13) 39 (3 fo *-% is the greateft

t .. common meafure of

o 9T andl 3-

PROBLEM VIII.

To reduce a fraflion to its leaft terms.

J. A GENERAL RULE.
Find the greateft common meafure, by which di-

vide both terms of the fraction ; the quotients will

be the terms of the fraction required.

Ex. 1.

Let the fraction be -—-, whofe greateft common

meafure is 28, divifion being performed, we have

28)

-2-, that is,~ = -2-.

13 364 13
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28) 252 (9 28) 364 (13 -- the fraction.

252 28 •
* 3

Particular RULES.
2 RULE.

When the terms of the fraction are even numbers,

divide them by 2 continually.

Ex. 2*

48 1 . . ;;„ LairLi • 48—, being; continually halfed is dzoJr*272' & 7 272[i36|68[34

24 1 1 21 6 i

*7*

therefore ~- = —

.

232 17

3. When both terms end with 5; or one with 5,

and the other with a cypher \ divide both by 5.

Ex. 2.

As^i ; s)mM&
475 ^ y 475 V 95 V *9

4. When both terms end with cyphers, cut off

equal cyphers in both*

Ex. 4.

A IOOOO 1 . , , 100
As , which becomes—

.

25700 257

5. If you can efpy any number which will divide

both terms, divide by that number.

Ex. 5.

As r—j divide by 2 ) ~ ( -Z-.

39 J
39 v *3

6. For expedition, try all numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, (s?c. till

you find fome that will divide both, if any
there be,

E Ex.
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Ex. 6.

As~|; trying 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, none of them

will do, but trying 7 it fucceeds, 7)
ii| (i£.

PROBLEM IX.

f* rafort fractions of different denominators, to thofc

of equal value, having a common denominator.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Multiply each numerator by all the denominators

except its own, for a new numerator •, then multiply

ail the denominators together for a new denominator.

Ex. 1.

—
* ~> — > become ~, ~, —-.

2 3 4 3

4. % ± Jl
8 9 16 12

A A .1 J
40 45 4^ 6°

For in each fraction, both terms are multiplied

by the fame number s and therefore its value is not

altered.

Particular RULES.

2 RULE.
Divide the denominators by their greater!: common

divifor ; and multiply both terms of each fraction,

by all &.e other quotients, which will produce as

many new fractions. This is the beft rule for 2

fractions, as

Ex.
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Ex. 2.

£-, -^ Divide by
6
J ~, -^, the quotients are

2 3

tm_ 5*3 r 5 j 7 X2 *4
2, 3. Then ^-^- = ~, and-Vc- = -5

' ° 12x3 36' 18x2 36

3 RULE.
In feveral fractions, divide all the denominators

by their greateft common diviior, fetting the quo-
tients underneath ; then find the leaft number which

all thefe quotients can meafure ; and divide this

number feverally by all thefe quotients, and fet

thefe new quotients underneath. Then multiply the

terms of each fraction by its new quotient, gives the

correfpondent fraction required, and all thefe will be

in their leaft terms.

Ex. 3.

o ) -3 — * J^ 4
tke p-reatefl com. divifor is 2.

' 36 24 18 12 9
D °

12 8 6 4 3 ^ the leaft number they mea-

23468 fure is 24.

_ A. ii 4_ 3_ t^e fi-adtions reauired.
72 72 72 72 72

It is evident each of thefe is of the fame value as

that given, having both its terms multiplied alike.

And they will be in the leaft terms, becaufe 24 is

the leaft number that the firft quotients meafure.

Scholium.
By this problem the greateft of two or more frac-

tions may be difcovered.

PROBLEM X.
Several /rations being given -, to find as many whole

numbers^ in the fame proportion.

RULE.
Reduce the fractions to a common denominator,

then the feveral numerators will be to one another as

the fractions given. E 2 Exam-
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Example.

Suppofe —, rr, — . Thefe are reduced to—, ~,rr 2 3 4 12' 12*
<j ITT
-^-, therefore the fractions —, — , ~, are as the

numbers 6, 4, and 3.

PROBLEM XI.
To find the value of a vulgar fraclion in known parts

of the integer

RULE.
Multiply the numerator by the number of parts

contained in the integer, and divide the product by
the denominator, the quotient fhews the known parts.

If there be any remainder, multiply it by the next

inferior denomination, and divide by the denomi-

nator as before : and continue this work till you

come at the lowed denomination.

Example.

What is — of a pound fieri? Anf. 35. 6d. i-?Tf
3

20

17) 60

5 1

(3 (hillings

9
12

TF
•

17) 108

102
(6 pence

T
4

17) 24
17

( i-fV farthings.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XII.

To reduce a fraclion of one denomination to thefraction

of another denomination.

RULE.
x. From a lefs to a greater denomination •, mul-

tiply the denominator by all the denominations, from
that given, to that fought.

2. From a greater to a lefs denomination \ mul-

tiply the numerator by all the denominations, from
that given, to that fought.

Ex. 1.

Given —of a penny -, what fraclion of a pound is it?

Anfw. - r=L —^— of a pound.
5x12x20 1200 r

Ex. 2.

— of a pound, what is that of a penny ?

A r 3x20X12 720 1
Ani. 2 = '— or a penny.

For — of a penny is — of— of— =
5

* * 5 12 20 5x12x20

And -2. of a pound reduced to pence is ~x 20 x 1 2.

PROBLEM XIII.

To addfraclions together.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Reduce compound fractions to fingle ones ; mixt

numbers to improper fractions ; and fraclions of
different denominators to a common denominator.

Then add the numerators, and fubfcribe the

common denominator.

E 3 Ex.
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Ex. i.

2 2
What is the fum of — and — ?

9 9
to 2

add 3 r 5— anf. -i-.

5 9

£#. z.

What is the fum of — and — ?

4 5
When reduced to a common denominator they are

' II and i*.
20 20

to 15

add 12 , r 27 >— the fum ~ or iJ^.
27 20 *

5

£*. 3.

What is the fum of — of i and J-, and i£ 3

Iofi=:JL, alfo ii = ^. Then
3 4 12

T
412c—, ~ and — , reduced to a common denominator,

12' 8 4
f

1 q , 30 2
are —, — and £-.

,_

24' 24- 24 9
30

the fum

41

or 1
1 7

24

Particular RULES.

2 RULE.
When many fractions are given, flrft add two of

them, and to the fum add a third, and to that fum
a fourth, and fo on.

Ex..
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Ex. 4.

. Add together —, •£, — , ~.&
3 4 5 6

— and — are reduced to — and —,whofe fum is ~.
4 12 12 12

Then

^ and ~ are reduced to ~ and ~-,whofe fum is -^3.
12 5 00 60 60

Then ~$ and -f- are reduced to— and f-,whofe fum
60 00 60

is —^ or 3 6
3
-«> the fum of all the four fractions.

3 RULE.
When mixt numbers are to be added, firft add

the fractions to the fractions ; and then the whole

numbers by themfelves.

Ex. 5.

Let 3-i, 44, and io| be added.

i ~ and J- are reduced to — , — and —,
2' 3 8 24 24 24*

12
8

-2 ^2 or i-2
S
x is the fum of the fractions,

29 24

to which, add the whole numbers r
the fum i8T

s

T

4 RULE.
In fractions of different denominations, reduce

them to thofe of a commonxlenomination, and then

to a common denominator. Then add the nume-
rators, and fubfcribe the common denominator.

E 4 Ex*
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Ex. 6.

Add together

— of a pound, — of a fhiiling, and ~ of a penny.

-*- of a fhiiling is— of a pound, and - of a penny is

—L- of a pound.
1920 r

Then

X & and -J- are reduced to
5-|^,

*&
t

-ii-.
5 200 1920 9600 9600* 9600

5760
240

6035

The fum of the fractions is -~ of a pound, or^?
9600 r 1920

in lefs terms.

Or the fractions may be reduced to (hillings, or

pence.

PROBLEM XIV.

To fubtraffi one fraftion from another.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Reduce compound fractions to fingle ones -, mixt

numbers to improper fractions •, and fractions of

different denominations to thofe of the fame deno-

mination ; and laftly, fractions of different denomi-

nators to a common denominator.

Then fubtract the numerators, and fubferibe the

common denominator.

Ex. 1.

From — take —

,

5 5
from 4
take 2 , . , . 2— , the remainder is —

.

* 5
Ex.
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Ex. 2.

6 ?
. From — take ~.

Reduced toA -2-9-.
104 104

from 48
take qq . , q— , the rem. = -z-.

9 I04

£#. 3.

Take - of £ from-.
3 5 3

— of — is reduced to —

.

3 5 15

Then — and — are reduced to — and—
15 3 15 *5

10

— . The remainder is —

.

2 15

Ex. 4.

From 25I, take 21^.

Reduced to— and -A
o 4
203

' 85 , 118

YY|,
the rem. =— = 29-^ or 29^.

£*. 5.

I 7
From — of a pound take — of a milling.

— of a pound = — of a milling.

20

-^, the rem. ==^ of a milling = 44. (hilling;

Or — of a (hilling may be reduced to pounds, &c«

Parti-
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Particular RULES.
2 RULE.

In mixt numbers, take the fraction from the

fraction, and the whole number from the whole
number, remembring to reduce the tractions to a

common denominator : and if the fraction to be flib-

tracted is lefs, bo/row i.

Ex. 6.

Take 2i-i from 254.
1 2— is reduced to -5-. Then
4 r

from 25^-

take 214

remains 44

Ex. 7.

From 1084 take 924.

— and •!• reduced to a com. denom. are — and —

,

4 6 12 12

from io8 TV or 10744
take 92 if 92 1 %

remains i^i 15^4

here as 10 is greater than o-, add 1, that is, — to
« 12

21
9 makes —, then 10 from 21, remains 11 twelfths,

then carry 1 to 2 makes 3 •, and 3 from 8, remains 5,

9 from 10 remains 1.

Ex. 8.

From 2 72 TV take 14.

272/r
14

remains 258^
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Ex. 9.

Take 59^ from 120.

120 or 119-

59r 594-

rcmains 6o~ 6o£

3 RULE.
A fraction from 1 or an integer ; fubtraft the nu-

merator from the denominator, the remainder is the

numerator to be placed oTcr the given denominator*

Ex. 10.

Take — from 1.

23

17 O
-/, Then the remainder is -~

%
6 23.

4 RULE.
A proper fraction from any whole number ; fub-

tracl the numerator from the denominator, for the

numerator of the fraction, which: is to be annext to

the whole number leffened by 1

.

Ex. 11.

I

7

Take — from 57, the remainder is 56^-.

from 57
take oi£

rem. $6?%-

The reafon of the rules in addition and At-
traction, is evident ; for when fractions are reduced

to the fame denominator, they have the fame name;
therefore as 2 (hillings and 3 fhillings make 5 millings,

fo
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fo 2 twentieths and 3 twentieths, make 5 twen-

tieths. And 2 twentieths from 3 twentieths leaves

1 twentieth. That is, 4- + — = — , and—
20 20 20 20 20

1 2 2 ^= — . And for the fame reafon — and — make —

.

20 999
2 4. 2

And— from—, remains— , &c.
5 5 5

PROBLEM XV.
To multiply fractions together.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Reduce mixt numbers to fractions •, then multi-

ply the numerators together for a new numerator,

and the denominators together for a new deno-

minator.

Ex. 1.

Multiply — by — . The product is—— =—

.

r
' 3 7 3X7 2I

XL-> • 2 •

Multiply 7I by —

.

7 J is reduced to — ; then the product is —-^ = 4i,
' 2 2 X4-

or gf.
J&. 3.

Multiply 3± by 13.
JC JO

Thefe are reduced to — and ~.
7 *

25 7

75 7 the product is 2M, or 464.

3 2 5

7

Parti-
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Particular RULES.

2 RULE.
When the numerator of one and denominator of

the other, can be divided by any number 5 take the

quotients inftead thereof.

Ex. 4.

Multiply |- by £,

1

Divide by 4. >|-X-, then -2- x — = — the
7

4) 8 7 2 ~7 14
2

product.

£#. 5.

Multiply I- by-.

^)f xf = 7Xj=itheproduft.

3 RULE.
A mixt number or fraction/ to multiply by a

whole number ; multiply the whole number by the

whole number ; and then multiply the numerator by
the faid whole number, and divide by the denomi-

nator, and add this quotient to the former product.

Ex. 6.

Multiply — by 9. Then 2—3 = ?2 the product.

3

9

4) 27 (61 the product

24

fir.
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Ex. y.

Multiply 3y by 13.

3 13 39
*3 4 7^

39 7) 5 2 (7r 4^r the produfte

. 49

4 RULE.
When a fraction is to be multiplied by a number

which happens to be the fame with the denominator

;

take the numerator for the product.

Ex. 8.

Multiply — by 5, the product is 3.

5 RULE.
When feveral fractions are to be multiplied ; ftrikc

out fuch multipliers as are found both in the nume-
rators and denominators.

Ex. 9.

Multiply thefe|, ^, j.

That is,
2X14X

*.
' 7XI5X8

ti- u I X ? X I I X I X I I
This becomes , or = t.1x3x4 1x3x2 6

For 2 and 8 become 1 and 4, 14 and 7 become 2

and 1, and 5 and 15 become 1 and 3 ; by dividing

refpectively by 2, 7, and 5
A fraction is multiplied by any number, by mul-

tiplying the numerator by that number, or dividing

the denominator by it, when it can be done

;

2 as
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as to multiply — by 9, the product is— . For fince

3 of any denomination multiplied by 9 produces 27
of that denomination, therefore 3 fourths multi-

27 "Z

plied by 9 produces 27 fourths, or —. And fince —

= 3-—2 = —, therefore if ~ or ^ be multiplied by
4X9 36 4 36

r

0, the product is -^-~» or ——^ = ^> the fame as^ r 3^ 4X9 4

dividing 36 (the denominator of -~ ) by 9.

The reafon of the general rule is this ; — multi-

plied by — , makes -*t~ or --. For to take ~
Y J

7 3X7 21 3
2 21

once we mall have juft — , but to take — only—
3 3

;
7

2 2
of a time, we fhall only have , or—, becaufe

J 3x7 21'

dividing any fraction by any number as 7, is but

multiplying the denominator by that number 7.

Again, taking — of — is taking 5 times as much as
/ o

T 2 2 X C
,— , that is, £ times —, and this will be -: be-
7

'

J 21 21 '

caufe multiplying any fraction by any number 5, is

the fame as multiplying the numerator by that num-

ber 5 ; and therefore the product is —

.

And in the particular contracted rules, fince both*

numerator and denominator are divided by the

fame numbers, the fraction will be of the fame
value.

Multiplication of fractions is only reducing a

compound fraction to a fingle one, for to multiply

~ by —, is no more than to take — of ~.
3

;
7 7 3

In
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In multiplication of proper fractions, the product
is lefs than either the multiplier or multiplicand. As

o C 2
if — be multiplied by — ; if ~ be multiplied by i , the

3 /
2 2

product will be juft — ; but if — be taken not fo

much as once, as only — of a time, the product will

be lefs than —. And for the fame reafon it will be
3

C 2
lefs than ~, if — be the multiplier.

7 3
r

PROBLEM XVI.

7i divide one fraftion by another.

I 'A GENERAL RULE.
Reduce compound fractions to (ingle ones, mixt

numbers to improper fractions, and fractions of dif-

ferent denominations to thofe of the fame denomi-
nation. Then multiply the denominator of the di-

vifor by the numerator of the dividend, for a new
numerator •, alfo multiply the numerator of the di-

vifor by the denominator of the dividend, for a new
denominator ; the new fraction is the quotient.

Ex. i.

Divide 4- by --.

o 7

1) £ 77 x5__25_:v,
7

i 8 I3X8-24— 7?'

Ex. 2.

3 8
Divide — of a pound by — of a (hilling.

8 82— of a (hilling is reduced to —- of a pound =1
q 180 r

45
/360
(
J— Z20.

45' 9
Ex.

of a pound. ±)!(2£ =2 o.
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Ex. 3.

Divide n^ by 2^

thefe are reduced to — and — *

3 4
11 \ 35 /140 ^ . i

Ex. 4.

Divide 7 by —*

D 1 V 3
2

Particular RULES.
2 R U L E.

When it can be done, divide the numerator of the

dividend by the numerator of the divifor, and the

denominator by the denominator, for the quotient.

Ex. 5.

Divide — by —

.

15
J
3

—) — (~ the quotient,
?

3 RULE.'
When the two numerators, or the two denomi-

nators, can be divided by any number 5 take the;

quotients inftead thereof.

Ex. 6.

Divide — by —

.

27 ' 5
2 3

5 J 27 v 54

Ex*
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Ex. 7.

Divide — by —

.

9
7
45

2 \ 8 ,20

45 / 9 V i

5 i

4 RULE.
A fraction by a whole number ; multiply the de-

nominator by the whole number.

Ex. 8.

Divide — by 7, the quotient—?_ rz— •

5 RULE.
If the denominators are equal, place the nume-

rator of the dividend over the numerator of the di-

vifor, for the quotient.

Ex. 9.

Divide — by — , the quotieni is — , or 2y.

To demonftrate that -^ divided by ~, gives — jn

tke quotient, let them be reduced to a common de-

nominator, then ~ = -7 > and -| = ^| ; then it is
7 56 8 56

plain - divided by — is the fame as -^divided by~.

Put 35 fifty fixths contain 24 fifty fixths, as oft as

35 contains 24, therefore the quotient is 25 or 1—

5

as by the rule.

Alfo a fraction is divided by a whole number by
multiplying the denominator by that number. As if

^ be divided by 7, the quotient is —^- =-^>
15

' * 15 x 7 105

For
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1 1 I "i X 7 1

For— =£: ——- =— : now ifwe take the 7th part of
15 15x7 105 / i

*4, or its equal ~—, this is the fame as dividing 91

hundred argl fifths by 7, and the quotient is 13 hun-
TO T *7

•

dred and fifths, or —- ~ —— . And hence a frao\ 105 15x7
tion is divided by a whole number, by dividing the

numerator by that numBer* when it can be done \ for

~ divided by 7, gives— for the quotient.

In divifion of fractions, if the divifor be a proper

fraction, the quotient will always be greater than

the dividend. For it is evident, when any quantity

or dividend is to be divided by 1 , the quotient will

be equal to the dividend : therefore if it is divided

by a proper fraction, which is lefs than 1, the quo-
tient will then be greater than the dividend : for a lefs

divifor will be often'er contained in the dividend, than

a greater divifor.

PROBLEM XVII.

¥0 extraff the fquare root cf a /raffion, &c.

RULE.
i. Reduce them to the ieaft terms: then extract

the root of the numerator for a new numerator; and

the root of the denominator for a new denominator.

2. When they have not exact roots, add an equal

number of cyphers to both terms, and then ex-

tract ; or

3. When neither numerator nor denominator has

an exact rdot, multiply the numerator by the deno-

minator, and extract the root of the product, for a

numerator, and under it place the faid denominator.

4. To find the fractional part of the root of a

whole number nearly, take the remainder for a

numerator, and twice the .root (+ 1 if you will) for

a denominator, of the fractional part.

F 2 Or
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Or more exactly, make twice the remainder a

numerator ; and add i to 4 times the root, fof a

denominator.

Ex. 1.

Extract the Fquare root of ^|.

Here ~ = > anc* ^e root °f 2 5 IS 5> an€* ^c
io 9

root of 9 is 3 ; therefore the root of— is —, or 1^.

jEat. 2.

Extract the root ofj;TV.

5-1V = -r> then the root is —- aa — nearly.

Or thus. •]

$3 8^000 . . c 8?ooo . V 1 328000000
-g as -f— , and the root of -j-—• is —=— -
16 16000 16000 10000

_ 36441 _ 91 10 __ 911

16000 4000 400
Ex. 3.

To extract the root of —

.

3
1 20000 „ , r

Here —= . But the root or 20000 xs 141;
3 30000 t *

and the root of 30000 is 173;

Therefore the root of4 is^.
3 173

Or thus.

— =—, and 200 x 300 as 60000* whofe root
3 300

is 245, then the root is ?^1~ ^.^J7 300 60
Ex. 4.

Extract the root of 274.

274 a=—, and 138x5 = 690, and the root of

26
690 is 26, then the root is — as 54, nearly, but

too fmall. Ex.
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Extradl the root of 22, or —

.

x

22 (44, or 44 the root. Or thus.

16
22 (4^ the root.

rem. 6 16~
4

2 4

1,2 16+1= 17.

Ex. 6.

To extract the root of 253.

*53 (?5to> or 15^ the root.

25) 153
125 or more exactly 1 54 £ is the root*

28

£*• 7. 7
Extract the root of ~.

Here 8 X 7 = 56". And the root of 56 1$ 7/Tf
Pr 7-rr- •

7jl I5
$6 (7T

7
T = 74. And the root is ^ = j|.

49

7 or more exactly *4j*-.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To exjraft the cube root of a fraclion,

RULE,
j. Reduce the fraction to the lead terms ; then ex-

tradl the roots of the numerator and denominator,

if they have any, for the numerator and deno-

minator of the fraction.

F 3 2. If
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2. If they have not exact roots, add an equal

number of cyphers to both terms, and then ex-

tract : or

3. If neither of them have exact roots, multiply

the numerator by the fquare of the denominator,

and extract the root of the product for a nume-
rator, and under it place the faid denominator.

And here you may add cyphers to both, before

you begin, as before.

4. To find the fractional part of the cube root of

a whole number ; make the remainder a nume-
rator, and thrice the fquare of the root a dend*

minator.

Or more exactly, make twice the remainder a

numerator, and add 3 times the root to 6 times its

fquare, for a denominator.

But the moft general method is to reduce the

fraction to a decimal, and then extract the root, as

hereafter.

Ex. i.

Extract the cube root of —

.

27

The root of 1 is 1, and the root of 27 is 3, then

«* is the root.
3

Ex. 2.

To extract the root of —

.

375

— is reduced to— , whofe root is —

.

375 "5* '5
Ex. 3.

Extract the root of —

.

3

2l —;
55-°55 the root of 20000 is 27, and the root

3 30000
2 . 27

of 30000 is 31, therefore the root of - is ~.
*

Or
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Or thus.

3
»

2X3X3 = i8. And the root is -i-. But V28

= 2^ •

18(2 r5 = 2| the numerator.

8

10 or rather 2~ = 24- for the
. numerator, and the root is

2x3=6 2|_ 8

4x6 = 24 ^-—
9

-

SO

.Eat. 4.

Extract, the cube root of 13^,

j 3$ is reduced to —, then — = 95°°°
^07

7 7 7000

The root of 95000 is 45 the numerator.

And the root of 7000 is 19 the denominator.

And the root — =2 rV
19

Otherwife.

95X7X7' = 4655* whofe root is 1 6 or 1 7 ; there-

fore the root is between ~ and ^,

4655 OS
4096

7

Or this,

rem. 559, and thrice the fquare of 16 — 76^
and the root is 1 6 44|z= 1

6

X
8
T nearly, the numerator.

Therefore die root of 13- is l~ zz z^

F4 CHAP.
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CHAP. III.

DECIMAL FRACTIONS.

A
Notation.

DECIMAL FRACTION is a fraction

whofe denominator is i with one or more

cyphers -, thus, — , **, -^ —S -^-, are de-yr
;: ., 10 10 1 00* 100* 1000

cimal fractions.

Here i, or the integer, is always fuppofed to be

divided into 10, ioo, iooo, &c. equal parts -, or,

which is the fame thing, i is fuppofed to be' divided

into io equal parts, and each of thefe parts into 10

equal parts, and each of thefe into io parts more,

and fo on, by a continual fubdivifion.

A decimal fraction is expreffed without the deno-

minator, by writing only the numerator and pre-

fixing a point on the left hand of it. And the

number of places in the numerator is always equal

to the number of cyphers in the denominator ; thus

,3 fignifies j-j .03 fignifies^ .37 fignifies ^,
and .004. fignifies -^- , therefore when the nume-w °

. IOOO

rator hath not fo many places as the denominator

has cyphers, the void places muft be filled up with

cyphers towards the left hand. And from hence is

difcovered how many cyphers the denominator

confifts of.

Cyphers on the right hand of a decimal do neither

inc'reafe nor diminiih the value •, thus .3 and .30 and

.zoo, &c. are all equal, becaufe •*- =s — = -222.;
D ^ 10 IOO 1000*

i£c. as is plain from vulgar fractions : and therefore

decimals
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decimals are foon reduced to a common denominator,

by annexing cyphers.

The notation of decimal fractions, will be plain

from the following table.

53 h3 ?2 p o ^

.3285076 GV.

As in whole numbers, the 1 ft place contains units,

theTecond place to the left, tens •, the third, hun-

dreds ; &c. So in decimals the order of places is

contrary, for the firft place in decimals is tenths

;

the 2d place to the right is hundred parts ; the 3d,

is thoufand parts *, &c. And as whole numbers in-

creafe from the right hand to the left in decuple

proportion, or decreafe from the left to the right in

a fubdecuple proportion ; fo decimals alfo increafe

from the right to the left in a decuple proportion,

and decreafe from the left to the right in the fame

fubdecuple proportion. Thus in the table above,

3 2 8
2 fignifies ~, 2 fignifies— . 8 fignifies .& 10 °- icxr & 1000

But in reading any decimal, as .328, we do not

fay 3 tenths, 2 hundredths, 8 thoufands ; but firft

reduce them all to the denominator of the greateft ;

and call them all by that name. Thus — = ——

,

10 1000

_^_ -g- and remains the fame; and collect-
100 1000' 1000

ing them together, we have —^ thatis, three hun-

ted
r w iooo'
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drcd and twenty eight thoufand parts: for .30a

+ .020 +.008 ==.328.

A mixt number, is made up of a whole number
and a decimal, which are feparated from one ano-

ther by a point. Thus 32.17 fignifies 32,-W- And
5.03 figniSes s-ri^
Hence any mixt number, as 5.03, may be ex~

preffid thus, —, or 5232 or
5°3°

, £c?<r. andgg.i?r 100 1000 10000 J y

= S2'^ _ 3217 __ 3^17 ^,3^79 yf#
1 10 100

~
" 1000

'

Numeration, or the reading of decimals, is the

very fame as that of whole numbers, only adding

the name of the parts fignified by the decimal.

Thus 328.328 fignifies 328 thoufands, and 32S
thoufand parts.

Since decimals as well as whole numbers decreafe

to the right hand in a fubdecuple proportion, there-

fore decimals have the fame properties as whole
numbers, and are fubje6t to the fame rules of opera-

tion. For in any whole number, the feveral parts

of it are, in effect, but decimal parts of one another.

PROBLEM I.

y*<? add decimal fracliem*

RULE.
'Place all the points directly under each other*

fhen tenths will be under tenths, and hundred parts

under hundredths, &V. then add them together as

if they were whole numbers •, and laffly, put a point

under the other points, which will prick off the

number of decimal places in the fum._

£#«
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Ex. 1.

y
-35*7

62.013
.002

•5

fum 62.8677

Ev. 2.

.0035

.02761

.81017

.22

.017

fum 1.07828

3 2 -

.81

-20571
.0035

I. '
1 I.*

fum 38.08921

PROBLEM II.

TV /ultraft one decimal from another*

RULE.
Place the greater number uppermoft, the points

under the points, tenths under tenths, &V. then

fubtracT:
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fubtra& as in whole numbers ; placing the point of

feparation under the other points.

Ex. i,

from
take

.4302

•257

rem. .173*

from
take

Ex. 2.

17.203

.07542

rem. 17.12758

from
take

Ex. 3,

29.

.0545

rem. 28.9455

PROBLEM III,

$q multiply decimals together.

J. A GENERAL RULE.
Multiply the decimals as if they were whole

numbers •, and from the product cut off as many
decimal places, as there are in both numbers. If

there be not fo many places, make them out with

cyphers on tjie left.

Ex.
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Ex. u
.9087
.852

I8I74

45435
72696

product .7742124

Ex. 2.

23.17
2.016

13902
2317

4034

produft 46.71072

Ex. 3;

•09047
.00125

45235
18094
9047

-11

produ<5t .0001 1 30875

Ex. 4;

,003479
5081.

m » 1 11

3479
127832

17395

jproduft 17.676799
To
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To prove the truth of the rale* let 9087
be multiplied by 852 ; thefe are equivalent ttf

SSJL and —— , whence if the numerators be mul-
IOOOO 1000

tiplied together, and the denominators alfo, the pro-

duct will be
7742I ^4 that is, .7742124 confiding
1 0000000 'V

of as many decimal places as there are cyphers, that

is, of as many places as are in both the numbers.

For the fame reafon -Z-2 multiplied by -, pro-

duces
4 7l ° 7\ or 46.71072.
IOOOOO

Particular RULES for contracting the work*

2 RULE.
In large decimals, you mult multiply in a con-

trary order, thus : Begin with the left hand figure

of the multiplier, by which multiply the whole

multiplicand.

Then prick off the laft figure of the multiplicand

on the right, and multiply the reft by the next figure

of the multiplier on the left.

Then prick off another figure of the multiplicand,
1

and multiply the reft by the next figure of the mul-

tiplier. Go on thus with all the figures of the mul-

tiplier; always pricking off a figure in the multi-

plicand, at each multiplying. And obferve what

Is to be carried from the preceding figure, when you
begin each multiplication.

Set the firfl figure of each product directly in X
line under one another, to be added together.

Laftly, when you multiply by the units place,

obferve what place of the multiplicand it begins

with ; and cut off fo many decimals, in the 'product.

Or, obferve the places of any .two decimals that

begin the multiplication, and the fum of them gives

the number of decimal places in the product.
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Note, inftead of pricking off the figures gradually

in the multiplicand ; you may know where to begin

to multiply every time thus : If the firft figure on

the left of the multiplier, begins with the firft figure

on the right of the multiplicand •, then the 2d figure

begins with the 2d j and the 3d with the 3d 5 and

£0 on.

" Ex. 1.

multiply

by
76 - 84375
8.21054

61475000
153^75

76843
3842
3°7

' " v
———

—

B

product 630.92867

Ex. 2.

multiply

by
•357o643
.0210576

7141286
357064
17*53
2499
214

produft .007518916

Explanation,

In Ex. i. 8 multiplying the whole multiplicand,

gives 61475000 for the product. . <Then prick off 5,

and multiply by «2
9 faying 2 times 5 is 10, carry r,

2 and
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and 2 times 7 is 14 and I is 15, 2 times 3 is 6
and 1 is 7, &c. and the product is 1536875. Again,
prick off 7, and fay once 3 is 3, once 4 is 4* £s?r.

and that product is 76843. Then prick off 3, alnd

fay o times 4 is o ; again, prick off 4, and fay 5
times 4 is 20, carry 2, then 5 times 8 is 40, and

2 is 42, C5V. and the product is 3842. Laftly,

prick off 8, and fay 4 times 8 is 32, carry 3 ; then

4 times 6 is 24 and 3 is 27, 4 times 7 is 28, and 2

is 30, and that product, is 307. And xhe fum of

all 630.92867. And fince 8 the units begins with

5 in the 5th place, there muft be 5 places of decimals.

And fince 2 begins to multiply at 7, 1 at 3, o at

4, 5 at 8, and 4 at 6 ; it is plain the firft figure of

each product will be in the 5th plate of decimals

;

bccaufe the fum of the places of the two multipliers

always makes 5.

In the 2d Ex. 2 begins to multiply at 3, 1 at 4,

o at 6, 5 at o, 7 at 7, 6 at 5. Where the fum of

both places makes 9 ; therefore there are 9 places of

decimals.

Ex. 3.

multiply 17.002576)830

by .35608204

51007730
8501288
1020154

13602

34°
7

product 6.0543121

3 RULE.
When any decimal is to be multiplied by io,

100, 1000 j fcfr. remove tfre feparating point fo

many
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many places to the right hand, as there are cy-

phers.

Ex. S.

multiply 32.075
by 10

product 320.75

Ex.

multiply 25.7
by 1000

9-

product 25700.

4 RULE.
In large multiplications, make a fable of all the

products of the multiplicand by the 9 digits ; and
then the feveral products, are eafily taken out of
the table and writ down, as dire£l:ed in multipli-

cation of whole numbers.

P R O B L E M IV.

To divide one decimal by another,

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Divide as if they were whole numbers. Then

cut off as many decimal places in the quotient, as

the number of decimal places in the dividend exceeds

the number in the divifor -

9 if there are not fb many
in the divifor, prefix fo manv cyphers.

G Or
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Or thus, the firft figure of the quotient (or indeed

any quotient figure) is of the fame degree as that fi-

gure of the dividend, under which the units place of

the product (lands.

Annex cyphers to the dividend, when there are

not places fufficient. Likewife by continually annex-

ing cyphers, the divifion may be continued as far as

you pleafe.

Ex. i.

Divide 13.4 by 3207.3

3207.3) 13.400000 (.00417
128292 •

•

57080 dividual.

32073

250070
224511

25559

Explanation.

As the dividend wants places, I add cyphers at

pleafure •, and there being fix places of decimals in

the dividend, and 1 in the divifor ; there will be 5
in the quotient; therefore 2 cyphers mud be prefixt

before 417, and the quotient is .00417 as required.

Or thus, fince 9 the units place (of the product of

the divifor by 4) ftands under the third place of de-

cimals, therefore 4 is in the third place of decimals.

Ex.
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Ex. 2.

Divide 271.5 by 5.746

5.746) 271.50000 (47.25
22984'"

41660
40222

14380
1 1492
m h i

2S880
28730

150 £sV.

Ex. 3.
Divide .4368 by .0078

.0078) .4368 (56.

390
'

468
468

Ex. 4.

Divide .052701 by %6>

36) .052701 (.001463
36...

,167

144

230
216

141
108

33
Cz To
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To prove the rule •, fmce the number of decimafs

in the dividend is equal to the number in both divifor

and quotient •, it follows that the quotient contains

as many as the dividend exceeds the divifor.

Again, the quotient contains as many decimals,

as 12829 (the product of 3207. by 4) contains,

(for there are none in 3207 the divifor) \ and that is,

as many as are in the dividend 13.400, under which

it ftands to be fubtracled ; therefore it follows, that

the quotient figure 4 is of the fame degree as 9,
the product of the units place of the divifor, or as

(o) the figure above it in the dividend. Therefore

4 the quotient figure is in the 3d place of decimals.

2 RULE.
To contract the work in large divifions, inftead of

pricking one down from the dividend, prick one fi-

gure off the divifor each operation ; and in multi-

plying leave out thefe figures prickt off, only you
muft have regard to what is to be carried from the

figure laft prickt off.

Note, if the firft figure in the quotient begins to

multiply at the firft figure in the divifor, then the

2d begins at the 2d, the 3d at the 3d, &c.

Ex+5-

76.84375) 630.92878 (8.210541
61475000

1617878

\5^7S
81003

76843
4i59

3842

3 ! 7

307

xo

3 Ex
<
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Explanation.

Here 8 is multiplied into 76.84375; then 2 is

multiplied into 76.8437 (carrying 1); then 1 is

multiplied into 76.843 •, the multiplication- of 7684
by o, is omitted 5 then 768 by 5 ; then 76 by 4,
laftly 7 by 1.

3 RULE.
To divide by 10, 100, 1000, &c. remove the

feparating point, fo many places to the left hand as

there are cyphers.

Ex. 6.

Divide 32.075 by jo.

quotient 3.2075

Ex. 7.

Divide 25.7 by 1000.

quotient .0257

4 RULE.
In large divilions, make a table of the products

of the divifor and all the 9 figures. And then divi-

lion will be wrought by infpection *, for the feveral

products are eafily taken out of the table, as you
want them, according to the directions in divifion of

whole numbers.

PROBLEM V.

To reduce or change a vulgar fratlion to a decimal

fraction.

RULE.
Add cyphers at pleafure to the numerator, repre-

fenting fo many places of decimals •, and then divide

by the denominator, as far as you pleafe.

G ? £&
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Ex. i,

Reduce — to a decimal,
4

4) 3.0000 (.7500, or .75
28 —
20
20

.00

Ex. 2.

Reduce 13^ to a decimal or mixt number.

7) 4.000000 (.571428

35

5°
49 then 13* = 13.571428

10

7

So
28

20
14

60

56

4 6?r.

2J#.
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Ex. 3.

To reduce — to decimals.
3

5) 16.00000 (5,333 GV. s ^-.

15
"• 3

10

9

10

9

10

9

Ex. 4.

To change— to a decimal.

243) 1.00000000 (.004115 = —

.

972
2*3

280

243

37°
243

1270
1215

55 &c*

Scholium.
To reduce a decimal to a vulgar fraftion, is no

more than dividing by the greateft common meaiurej

the denominator of the decimal being 10, 100, 1000,

&c. G 4 PRO-
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PROP L VI.

2 reduce, the ' known part or parts of nny integer to a
vial.

•R U L E.
'

Begin at the lafl part, and reduce it to a vulgar

fraction, of the next fuperior denomination, and fo

to a decimal. Then take that, and the next part,

if there is any, which aliu reduce to a decimal of
the next fuperior denomination -, and fo on to the

laft.

Ex. i.

What decimal of a milling is three half-pence?

3 half-pence is .== i^d. — 1.5 J., then— d.= the

fraction of a milling, by dividing, — — ,125 the

decimal of a milling.

12) 1.500 (.125

1 2 •

24

60
60

Ex. 2.

Reduce 6 s. i~d. to the decimal of a pound.

Here— of a penny ~ .25, and 3- or 3.25 di-

vided by 12, that is,
3—

•
~ .270^33 the fraction

of a milling; and 6s. 3-d. or 6.270833 divided by
20
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20 (-'
27°-33) is = .31354166 the decimal of a

pound.
£#. 3.

What decimal of a hundred weight is 3/. 7/^.

9 oz. •, at 1 4 /£. to the ftone.

9 oz. = ^0. = .5625/^, and ?-*^p- 540178/.

and 3'^ I
Z- — ,442522 hundreds.

o

Hence the following decimal table is made.

1 /. the integer.

1 j. =.05 '

id. = .00416667
1/. = .00104167

Averdupoife weight.

1 lb. the integer.

1 oz. z=l .0625

1 dr. = .00390625

Slrcy weight,

lib. the integer.

1 *z. = .0833333
ipwt.-= .0041666
i £r. = .0001736

Averdupoife weight.

1 hundred the integer.

1 jr. = .25

1 /£. = .00892857
10%. ==. .00055803

Apothecary's weight.

1 02. the integer.

1 dr. = .125
iy?r. = .0416666
1 gr. = .0020833

Long meafure.

A yard the integer.

*/• = -3333333
1 in.-=. .0277777

1 day the integer.

1 £0. = .0416666
1 min.~ .0006944
1 fee. = .0000115

Square andfolid meafure.

1 fa. =r .006945, the de-

cimal of a fquare foot.

1 in. ^.000578 7, the de-

cimal of a cubic foot.

PRO
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PROBLEM VII.

7*o find the value of a decimal in known parts of the

integer.

RULE.
Multiply the decimal by the number of parts con-

tained in the next inferior denomination, gives the

parts required : and if the decimal cut off be multi-

plied by the- next lower denomination, you'll have

the parts of that denomination i and fo on.

Ex. i.

How much money is .732 of a pound ?

.732/.

20

14.640 s. Anf. 14 j. yd. 2 TV/.
12

7.680 d.

4

Ex. 2.

5>73°5 #•

Anf. 5 lb.

2.72 /.

What weight is

16

averdupoife ?

11 oz. 11 dr.

43830
73°5

11.6880 OZ.

16

4128
688

11.008 dr.

PPRO-
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PROBLEM VIII. -

To change a common divifor into a common multiplier.

RULE.
Divide 1 by that divifor, the quotient is a multi-

plier. If the divifor be a vulgar fraction, invert it,

making the numerator the denominator, &V.

Ex. 1.

If 2150.4 be a divifor, what is the multiplier to

effect the fame thing ?

2150.4) 1.000000000 (.00046503 the multiplier.

86016

139840
129024

108160
107520

64000 , .

64512

Ex. 2.

If ~ be a divifor, what is the multiplier ?

5/ "" ("""^ multiplier = r*6

PROBLEM IX.

To extracl thefquare root of a decimal, or mixt number*

RULE.
Annex cyphers on the right hand as many as you

pleafe, and begin at the units place and point every

3 other
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oti Hire both to the left and right. Then pro-

cee extract in all refpecrs as if it was a whole

number ; and cut off as many whole numbers in the

root, as there are points in the whole number, and

as ma cimals, as points in the decimals. And
die operation may be continued as far as you will,

by adding pairs of cyphers.

Ex. 1.

Extract the root of 22 11.8209

• 221 1.8209 (47.03 the exact root.

16 • • •

87) 611

609

9403) 28209
28209

Ex. 2.

What is the fquare root of 10 ?

10.0000 (3.16227 &V, the root.

9 ' '

61) 100

+ 1 61

626) 3900
+ 6J 3756

6322) 14400
+2 12644

63242) 175600
-{-2 126484

632447) 49 I I 600

4427129

48447 l Ex.
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Ex. 3.

Extraft the fquare root of .001234

0.001234 (.0351283362 the root nea^

9_ . -

65) 334
+5 3*5

701) 900
+ 1 701

7022) 19900
+2 14044

70248) 585600
;

•'•
• 561984

- - «

23616
21074

2542
2107

435
421

14
14

Exfla-
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Ex. 4.

To extract the fquare root of —

.

2L reduced to a decimal is .777777 , Cffr.

• • • •

0.777777 (.8819171, Ssfe the root.

64 • •

168) 1377
1344

17 61 ) 3377
1761

17629) 161677
• •

• 158661

3016
1763

1253
*233

20
17

PROBLEM IX.

tfo extrc.fr the cube root of a decimal, or mixt number.

RULE.
Add cyphers at pleafure on the right hand, that

the decimals may confift of 3, 6, 9, 12, &c. places-,

and begin at the units place and point every third

figure
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figure both to the left and right hand. Then ex-

tract the root as if it was a whole number ; and the

extraction may be continued as. far as you will, by
{till adding ternaries of cyphers'. At laft cut off as

many places of whole numbers, as there are points

in the whole numbers, and the like for decimals.

Ncte> if you defire the laft quotient to go true to

more places of figures, do thus •, add half the laft

quotient to the laft root, and fquare the fum for a
tlivifor, and divide over again.

Ex. 1.

Extract the cube root of 146708.483

146708.483000 (52.74 the root.

i*5

3) 2 '7

25) 72 (2 52= 1 ft root.

2) 54

2; 18

2 704= fquare.

) 40608 = cube.

146708.4
140608

61004

2704J 20334(7^
-1 the root 26 1 9 1 1

\;o 1224

1092

Ex.
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Ex. 2.

What is the cube root of 2 ?

2.000000 (1. 259921 &c. the root.

,
3) 10

l ) 3 (3 t0° much.

3

• •

2.000

1.728

1 root

fquare

cube

= 12

'= 144
ss 1728

3)2720
144) 906 (60, too

7 906 much.

2 root

fquare ;

cube :

= 1259
= 1585081
=1995616

151 •;'-

2,0000000000

1995616979

3) 43 8 302io
1585081) 14610070 (9;

"33 14275926
1106

1586214) 334144
:••• 317243

16901
15862

1

<

1039

95*

£».
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Ex. 3.

What is the cube root of .0001357 ?

o.coo 1 35700000 (.05138 &V> the root.

125' -

3) 107

25) 35 (*

2 27

27 8 1 root 51
fquare 2601

1357000 cube l 3 l65i

132651

3)30490
2601)10163 (38

15 7848
» » 1 .. . »

4616 2315
• 2093

222
Ex. 4.

Extract the cube root of 13^.

Reduce -J to a decimal, and the number is 1^,666666
• . •

13.666666 &c, (2.390 £tfr*

_8

3) 56
4) 18

JL £i

J 3 1 foot 23

136666 fquare 529

12167 cube I2l67

3) *499 6

529) 4998 (9©
21 495°
£50 " 48

: H 0,
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Or thus.

23 + -7-^=23.450
23-45

549.9) 499.80 (9089

494 91 and the root 2.3908 4%°°
7035

489 938

439 "7

50 549.90
divifor.

Ex. 5-

What is the cube root of 171.46776406 ?

• » • •

171.467764060 (5.5
I25

3) 464
2 5-) i55 (5

2 i35

27 20

1 root 5
fquare 25
cube 125

• •

I7I.4677

166375

3) 509 2 7
3025) 16975 (55

27 15260

2 root .^^

fquare 3025
cube 16637^

3052) 1715
• 1526

I

189 and the root ss 5.555

Or
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Or thus.
55-

+ - 2 75

3055.3I2) 169750 (55558
•• • 152767 and the root =

55-275°
55-275

16983
I5276

5-55555^('-5i-
2763750
276375

1707
^1528

1 1055
3869
276

179
*53

3055-325
divifor.

26

H 2 CHAP.
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CHAP. IV.

Several PraSikal Rules in Arithmetic.

PROBLEM L

To refolve a queftion in reduftion.

REduttion defcending is when fome integers of a

greater denomination are to be reduced to thofc

of a lefs.

Reduction afcending is when the leffer denomination

is to be reduced to the greater.

RULE.
In reduction defcending, multiply continually by

all the denominations from the given one to that

fought; adding to each product by the way, thofe of

the fame denomination with itfelf, if fuch there be.

In reduction afcending, where the quantity is to

be reduced to a higher denomination -

9 divide conti-

nually by all the denominations from the given one

to that fought. Sometimes both rules mult be ufed

promifcuoufly as occafion requires.

Ex. i.

In 415 pounds, how many pence $

4*5
20

8300
12

16600
8300

Anfwer 99600 pence.

Ex;
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Ex. 2.

In 3076/. 1 3 j. ii^d. how many (hillings, pence,

and farthings ?

3076 13 11^
20

61533 millings adding 13
12

123077

738407 pence adding 11

4

2953629 farthings adding 1

Ex. 3;

In 354$. ooz. 16 dw. *5gr. how many grains?

12

708

354

4248
20

ounces

84976

24

pennyweights

3399 x 9
169952

N.

2039439 gra
'

ins

H 3 Exi
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Ex. 4.

In 48067 ounces averdupoife, how many hundred

weight?

14) 8)

16) 48067 (3004ZJ. (214/. (26 C. 6/, 8/£. 302.
48--* 28- 16-

P67 20 54
64 14 48

3 64 6- 56 .-

8

ux. 5.

In 1 1923 pence, how many pounds ?

20)

12) 11923
108 •

•

(993 fhillings

80 •

(49 pounds.

112

jo8

J93
180 An£ 49^ 13^ 7^-

43
3*

J 3

Ex.
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Ex. 6.

. In 207/. 15s. 6d. how many pieces (at js. %\d.
per piece) gowlands (at 7 pieces per gowland) and
ringlets (at 1 1 gowlands a ringlet) ?

7 j. sld. 207/. 1 5 j, 6d.

12 20

87 4*55
2 12

IT?
halfpence 4155

49866
2 7) 11)

*7$) 9973 2 (5% Pieces (81 gowl. (7 ringl.

1223 9 4
1050 7 4—

1732 2

1575 —
ii2

Ex. 7.

If 27 pounds be divided among 31
is the Xhare of each ?

perfons, what

27/.

20

31) 540 (jyi 5d. of. anfwer.

.3
1 '.

230
217

~~il
12

3O 156 (5

155

1

4

H 4 £*.
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Ex. 8.

In $j6() dollars, at 4*. yd. per dollar, how many
groats, Shillings, crowns, and pounds?

4^ yd, 8769
12 55

55 pence 43 845
43 845

4) 482295 (120573 groats,

rem. 3 pence

5) 4)

3) 120573 (40191 fhiL (8038 crowns (2009 pounds*

,

o 1 rem. 2 rem.

The 'proof of reduction js t0 work the queftion

backwards.

PROBLEM II.

To refohe a queflion in the rule of three.

Here are three numbers given to find a fourth in

proportion. If a greater number requires a greater,

or a Ms requires a lefs, it is called the rule of three

direu.
^

....
But if a greater requires a lefs, or a lefs requires

a greater number \ it is called the rule of three inverfe.

I. A GENERAL R U L E.

r. To (late the queftion, place the three given

terms fo, that the firft and third may be of one name,

the third being that which afks the queftion. And
the fecond muft be of the fame name with the fourth

term fought. And let them be reduced to their

loweft denomination, where the firft and third muft

be of the fame.

2. Then fay, if the firft term give or require the

fecond, what does the third give or require. If more

be required, mark the lejfer extreme; if lefs be re-

quired, mark the greater extreme, for a divifor.

JVjultjply the other two numbers together, and divide

2 by
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by this divifor. The quotient is the anfwer, of the

fame denomination with the fecond term.

3. What remains will either make a fractional part;

or it muft be reduced to a lower denomination, and
divided as before.

Ex. 1.

If 1 8 lb. of Sugar coll 12 millings, what will 150
coft? lb. Jb. lb.

18 : 12 : : 150.

Here, if 1 81b. coft 12 millings, 1501b. muft coft

more, therefore divide by 1 8 the leffer extreme.

18 12 150
12

3°°
150

x8) 1800 (100 millings

100

i8v
00

20) (5/. the anfwer.

100

Ex. 2.

If 35 yards of cloth coft 39/. fi. 6d. how many
yards may be bought for 19/. .2 s. 6d.$

* 39*- 7s. 6d. :. 35yds. : : 19L zs. 6d.

20 .

*

20

12 12

945° ; 35 : : 4-59°

35

22950

9450) 160650- {17yds. anfw,

945o*

66150
66150

Ex:
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Ex. 3.

If 40^ lb. of tobacco coft 3/. how much can I

t>uy for 7/. 15s. ?

* 3/. : 40/^. 802;. : : 7/: 15J,

2Q 16 20

60 : 648 : : 155

155

324a
3240
648

16)

60) 100440 (1674 ounces (104$. iooz*
16-

74
64

10

Or /to £j vulgar fraftions.

* 3 : 4oi : : 7t :

that is 3 : — : : Q :
** 2 4

Si 4
31 2

81 8

243

i)2ili(2|Z = ,o4{ lb.
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Or thus by decimals.

3/. : 40.5/*. : : 7-75 *•

40-5

3875
3100

3) 3 I 3 8 75 (104.625 = 104/. 10*3.

16

375°
625

10.000

Ex. 4.

If 6 men be 10 days in finifhing a piece of work,

how long will 8 men be ?

6m. : lod. : : Sm. *

Here 8 men will be lefs time than 6, therefore

more requires lefs y and 8, the greater extreme, is the

divifor.

6 : 10 : 8*
6

"8) 6o (74- = ;idays.

56

Ex. 5.

If Mend a perfon 300/. for a year, how long ought

he to lend me 500/. to requite me ?

300/, : 3654. : 500/. *

300

5J00) 1095I00 (219 days.

Here lefs time is required, and 500 the divifor,

by the inverfe rule.

Ex.
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Ex. 6.

How many yards of cloth, a yard and a quarter

broad, will line a piece of tapeitry 10 yards long,

and 3^ broad?

3i£. : lot. : : i^b. *

7 that is, i : io s

io

5 #

7
4/ 2 V 10 '

2 Rule for contrasting the work.

When the divifor and either of the other terms, can

be exactly divided by fome common divifor 5 then

divide them, and take the quotients inftead of thefe

And proceed thus as oft as you can.terms.

Ex. 7<

If 6% gallons of brandy coft 42/. what will 72
gallons coft? Here 63 is the divifor.

: 48/. anf.

Divide by 9) * 63 : 42 : : 72

7) * 7 : 42 : = 8
* 1 : 6 : : 8

Ex. 8

There is a pafture which will feed 1 8 horfes for 7
weeks •, how long will it feed 42 horfes ? Here 42
is the divifor, and the rule inverfe.

7)18:7 : : 42 *

1 : : 6 *

1 : : 1 * : 3 weeks \ anfwer.

6) 18

3 (3
Ex. 9.

If §- of a yard coft 27 millings; what will J of a

yard coft?
n*3 2 7 ,

3)*3 : 27 : » 7
*i : 9 : : 7 63 j. anfwer.

The
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<The proof is made by multiplying the quotient by

the divifor, adding the remainder ; which mud be

equal to the product of the other two numbers.

PROBLEM III.

Vo refolve a quefiion in the double rule or compound ruk

of three.

RULE.
1. Here, as in the Tingle rule of three, put that

term into the fecond place, which is of the fame de-

nomination with that fought-, and the terms of fup-

pofition one above another in the firit place-, alfo the

terms of demand in the fame order, one above an-

other, in the third place. Then the firft and third

of every row will be of one name, and mud: be

reduced to the fame denomination, viz, the lowed

concerned.

2. Then proceed with each row as with fo many
feparate questions in the fingle rule of three, in order

to find out the feveral divilbrs; ufing the fecond term

in common for each of them. That is, in any row,

fay, if the firft term give the fecond, does the third

require more or lefs ? if more, mark the leffer extreme

;

if lefs, the greater, for a divifor.

3. Multiply all thefe divifors together for a divifor;

and all the reft of the numbers together,for a dividend.

The quotient is the anfwer, and of the fame name
with the fecond term.

4. To contract the work, when the fame numbers
are concerned in both divifor and dividend, throw

them out of both. Or divide any numbers by their

greateft common divifor, and take the quotients in-

iftead of them.
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Ex. i.

If 1 6 horfes in 6 days eat up 9 bufhels of oats

;

how many horfes muft there be to eat up 24 buihels
in 7 days?
* 9 b.- 16 h. 24 £.

6d. 7*

9 24
7 16

63 divifor 144
24

384
6

•*

63) 2304 (36— horfes; anfwer.

189-

414

E!

Explanation.

Say, if 9 bufhels ferve 16 horfes, 24 bufhels will

ferve more horfes, therefore mark the leffer extreme

9 for a divifor.

Again, fay if 6 days require 16 horfes to eat up
any quantity, 7 days will require fewer horfes to eat

them ; fo mark the greater extreme 7 for divifor.

Then 9 x 7 = 63 for divifor, and 16 x 24 x 6
= 2304 for a dividend i and the quotient is 3644
horfes = 36%-.

Ex,
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Ex. 2.

If 9 ftudents fpend 12 pounds in 8 months, how
much will ferve 24 ftudertfs 16 months?
*gji. 12 /.——24/?.
*8*». « i6ni.

72 144
24

3^4
12

768

384

72) 4608 (64 pounds; anfwer.

43 2 *

288
288

Or thus by contraftion.

And further.

3)*3 12 8

*i< 2

and then *i 4 8

*i- 2

diyifor 1 16

4

64 anfwer.

Ex.
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Ex. 3.

If 8 men be 6 days in digging 24 yards of earth;

how many men mult there be to dig 18 yards in 3
days? d. m. d.

3> ^ 8 3
*

6)*24> 18 y.

Contracted.

2 d. 8 *».—— 1 */.

4)*4> 3>
Further contracted.

2d. 2E— ii.*
* jy\ 3>

divifor 1 a

"6

12 men; anfwer.

£#. 4.

If a garrifon of 6000 men may have each 15
ounces of bread to lad 16 weeks, how much mufir

5000 men have a-piece to lafi 24 weeks ?

1000) 6000 m.—*-— 1502.—*

—

5000 m. *

8) 16 w.

—

24 w. *

Contracted.

3) 6 l 5 5
*

2- 3
*

Further contracted.

I 2 3 1
*

3
1 rz i .— 1 * 2

1 divifor 6

2

Anfwer 12 ounces.
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.Ex. 5.

What principal will gain 20 pounds in 8 months,

at 5 per cent, per a,nnum ?

12^.- 100/.- 8*». *

* 5£-- — 2 °g-

Here the principal -is 100/. and the time 12

months.

Dividend— 12 X 100X20 Z ~. *3.XiOQX4
-n- -r o~

—

:—-= (by contraction)
Divifor = 8x5 w y 2 x 1

3 x 100 x 2 J:
' .... r

s= —— = 600/. principal, the aniwer.

Ex. 6.

If the carriage of 5 hundred weight coft 3/. js.

6d. for 150 miles, what will the carriage of yf
hundred weight come to for 64 miles ?

$h. 3/. 7 j. 6d. jb. %q.
* 150 m. 64m.

reduced * 20—— 8iod.> —31 j.

* 150W. < 64
Dividend 810 x 21 X 64 27X21X32 , „.
tv . r ^ £ ex ~—* =?-, by contraction,
Divifor 20 x 150 10x5 J

10 27 20

5 3i 12)535 (44 (hill. (2 pnds.— 48* 40
.50 27

81 55 4
• 48 —

*37
32 7

1674 Anf. 2/. 4;. 7^.
251

1

5|o) 2678^ (535 pence

~
34
4

50) 136 (2

I Ex.
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Ex. 7.

If the carriage of 1 50 feet of wood, that weighs

3 (tone a foot, comes to 3 1. for 40 miles, how much
will the carriage of 54 feet of free (tone, that weigh*

8 ftone a foot, coft for 25 miles?

* 150/- 3'- 54/.
* Ift 8A
* 40 m. — 25 m.

Dividend 54 X 8 X 25 X 3 __ 54 x 1 x 25 x 1 __ 54 x 5

iDivifor 150X3X40 "" 150 X 1 X 5 150

~54-.il
~~

30 ""10 10) 18 (1/. 16*. anfwer*

10

18

20

ifc) 160 (16
160

Ex. 8.

If 248 men, in 5-^ days of n hours each, dig a

trench of 7 degrees of hardnefs and 232^ yards long,

3^ wide, and 2^- deep-, in how many days of 9 hours

will 24 men dig a trench, of 4 degrees of hardnefs

and 33 7 1 yards long, 5! wide, and 3! deep ?

248 m. s^d.——24 m.
*

Ilk yb. *

7 de5- 4 deg. *

* 232-i/. 337H-
* 3tw - 5tW.
* 2f deep 3^ deep.

Dividend Hg^-7-Si-337l.5l-3^ = (b redud }Divifor 232I.3I. 24. 24.9.4
v y 0/

^ n 675 7 28 -

24«.n.7--7
2 2 T 248.1 1. 7.1 1.675.7.28 2.c

7 = * —
4i.ii.Z. 249#4 465.1 1.7.24.9.4 8.
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248. 11.675.7. 28. 2 31. 11. 675. 7. 28

465.24.4-8.J~ 465.24.2.5

es _3*- II - I 35-7-7 = 11-27.7.7 ll -9-7-7 _. ." '3-7-7

93.6.2.5 3.6.2 6.2 2.2

=—~ = 404-^ days, the anfwer. All this by

throwing equal quantities out of both numerator and
denominator.

The proof of this rule Is, by multiplying the quo-

tient and all the divifors together; whole product

muft be equal to the product of all the other num-
bers, when the work is right.

Scholium.
Any queftion in the compound rule of three may

alfo be refolved at feveral operations, by the fingle

rule of three, but with more labour, thus :

The queftion being rightly ftated, take the three

terms in the firft row, and find a fourth term, by
the fingle rule. Make this the fecond term in the

fecond row; from thefe three terms in the fecond

row find a fourth term. Proceed thus to the laft.

As if the queftion in Ex. 1. was propofed, fay, if

9 bufhels ferve 16 horfes any time, how many horfes

will 24 bufhels ferve for the fame time; they will

ferve more horfes, and therefore 9 is the divifor, and

the anfwer is 424 horfes.

Again fay, if 6 days require 424 horfes to eat up
any quantity, how many do 7 days require. Here
fewer horfes are required, therefore 7 is divifor, and

the anfwer is 36- horfes.

PROBLEM IV.

To refolve a queftion by the rule of practice.

When a queftion in the rule of three has 1 for the

firft term, it is more expeditioufly refolved, by tak-

I % ins
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ing fome aliquot part or parts of the thing propofed

:

and this is called the rule ofpraffke.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Firft value the integers, obferving to multiply in-

tegers by integers ; and for the inferior denomina-
tions take what aliquot part you can get, and for

what is wanting take parts of that part, and fo on.

Then fum up the whole.

Ex. u
What will 37*. %q. 12 lb. come to, at 5/. i$s.

7id. the hundred weight r

5/. 155. fil
3jc, 3 j. 12 lb.

185
18 10

. 37<\at 5/.

. 37 at 10 s.

2jc. at is. -

price of ^q. -

9
- ll. 1JS.

2

1

-4 4

i
18

4
17
8 •

12

. 37 at 5s.

6 . 37 at 6d.

yi. 37 at lid.

9-J-.
price of ~ c.

11 . pr. of 1 q.

4~. pr.of 12 lb.

tot. 218 17 2\. anC

Explanation.

Firft I multiply 37 by 5 gives 185/. Then fince
O J J

10. is — of a pound, or —and — of that. There-D
4

r 22
fore I take half 37 which 18/. 10 s. and half of that

which is 9/. 5 j. and the fifth part of 9/. $s. is 1/.

1.7J. the price at is. the hundred weight. Then be-

caufe y
x

x d. is the half of a milling, and a fourth of

that half. Therefore half of il. lys. is i8j. 6d. and

— of that is 4 s. y\d. : fo now the integers are valued.
+ Then
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Then j of a hundred being a half and half of that

half, I take half of 5/. i$s. yld. which is 2/. ijs.
gid. and half that 1/. 8j. ii</. Laftly, fince 12 Ik

12. "Z T

is -^ or^- of a quarter, I take - of 1/. 8 j. 1 id.which
. ° / 7
is 4 j. i£^. and triple that is 12 j. 4^^. the price
of 12 pounds. And the fum of all thefe, is 218/.
17J. 2^.

Particular RULES.
2 RULE.

Sometimes the value may be eafily found by
reckoning the price fome even number above what
is given, which done, take fome aliquot part for
what it is above, and fubtracl: it from the former. \

Ex.2.

If a pound of tobacco cofts 1 id. what is a hun-
dred weight ?

£- s. j.

112I. (at is.) — 5 12 o
112/. (at id. is —J fubt. 094

8 anf.

3 RULE,
When the price is millings, or pounds and millings.

Firft multiply the quantity by the pounds, if there be

any ; then multiply by half the (even) number of
lhillings, obferving to write double the product of
the firft figure for lhillings, and the reft of the

product for pounds. And for an odd milling take

— of the quantity.
20

I 3 Ex.
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Ex. 3.

What comes 4*3 yards to, at 2 fhilling a yard ?

4i3
1

Anf. 4*/. : 6s.

Ex. 4.

If an ounce cofts 12 (hillings, what *will_76 coft?

76
6

Anf. 45/. : 12 s.

Ex. 5.

"What is the price of 796 grofs, at 13 j. the grots ?

796
6

477 : 12 at 12 fhillings.

39 : 16 at 1 Shilling,

Anf. 517/. : 08/.

£#. 6.

If a hundred weight coft zl ijs. what will 238 coft?

238
2 17

476 00 at 2/.

190 08 at i6j,

11 18 at u.

Anf. 678 6
mm+mmmmmmmm

4 RULE
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4 RULE.
When the price is pence, or fliillings and pence.

Multiply the quantity by the fliillings, if there be aj\y.

Then for the pence take fome aliquot part or parts of

the quantity propofed.

Ex. 7.

What comes 472 ounces to, at 8 d. an ounce ?

3) 472 (i57s - 4<*.at4</.

157 4 . at 4</,

20) 3 14 J. 8 d.

Anf. 15/. 14 j. Sd.

Ex. 8.

What will 74 yards of cloth coft, at 13 s. gd. the

yard ?

74
13 9

222

74

962 at 13J.

2) 74- 37 at 6^.

4) 74-— 1$ 3 at 3<£

20 ]ioiyl. 6d.

An 50/. ijs. 6d.

3 \ \ . .
I 4 £*<
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Ex. 9.

What comes 150 hundred weight to, at 2/. 1 is. 8 \d.

or 5 1 s. 8 d. the hundred ?

150
51 8

150

75°

7650 s.

ft ) i 50 75

3) 75 25

20) 7750s.

Anf. 387/. ioj-.

5 RULE.
When the price is an aliquot part or parts of a

pound ; then take fuch aliquot parts of the quantity

propofed.

Ex. 10.

What does 63 gallons come to, at 5 fliillings a gallon ?

/. s.

4) 63 (15 : 15 anf.

Ex. 11.

If I gain 1 3 j. 4 A. for a dozen, what do I gain for

100 dozen?

2) 100 -33 6 8 at 6 j. 8*/.

33 6 8

Anf. 66 13 4

6 RULE,
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6 RULE.
If farthings be concerned in the price^ take fuch

aliquot parts as you can find ; or parts of aliquot

parts.

Ex. 12.

What comes 371 gallons to, at 13^. per gallon?

s. d.

$yi o at 1 Shilling.

*) 37 1 46 4i at \\d.

20) 417 4i
Anf. 20 17 4t ,

-##• *3*

How much money can I get for 347 French crowns,

at 4 j. 5t^. apiece.?

3) 347

347
4 5t

1388

[4) ii5

4) 28

7

at 4 j.

8 at 4^.

9 at id.

2$ at id

*) 1539 7t .

Anf. 76 19 7^

7$* pnw/ of this rule is to work the queition by
different methods.

Scholium.
Other queftions that may occur, are eafily refolved

by the rules of compound multiplication.

When it happens that the firft term is more than

1 •> work by the foregoing rules as if the firft term

was
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was i ; and at laft divide by that term, according

to the rules of compound divifion. But fuch que-

ftions as thefe are beft refolved by the rule of three.

PROBLEM V.

<£o refolve a quefiion in the Jingle rule offellowfhif.

The Jingle rule of fellowfhip 9 is that which deter-

mines how much gain or lofs, is due to every partner

concerned ; by having the whole gain or lofs, and

their particular flocks, given.

I. A GENERAL RULE.
Say by the rule of three, as the whole ftock : is to

the whole gain or lofs : : fp is every man's particular

ftock : to his particular part qf the gain or lofs.

' Ex. i.

Two partners A, and B, make a ftock of 56
pounds; A puts in 24/.; and B 32/. They gain

7/. by trade. What is the gain of each I

24
32

(O 5& :
jr : : 24.

7

56) 168 (3/. = A's gain

168

(2) 56 :

•

7 : : 32

7

56) 224 (4/, s= B's gain.

224

{:.// Exi
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Ex. 2.

Three men A, B, C, freight a (hip with wine; A
had 284 tuns; B, 140, and C, 64. By a ftorm at

fea, they were obliged to caft 100 tuos overboard.

What lofs does each fuftain ?

A 284
B 140
C 64

(1) 488 : 100 : : 284
100

488) 28400 (sS^tuns—A'slofs.:
2440*

400Q
39°4

96

(2) 4$8 : 100 : : 140
100

488) 14000 (a&^tuns^P'slofs;

976-

4240
39°4

336

(3) 488 : 100 : : 64
100

488) 6400 (13^.
488«

* »

I520
I464

56 « RULE
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2 RULE.
• "Where many partners are concerned ; find the mare
of i integer.^, by dividing the whole gain or iofs by
the whole flock, and the quotient will be a common
multiplier ; by that multiply every man's part of the

flock, and it will give his mare of the lofs or gain.

Ex. 3.

Four men trade together, A puts in 200/. B 1 50, C
8 5, D 70 j and they gain 60 /. What is the fhare ofeach ?

A 200 505) 60.0 (.11881 a common multiplier.

B 150 5° 5
C 85
D 70 9 5Q

, 505
5°5

. 4450
4040

4100
1

4040

600
;u88i .11881 .11881 .11881

200 150 s5 70

23.762(00 59405 59405 8.31670
20 11881 95048 .

[0,09885

20

15.24 17.82150 6.334I00
12 20 20 12

2.88 16.43I00
12

1.977(00
12

4.008

516 r 1.724

A gains 23/. 1 5 j. 2.9^.

B *7 16 5.2

C 10 1 1 1.8

D 8 6 4.1

60 m\
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Ex. 4.

Five captains plundered the enemy of 1200/.

The firft had 20 men, the fecond 40, the third $$9

the fourth 55, the fifth 70. What mult each cap-

tain have in proportion to his number of foldiers ?

240) 1200 (5
120a

I 20
2 40

3 55
4 55

5 70

240

io

5

40

5

100/. 200/.

the firft gets 1O0/.

the fecond 200
the third 275
the fourth 275
the fifth 350

55

:2 75 /.

I2CO

70

350

3 RULE.
When there are a great number of partners ; the

jbeft way is to make a table, after this manner*

Divide the gain or lofs by the vvhole flock, to find

what is the gain or lofs of 1, Then by continual

addition of this, make your table as far as 10

;

then by the continual addition of the gain or lofs of

10, continue the table through all the tens to 100:
add in like manner, for all the.hundreds to 1000, it

there be occafion. Then you have no more to do,

but take every man's fhare out of the table (at once

W ofcener) and write it down*

Ex. 5.

There is a certain townfhip, which is to raife a

tax of 56/. $s. ^d. To rind what each much pay

towards
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towards it, the inhabitants being rated as in the

following table.

Perions, Rent.

A
B

150
125

C 100

D J00
E
F

87
80

G
H

63
40

745

Pcrf.

I

K
L
M
N
O
P
CL

Rent.

/. s.

30
24
15-10
12

12

12

7
5-10

118

Perf. Rent.

/. *.

R 4
S 3-10
T
V
U

3

3
2

w I-IO
X I-IO
Y 1

Z 1

20 10

Il8 d

745

883 10

Here 883/. 10^=883.5/.
and 56L 8s. 3d. = 56.412 5/.

883.5) 56-4125 (.0638513
53010- 20

34025
26505

1.277026I0
12

7520
7068

3-3 243 12

4

452 1.297248

441

115
88

27
So
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\

table is made.

oj

I

2

o

4
5
6

7
8
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</. 1.297/. whence the following

10

20

30
40
50
60

70
80

9°

£•
O
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
I

2

3

5
6

7
8

10

u

J.

7

3
6

9
1

4
7

11

2

5

2,648

1.297

2.594
3.891
1. 1 88

2.485

3.782

1.079

2.376

3- 673

12

5
18

11

3
16

9
2

14

9
6

3
o
10

7

4
1

II

O.97

I.94

2.91

3.88

0.85
1.82

2.79

3-76

°«72

100 678
200 12 15 4
300 19 3 1

Hence the fhare of A for 100 is

for 50 is

i-7

3-4
i.i

6

3

8

10 0.85

total fhare of A 9 11 6 2.5s

The fhare of B

for 100 678 1.7

20 156 1.94

5 064 2.48

whole fhare of B 1 19 7 2,42 afiil
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and Co on with the reft i whence we get the follow-

ing bill,

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

K
L
M
N

£ s. d. /.

<> II 6 2.55

7 l 9 7 2*12

6 7 8 I.70

6 7 8 i.70

5 ii 1 G.84

5 2 1 3.76

4 O 5 1. 71

2 II 3.88

I 18 3 2.9I

I IO 7 3-*3
O l 9 9 2. 11

o i5 3 3-5&
o *5 3 3'56

53 10 9 i-53

O
P

g-

s
T
V
u
w
X
Y
Z

s.

15
8

7

5

.4

3

3
2

1

1

1

1

d.

3
11

o
1

wt

i>

9

I
IO

10

3

3

3-5^
1.08

*- l 3
1. 19
2.54

3.89
3.S9

2.59

3-95

3-95
1.30

1.30

2

53

17
10

1-37
i-53

$6 8 2 3.9

true to the 1 oth

part of a farth.

The proof is made, by adding together all the

fhares, which muli be equal to the whole gain or

lofs.

PROBLEM VI.

To refolve a queftion by the double rule of fellow/hip.

The double rule of fellowfhip^ is that which deter-

mines how much gain or lofs is due to every partner

concerned ; by having the whole gain or lofs, and

the particular flocks, and their times of continuance,

given.

1 RULE.
Multiply every man's flock, by the time it is

employed •, then by the rule of three, fay, as the fum
of thefe products : to the whole gain or lofs : : fo each

of thefe produces : to each man's gain or lofs.

3 £*4
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Ex. 1.

Three merchants, A, B, C, enter into partnerfnip.

A puts in 65L for 8 months; B 78/. for 12 ; and C 84
for 4 months, and 61. viz, 90/. for 2 months; They
gain 166 /. 12 s. What is each man's fhare of the gain ?

65 78 84 90 520
8 12 4 2 936

A=52o B=936 336 180 , .

-1— 336 1972
C = 5i6^

1972. 166,6. 520
520

'

»

333* o

%33°

1972) 86632.0 (43/. i$s. yid. for A.,

7888-

7752
59 l6

20

1972) 36720 (ig

'972
'

17000
J 5776

1224
12

1972) 14688 (7^
13804

884
K Again^
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Again, 1972 166.6 936

93 6

Book I.

999 6

4998
1499444^4,

i97 2
)

x 55937-6 (79-rVr = 79 l- IJ - 6^-
13804- for B.

17897

^774-8

149

Laftly, 1972 — 166.6I. — 516 •*- 43/.:iij.:io^#

forC.
£#. 2.

Four men, A, B, C, D, hold a pafture in common,
for which they pay 60/. A had 24 oxen 32 days;

B 1 2 oxen 48 days , C 1 6 oxen for 24 days ; and B-

had 10 oxen for 30 days. What mull each pay ?

24 X 32 = 768
' 12 x 48 == 576

16 X 24 =e 384
10

;X 3° == 3°°

2028

Then 2028 : 60/. : : fo eacl 1 product

:

toitsfhare.

That is 169 : 5/. : : 768 : 22-
1 a a

and 169 : 5 :: 576 : 1 7-
7

169 : 5 :: 384 : 11.
6 1

rT"5

169 : 5 : : 300 : 8-
t 4 &

rry

Hence there Is paid bj ' Ay 22 14 5t
B, 17 10
C, 11 7 2-f-

D, 8 17

2 RULE.
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2 RULE.
When many people are concerned ; divide the

whoie gain or lois, by the firfh term or fum of the

products ; the quotient is a common multiplier, by
which multiplying the feveral products, you'll have
the feveral fhares.

Ex. 3.

Four merchants trade after this manner.

A puts in 100/. for 8 months.

B puts in 80/. for 5 months, and then puts in 40/.

more for 3 months longer.

C puts in 176/. for 4 months, and then takes out

50/. for four months more.

D puts in 230/. for 6 months, and then takes out

the whole.

They gained 212/. 10 s. ; then what is the gain

of each merchant.

The feveral products of the Hock and time will be
as follows. /

100 x 8 800 for A.

80 X 5 400
120 x 3 360

760 for B.

176x4 7°4
126 x 4 fubt. 504

1208 for C

230x6 1380 for P.

fum 4148

K 2 4145)
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4148) 212.50 (.05123 the mare of 1 pound being

a common multiplier.

.05123 .05123 .05123 .05123
800 y6o 1208 13$®

40.984 3 738 40984 40984
for A. 35861 614760 1 53°9

38.9348 61.88584 1
for B. for C. 70.6974

~i for D.

£ s. d.

A's (hare is 40 19 8

B's 38 18 «T
C's 61 '7 8f
D's 70 13 «T

The proof is had, by adding all the parts of the garn

or lofs together, which mull be equal to the whole,

PROBLEM VII.

To refolve a queftion in the rule of alligation medial.

'

Alligation medial teaches how to find the mean rate

of a mixture, when the particular quantities mixt,

and their feveral rates are given.

RULE.
Multiply the quantities of the mixture by their

refpeclive prices, and divide the fum of the products

by the fum of the quantities, gives the mean rate.

Esc, 1.

A man would mix 10 bufhels of wheat, at 4
millings a bufhel, with 8 bufhels of rye at is. Sd,

a bufhel.
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a bufliel. At what price muft the mixture be

fold?

£ d.

i o X 48 = 480 the wheat.

g X 32 = 256 the rye.

18 736

*8) 736 (4°ir> or 3 s - 5^ a bufhel very near,*.

72
• the price of the miflegin.

~6
o

Ex. 2.

A vintner would mix 30 gallons of Malaga, at

7 s. 6d. the gallon ; with 18 gallons of Canary, at

»j. yd. ; and 27 gallons of white wine, at 4*. %d.

how muft the mixture be fold ?

go x 30 = 2700
81x18 = 1458
51 x 27 = 1377

75) 5535 (73t^ or 6s. i\i. per gallon.

525*

60

The proof is made, by finding the value of the whole
mixture at the mean price ; which muft be equal to

the total value of the feveral ingredients.

K 3 PRO-
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PROBLEM VIII.

'To refolve a quejlion in the rule of alligation alternate.

Alligation alternate mows how to find the particular

quanrities concerned in any mixture \ when the par-

ticular rates of each fort, and alfo the mean rate, arc

given.

Preparation.

Set down the feveral rates in order

from the greatcft to the leaft, as the

letters a> £>, c, d -, and the. mean price

(jn) behind in its clue order.

Couple every two rates together by an arch, fo as

one rate may be greater and another lefs than the

mean, till they be all coupled. Where note, that

one, rate may be coupled with feveral others one by

one", as oft as you will.

Take the difference between each rate and the

mean rate, and place it alternately, that is, againft

all its yoke- fellows. Co thus with all the rates;

then the diiferences will Hand as />, j, r, s. When
feveral differences happen to Hand againft one rate,

add them all together. Then,

i RULE.
When no quantity is given of any of thefe forts;

the numbers (or differences) (landing againft the

feveral rates, are the quantities required.

Ex, i.

A man would mix wheat at 45. a bufhel, with

rye at 2s. 8 J. a bufhel; to fell it at %s. 6d. per

bufhel. How-much of each muft he take ?

d.

\ 10 bnfhelsof wheat*) , -
f e

/ 6 bufhel s of rye. J3 2

Ex.
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Ex. 2.

A vintner would mix Malaga at y s. 6d. per
gallon, with Canary at 6 s. gd. and white wine at

4 j. i&.\ to fell it at 5 s. 2d. per gallon. What
quantity of each mull he take ?

d.

62

9°^\ II II

Si-.
)

II II

5iV 19.28 47

qrts. Malaga!
Canary I anfwer.

w. wine J

Explanation of Ex. 2.

The difference between 62 and 51 is 11, which I

fet againft 81, and alio againft 90. The difference

between 62 and 81 is 19, which I place againft 51.
The difference between 62 and 90 is 28, which I

alfo fet againft 51. Then 19 added to 28 is 47.
So the differences, to work by, will be j 1, 11, 47.

2 RULE.
In alligation partial, where one of the quantities

(to be mixed) is given. Say, by the rule of three,

As the difference Handing againft the price of the

given quantity :

To the given quantity : :

So are the feveral other differences :

To the refpeclive quantities required.

Ex. 3.

I would mix 10 bufhels of wheat at 5 s. with rye

at 3 s. 6d. and barley at 2 s. 4^.; to be fold at 4s.

per bufhel. How much rye and barley muft I take ?

{* wheat 60\\ 6.20 26

48 i rye 42 J
J

(_ barley 28 ^y
12 12

12 12

Then 26 : 10 : : K>
: 4_1_ bufliels of rye "and of

barley.

K 4 Ex.
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Ex. 4.

How much Malaga at ys. 6d. the gallon, fherry

at 5 j. white wine at 4 J. 3d. muff, be mixt with 24
gallons of Canary at 6s. '9 L \ that the whole may-

be fold lor 6 s. per gallon?

Or thus.

f Malaga 90^-% 1 1 2 f Malaga go-^v

j Canary 8 i-0 21 \ Canary 8i-\ \
? 2 1 merry 60-A

]
1 8 '

2
1 fherry 60J J

£w. wine 51.^1 9 (.w. wine 51-^

Then the quantity of Canary being given, fay by

the firft method, 21 : 24 : : fo is each difference :

to its refpective quantity ; that is,

C 1 2 : 1 3! gal. Malaga }

As 7 : 8 : :< 18 : 204 merry >anfwer,

£ 9 : iOy w. wine j

Qr thus, by the latter method. s

As 12 : 24: = [
21 : 4

J

;SaL Malaga.

that is, x : 2:: ,r 1 fherr^
(_ 18 : 36 w. wine,

3 RULE.
In alligation total, where the total fum of the

quantities (to be mixt) is given ; add up all the diffe-

rences together, then fay by the rule of three,

As the fum of the differences 3

To the quantity given : :

So every particular difference :

Jo its refpective quantity.

Ex. 5.

A goldfmith would mix gold of 24 carracls, with

fpme of 2 1 carracls, and with fome o.ther of j 9 car-

racls
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rafts fine, and with a due quantity of allay ; fo

that
1
90 ounces might bear

1 7 carrads fine. How
much oi each fort muft he take ?

'7

l7
] 7

2.4.7

17

'7

'7

13

64

here allay is to be reckon-

ed o carra&s.

02:.

Then 64 : 190 J iy : 5044 of the 3 forts of gold.

113:3844 of allay.

Ex. 6.

A mixture of wine is to be made up confifting of

130 quarts, from thefe five forts, whofe prices are

yd., yd., iod., 14*/., and \$d. a quart: and the

whole is to be fold at 12 d. a quart. Quere, how
much of each ?

Here being 5 quantities concerned, they will ad-

mit of feveral alternations*

way.

5
4.2

2

2

3

third way.

fecond way.

4.2 6

5 5

3 3

3 3
2 2

2.4.5

2.4.5

3-2

3-3

3-2

11

1

1

5

5

5

£&.

37

The
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The operation^ by the lafi wcy> is thus.

..S 11 : 3S-j4 c
l
rts » °f wine at 15J. and 14.J,

l "1 5: *7tt quarts, at io*/., 8^, and 7*/.

SCHOLIU M.

Although the feveral ways of combining or cou-

pling the rates, as before directed, afford fo many
different folutions to the queftion •, yet they do not

give all the anfwers the queftion is capable of. To
remedy which, and to make the method more ge-

, neral \ you may repeat any two alternate (or corre-

sponding) differences as often as you will ; and the

like for any other two, C5V. This will give a great

variety of folutions, from which the eaffeit, and
rnoft fuitable may be fele&ed. Or rather proceed

by .the following rule.

4 RULE, UNIVERSALLY.

Having coupled the rates as before directed ; then

inftead of any couple of the differences, take any

equimultiples thereof; that is, multiply them both

by. any number you will ; do the like for any other

couple, C5V. By this means, you'il have a new fet

of differences, to work with,

Ex. 7.

A grocer would mix 12 lb. of fugar at 10 J., with

two other forts of 8i., and $d. •, fo that the mixture

may be fold at 7 d. How much muft he take I

common way.

2

2

'•3'IS is
general way.

2x2
2x3
1x2.3x3

Here the couple of differences againft 10 and 5
being 2 and i, I multiply them both by 2, and they

3 become
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become 4 and 2. Again, the couple againft 8 and 5,

beino- 2 and 3, I multiply them both by 3, and they

become 6 and 9, 1 hen you will have 4, 6, 11 for

a new fet of differences. I herefore

12 In :

18 #.

ZZ lb -

at %d.

at 5^.

jE#. 8.

A farmer would mix wheat at 4s. with rye at 3 s.

and barley at 2 j. and oats at 1 s. per bumel ^ to have

a quantity of i/o bufhels, to be fold at is* 4^. the

bufhel. How much of each muft he take ?

J.

f wheat 48

j barley

/oats

16 x 3 I

4X5
8x 5

20 x 3

48
20

40

168

Then 168 : 120, 0^:5 :

48 : 34-^- bum. wheat.

20 : 1 4-^ rye.

40 : 2 8-t barley.

60 : 42~ oats.

2~#£ pm/ is had by finding the value of the whole

mixture at the mean race ; which muft be equal to

the total value of the feveral fimples. And more-

over, in alligation total, the fum of the particulars,

muft agree with the fum given.

PROBLEM IX.

*To refolve a quejlion in theJingle rule of falfe.

This rule makes a fingle fnppofition of fome falfc

number to refolve the queftion, by mearis whereof

the true number or numbers are found out.

RULE,
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RULE.
Suppofe fome fit number, and proceed with this

according to the tenor of the queition. Then fay

by the rule of three,

As' the falfe number refulting :

To the true number given : :

So the whole or any part of the falfe number :

To the whole or refpeftive part of the number
fought.

Ex. i.

A man would divide 30 crowns among 3 perfons;

fo that the firft fhould have half; the fecond, a third;

and the third, a fourth part. To find each one's

fhare.

Take a number which is divifible by 2, 3, 4

;

fuppofe 12, then 2) 12 (6 . 3) 12 (4 . 4) 12 (3.

Then 13 : 30

fO:i 3T4

:J4: 9A
(.3: 6-

firli fhare.

fecond mare,

third fhare.

Ex. 2:

A, B, and C buy a parcel of timber, which cofls

48 /. and it is agreed that B fhall pay a third part

more than A, and C a fourth more than B. What
fum muft each pay ?

Suppofe A pays 3, then B pays 4, and C pays 5.

But 3 + 4 + 5 -=• 12, which mould be 48. There»

fore fay,

f 3 : 12, A's fhare.

As 12 : 48, pr as 1 : 4 : : < 4 : 16, B's fhare.

(. 5 : 20, C's fhare.

Ex. 3.

There are 3 cocks, A, B, C, belonging to a

cittern •, A can fill it in 1 hour, B in 2, and C in 3.

In what time will they all fill it ?

Suppofe
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Suppofe they fill it in half an hour ; then fay,

hour, ciftern. hour.

As j 1 ciftern for A.
2 2

2 1 — ciftern for B.
2 4

o . 1 — — — — ciftern for C.
•5 26

But —+ — + T == — ciftern, which mould be 1 cifr.246 12

Therefore — cift. : 1 cift. : : — hour : — hour the
12 2 11

time fought.

The proof of this rule is made, by fumming up
the feveral parts, which rnuft be equal to the whole.

PROBLEM X.

To refolve a queftion in the double rule offalfe.

This rule refolves queftions, by making two fuppo-

fitions of falfe numbers •, by means of which, the true

number, which anfwers the queftion, is found out,

1 RULE.
1. Take fome number by guefs, for a firft fup-

pofition, and try if it will anfwer the queftion. If

not, fet the error under it, and mark it with + if it

exceeds the truth, or with — if it fall fhort. Then
makeafecond fuppofition with another number, and

proceed the fame way with it. (It is ufual to fet a

crofs between them).

2. Multiply alternately the firft number by the

2d error, and the 2d number by the ill error. And
divide the fum of the produces by the iiim of the

errors, when the errors are of different kinds, (that

is, when one is greater and the other iefs than the

2 truth j)
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truth ;) or the difference of the products By the

difference of the errors, when both errors are of one
kind ; and the quotient is the true number fought,

for which the fuppofitions were made.

In fhort thus, addito dijfimiles, jubtrahitoque pares*

Ex. i.

A workman agreed to thrafh 60 bufhels of corn,

part of it wheat, and part oats •, at the rate of 2 d.

per bufhel for the wheat, and if d. for the oats.

At laft he received 8 millings for his labour. How
much of each did he thrafh ?

30 20
1. Firft, I fuppofe there are 30

bufhels of wheat ; then there are '

alfo 30 bufhels of oats.

+9
Price of the wheat 60 pence.

Price of the oats 45 pence.

too much 105
which mould be 8 s. or 96

1 error +9

2. Again, I fuppofe 20 bufh. of wheat, the pr. 40*/.

then there is 40 bufhels of oats, pr. 60

whole price, too much 100

Jl
2 error -j-4

Thea
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Then 30 20

4 9

120 180
120

"9

4 5) . 60 ( 1 2 bufhels the wheat.
«

60J 48 the oats.

5 T-*

Ev. 2.

A man hired a labourer for 40 days, on condition

that he fhould have 20 pence for every day he

wrought, and forfeit 10 pence for every day he idled,

Atlafthe received 41 s. 8 d. for his labour. How
many days did he work, and how many was he idle ?

1. Suppofe he wrought 24 days 480 pence,

then he idled 16 160
i _

received but 320
inftead of 41 j. Sd. or 500

1 error fliort —1 So

2. Suppofe he wrt. 32 days 640 pence.

idled 8 80 24 32

fhould receive 560 \^/ ,

inftead of 500 /y. ^

2 error above -4~6o|— 180 +6°

iff*
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1 80 24
32 60

36 1440

54

180 5760
-}-6o +1440

240 ) 7200 (30 days he wrought, confequently

720 he idled 10 days.

Ex. 3.

Two merchants, A, B, lay out an equal furri of
money in trade. A gains 126/. and B lofes 87.

And A's money is now double to B's. What did

each lay out ?

200 250
1. Suppofe each lays out 200/. \ /

then 200 200 \f (inn
126

J7
^A^(30O

A's money=3 26 1 1 3=B's money.

+

l°° +5°
226 2 100

t

25000 10000
1 „ s 5 IOOOO

i error -j-100 226 -—«—

50) 15000 (300 £.
2. Suppofe each lays out 250/. 1 50 • • the anf.

then 250 250 «

126 87

A's money = 376 163 = B's money.

326 2

2 error 4-5° 3 2^

£ti
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Ex. 4.

A perfon finding feveral beggars at his door, gave
each of them 3 pence a-piece, and had 5 pence re-

maining. He would have given them 4 pence

a-piece, but he wanted 7 pence to do it. How many
beggars were there ?

1. Suppofe 14 beggars. 14

42

+5
his money—47

49

1 error -|- 2

Suppofe 10 beggars.

3

~7

49 hismon.2— alio. 2

28

20

10

4

4)4,8(12 beggars

the anfwer,

3°

21
35

33

40
—7

33

2 error <—

2

2*. 5.

A and B play at cards •, A flakes B Ss. to 6j.

every game. After 28 games they leave off play,

and find that neither of them are winners. How
many games did each win ?

x. Sup-
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f . Suppofe A won 12, then B won 16:

and A wins 72J. and (B wins 128 s.

or A) lofes 1 28 j. that is, he lofes 56 j.

therefore ill error = — 56. v

Suppofe A wins 15 games,

and B 13, then A wins 90/.

and lofes 104 : fo the fecond

error is — 14-

56

14

840 168

168

42)672(16 games
42 • forA.

and 12

forB.

2 RULE.
You mud proceed as directed in the iff rule* till

you have found the errors, and their figns, then

1. Multiply the difference of the fuppofed num-
bers, by the lead error, and divide the product by
the difference of the errors, if they are like ; or by

the fum if unlike : The quotient is the correction

of the number belonging to the lead error.

2. Obferve whether this be the leffer or greater

number, as alfo whether the errors have like or un-

like figns.

If it is the leffer number, and like figns, fubtract the

correction ; if unlike figns, add it.

If the greater number, and like figns, add the cor-

rection •, if unlike figns, fubtract it : fo you'll

have the true number required.

Or in other words y

If like figns, fubtract from the leffer, or add to the

greater number.

Unlike figns, add to the leffer, or fubtract from the

greater number ; to get the true number.

Ex.
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Ex. 6.

A certain man being afked what was the age of

his four fons * anfwered, that his eldeft was 4 years

older than the fecond, and the fecond 5 years older

than the third, and the third 6 years elder than

the fourth, which was half the age of the eldeft.

How old was each ?

16 20
1. Suppofe 16 for the eldeft, then

the youngeft is 1

half the eldeft 8

1 error —7 20

2. Suppofe 20 for the eldeft,

the youngeft 5

half the eldeft 10

—7 16—5

7 4
'5 5 ,—

^

— — (cor.

2 error —

5

2) 20(10 the

-*— 20

anf. 30
the eldeft.

Ex. 7.

Two perfons difcourfing of their money; fays A,
if you will give me 25/. I fhall have as much as

you ; fays B, if you will give me 22/. I fhall have

twice as much as you. How much had each ?

L 2 1 Sap;
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I20 I30
i Sup. 2 Sup.

A has 120 130
add 25 25

B has left

add
145
25

B had at firfl: 170
add

B has now
A has left

22

192

9 S

*55.

25

180
22

202
108

216double 196

1 error ~j-4 2er.-j-i4

Ex. 8.

id) 40 (4 cor,

120

—4

116 A'smon.

Th£re is a crown weighing 60 lb. which is made
of gold, brafs, tin, and iron. The weight of the

gold and the brafs together is 40 lb. of the gold and
tin, 45; of the gold and iron 36. Quere, how
much gold was in it ? o>S 2 9

1 Sup. 2 Sup.

Gold 3 5 lb.

Brafs 5

Tin 10

Iron 1 7 —9^+3 35
29

5*
60

1 er.—9-2er.+3

(i^—cor,

29

anf. 30- gold.

Ex.
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Ex. 9.

A factor delivers 6 French crowns, and 2 dollars

for45 fhillings. And at another time 9 French crowns,

and 5 dollars for y6 mill. What is the value of each ?

1. Suppofe 55. ~ 1 crown. 2. Suppofe js.=zi crown.

45 45 5 7
(i) 6x5=230 (2) 6xy = 42

' 2 doll.= 15 2 doll. 3

idolL= 74- 1 doll. = JK£

9x5 ~
45 9x7 =63

.5*7J=37t- 5*}if:
7±

824- 7°i 2

76 76 ;

- :';
,:

.
l

;-'-'S*

1 error + 64 2 er. —54. 12)1 1 (4-4= cor.

7 '

a crown — 6~r
a dollar 2: 4'-.

£#. 10.

To find the logarithm of 740326.

5.8694077 5.8694664
1. I fuppofe 5.8694077

to be its log. ; but by a ta-

ble of logarithms, it proves

only to be the logarithm of

7403 GO.

740326
74O3OO
i

. 5.8694664
i error — 26 - 5.8694077

2. 1 fuppofe 5.8694664 for the log.
J .0600587

but this by the table is the log. of
j 26

740400. 740400 74 -—
740326 ^26

T^4

2 error -j-?4 ,
100).001 5262

(152

L 3
the

—2b +74
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5.8694077
.0000152 con

the logarithm fought 5.8694229

The proof of this rule is, by trying the number
found, according to the conditions of the queftion,

in the fame manner as you find out the errors. And
if it agree, the work is right.

Scholium.
It will fometimes fhorten the work, by fuppofing

one of the numbers o, and you may fuppofe the

other I, if you pleafe. A great many queftions may
be refolved by this rule, which cannot be refolved

by any other rules in arithmetic. But there are

many queftions, where it cannot be certainly known,
whether they can be refolved by it or not, till they

be tried.

The rule is founded upon this fuppofition, hat

the firft error is to the fecond; as the difference be-

tween the true and firft fuppofed number, to the

difference between the true and fecond fuppofed

number. When this does not happen, the rule of

falfe does not give the exact anfwer, except the two
fuppofed numbers be taken very near the true one :

as in the lad example.

In the rule of falfe, whatever operations the

queftion requires to be performed with the number
ibught, and any given number or numbers •, the

fame operations in every refpect are to be made
with the two fuppofed numbers, and the fame given

numbers. From the refult of thefe three operations,

are collected the errors, which are nothing elfe,

but the differences between the true refult, and each

of the falfe refiiits. Hence if the errors are unlike,

the true number lies between the fuppofed numbers:

3 and
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and if the errors are like, the true number lies with-

out them both.

The rule of falfe, efpecially the latter, will re-

folve any the mod difficult queftion, by many
trials •, provided the queftion can any way be proved,

if the true refolution was given. But then the fup-

pofed numbers mull be taken near the truth. And
after each operation is over, you muft take the lad

refult for one of the next fuppofed numbers ; and

the neareft of the two former (or that with the leail

error), for the other. And by repeating this procefs,

the anfwer will continually approximate to the true

number, within any degree of exaclnefs you pleafe.

For this reafon it is of prodigious fervice in the ab-

ftrufer parts of the mathematics. For in many diffi-

cult problems, there is hardly any other way to come
at a iblution, but by this method of trial and error.

PROBLEM XL
To refolve a queftion in the rule of exchange.

When feveral different forts of things are com-
pared together, as to their value ; this rule teaches

to find, how many of one fort is equal to a given

number of another fort.

RULE.
Place the terms in two perpendicular columns, fo

that there may not be found in either column, two

terms of one kind. Then the numbers in the lefler

column muft be multiplied for a divifor ; and the

numbers in the greater column, where the odd term,

is, for a dividend. The quotient is the anfwer.

AW, to abridge the work, throw out any num-
bers that you can find in both columns.

Ex.
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Ex. i.

If 6 lb. of fugar be equal in value to 'jib. of raifons,

5 pound of raifons to 4 yards of ribbon, 10 yards of

ribbon to 40 nutmegs, and 7 nutmegs to 18 pence;

what is 3 pound of fugar worth ?

6 fug.

5 mf.
10 rb.

7 raif.

4 rib.

40 nut.

2100) 33600 (16 pence.

7 n.it. iopnce.

3 fag.

600
»2100 —

3!8

Or thus*

7X4X40X 10x3 _
6x5x10x7

_ 4 x 40 x 3

6x5
4x8
2

=? 16.

iu\ 2.

If 3 pair of gloves be worth 2 yards of lace, 3 yards

of lace equal to 7 dozen of buttons, 6 dozen of
Buttons to 2 penknives, and 21 penknives to 18 pair

of buckles •, how many pair of gloves is equal to 28

pair of buckles ?

3 gloves 2 lace

3 lace 7 buttons 504) 31752 (63.
6 buttons 2 pence

21 pence 18 buckles

28 buckles

9 17^2
5°4

75'

O thus.

3x3x6x21x28 3x21x28 .

2.X7X2X18 2X7Xi2c\
,

,°,
. ,.

i<X
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Ex. 3.

If 9 {hillings Engliih be equal in value to 2 French

crowns, and 1 French crown to 3 livres, and 4 livres

to 3 guilders, and 9 guilders to 4 rix dollars, and 4
rix dollars to 3 Barcelona ducats ; what is 5 Barcelona

ducats worth in Engliih money ?

9 foil. Eng. == 2 Fr. cr. 9X1X4x9x 4x5
1 Fr. cr. 3 Iiv. 2x3x3X4X3
4 liv. 3 guil. 9X4X9X5

9 guil. 4 rix doll. 2x3x3x3
4 rix doll. 3 Bare. due. 4X3X5 _ 2 x x -

5 Bare. due. 2 = 30lhillings#

PROBLEM XII.

To refolve a quejlion by help of a table of logarithms.

Logarithms are a certain fet of artificial numbers,

fitted to the feries of natural numbers, and formed
into a table ; whofe property is fuch, that they per-

form the fame thing by addition and fubtraction,

•which the natural numbers do by multiplication and

divifion.

A logarithm confifts of two parts, a decimal frac-

tion and an integer. The decimal part is always

affirmative, the integer may be either affirmative or

negative, and is called the characleriftic. It always

fnews how far the firft figure of the abfolute number
is diftant from the units place. Thus when the cha-

racteriftic is o, 1, 2, 3, &V. the firft figure of the

correfponding number will be units, tens, hundreds,

thoufands, &c. refpectively. And if it be— f, — 2,

— 3, &c. then the firft figure of the number be-

longing, is in the firft, fecond, third, &c. place of

decimals.

In
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In many tables, the characteristic is not fet down,
becaufe it is eafily fupplied, for any given number,
from the rule before mentioned ; by only coniidering

how many places of integers, &c. j the given num-
ber confifts of.

Though the decimal part of the log. is always af-

firmative, yet in fome particular cafes, where the

chara&eriftic is negative, it is neceffary to reduce it

to another form, where the whole is negative. Thus
the log. —2.3406424 which fignifies the fame as

— 2.+ .3406424, is reduced to — 1.— 6593576, or

— 1.6593576, where the whole is negative •, which is

done by fubtracting the decimal from 1. But when
the operation is over, it mud be reduced to its origi-

nal form. Or it may be otherways reduced ib as to

beexpreffed in two parts,without making the decimal

negative, by adding equal numbers to both the ne-

gative and affirmative part. Thus —2.3406424 is

equivalent to -3. 4- 1. 3 40642 4, or= -4.-}- 2.3406424
"=—5«-r\3-34OD42 4> v^ wnere tne latter part is

entirely affirmative : and this way is more commo-
dious for fome fort of operations.

Having a number given to find its log. and the

contrary. Look through the column of numbers,

till you find the given number, againft this is its

logarithm. Or when the log. is given, look through

the column of logarithms till you find it, or the

neareft thereto, and againft it is the number. Thus
if the number is 2 191, the log. is 3.3406424. And
if the log. be 2.8241900, the number is 667.1 ;

and fo of others. But if the number exceed the

table, that is, if it con lifts of more than 4 places,

proceed as in Ex. 10. Prob. io, to find the log. or

the contrary.

The table of logarithms is too large for this book,

its principal ufe being in trigonometrical operations,

See my Trigonometry, Edit. 2.

* RULE.
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i RULE.
After the queftion is refolved in form, and the

numbers are ready for operation. To find the pro-

duct of any numbers multiplied together. Set down
all the numbers and their logarithms againft them*
then add all the logarithms together. When you
come at the characteriftics, add what you carried, to

the affirmatives, and take the difference between the

fum of the affirmatives, and the fum of the negatives,

and fet it down with the fign of the greater. This is

the charade riftic of the product; whofe number muft
be found in the table.

Ex. i.

What is the product of 37x250?

37 - - - 1.5682017
250 - - - 2.3979400

prod. 9250 - - - 3.9661417

Ex. 2.

What is the product of 7 x 48 6 x.0042 ?

7 - - - O.8450980
486 2.6866363

.0042 - - —3.6232493

prod, near 14.29 - - -4-1.1549836

2 R U L E.

When a quantity appears in form of a fraction,

to find the quotient arifing by dividing the numerator

by the denominator. Subtract the log. of the de-

nominator from the log. of the numerator. If you
carry 1, add it to the lower charact. if -f-> or fubtract

it, if— ; which done, if the charact. have unlike

figns, add them with the fign of the upper ; if like

figns,
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figns, fubtract with the fame fign ; except the lower

be the greater, and then with a contrary fign.

If either numerator or denominator is any product

of certain numbers, its log. mud be found by
Rule i,

Ex. 3.

What is the value of ^-?
73

438 - - 2.6414741

73 ' - '1-8633229

quotient 6 - - 60.7781512

Ex. 4.

Divide 125 by 3125.

125 - - 2.0969100

SI2 5 -
- 3.4948500

quotient .04 - - •—2.6020600

Ex. 5-

Divide 342 by •°35-

342 -

-°35 "

• 2.5340261
—2.5440680

quot. 9771 - V 3.9899581

Ex. 6.

Nhat is the value of

-

54*. 0157 >

48 *

-1.7323938
—2.1058996

•54 - -

.0157 -

product -

48 -

• --3.9282934
1:6812412

quot. 0001766 - - —4.2470522

3 RULE
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3 RULE.
When a number is to be fquared, cubed, &c.

multiply its log. by the index of the power. Ob-
ferving, when the characteriflic is negative, to fub-

tract what you carry thither. Then find the number
anfwering.

Ex. 7.

What is the fquare root of 2 ?

426 - - 2.6294096

fquare 181500 - - 5.2588192

Ex. 8*

What is the cube of .405 ?

.405 - - — 1.66074550

3

cube .06643 " " —2.8223650

Ex. 9.

To find the 4th power of .09054.

.09054 - - —2.956840445

4th power .0000672 - - —5.8273620
- 1 « 1

1 1—

4 RULE.
When any root is to be extracted ; divide the log.

of the number by the index of the root. Remem-
bring to reduce the log. if the characteriftic be ne-

gative, when there is occafion.

Ex.
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Ex. 10.

What is the fquare root of 2 ?

2 - - - 2) 0.3010300
root i.4 x4 • • 0.1 505 1

50

Ex. 11.

Find the fquar^root of 4823.

4823,- - 2)3.6833173
root 69.45 - • 1. 8416586

Ex. 12.

What is the cube root of .005832 ?

.005832- - 3)—37M175
root .18 - - - — 1.2552725

Ex. 13.

To find the cube root of .02456.

.02456 - - —2.3902284
reduced- - 3)— 1.60977 16 all neg,

reduce this back —0.5365905
root .2907 - - — 1.4634095

Or thus.

The log. —2.3902284 is equal to—3.-{-1.3902284

3)—3.+ I -3902284
root .2907 - - — 1. 4634095

Ex. 14.

What is the 5th root of .004705 ?

.004705 - - —3.6725596
reduced to 5)—5+ 2.6725596

root .3424 - - —x. 53451 19

5 RULE.
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5 RULE.
When in the folution of a queftion, you come at

fome compound quantity, confiding of prooV
powers, roots, i£c, connected by the figns

-f"
anc*

— •, they muft be wrought feparately by the fore*

going rules, and the numbers found and collected,

according to the figns.

Ex. 15.

To find the number exprefied by this quantity.

350x20x11— 108 x 1y
11x13x15

This is the fame as the two quantities
350x20X11

11x13x15
108x13x13 ~, . 350x20 108x13

= -. That is -.
11x13x15 I 3 XI 5 11x15

35°
20

Cube.

2.5440680

1. 3010300

3.845098c

2.2900346

M I -**39433
1. 1760913

2.2900346

35-9° l -S55o63*
the firft part.

108 2.0334238

13 *- I1 39433

3.1473671
2.2 1 74840fubt.

11

15

1.0413927
1.1760913

8.509 0.929S831

the fecond part. Then from

take

2.2174S40

the number fought, 27.
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Ex. 1 6.

Suppofe in a certain queflion, I come to this con-

clusion for the number fought, ^-22 "*" 5
-
,

37x25—12^37x20

what is the number ?

n. log.

12

37
20

1.0791812

1. 5682017
1.3010300

n.

25

log.

1.3979400

3

3.9484129
numb. 8880.

4.1938200
numb. 15620

37
25

1. 5682015

1.3979400

2.9661417
numb. 925.0

37
20

half

12

1. 5682017
1. 3010300

2.8692317

1 .4346158
1.0791812

2 -5 I 3797°
numb. 326.4

The folution becomes A— ==
925.0-326.4

24500 log. 4.3 89 1 661
log. 2.7771367

598.6
1. 6120294

the numb. 40.93 anfwer.

PROBLEM XIII.

To refolve the ufual qiiefiions about the interejl of money',

and annuities.

Interejl is the money paid for the ufe or loan of

any fum or principal ; and is generally eftimated at

2 fo
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fo much per hundred for a year, as 4 per cent. 5 per

cent, i &c. which is called the rate of intereft.

Simple intereft is that which is charged only upon
the principal, for any length of time after it is due.

Compound intereft, or intereft upon intereft, is that

which arifeth from both principal and intereft ; this

fuppofes that the intereft itfelf, mall alfo gain intereft,

after the time it becomes due.

Rebate is the abatement made by paying a fum of

money before it is due.

Amount is the quantity of money in arrear, con-

filling of the principal or annuity, together with its

intereft, forborn for fome time after it is due.

Several queftions in the bufinefs of intereft being

very difficult to refolve iblely by arithmetic ; I have

therefore inferted the four following tables \ by htlp

of which all the common queftions relating to in-

tereft and annuities may very fpeedily be refolved,

for any numbers that come within the reach of thefe

tables.

Their ufe is eafy and evident at fight : for the rate

of intereft being found at the top, and the time of

continuance on the fide; at the angle of meeting,

you -have the amount of 1 pound, (Tab. 1 arid 3);
or of 1 pound annuity (Tab. 2 and 4), at either fim-

ple or compound intereft. But their ufefulriefs will

more clearly appear from the following rules and
examples,

1 RULE.

\<>';"When, the fimple intereft. for days, is required;

divide the rate by 100, to have the rate for 1 ./. then

multiply the principal, the rate for 1 pound, and the

number of days, continually \ and divide the pro-

duct by 365 \ the quotient is the intereft. ,

M Ex*

*
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Ex. i.

What is the intereft of 160/. for $5 days, at 3 per

cent. ?

-^- = .03 the rate of 1/. r .

160 2^5\ 4° 8 C 1 • 2 ; 4^ anfwer.

•03 365

4.80 43

240 860 (2

3S4 73°

408.0 130

1560 (4.2

1466

j 00

73

z RULE.
To find the prefent worth of 1 /. in money, due

any number of years hence 5 or of 1 /. annuity to

continue any number of years, at a given rate either

gf fimple or compound intereft.

For iL in money. Look into Tab* I. for fimple

intereft, or Tab, IIL for compound intereft, and

under the given rate, and againft the number of

years, you'll find a number for a divifor, by this di-

vide 1, the quotient is the prefent worth.

For ih annuity* Confult the Tables I. and II. for

fimple intereft •, or III. and IV. for compound in-

tereft. And tinder the given rate, and againft the

number of years* in both tables, you'll find two
numbers, which take out, and divide the latter by

the former, for the prefent worth*
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Ex. 2.

What is the prefent worth of 1L due 14 years

hence, at 4 per cent, at fimple dr compound intereft ?

Num. Tab. I. - * 1.56) 1.000 (,64102 the pref. worth

936 at Amp. inter*

640
624

160

156

40d

Num^TabJII.- -i»p'3i67)i ioooooo(.577476 the pfefi

%65$ 3 5 worth at comp*
• intereft*

121217

12948
12122
m »

826

hi

*33
121

12

Ex. 3;

What is the prefent worth bf i /. annuity to deft*

tinue 14 years, at 5 per cent* fimple and compound
intereft; ?

M 2 Tat.
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= prefent worth at fimp. intereft.

164 INTEREST.
Tab. II. - - 18.55

Tab. I. 1.7

That is, 1.7) 18.55 (10.91176 the prefent worth at

1 7 •
• fimple intereft.

> 1 m

20

if

30

"9

11
Tab. IV, -- 10.50863 r ,~ , TTT

-"*—3 = prefent worth at comp. inter.
Tab. IIL-- 1.97993

r r

That is, 1.97993)19-59563 (9.89865 the pref. worth

1 7 8
1 93 7 at compound intereft.

1 77926
* 5 8394

J9532
»78i9

*7*3
1584

129
118

11

fH
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3 R U L E.

Queftions, where principal, annuity, amount, &c.
are concerned, are likewife to be folved by the ta-

bles. For there are fimilar numbers in the tables

analogous to thole given ; and therefore having three

terms given, a proportion or analogy muft be made
by the rule of three, between the numbers given in

the queftion, and thofe in the proper table, for the

fame rate and time, in order to find the 4th term,

which is either the thing itfelf which is fought, or it

will (hew it by the table. And as 1 is commonly a

terrn'in the proportion, the queftion will generally

be folved by multiplication or divifion.

If any thing is wanting to make the proportion,

or to carry on the procefs, it muft be found from
what is given in the queftion.

Ex, 4.

' If 250/. be put out to intereft, what will it amount
to in 21 years> at 4/. per cent, fimple or compound
intereft ?

By Tab. I. the amount of 1 /. for 2 1 years, at

4 per cent, is 1.84 ; therefore fay, as 1 (principal) :

1.84 (amount) : : 250 (principal) : 1.84x250= 460,
the amount required, at fimple intereft.

Again, by Tab. III. the amount of 1/. is 2.27877;
•Therefore lay, as 1 (pr.) : 2.27877 (am.) : : 250 (pr.)

:

2*27877x2 50 = 569.6925/. the amount required,

at compound intereft.

Ex. 5.

What principal put out for 21 years will amount
to 460/. at 4 per cent, fimple intereft ?

By Tab. I. the amount of 1 /. is 1.S4 for the given

timeandrate; then fay, i.S^am.— 1 pr.—4.60am.—

~-g- = 250/. the principal fought.

M 2 Ix%
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Ex. 6.

In what time will 250/, amount to 569.6925/.
being put out at 4 per cent, compound intereft?

Say, as 250 pr. : 569.6925 am, 1 : 1 pr. ^^\~
= 2.27877 the amount of 1 /. Seek this number in

Tab. III. col. 4 per C. and you'U find it againft

£ 1 years, the time fought.

Ex. 7,

At what rate of fimple intereft will 250/. amount
to 460/. in 21 years?

By Tab. I. fay, 250 pr.-4.60 am.— 1 pr.— |-2

= 1.84, the amount of }/.; which being fought for

againft 2 1 years, will fall in col. 4 per C. the rate

of intereft required.

Ex. 8.

If 320/. yearly rent be forborn for 12 years, what

will be in arrear at that time, at 4.4. per cent, fimple

^nd compound intereft ?

By Tab. II, the amount of 1/. annuity for 12

years is 14.97 ; then fay, ion-— 14-97 ^7 -—

3

20 an ~.

*—i4«97 * 320 =4790.4/. the arrear fought, z%

fimple intereft.

Again, by Tab. IV. the amount of 1 /. annuity

is 15,46403 ; therefore fay, as 1 rent— 15.46403 am.

r—320^.— 15.46403 x 320= 4948.49 A the amount,

at compound intereft,

Ex. 9.

What yearly rent being forborn 12 years, wilj

amount to 4948.49, at 44 per cent. comp. intereft ?

By Tab. IV. the amount of 1/. annuity is 15.46403 \

then fay, as 15,46403 am.— jr.— 4948.4.9 am.—

;

2 £*v
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Ex. io.

In what time will 320/. yearly rent, amount to

4790.4/. at 44- per cent, fimple intereft ?

Say, '320 rent — 4790.4 am. — 1 rent— -
'*

=2 14.97, the amount of il. annuity; which being

found in col. 44. per C. Tab. II. ftands over-againft

1 2 years, the time fought.

Ex. 11.

At what rate of compound intereft, does 320/.

rent, amount to 4948.49/. in 12 years?

o -. 4948.40
oay, as %iorent— 4948.49 am.— 1 rent— ~

s= 15.46403 the amount of ih annual rent. Seek

this number over-againft 12 years in Tab, IV. and
it is found under 44 per C. the rate fought.

Ex. 12.

What is the prefent worth of 65 1, a year, to con-

tinue 40 years, at 5 per cent, fimple and compound
intereft?

By Rule 2, find the prefent worth of 1 /, annuity

at fimple intereft, for the time arid rate §iven, which

is — ; then fay,

As ian<— 22 pr .— 6$an.— -1—22= 1711,66

ihe prefent worth fought, at fimple intereft,

Again, by Rule 2, find the prefent worth of i/.

i . n 1 • 1 • 120.79977
annuity at compound intereft, which is —£* o »

then fay,

120.7,, r 120.79977x65
1 an. £-&c. fr. — 65 an. — '—

•

7.0
* °

7-°3999
= 1 1 15.34, the prefent worth fought, at comp. in-

tereft.

M4 £*.
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Ex. 13.
'

•;'

;

What annuity to continue 40 years, will 171 1.66

£

ready money purchafe, at 5 per cent.'fimple intereft ?

- By Rule 2, find the preient worth of 1 /. annuity,

which is — \ then fay,
l
-~'pr.— 1 an.— 171 \.66prs—

-2X1711.66 ' . , . . .

2. i n == 6x1. tne annuity required.
79

.

'. Ex. 14.

How long may one have a leafe of 6§1. a year,

for 171 1.66/. ready money, at 5 per cent, iimple

intereil ?

rs r rr 171 1.66
Say,- as 65 rent— 171 1.66 pr.— 1 rent —7-^—

— 26.33, the prefent worth of 1/. annuity, for an

unknown time. Then,

Take fome year by guefs, and find the amount by
Tab. II. and the prefent worth of that amount, by
Tab. I. If this agrees not with 26.33, try again,

and by a few eaiy trials you'll come to the truth.

In fhort thus, fet down the correfpondent num-
bers in Tab. II. and I. fractionwife, to approach

continually to 26.33, which at lafl you'll obtain.

Suppofe 30 years - - $~l1 = 2 o. &c. too little.

73 I

<

38 years - - L^—- =z 2 £.2 &c. too little.J
- 2.9

J

40 years - - Z2 =26.33Juft. So 40

years is the time required.

Ex. 15.

If one give- 11 15.34/. ready money, for the pur-

chafe of an annuity of 6$ I. a year, to continue 40
years ; what is the rate at compound intereft ?

Say,
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Say, as 6$ an.— 1 1
1 5.34 pr.— 1 an. LL5J4

== I 7- l 59-> ^e prefent worth of il. annuity, at an
unknown rate.

Take fome rate of interefl by guefs, and find the

amount for 40 years by Tab. IV ; and the prefent

worth of that amount by Tab. III. repeat this work
with other rates, till the refult be 17. 159.

Or in fhort thus, let down the correfpondent num-
bers in Tab. IV. and III. fractionwife, and you will

approach to the rate fought by a few trials. Thus,
!

. Snppofe 3 per cent. - - ^p~3 = 23, too great.
3* 2

95-° o
4 per cent. - - •iL— = 19.8, too great.

I2O.7QQ
r,

5 per cent. - - ~^^= tyl&rJPfc.

Therefore 5 per cent, is the rate required.

4 RULE.
When freehold eftates are to be valued; divide 1

by the rate of 1 /. the quotient mows how many years

purchafe it is worth, at compound interefl.

Or if the annuity or rent be required; multiply

the purchafe money by the rate of 1 /. for the annuity.

Ex. 16.

What is an eftate at 30/. a year worth, at 34 per cent. ?

Here = 28.571 years purchafe.

Or 28.571 x 30=1 857.13/. the purchafe money.'

Ex. 17.

What annuity can I buy for 857. 13/. at 3- per cent. ?

Here 857.13 x.035=29. 999/. or 30/. the annuity.

RULE.
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5 RULE.
When feveral fums of money are out at fimple in-

tereft, and are to be paid in, at different times ; to

find the time, when the whole may be paid in at

once, without lofs to the debtor or creditor.

Multiply every fum of money by the time it is to

continue -, and divide the fum of the products, by
the total fum of all the money, the quotient will be

the mean time of payment.

And the fame rule holds true, very near ; when
feveral fums of money are due at different times,

only it makes the mean time a fmall matter too big.

Ex. 1$.

I have three fums of money let out to intereft, for

different times-, viz. $ol. continues for 2 years, 40/.

for 3- years, and 20/. for 4! years. But it is now
agreed, that they fhall be all paid at once. The
queftion is, when mud I receive the whole together?

5°
2

100

46

Jz
120
20

140,

20

4\

So
10

90

50 100

40 14Q
20 90

no) 330 (1 years j anfwen

330

Ex. 19;

A man has three feveral fums of money due at

different times, 50/. at the end of 5 months, 84/.

at the end of 10 months, and 36/. a year and half

hence. But he would receive them all at once *, \\\

what time fhall he receive the whole fum ?

SP
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;o 84 38 50 250

5 10 18 84 840
36" 684

50 84P 304
ii 38 1 70) 1 774(10.43 months, nearlyj

1 70
• the anfwei*

684
74
68

~6o

The proof\ in all qiieftions of intereft, is to change

le data* and work the queftion backwards.

Scholium.
It is contrary to law to let out money at compound

iterefl:. Yet in the valuation of annuities, it is al-

ways the cuftom to allow compound intereft j for by
mple intereft, they would be overvalued.

Tab;
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Tab. I.

A table of the amount of i pound for years, at Am-
ple intereft.

Years. 3 Per <~- 3i Per C> 4 per C. 4-t per C. 5
per C.

I 1.03 1.035
'

1.04 I.045 1.05

2 1.06 1.0:0 1.08 J .090 1. 10

3 1.09 1 . i'o5 I.12 1. 135 1. 15

4 1.1 2 1. 140 1.16 1.180 I.20

5 1.1.5. 1. 175
" .20 I.225. 1.25

6 1. 18 « 1.2 10 1.24 1.270 1.30

7 1 .21 1.245 I.28 1-3*5 i-35

8 1.24 ,1.280 *-3 2 1.3C0 1.40

9 1.27 i-3*5 1.36 1.405 i f45

IO 1.30 1.350 1.40 1.450 U:

11 i-33 1.385 1.44 1.495 »«
12 1.36 1.420 1.48 1.540 I.60

13 *-39, J-455 1.52 1.585 I.65

H 1.42 1.490 1.56 1.630 1.70

*5 J -4S 1.525 1.60 ,.67? I.75

16 1.48 1.560 1.64 1.720 I.80

17 1. ^i i-595 1.68 1.765 I.85

18 1.54 1.630
,

1.72 1. 810 I.90

19 "•57 1.665 i. 7 6 1.855 I.95

i-

2° 1. bo VTJCO 1.80 • 1.900 2.0O

1

21 1.63 1-/35 1.84 1.945 2.05

22 1.66 1.770 1.88 1.990 2.IO

2 3 1.69 1.805 1.92 2.035 2.15

H 1.72 1.840 1.96 2.080 2.20

2
5 *-75 1.875 2.00 2.125 2.25

26 1.78 1. 910 2.04 2.170 2.3O

27 r.81 1.945 2.08 2.215 2 -35
28 1.84 1.980 2.12 2.260 2.40

29 1,87 2.015 2.16 2.305 2.45

1 3° 1 1.90 2.0^0 2.20 2.350 2.50
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Tab. I.

Years. 3 P^ ^ 3* perC 4 per (J.
|
47 per C 5 per C.

31 1-93 2.085 2.24' 2.395 2.55

3
2 1.96 2.120 2.28 2.440 2.60

33 1.99 2.155 2.32 2.485 2.65

34 2.02 2.190 2.36 2.530 2.70

35 2.05 2.225 2.40 2-575 2-75

.36 2.08 2.260 2.44 2.620
;

2.80
'

37 2.1

1

2.295 2.48 2.665 2.85

3« 2.14 2.330 2.52 2.710 2.90

39 2.17 2.365 2.56 2 -755 2.95

40 2.20 2.400 260 2.800 3.00

41 2.23 2-435' 2.64, 2.845 3.05

42 2.26 2.470 ' 2.68 2.890 3.10

43 2.29 2.505 2.72 2.935
:

3-^5

44 2.32 2.540' 2.76 2.980 3.20

45 2.35 2 -575 2.80 3.025
• 3-25

46 2.38 2.610 2.84 3.070 3-3°

47 2.41 2.645 2.88 3-H5 3-3 5

48 2.44 2.680 2.92 3.160 3.40

49 2.47 2.715 2.96 3.205 3-45

5° 2.50 2.750 3.00 3.250 3.50

5i 2.53 2.785 3.04 3-295
: 3-55

52 2.56 2.820 3.08 3-340 3.60

' 53 2. S9 2.855 3.12 3.385 $*$
54 2.62 2.890 3.,

6

3-430 3-7°

55 J 2.65 2.925 3.20 3-475 3-75

56 2.68 2.960 3-H 3.520 3.80

57 2.71 2.995 3.28 3-5 6 5 3.85 1

58 2.74 3°3° 3«32 3.610 3-9°

59 2.77 3.065 3.36 3.655 3-05
1 60
»

2.80 3 100 3-40 3.700 4. co
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Tab. II.

A table of the amount of i pound annuity for yearSj

at fimple intereft.

Years. 3 per C. ft per C. 4 per C. 4f per C; 5
per C.

i 1.00 1.000 1.00 1.000 1.00
2 2.03 2.035 2,04 2.045 2.05

3 3.09 3.105 3.12 3-*35 3-«5

4 4.18 4.210 4.24 4.270 4.30

5 5-30 5-35° 5.40 5-450 5.50

6 6.45 ^6.525 6.60 6.675 6.75

7 7- 63 7-735 7.84 7-945 8.05

8 8.84 8,980 9.12 9.260 9.40

9 10.08 10.260 10.44 10.620 10.80

IO 11.35 tl S7S 11.80 12.025 12.25

ii 12.65 12.925 13.20 13-475 13-75
12 13.98 14.310 14.64 14.970 15.30

fa *5-34 I5-730 16.12 16.510 16.90

4 16.73 17.185 17.64 18.095 18.55

'5 18.15 18.675 19.20 >9-725 20.25

16 19.60 20.200 20.80 2 1 .400 22.00

17 21.08 21.760 22.44 23,120 23.80

IS 22.59 23-355 24.12 24.885 25.65

'9 24.13 24.985 25.84 26.695 27-55'

20 25.70 26.650 27.60 28.550 29.50

21 27.30 28.350 29.40 30.450 31.50*

22 28.93 30.085 31.24 3 2 -395 3.3-55

2 3 30.59 31.855 33.12 34-385 35> 6 5

24 32.28 33.660 35.04 36.420 37,80

25 34.00 35.500 37.00 38.500 40,00

26 35-75 37-375 39.00 40.625 42.25'

'

27 37-53 39-285 41.04 4 2v95 44-55
28 39-34 41.230 43.12 45.010 46.90

29 41.18 43.210 45-24 47.270 49-3o

30 43.05 45.,2 25 47.40 49-575 5i.7*i
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Tab. II.

Veais.
3
per u 3t per C. 4 per L. +f ^r C. 5 per C.

3 1 4495 47- 2 75 49.60 51.925 54- 2
5

3 2 46/88 49.360 51.84 54.320 56.80

33 48.84 51.480 54.12 56.760 C9.40

34 50.83 53-635 56.44 59-H5 67.05

35 52.85

54.90

55-825 58.80 6. .775 64.75

36 58.050 61.20 64.350 67.50

37 56.98 60.310 6364 66.97c 70.30

38 59.09 62.005 66.12 69.635 71'*5

39 61.23 64-935 68.64 7 2 -34< 76.05

40 63.40 67.300 71.20 75.100 79.00

4 1 65.60 69.700 73.80 77.900 82.00

4 2 67.83 7 2 -'35 7 6-l4 80.741: 8505
43 70.09 74.605 79.12 83,635 88.15

>.. 44 72.38 77.110 81 84 86.570 91.33

45 74.70 79.650 84.60 89.550 94.50

46 77-05 82.225 87.40 9 2 -575 97-75

47 79-43 84.835 90.24 95.645 to 1.05 .

48 81.84 87.480 93.12 98.760 104.40

49 84.28 90.160 96.04 101.920 107.80

5° 86.75

89.2^

92.875 99.00 105.125 in. 25

5 1 95.625 102.00 108.375 114.75

5 2 91.78 98.410 105.04 in.670 118.30

S3 9434 101.230 108.12 1 15.010 121.90

54 96 -93 104.085 in. 24 118.395 125.55

55 99-55 106.975 114.40 121.825 129.25

56 102.20 IO9. QOO 117.60 125.300 1 33.00 ,

57 104.38 I I2.86o 120.84 128.820 136.80

5*

59
1 60

107.59 II5.855 124.12 132.385 140.65
UQ.33 II8.885 127.44 '35-995 1 44-5 5

1 1 3. 1 I2L95O 130.80 1 3Q.650 148.50
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Tab. III.

A table of the amount of 1 pound for years, at com*
pound intereft.

Years. 3
per O. 5$ per C. 4 per C. i\\ Pe r C. 5 per U.

1 1.03000 1.03500 1.04000 1.04500 1.05000

2 1.06090 1.071*2 2 1. 08160 1.09202 1. 10250

3 1.09273 I. I0872 1.12486 1. 141 16 1. 15702

4 1. 12551 I. T4752 1. 16986 1. 19252 1. 21550

5 1. 15927 I. 18769 1. 21665 i. 2461

8

1.27628

6 1. 19405 I.22925 1.26532 1.30226 1.34009

7 1.22987 I.27228 J -3 1593 1.36086 1.40710
8 1.26677 1.31681 1.36857 1.42210 1-47745

9 i-3<H77 I.3629O 1. 42331 1.48609 1. 55132
10 I-3439I 1.41060 1.48024 '•55 2 97 1.62889

1

1

1.38423 I.45997 '•53945 1.62285 1. 71034;
12 1.42576 l.qiro; 1. 60103 1.69588 1.79585

13 1.46853 *-5 6395 1.66507 1. 77219 1.88565 •

H 1. 51259 1.61869 1.73167 i. 85104 1.97993.

*5 1-55797 '•07535 1.80094 1.93528 2.07893

16 1.60470 1.73398 1.87298 2.02237

-

2.1828-7

17 1.65285 1.79467 1.94790 2.11338 2.29202 •

18 1.70243 1.857^9 2.02582 2.20848 2.40^. 2

$.52695.x 9 1-7535° 1.92250 2.10685 2.30786
20 1. 806 1

1

1.9S979 2. 191 1

2

2.41171 ?-°533°:

21 1.86029 2.05943 2.27877 2.52024 2.78-

22 1.9 1 6 10 2.13151 2.36092 2.63365 2.92526
2 3 '•97359 2.206l I 2.46471 2.75216 3.07152
24 2.03279 2.28333 2.56330 2.87601 3.225 10

2
5

26

2.C93-8 2.3:1324
i

2.66583 3.00543 3-3^35

2.15659

•

C.44596 2.77247 3.14068 3-555 6 7,

27 2.22129 -•53 '57 2.88337 3.28201 373345
28 2.28793 b . 6 2 1 7 2.99870 3.42970 3.92013.

29 2.35656 2.7 11 88 3.11865 3-5 8 4°3 4.11613
3o 2.4.2726 2.30679 3.24340 3-74532 I 4-3-194
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Tab: III.

Years. 3 Per t. 3t P^ C. 4 per L. 47 P^ C; 5 per C.

3 1 2.50008 2.90503 3-373*3 3.91386 4.53804

32 2.57508 3.00671 3.50806 4.08998 4.76494

33 2.65233 3-»"94 3.64838 4.27403 5.00319

34 2.73190 3.22086 3-79431 4.46636 5- 2 5335

35 2.81386 3-33359 3.94609 4.66735 5.51601

36 2.89828 3.45026 4.10393 4.87738 5.79181

37 2.98523 3.57102 4.26809 5.09686 6.08 1 4 1

38 3.07478 3 69601 4.43881 5.32622 6.38548

39 3.16703 3.82537 4.61636 5.56590 6.70475

40 3.26204 3.95926 4.80102 5.81636 7.03999

41 3.35990 4.09783 4.99306 6.07810 7-39*99
42 3.46069 4.24126 5.19278 6.35161 7.76159

43 3.56452 4.38970 5.40049 6.63744 8.14967

44 3.67145 4-54334 5.61651 6.93612 8-557'5

45 3.78159 4.70236 5.841 17 7.24825 8.98501

9.4342646 3.89504 4.86694 6.07482 7.57442

4Z
4.0 1 1 89 5.03728 6.31781 7.91527 9.90597

48 4.13225 5-21359 6.57053 8.27145 10.40127

49 4.25622 5.39606 6.83335 8.64367 .0.92133

5° 4.38390 5.58492 7.10668 9 03263 1 1.46740

5i 4.51542 5.78040 7-39°95 9.43910 12.04077

5 2 4.65088 5.98271 7.68659 9.86386 12.64281

53 4.79041 61921 1 7.99405 10.30774 13.27495

54 4.93412 6.40883 8.31381 10.77158 13.93869

55 5.08215 6.63314 8.64637 11.25631 14.63563,

S* 5.23461 6.86530 8.99222 11.76284 K. 36741

57 5.39165 7.10558 9-35 , 9 I 12.29217 16.1357b

5« 5-5534° 7.35428 9.72599 12.84532 16.94257

1 11
5.72000

1 5.89160

7.61 168 10.1 1502 iwm 7.78970
7.87809 10.51963 14.02741 18.67918

N
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, Tab. IV.

A tabic of the amount of i pound annuity for years,

at compound intereft.

Years. 3 3t per C. 4 per C, 4-^ per C.l 5 per C

6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

»4
! 5

16

17
18

i9

20

21

22

2 3

24
2 5

26

27
28

29
30

per C.

1 .00000

2.03000

3.09090
4.18363
5-309I3

6.46841

7.66242

8.89233
10.15910

11.46388

12.80779

14.19203

15.61779
17.08632

18.59891

20.15688

21.76159

23.41443
25.1 1687

26.87037

28.67648

30.53678
32.45288

34.42647
36.45926

3 8-553°4
40-7°96 3

42.93092
45.21885

47-S754 1

1.00000
2.03500
3.10622

4.21494
5.36246

6.55015
7-7794J

9.05169
10.36849

11.73139

13.14199
14.60196

16.11303

17.67698

19.29568

20.97103
22.70501

24.49969
26.35718

28.27968

30.26947
32.32890

34.46041

36.66653

38.94986

41.31310

43.75906
46.29063
48.91080
51.62268

1.00000
2.04000
3.12160

4.24646
5.41632

6.63297

7.89829
9.21422

10.58279
12.006 1

1

13.48635
15.02580
16.62684

18.29191

20.02359

21.82453

23.69751

25.64541
27.67123

29.77808

31.96920

34.24797
36.61789
39.08260

41.64591

44-3 1
1 74

47.08421

49.96758
52.96628

56.08494

1.00000

2.04500

3.13702

4.27819

5.47071

6.71689
8.01915

9.38001
I0.802[

I

12.28821

13.841 18

15.46403

17.15991
18.93211

20.78405

22.71934
24.74171
26.85508

29.06356

31.37142

33-78314
36.30338

38-93703
41.68919
44.56521

47.57064
50.71132

53-99333
57'4 Z 303
61.00707

I.OOCOO

2.05000

3.15250
4.31012

5-52 5
63

6.80191

8.14201

9.5491

1

11.02656

12.57789

14.20679

15,91713
17.71298

19.59863
21.57856

23.65749
25.84036
28.1.3238

30.53900

33-°0595

35-7i9 2
5

38.50521

41.43047
44.50200

47.72710

5 1. 1 1345
54.66912
58.40258
62.32271

66.43885
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Tab, IV.

4 per <J. 4t per C.Yea.

3i

33

M
35.

36

3
£

3*

39
40

4 1

4 2

43

44
45

46

47
48

49
5°

5i

52

53

54
55

56

57
58

59
60

3 Per c

50.00268

52.50276

55.07784
57.73018
60.46208

63.27594
66.17422

69.15945
72.23423
75.40126

78.66330
$'2.02320

85.4838c

89*04841

92.71986

96.50146
100.3965c

104.40839

108.54065

112.79687

117.18077
121.69620

126.34708
I3 , - I 3749
136.07162

141.1537
146.38838
151.78003
I 57*33343
163.05344

3z Pe:r (J.

54.42947
57>3345°
60.34121
6 3-453 I

5

66.67401

76.00760

73.45787
77.02889
80.72490
84.55028

88.50954

92.60737
96.84863
101.23833
1,05.78167

1 10.4840 ]

115.35097
120.38826

125.60184

130.99790

136.58284

142.36323

148.34595
154.53806
160:94689

167.58003

*74-445'33

181.55092

188.90519
196.51688

59-3 zg33
62.70147
66.20953

69,85791
73.65222

77.59831
81.70224
8 5«97°33
90.40915
95.02551

64.75239
68.66624

72,75622
77.0302:
81.49662

86.16396

91.04134
96.13820
101.4644-

10703032

99.82653 112.84669

104.81960 1 18.9247c

125.27640
131.01384

1 3^*84996

1 10.01238

115.41288

121*02939

126.8705*7

132.94539
:39.2632c

H5-S3373
152.66708

I 59-77377
167.16472

174.85130
i$2. 84536
1.91.15917

190.80554
208.79776
2 18. 1 496.7

227.87566

237.99068_

146.09821

153.67263
:61.5879c

169.85036

178.50303

187.53566

196.97477
206.83803

217.14637

227.91796

239.1742;
250.9374c

263.22928
276.0746c

289. 4979c

5 per L\

70.76079
75.29883
80.06377
85.06696

90.32031

95.83632
101.62814

107.70954
1 14.09502

120.79977

.27.83976

<3vZ3i75
[ 4 2-993U
.51.14300

159.70015

168.68516

:78.x 1942
188.02539

198.42066
2°9-34799

220,

232.

245,

258,

272.

81539
85616

49897
7739 2

71262

287,

302,

318,

335'

353

34825
71566
85 144

79402

5 8 37

N 2 CHAP,
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CHAP. V.

A collection ofquejlions to exercife thefeveralrutei

of arithmetic.

£>uejt. i*

A Merchant buys 890 C< $q. grofs weight of

g/\ goods, but tare is to be fubtra£ted at the rate

of 14.1b. to the hundred of grofs weight, how much
neat weight will remain ?

Grofs weight is the weight of the goods, together

with the cheft, bag, l$c.

Tare is the cheft, bag, but, calk, &c. which
contains the goods.

Neat weight is the weight of the goods alone.

8901 x 8 rr 7126 ftone, and 14.1b. zz. 1 ftone, and
112/*. = SJt.

then %ft. : 1 ta. : : JI26JL : ^- -* 89^ ftone,

the tare.

from 7126
take 89!

remains 7036^ the neat weight.

S>ueft. 2.

A merchant buys 235 /£. weight of goods, but

is to have an additional allowance of 4.1b. tret for

every 100 lb. weight of goods. Then how much
weight does he receive of all?

Tret is the allowance made to the buyer, of fo

much per hundred, &c. over and above. And Clof

another allowance of the fame kind.

3 to
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to IOO
add 4

Say as, too : 1C4 : : 235 : 244.4 #. Anfwer,

gueft. 3.

If 200 /£. weight of goods coll 3/. at what price

muft a pound be fold, to gain 10/, in the hundred
laid out?

IOD

19

100 : no : : 3 : 3.3 advanced price.

200 : 3.3 : : 1 : .0165/. the price of lib.

but .0165/, = 3,96 pence, near 4^. a poynd.

How much fugar, at 8 d. a pound, may be bought

for 1 o C. weight of tobacco, at 3 /. the C. ?

1 C. : 3/. : : joC. : 30/. the value of the to-

bacco,

then, fince 8 d. is 4- of a pound,

-5^/. : lib. 1 : 30/. : 30 x 30 =s 900$. of fugar.

gueft. 5.

Two merchants, A and B, barter with one an-

other thus, A has 43 yards of broad cloth, worth

9 s. 2d. per yard, but in barter he will have 11 s. 2.

yard. B has fhaloon, worth is. per yard, which

he charges at 2 s. 6d. How much fhaloon muft A
receive for his cloth j and what cloes he gain or lofe

by the bargain?

N 3 In
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In this queftion, fir ft find what the cloth comes to

at the advanced price; then how much fhaloon, at its

advanced price, may be bought for that money •, and

lailly the true value of both.

ijy. : us. : : 43jy. : 473-f. the price of the cloth.

2fj. : ijy. : : 473 J. 189-^ yards of the fhaloon re-

ceived.

then ly. : g^l • • 43> * 3944 = 394'.—2 ^
the value of the cloth,

and ly. : 2s. : : 189-^-jy. : 3784. = 37 8 j.—\\d.
the value of the fhaloon. -

diff. 1 5 s.— y^d.

So A lofes 1 5 J.

—

q-d. by the bargain.

Queji. 6.

A hath 100 pieces of filk worth 3/. a- piece; but

he charges them at 4/. a- piece, and barters them
with B for wool worth 7/.— 10J. the C weight.

How much Wool muft A receive from B for the filk,

that both may be equal gainers?

In this queftion the. price of B's wool muft be

advanced in the fame proportion as A 5

s fill*.
:

3/. : 4/. : : j~L :. 10/. the advanced price of the

wool,

then 100/. x 4 r 400/. the' value of the filk.

10/. : iC. : : 400/. : 40 C. the quantity of wool.

$ueft. 7.

How many ducats, at $s.—6d. may be had for

250 dollars, at 4 J-—3^ a-piece?

66 d. zz a ducat, $\d. 55 1 dollar.

250 x 51 ~ 12750^. the value. of 250 dollars.

-jjf
2 F I93-A ducats.
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§>ueft. 8.

A man would exchange 200/. for dollars, at 54 rf.

ducats at 68 d. and crowns at 73*/. and would have

2 ducats and 3 crowns for 1 dollar, How many of

each mull he have?

200
20

54 22 i dollar

2 x 68 zz 136 zz 2 ducats 4000
3 x 73 — 219 zz 3 crowns 12

409 zz fum, 48000^

Now it is plain, as oft as 409 is contained in 48000,
fo often 1 dollar, 2 ducats, and 3 crowns muft be

taken.

4^22- ii 7^the dollars,
409

/4 ° 9

2 344!4the ducats,

352^thc crowns?

$ueft. 9,

A man buys 120 ftaves at 3 a penny, and after*

wards 120 more for 2 a penny; how muft he fcl{

them out to lofe nothing ?

3) 120 rz 40 d. for the firft bargain.

2) 120 zz 60 df for the fecond bargain.

240 100

load. : 2407?. : : id. : 2*/. per penny;

that is, 12 ftaves for 5 pence.

N 4 ^JA?A
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2tu$. io.

A tradefman begins the world wi^h ioqq/. and
finds that he can gain iooo/. in 5 years by land

trade alone, and that he can gain 1000/. in 8 years

by fea trade alone; and likewife that he fpends

1000/. in %\ years by gaming. How long will his

eftate laft, if he follows all thre^?

. i zz 200 his gain by land trade in 1 yean

-£— :n 125 his gain by fea trade in 1 year.

325 his whole gain.

IOOO 1 • 1 r 1

-r-£- — 400 his lols by gaming in 1 year.

the difference 75 his lofs by all three in 1 year.

then 75/. : ty, ':'
: 1000/. : 134- years his eftate

will laft.

§ueji. 11.

There were 25 coblers, 20 taylors, 18 weavers,

and 12 combers, fpent 133 millings at a meeting;

to tyhich reckoning 5 coblers paid as much as 4
taylors, 12 taylors as much as 9 weavers, and 6

weavers as mucli as 8 combers -

9 how much did each

company pay ?•

Find 4 numbers by the rule of three to exprefs

thefe proportions, as thefe,

coblers, taylors, weavers, combers,
'5 4 3 4

that is, 5 coblers paid as much as 4 taylors, or 3
weavers, or 4 combers. Suppofe each company

paid
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paid 1 fhilling, then, by the fingle rule of falfe,

1 man in each company will pay t i r ?
which multiply by the number 25 20 18 12

of men .

—

produces 5 5 6
, 3

whofe fum is 19; then It will be

35 j; for thecoblers..

!5
= 35

5:35-
6 : 42-

3 : 21-

19 : l3J ::^g taylors '— weavers.

- - combers.

S>gift. 12.

There is an ifland 72 miles about, and two foot-

men fet out together to travel round it the fame way.

A travels 9 miles a day, and B 7. To find the time

they will be together again.

It is plain A will overtake B when he leads him
the circumference of the illand.

A—

9

B 7

2 miles gained by A in 1 day.

then % m. : id. : : Jim. : 36 days, the Anfwer.

There is an ifland 73 miles round, and 3 footmen
all ftart together, to travel the fame way about it.

A travels 5 miles a day, B 8, and C 10. When will

they all come together again?

B~— 8
A—

5

B gains 3 miles a day ofA.

C—10
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G— 10

A-5
C gains 5 miles a day of A.

then 3^. : id, : : 737/2. : 244 days when A and Q
[meet,

and 5 : 1 :: : 73 : 1 4| days when A and C
[meet.

Now 24.4- days being the period of B's meeting with

A, and 144 days, the period of C's meeting with A;
and they can never meet but at the end of thefe,

periods. Therefore B and C can never both meet
with A, but when fome number of B's periods is

equal to fome number of C's periods. Therefore

find two whole numbers which are in the fame pro-

portion, as 247 to 144, which will be 365 and 219.

Therefore after 365 of B's periods, or 219 of A's;

all three men will meet again, and not before, as 365
and 219 are in their lead terms. Therefore the time

of meeting is 219 x 247 5; 5329 days,

gueft. 14-

A clock hath two hands or pointers, the firft, A,
goes round once in 12 hours, the fecond, B, once

in an hour. Now, if they both fet forward together,

in what time will they meet again ?

Here A goes only TV of the circumference in aq

hour.

And B goes -die whole circumference in an hour.

So B gains if of A in that time.

Therefore~C : 1 b. : : iC : —ktzzirjb. =
12

*& :Z5-r-rM* theAnfwer.

Sgeft-
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gyeft. 15. '

A greyhound is courfing a hare, which is 100
f her leaps before him j and the hare takes 4 leaps

»r every 3 leaps of the greyhound ; but 2 of the

reyhound's leaps are equal to 3 of the hare's. How
lany leaps muft he take before he catch her ?

gr. : ^ha. : : %gr. : 4^- hare's leaps zz 3 of the

greyhound's.

Therefore, for every 3 leaps of the greyhound, the

ire lofes £ of one of hers. Therefore

k : 3gr* • ' 100 1. : 600 of the greyhound's

leaps ; the Anfwer.

$uejl. 16.

Four merchants, A, B, C, D, gain 2000/. by
ide, whereof f of A's lhare is equal to J of B's,

of C's, and { of D's. What fhare had each?

Take a number at pleafure, and divide in pro-

rtion to their (hares, then proceed by the iingle

e of falfe.

A 120
B 80
C 75
D 72 fl20

. . 3 so

/
75

L 7 2

691^4 for A.

347 : 2000 : : S
~

; J^Jg g

Two merchants Together make up a flock of 600/.
s ftock continued in company 9 months, and B's

, they gain 200/. which they divide equally,

aw much did each put in?

Since
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Since the gains are equal, A's ftock multiplied b

his time 9, is equal to B's ftock multiplied by his tim

1 1 ; therefore A's ftock i$ to B's ftock; as 1 1 to 9,

11

9— f 11 : 330 A's ftock.

20 : 600 : : <

(. 9 : 270 B's ftock.

9»eft. 18,

An apothecary has feveral fimples, A hot in

degrees, B hot in 1, G temperate, D cold in 1

. and he intends to make up 1 7 drams, to be in

degree of cold. How much of each muft be taker

Put 1, 2, 3, &c. for the 4th, 3d, 2d, &c. d(

gree of cold, and proceed by the rule of alligation

8

6

5

13 2.4

1

1

1

7

10 : 17

f 1 : i$j of

.

17 : nAof

of A, B,(

D;

$ueft. 19.

A fa&or delivers 6 French crowns and 4 dolla

for 535.

—

6d. and at another time 4 French crow

and 6 dollars for 49 s.— 10 4* What was the vali

of each?

Suppofe, by the double rule of falfe, there are

French crowns

;

then 4 doll. = 53-h i doll. = 131.0 1

and 4 cr. -J-
6 doll, rr 80^

ier. + 30-rV
+ 3°rV + 2 5

Aga
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Again, fuppofe i crown, then 4 dollars == 47-^

id 1 dollar = n|,
id 4 crowns + 6 dollars ss 75-J

4944

2 er. + 25^

ff. er. 5) 30-j-V (6^ =2 6s.— id* the value of *

crown.

id 4J: or 4I— 3^/. = a dollar.

Queft. 20.

Three companies of foldiers palling by a fhepherd,

Le firft takes half his flock and half a fheep, the

cond takes half the remainder and half a fheep, the

lird takes half the laft remainder and half a fheep;

ter which the fhepherd had 20 fheep remaining.

[ow many had he at firft ?
3

9 20

By the double rule of falfe, \/f

ippofe two ilumbers, asfoU X
>ws.

-I9J -\18$
fup. 9 2 fup. 20 20

5 ioi 9

rem. 4 1 rem. 9-*- n
2f Jz Itt

i rem. \\ 2 rem. 4t 88

It 24 >9t n 1—

"

—

—

18* 4t
J
rem. £ 3 rem. 1

1

/

20 20 il) 202^- (147
f\

• ;

er.— 194 2 er.— i8j-

xU

* 167 fheep,

the A nfwer.

gueji.
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Quefi. 21.

There is a fifli whofe head is 9 inches in length,

and his tail is as long as his head and half his body,

and his body as long as his head and tail. How long

was the fifti?

i fup. body . 2 fup. body 1

head 9 head

3 x£ body o 4 body

tail 9 tail 9^ — 18 — l l%

body 18 body i8t
o 1

i er. —18 2 er.

—

\*j\

18

111

i) 18 (36 the body.

27

9 9
18 —
— 72 the whole fifh«

tail 27 —

Quefi. ill

There is an annuity of 75/. in reverfion, which

is not to commence for feven years, and then it is

to continue for 14 years; what is the prefent value

of it at 4 per cent, compound intereft?

Find
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Find the prefent worth of the annuity of i /. for

4 years, and then the prefent worth of that fum
>f money for 7 years, which multiply by the an-

luity.

By Tab. III. and IV. the prefent worth of 1 /.

innuity is
*

' 29 J
91 \jL 10,56323. Then by Tab. Ill,

1

he prefent worth of 1 /. 7 years hence, is — *

his multiplied by 10.56313 gives
I<3I59J

=
.02713, the prefent worth of iL annuity in rever-

ion; laftly, 8.02713 x 75 zz 602.035/. the prefent-

alue required.

Quejl. 23.

There is a houfe rented at 25/. a year for 2 1 years;

>ut the tenant is defirous to pay 100/. fine (or prefent

noney). How much rent then muft he pay, allow-

ig 5 per cent, compound intereft ?

By Tab. III. and IV. the prefent worth of iL

nnuity for 2 1 years, is
3

o
9

6
> then fay,

£Zii2i (pr.) : 1 1, (an.) : : 100/. (pr.) :
2?*&

i.78596
Kr K J Kr

'. 35.7193.

? 7-7997 ?• ^e rent -anfwering the fine of iooA
len from 25.0000

take 7.7997

temains 17.2003 the rent fought.

BOOK
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BOOK If.

The Theory of Numbers.

\t mi '
i

i i ;\ m m „._ -

CHAP, t 1

Numbers produced by addition, fubtraSlion, mul-

tiplication, anddivijion. Ofoddand even num-
bers. Prime and compofite numbers. Num-
bers that are prime to one another ; and fuck
as meafure others. Powers and products of

fquares, cubes, &c.

m>m i i * ! i ii i ill I'm i . i m

PROP; I.

Jf A and B be two numbers -, then A added to B is the

fame fum as B added to A.

FOR if both of them be re- B, 5. A, 3.

folved into its units, and A, 3. B, 5.

placed in a right line, they will » —
count to the fame number, begin 8 8

at which end you will. — .

Cor. Hence if feveral numbers are to be added toge

ther, they will amount to thefame fum, whatever order

they are placed in. Or iffeveral numbers are to hefub

tratled, it is thefame thing, whether they befubtrailed

one after another, or all together.

PROP.
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PROP. II.

If two numbers A, B, are to be multiplied together \ the

prothiol of A multiplied by B, is equal to the product

of B multiplied by A. A, 3. B, 5.

B, 5- a; 2.

'5 *5For A times 1 — to the units

in A= ice A.
And A times B = B times that product, that is == B
times A.

Cor. 1. If feveral numbers are to be multiplied to-

gether ; they will make the-fame producl, in whatever

order they are multiplied.

Cor. 2. If feveral numbers, A> B, C, are to he

multiplied together •, it is the fume thing, whether A
be multiplied by the product of the reft BC ; or A be

multiplied firft by B, and the produtl by C ; andfo on.

For by either method the product will be ABC.

Cor. 3. And on the contrary, if'a number ABC is to

he divided by another BC •, it is the fame thing whether^

ABC is divided by BC at once ; or it be divided firft by

one fatter B, and then the quotient by another faclor C,

and fo on.

For - =A (Ax. 8) -, and~ = AC (Ax. 8),

ABC
BC"'

BBC
AC

and then -rr- =:A (Ax. 8), that is
?
—

PROP. III.

If the number S; be made up of the parts A, B, C -,

the produdl of S, by any number M, is equal to the

fum of the feveral produces , made by multiplying fe-

parately, each particular part A, B, C, by M.

o For
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ForMxS- MxA+B+C(Ax.4)-A+B+CxM
(Pr. 2). But A+ B+ C times M is nothing elfe but

taking M as oft as there are units in A+B-fC -, that

is, as oft as there are units in A, and alfo as oft as

there are units in B, and alfo in C •, and that is,

AM + BM + CM. Therefore MS = AM + BM
+ CM = (Pr. 2)MA+MB+MC.

A, B, C,

s>*3 = 3+ 4+ 6

M, 5 5^

65 =i5+ 20+3°

Cor 1 . If D be the difference of two numbers A and

B ; then D multiplied by any A, B,

number M, is equal to the D, 2 =9 — 7
difference of the producls, of M, 5 5
A by M, and B by M. — -

10 =45-35

Cor. 2. if S = A-LB-fC, a»<2M= F+G; /to;

/#<? produbl of the wholes , SxM —fum of theproducls

of all the parts of one, by all the parts of the other,

FA+ FB+ FC+ GA+ GB 4.GO
ForSM=MA+MB+MC= F+ G xA+ F+G

x B + F+ G x C = FA + GA+ FB 4- GB 4
FC 4- GC.

PROP. IV.

The quotient arifing by dividing the fum of two or more
numbers (A4B), by any divifor D ; is equal to the

fum of the quotients arifing by dividing thefarts A, B,
feparately by the fame divifor. That is,

A+B _ A B A+ B A , B
D — D "*"

D' ~D~ ' D + D
6£-1 4

3 3
r

3

For
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For let the whole be called S, then fince A + B

= S, any part of A, together with the fame part

of B s= the like part of S (Ax. 5) \ that is,

A
\ jL - i - A+ B

D^ D ~ D — D '

PROP. V.

If any multitude of even numbers be added together', the

fum will be even.

For fince an even number may be divided into two
equal whole numbers, let thefe numbers be 2A, 2B,

2C, &c. then the fum will be 2A + 2B ,- 2C, &?r. ;

and the half is A -j- B -f C, &V, a whole number
(Def. 14).

Cor. If an even number be taken from an evert

number? the remainder is even.

PROP. VI.

If an even multitude of odd numbers be added together
,

their fum is even.

For thefe odd numbers may be reprefented 9
by 2A + 1, 2B + i, &c. And the fum of 7
2A and 2B, fcfr. is an even number (Pr. 5). 5
And an even number of units, is an even 3
number. Therefore their fum is an even .

—
number. 24

Cor. An odd multitude of odd numbers added- toge-

ther makes an odd number* 3
5

7

*5

O 2 PROP.
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PROP. VII.

If there be taken an even number from an odd number',

or an odd numberfrom an even number \ the remainder ^

is odd.

For let 2A be an even number, then 7 10

fince 2A taken from an even number, 4 7
leaves an even number (Cor. Pr. 5) •, — —
therefore 2A taken from that even num- 3 3
ber and 1 more, will leave 1 more •, that — —
is, an odd number will remain : and alfo 2A-f-i (an

odd number) taken from that even number, 1 lefs

will remain •, that is, an odd number remains.

Cor. If an odd number be taken from an odd numberi

the remainder is even.

PROP. VIII.

If an odd number be multiplied by an odd number', the

producl will be odd.

For the product confifts of an odd number taken

an odd number of times, and therefore is odd
(Cor. Pr. 6).

Cor. 1. If an odd number be divided by an odd num-

ber^ the quotient will be odd.

Cor. 2. Every number is odd, which meafures an odd

number. Or an even number cannot meafure an odd

number.

PROP. IX.

If an even number be multiplied by any number, even or

odd, the product will be even.

For the product confifls of the even 6 6

number taken fo many times as there 2 3
are units in the multiplier, and therefore — —
will be even (Pr. 5). 12 18

Cor. 1. If an even number be divided by an odd

number, the quotient will be even.

Cor.
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Cor. 2 . If an odd number meafures an even number,

it Jball alfo meafure half of it.

Cor. 3. Ifan odd number A, be prime to any number

B 3
it Jhall be prime to its double 2B.

For no even number can meafure A (Cor. 2. Pr. 8)

;

and an odd number which meafures 2B, will aifo mea-
fure B (Cor. 2) ; and thenA and B would not be prime.

Cor. 4. A number which is prime to any in a double

progreffion, is prime to them all

PROP. X.

If there be two numbers, A the greater, and B the leffer,

and the leffer B be continually taken from the greater

A ; and the remainder C from B ; and the next re-

mainder D from C ; and the next remainder E from
D, and fo on, till nothing remains. Ifay, the laft

number E that remained, will be the greateft common

meafure of the numbers A and B.

*7)75( 2

54
For E meafures D, fince o re- ' "

mains; and it alfo meafures C 21)27^1

which is fome multiple (once or ^*

oftener)of D with E over (Ax. 10, 6)21(2
11). For the fame reafon it mea- ' '

18
fures B, which is a multiple of C
with D over ; and laftly, it mea- 3)6(2
fures A, which is a multiple of 6
B with C over. Therefore E is —
a common meafure. o
And it is the greateft; for if there was one F

greater than E, then fince F is fuppofed to meafure
A and B, it alfo meafures C (Ax. 11)5 and for the

fame reafon fince F meafures both B and C, it alfo

meafures D ; and fince it meafures both C and D,
it alfo meafures E, the greater the leis j which is

abfurd. O 3 Cor*
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Cor. I. If there be two numbers given, and the

greater be divided by the lefs ; and then the lejfer divided

by the remainder •, and this remainder by the next re-

mainder , and fo en, JIM making the laji remainder a

divifor. By proceeding thus, if i remains at loft, then

the two given numbers are prime to one another.

Ex, 28 and 19, 19)28(7

9)19(2
18

09(9
9^ <

o
Cor. 2. If a number F meafures feveral numbers, it

will alfo meafure their great eft common meafnre E.

This is plain from the demonflration of this prop.

For if F meafures A and B, it alio meafures E, the

greater! common meafure of thefe two quantities.

And if F meafures E and a third number : it mea-
fures their greater! common meafure \ that is, it

meafures the greater!: common meafure of all the

three numbers > and fo on.

PROP. XL

If the number N be the leajt, which feveral other

numbers meafure •, thefe numbers /hall only meafure all

the multiples of N, but no other number befides.

For fince they meafure N, they mall alfo meafure

2N, 3N, &c. or in general rN (Ax. 10), r being

any number.

But they can meafure no other number as P ; for

take rN the nearefl multiple to P ; then fince they

meafure both rN and P, they will alfo meafure their

difference (Ax. 9). But that difference is lefs than N ;

3 there*
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therefore N is not the leaft number which they mea-
fure ; contrary to the hypothefis.

Car, Iffeveral numbers meafure any number \ the leaft

which they meafurefhall alfo meafure the fame number ; i

that is, their leaft common dividend, jhall alfo mea-
fure it.

PROP, XII.

IfNbe the leaft number (or the leaft common dividend)

that feveral prime numbers, A, B, C, meafure: no

other prime D Jhall meafure the fame.

For if the prime D meafures it, then D mu'ft be

a factor in N, as well as A, B, C, are *, and then

N would not be the leaft number, which A, B, C,
meafure.

PROP. XIII.

If two numbers\ A, B, be prime to one another ; the

number C, which meafures one of them A , will be

prime to the other B. .

A, o. B, 4,

For if C and B be not prime to C, 3. D . .

one another, let D meafure both.

But becaufe D meafures C, it alfo meafures A
(Ax. 10) •, confequently A and B are not prime to

one another : contrary to the hypothefis,

PROP. XIV.

If two numbers, A, B, be prime to any number C>

their produel AB will be prime to it.

For no numbers can meafure AB and C, but fuch

(prime) factors as A, B, and C, A, 5. C, 8.

are made up of. But in A and B, 3.

C there are none that are com- •

mon to both , becaufe A and C AB, 15.

are prime to one another ; nor in B and C for the

O 4 fame
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fame reafon. Therefore let A be denoted by the

factors P and Qj, that is, let A ==" PQ^, and B - RS •,

and alio C = EF •, then AB = PQKS. Now it is

evident that PQRS and EF are prime to one ano-

ther, becaufe there is no factor common to. both,

therefore their equals AB . and C are prime to one

another.

Cor. i . If feveral numbers^ how many fo ever, -.

A, B, C, D, &c. be each of them prime to any number

F ; their produft, ABCD &c. will alfo be prime to

the fame F.
<

For (by this prop.) AB and C are both prime to

F ; therefore ABC is prime to F. Again, ABC and

D are both prime to F -, therefore ABCD is prime

to F.

Cor. 2. If one number A be prime to another F ; its
'

fquare, cube^ or any power A", fhall alfo be prime to the

fame number F.

This is evident from Cor. i. by fuppofing A, B,

C, D, &c. all equal.
,

•

P R O P. XT.

If two numbers, A, B, be prime to one number C, and

alfo to another D ; their products AB and CD fhall

alfo be prime to one another.

For AB is prime to C, and alfo toD (Pr. 14);
therefore AB is prime to CD.

Cor. 1. If feveral numbers, A, B, C, D, &V. be

prime to each of the numbers F, G, H, 1, &c. then their

products, ABCJ"), and FGHI, &c. will be prime to

one another.

For (by this prop.) AB is prime to FG, and fince

AB and C are prime to FG and H ; therefore ABC
is prime to FGJrl. Again, fince ABC and D, are

prime
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prime to FGH and I, therefore ABCD is prime to

FGHI, &V.

Cor. 2. If two numbers, A, F, be frime to one an-

other \ then any power of one Am
, will be prime to any

power of the other Fn
.

This follows from Cor. 1. by fuppofing B
3
C,D,

yc. == A, and G, H, I, &c. = F.

PRO P. XVI.

Jf two numbers. A, B, be prime to one another, and

each of them meafures fome number D ; then their

produfl ABJhall meafure the fame number D.

For fince A and B are prime to one another, there

is no factor common to both ; and fince they both of

them meafure D, therefore they both are factors

in D. Therefore let D = ABF, then A and B mea-

fure ABF, and it appears that AB meafures ABF
or P.

Cor. If feveral numbers A, B, C, &c. be prime to

one another *, and each of them meafures another D ;

then their froduB ABC, &rV . Jhall meafure the fame

number D.

PROP. XVII.

If two numbers, A, B, be prime to one another ; their

fum A+ B will be prime to either of them.

If you deny it, let D be the common meafure ofA
and A 4- B, then it will meafure the refidue B(Ax.u).
Therefore A, B, are not prime : againft the hypo-
thefis.

Cor. If a number be prime to one of its parts 5 it is

filfo prime to the remainingpart,

PROP,
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PROP. XVIII.

If the number A he prime to B ; then A Jhall meafure

no multiple of B, lefs than A x B ; or wbofe multi-

plier is lefs than A.

Let r be any number,^ and fuppofe r times B, or

rB to be fome multiple of B. Now the numbers

A, B, being prime to one another, there is no factor

common to both A and B : therefore if A meafures

rB, it muft meafure r alone. But it can never mea-

fure r lefs than itfelf : therefore r muft be equal to

A, or to fome multipleof A.

Cor. If A, B, be prime to one another ; then A Jhall

meafure all the multiples of AB, and no other multiples

cfB befides.

PROP. XIX,

More prime numbers may be founds than any propofed

multitude , A, B, C.

Let N be the lead number which A, B, C, mea-
fure ; then if N -j- i be a prime number, another

prime is found. But if it is a compofite number,
then fome other prime, as D, meafures it, and fo the

prime D is found.

PROP. XX.
Let M be any number', i, 2,3, 4, &c. then Mx6-i,

and M X 6 4- l » conftitute a feries, which contains

all prime numbers above 3.

For thofe left out of the feries are no primes. For
6M + 2 > and 6M — 2, are not primes, being di*

vifible by 2. Alfo 6M-J-3, and 6M—3, being di-

vifible by 3, are no primes. But thele are all the

numbers left out.

PROP.
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PROP. XXL
No number is a fquare number, that confijis not of two

equal faclors \ nor a cube^ that confijis not of three

equalJailors : and fo for higher pGwers.

This appears from the definition of fquare and

cube numbers ; and other higher powers. For
a fquare requires to have two equal multipliers, or

t\k a fquare could not be produced ; and a cube

muft have three. And fo on.

Cor. 1 . There is no fuch thing as the exacl fquare

root of 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, &c. Nor the exaft cube

root of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, &c.

For there are no fuch factors to be found in thefe

numbers* and infinite others. For example, the

two factors in 2, are 1 and 2 ; in 3, 1 and 3 •, in 6,

2 and 3, &c. and therefore they are no fquares.

Again, the three factors in 2, are 1, 1, and 2 ; in

3, are 1, i, and 3 •, in 12, they are 2, 2, and 3, &c.
which are no cubes.

Cor. 2. All numbers are furds, whofe roots are not

fome of the natural fcries, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. ad

infinitum.

PROP. XXII.

The fum of two numbers differing by a unit, is equal to

the difference of their fquares.

Let N and N-f- 1 be the numbers

;

multiply - - N+

1

by - - N+i

the fquare of N-f 1 - - NN+N+N+i
the fquare of N - - - NN fubtract

remains - N+N+i,
the fum of the two numbers.

Cor.
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Cor. The differences of the fquares. of o, i, 2, 3, 4,

&c. proceed by the odd number's> i, 3, 5, 7, i£c.

PROP. XXIII.

<T^ y^^ of any number of terms (n), of the feries of

odd numbers i, 3, 5> 7, &c, is equal to the fquare

(nn) of that number.

i
z

2
1 3* 4* 5

1 6 l

7
1 3 5 7 9 II l 3

Set down the feries of

fquares, and their diffe-

rences, according to Cor. Pr. 21. and by adding them

we fhali have

o-{-i or the fum of 1 term =2 i
z
or 1,

1 4- 3 or the fum of 2 terms == 2
Z
or 4,

4-I-5 or the fum of 3 terms = 3* or 9,

9-J-7 or the fum of 4 terms =? 4* or 16,

i6~j-9 or the ûm °f 5 terms = 5* or 2 5, and fo on.

Whence it is plain, let n be what number you will,

the fum of n terms will be = nn,

PROP. XXIV.

The fum of two numbers multiplied by their difference,

is equal to the difference of their fquares.

A+E
Let the numbers be A—

E

A, E ; which multipli- •
'—

ed together will produce AA-j-AE

AA—EE ( Prop. 3 , and —AE—EE
Cor. 1).

~ ™
J AA —EE

Cor. The difference of the fquares of two numbers*

is divifibky by either the fum or difference of thefe

numbers.

PROP.
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PROP. XXV.

the fum of two cube numbers is divifible by the fum of

their roots. Or the fum of any two numbers will

meafure the fum of their cubes.

Let the numbers be A, E; multiply AA—AE-fEE
by A-+-E

A^—A'E+AEE
4-A aE--AEE+E'

byPr.3.andCor.)produft, A 5 - - - - +E 5

rherefore A J+E 3 is divifible byA+E (Ax. 8).

PROP. XXVI.

Hbe difference of any two numbers will meafure the diffe-

rence of their cubes.

A, E, be the mult. AA+AE -j- EE
lumbers i by A—

E

A'+A*E+AEE
—A*E-AEE-E*

theprodu6l(Pr. 3) A 3 - - - —E*

herefore the product A*—

E

1 is divifible by A—

E

Ax. 8).

PROP. XXVII.

'he producl of two fquare numbers^ is a fquare number ;

and of two cube numbers, a cube number : andfo on.

For AA x BB = AABB = AB x AB, the fquare

If AB.
Alfo A 3 x B* =AAABBB =ABABAB, the cube

f AB, and fo of others.

Cor.
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Cor. If a fquare number divide or meafure a fquare
number ; or a cube number a cube number \ 8ac. the quo-

tient will be a fquare^ or cube number', &c. refpe£tively
%

,r ~4n^ a AA (Ax. 8), the fquare of A,BB

and
A 3B 3

B 3
== A\ the cube ofA ; &V.

PROP. XXVIIL
Every power of a fquare number is a fquare number \

and every power of a cube number is a cube number

:

andfo on*

For AA or A2
is the fquare of A ; and AA* of

A4
is the fquare of AA. AA* or A6

is the fquare

ofA 3
. AA 5

or A10
is the fquare of A 5

, &c.

Again, AAA' or A6
is the cube of AA : and

AAA 5

or A9 is the cube ofA 3
: alio AAA 4

" or A"
is the cube of A4

, &JV. and fo of others.,

CHAP
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CHAP. II.

)f
proportional numbers, and thofe in geometrical

progrejjion. Mean proportionals. Like plane

and folid numbers.

- ' • '
'"»

PROP. XXIX.

(four quantities, A, B, C, D, are proportional'; the

producl of the means is equal to the product of the

extremes, AD zz BC.

pOR fince A : B : : C : D; then ~ = ~ = r

Def. 27); and A= Br, C = Dr (Ax.4,5). Whence
\D = BrD, and BC = BDr (Ax. 4) , therefore

^D = BC (Ax. 1).

Cor. 1. Thefrji is to the thirds as the fecond to the

mrth; A : C : : B : D.

For fince AD = BC, then ™ = ^-g (Ax, 5),

fgt is, Tj = ^, or A : C : : B : D.

Cor. 2. The fecond is to the firft, as the fourth

the thirds or B : A : : D ; C.

For fince BC = AD, -^q == -r^ (Ax. 5)» tnat IS *

_ D
"
C*

Cor. 3. A : B : : A + C : B + D : ; A —
B — D.

[For fince g = r, and A = Br, C = Dr ; then

4- C = Br + Dr = B + D x r (A*. 2); there-
A + C A

:

-B+T5 - r == b (Ax ' x> In
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In like mannner A — C = Br — Dr = B — D
x r, and . ^ = r ±= ttj whence A : B : : A
4-C:B4-D::A — C:B — D (Def. 27).

Cor. 4. ijf *#y fifo ^r/j or multiples of A W B
be denoted by r, then A : B : : rA : rB.

For -r-sf ari'j therefore rA : A : : rB

B (Def. 27); and rA : rB : : A : B (Cor. 1).

Cor 5. 7/* A : B : : C : D ; /to D can only be

a whole number, when A meafures the producl BC.

For AD = BC, and D = -^ (Ax. 5).

Cor. 6. If three numbers, A, B, C, are in continual

proportion •, then the fquare of the mean is equal to the

product of the extremes, BB == AC.
This is plain, by fuppofing the two middle terms

to be equal s and then the fourth becomes the third.

PROP. XXX.

If two numbers, A, B, are prime to one another, ni

other numbers can be found in that proportion, but

what are fome multiple of A and B.

Let C, D be others in the fame I A, 5. B, 3
proportion, then fmce A : B : : C, 10. D, 6

BC
C : D, then AD = BC (Pr. 29) ; and <D = -^

(Ax. 5). Now D can only be a whole number, wher

A meafures BC (Cor. 5. Pr. 29). But A being prime

to B, there is no factor common to both •, therefore

if A meafures BC, it mud meafure C alone •, that is

C is fome multiple of A
?
and confequently D is fom<

multiple of B.

Cor. f. Numbers, A , B, that are prime to one an-

other, an the leaft of all numbers in the fame propor

tion.

Cor. 2. Numbers, A, B, that are the leaft in a give\

proportion, are prime to one another. Foi
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For if they are not prime, they may be reduced

to lefs numbers in the fame proportion.

PROP. XXXI.

If there be a fcries of numbers, A, B, C, D, (greater

than 1 ) in continual proportion ; and the extremes

A,D prime to one anoth r\ there cayinot be found an-

other number in the fame proportion.

Let E be another term, A . B : C : D : E
if poflible; then A : B : : 8121827
D : E-, and A : D : :

B : E (Cor. 1. Pr. 29); but A, D, are prime to one
another by fuppofition-, therefore B, E are multiples

of A and D (Pr. %o.) 5 therefore A meafures B. And
Ince A meafures B, therefore B meafures C, and C
meafures D (Def. 27)-, therefore A meafures D
Ax. 10). Therefore A and D are not prime to one

^another : contrary to the hypothefis.

Cor. 1. If two 'numbers (greater than 1) be prim*

to one another, there cannot be found a third number

in the fame proportion. -

*

PROP. XXXII.

ff there be feveral numbers, A, B, C, D, in continual

proportion, and the extremes A, D prime to one an-

ther \ then thefe numbers are the leaf of all numbers in

the fame proportion. And the contrary.

For let E, F, G, H, be other A
numbers in the fame proportion. 8

Then fince A : B : : E : F, E
therefore A : E : : B : F : :

C : G : : D : H (Cor. 1. Pr. 29).

1 E : H (ib.). But A and D are

another, by fuppofition, and therefore the lead in tfiat

>roportion (Cor. i.Pr. 30.) therefore E, H are greater

han A, D •, and all of them, A, B, C, D, are Ids than

E, F, G, H. P 1 On

: B : C : D
12 18 27
F G H

And A : D
prime to one
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On the contrary, if A, B, C, D are the leaft in

that proportion, then A and D are prime to one an-

other. For if you fuppofe E, H to be prime to one

another, then E, F, G, H will be the leaft- in that

proportion : contrary to the hypothefis.

Cor. If A, B, C, D be in continual proportion* and

the extremes A, D prime to one another -*. then all other

numbers* E, F, G, H, in the fame proportion* muji

be fome multiple of A, B, C, D.
For it being A : D : : E : H, and A, D be-

ing prime to one another (this Prop.), E, H muft

be iome multiple of A, D (Pr. 30). Therefore

E, F, G, H are multiple of A, B, C, D.

PROP. XXXIII.

In a feries of numbers the leaft in continual proportion^

if there be three numbers* the extremes are fquares ;

iffour* cubes ; and in general if there be n number

s

9

the extremes are the n— I
th powers of two numbers^

which are the leaft in that proportion.

For let A, B A, 4 : B, -> : C, 9.

be the leaft in A, 8 : B, 12 : C, 18 : D, 0]
that proportion,

then Ai\* AB, BB are continual proportionals, in the

fame proportion of A to B (Cor. 4. Pr. 29). And
fince A, B are prime to one another (Cor. 2. Pr. 30),

AA and BB will be prime to one another (Cor- 2.

Pr. 15)-, therefore A A, AB, and BB are the leaft

in the proportion of A to B (Pr. 28)5 where tha

extremes are fquares.

For the fame reafon A% A 2B, AB 2
, B J are the leaft

in continual proportion of A to B •, where the extremes

are the cubes ofA and B. And fo of others.

Cor. i. Between two fquare numbers there is oni

wean proportional-* between two cubes* two means-

And in general* between two nxh powers* there aren—i
means, For
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For between AA and BB there is the mean AB,
and between the cubes A 5 and B 3 are the means A'B,
AB Z

. And fo forward.

Cor. 2. In a feries of numbers', the leaft in continual

proportion -, two numbers , which are the leaft in that

proportion, meafure all the means,,

For both A and B meafure AB, the mean of three

proportionals. Alfo both A and B meafure A ZB and
AB 4

, the two means of four proportionals. And
fo on.

Cor. 3. If there be three numbers the leaft in continual

proportion, thefum of any two is prime to the other.

For in the numbers AA, AB, BB no number can

meafure any one of them, and alfo the fum of the

other two.

PROP. XXXIV.

In a feries of numbers in continual proportion, if the firft

meafure not the fecond \ neither fhall any one meafure

any other.

I fay, for example, B does A : B : C : D : E
not meafure E. For, as E 16 24 36 54 8i

is the fourth from B, take F G H I

the four numbers, F, G,
H, I, the leaft in that proportion; then B : C : :

F : G ; therefore B : F : : C : G : : D : H
: : E : I (Cor. 1. Pr. 29)5 and B : £ : : F : I

(ib.). But F, I are prime to one another (Pr. 32).

Therefore F does not meafure I (except F be 1),

and confequently B does not meafure E.

Here F is not 1, for A : B : : F : G. If F
was 1, F would meafure G* and A meafure B5
contrary to the hypothefis.

Cor. If the firft meafure the laft^ it fhall alfo meafure

the fecond.

For if you fay it meafures not the fecond, then it

fhall not meafore the laft : againft the hypothefis.

Pa PROP.
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PROP. XXXV.

If letween two numbers there fall feveral mean pro-

portionals \ fo many fhall alfo fall between two other

number s> having the fame proportion.

'For fuppofe the four quan- 27 : 36 : 48 : 64
tities, A 3

, A ZB, AB X
, B 3

, to 54 : 72 : 96 : 128

be the leaft in that propor-

tion. Then, fince A 3 and B 3 are prime to one another

(Pr. 32), all other numbers, in that proportion, mult

be fome multiple thereof (Cor. Prop. 32). Take any

number, r, and let rA 3
, rB 3 be the extremes ; then

rA'B and rAB 2
will be the means (Cor, 4. Pr. 29).

And the like for any other number of mean propor-

tionals.

PROP. XXlVI.

If hetween two numbers, prime to one another, there

fallfeveral mean proportionals \ fo manyfhall alfo fall

between either of them and a unit. And tht contrary*

For in the four proportional numbers, A 3

, A2B,

AB% B 3
, there are two means, A*B, AB\ between

A 3 and B 3
, which fuppofe to be prime. Now put

A zz 1, then the four proportionals become 1, B,

B% B 3

; where B and BB are the two means. Again,

put B zz 1, then the four proportionals become A 5

,

A 4
, A, 1 ; where A and AA are the two means.

And on the contrary, between A 3 and B 3 bwo
mean proportionals fall (Cor. 1. Prop. ^^). And
fo of others.

PRO P. XXXVII.

If there be a feries of numbers continually proportional ;

and the firfl be a fquare, the third ftjall be a fquare.

If the firft be a cube, the fourth floall be a cube.

If the firft be a fourth power , the fifth fJjall be a

fourth power. Let
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Let AA : B : C ; then AAC - BB (Cor. 6.

Pr. 29), and C zz — ; therefore C is a fquare (Cor,

Pr. 27).

Again, let A* : B : C : D; then BB z= A 3C
(Cor. 6. Pr. 29), and B' - A'BC (Ax. 4), and BC

rz |1 (Ax. 5). Alfo A'D zz BC (Pr. 29), and

B 3 B 3

confequently A 3D zz 77* and Dz r^j therefore

D is a cube (Cor. Pr. 27).

Likewife if A* : B : C : D : E. Then C zz
J~

and A4E zz BD zz CC zz 51, and E zz ~
y a

fourth power, whofe root is -rj* And fo on.

PROP. XXXVIII.

i# # y^r/Vi 0/ numbers continually proportional, begin-

ning at 1 •, <2«jy />nV»* number, that meafures the laft9

Jhall meafure all the reft after the unit,

Lettheferies be 1 : A : AA : A 5
: A+

: A*;
and let the prime P meafure A s

-, then if you deny

that P meafures A, then P is prime to A, and there-

fore it is prime to A 5 (Cor. 2. Pr. 14); contrary to

the hypothefis,

Cor. 1. If any number meafures the left and not the

firft (after the unit), it is a compofite number.

Cor. 2. If the firft term (after the unit) be a prime%

no otherprime /hall meafure the laft.

Cor. 3. In a feries of continual proportionals from t,

if the term next 1 be a prime \ no number Jhall meafure
the /aft, but thofe in that feries.

For A, A\ A\ &c, all meafure A ?
-, and no others,

do, becaufe A is a prime number (Cor. 2. Pr. 14).

P 3 PRO P
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PROP. XXXIX.
If four numbers are proportional, and three of them

fquares, the fourth is a fquare \ and if three of them

be cubes, the fourth is a cube -, and fo on.

Suppofe AA : BB : : CC : D, then AAD si
BRCC

BBCC (Pr.29), andD = ~aa~(
Ax#5^ therefore

D is a fquare (Cor. Pr. 27).

Again, A 3
: B s

: : O : D; then A*D zz B 5C ?

,

B 3C 3

and D zz -ry-, and D is a cube (Cor. Pr, 27).

Cor. Hence the proportion of a fquare number to one

not fquare, cannot be expreffed by two fquare numbers \

neither can the proportion of a cube number to one not

cube, be expreffed by two cube numbers*

PROP. XL.
^The produtl of two like plane numbers is a fquare

number-, and of three likefolid numbers, a cube-, &c,
" Let ab, AB be two Jike plane numbers ; then fince

a : A : : b : B, wefhali have^B ts Ab (Pr. 29).

But ab x AB zz aBbA zz Ab x bA, or aB x aBf

a fquare, whofe root is aB or Af?.

Again, let abc, ABC, EFG, be three like cube
numbers •, then fince a : b : : A : B, and a : c

: : E : G; alfo B : C : : F : G; therefore aB zz

M, aG zz cE, and CF zz BG ; then ahx ABC x
EFG - a x bA x cE x BG-x CF zz a x aB x
aG x BG x BG zz a lBG z

, a cube, whofe root is

#BG or tfCF, or bAG, or bCE, or cAF, or cBE.
Cor. 1. If the produtl of two numbers be a fquare \

cr of three numbers a cube ; they arefimilar plane orJolid

numbers.

For if it is not a : A : : b : B, then it is not

aB zz Ab, but rather aB zz E)b, and then we fhould

not have aB x bA, or ^B x ^B, a fquare number
(but rather aB x bD)-, contrary to the hypothefis.

i
Cpr.
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Cor. 2. Two diffimilar plane numbers cannot produce

a fquare.

For a fquare is only produced from fimilar num-
bers (Cor. 1).

Cor. 3. If the fquare of a number. A, be a cube,

the number itfelf A, is a cube.

For A 3 is a cube by nature, and Az
is a cube by

A3
fuppofition 5 therefore~ orA is a cube (Cor. Pr. 27),

Cor. 4. if *»y number meafure or divide a fquare

number ; the quotient will be a plane number, fimilar

to the divifor.

PROP. XLI.

Between two like plane numbers there is one mean pro-

portional ; between two like folid numbers there are

two means -, and fo on,

Let ab, AB be two like plane numbers; then

thefe numbers $ a : A
are proportional \ b : B
whence thefe are \ab . Ab . AB (Cor. 4 . Pr# 2 }<
proportional J

Again, let abc, ABC be two fimilar folid numbers \

then

jhefe numbers ) V i • B
are proportional 1

c • C
whence thefe are J abc : Abe : ABc : ABC (Cor. 4.

proportional \ Pr. 29).

And fo on for others.

Cor. 1 . Thefe are like plane numbers, that have one

mean proportional between them ; and like folid numbers^
that have two means: And fo on.

For fince ab : Ab : AB; therefore ^AB as
T>

AbAb (Pr. 29), and aB = Ab (Afy 5) ; ajfo ^
= AB ^ib? )

or X ^ B'
therefore tf ; A ; ; h : B

(Def. 27). P 4 t&e-
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Likewife abc X AB<; zz Abc x Abe, or ^3 zz Ab 9

whence a : A : : b : B; alio^ x ABC zz Abc

X ABr, or aC zz Ac, whence a : A : : c : C.

And fo cf others.

Cor. 2. Between two nonftmilar numbers, one or more

mtans cannot be found.

For if there were any means, the numbers would
be fimilar (Cor. i).

PROP. XLII.

Like plane numbers are to one another, as the fquares of

their fimilarfides or fatlors •, and like folid numbers

are as their cubes •, and fo on.

For if ab, AB be fimilar planes, then a : A : :

I : B, and ^B zz A.b ; but ab : AB : : aab :

aAB or AAb : : aa : AA (Cor. 4. Pr. 29).

Again, if abc, ABC are fimilar cubes, then fince

^B zz Ab, and aC zz Ac, therefore abc : ABC : :

aa x abc : aa x ABC (Cor. 4.' Pr. 29) : : a 1 x be

: A x Ab X Ac : : a 1
: A 1 (Cor. 4, Pr. 29).

Cor. No numbers prime to one another, exceptfquares,

are fimilar plane numbers.

For if they be fimilar plane numbers, they are not

prime; for if a be prime to A, yet b and B are fome
equal multiple of a, A; and therefore are not prime

to one another (Pr. 30).

PROP. XLIIL

If a number of any power meafures another number of

the fame power; then the root of the firft will meafure

the root of the loft. And the contrary.

For in the continual proportionals, A\ A~B, AB%
B 3

; fince A ? meafures B>, it alio meafures A'B the

fecond term (Cor. Pr. 34) But fince A J
: A 2B

: : A : B (Cor. 4. Pr. 25)5 therefore if A 5 meafures

AB, A will meafure B (Def. 27). On the contrary,

it
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if A meafures B, A 3 will meafure AZB; and A 2B,

AB 2
i and AB,Z B j

: therefore A* meafures B ?

,

(Ax. 10).

Cor. If thepower does not meafure the power^ neither

Jhall the root meafure the root ; and the contrary.

For if you fay A meafures B, then mail A ? mea-
fure B J

; contrary to the hypothefis.

And if you fay that A 3 meafures B% then A will

meafure B-9 likewife againft the hypothefis.

C H A
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CHAP. in.

The properties of particular numbers. Divifors

and aliquot parts. Circulating numbers, and

fuch as terminate, or run on ad infinitum by

divifion.

PROP. XLIV.

ALL the powers of any number, ending in 5, will

-/jt alfo end in 5 ; and if a number ends in 6, all its

powers end in 6,

For 5 times 5 is 25. And 6 times 6 is 36.

PROP. XLV.
No number is a fquare, that ends in 2, 3, y, or 8.

This is plain by fquaring all the natural numbers
to 10.

PROP. XLVI.

Any even fquare number is divifible by 4.

The root is even (Pr. 9), therefore let in be the

root, then ^nn is the fquare of it -, and 4 meafures

or divides qnn.

Cor. A number confifling of two, three, &c. evtn

fquares, is divifible by 4.

PROP. XLVII.

An oddfquare number, divided by 4, leaves a remainder

of 1.
'

The root of an odd fquare is odd (Pr. 8), there-

fore let 2^-f 1, be the root, which multiplied by

4 itfelf,
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itfelf, gives the fquare 4^ + 4^+1, but 4 will

jneafure \nn + 4#, and 1 will remain.

Cor. if a number confijling of two odd fquares, be

divided by 4, it leaves a remainder of 2 *, of three odd

fquareSy it leaves a remainder of 3.

PROP. XLVIIL
In every fquare number, the number of divifors is odd',

in nonquadrate numbers, even.

Let 36 (aabb) be a fquare

{lumber -, now fince any di-

vifor and its quotient, are two
divifors •, therefore if they be

fet down together, you will

find them to proceed by couples, till you come to

the fquare root, where the divifor and quotient arc

the fame, and therefore that makes an odd one.

But in a number not fquare, there is no fuch odd
divifor, for they proceed by couples to the laft, and

make an even number of divifors*

Cor. If the number of divifors be odd* it is a fauar&
number \ if even, it is nofquare.

PROP. XLIX.

Any power of a prime number hath as many aliquot

parts, as is the dimenfion of its power.

As if a be a prime, then any power as a* contains

the 3 aliquot parts 1, a, aa, Affo *z
+ contains thefe,

j, a, aa, a* 9 which are 4 ; and fo on.

Cor. The number of divifors in any power of a prime
number, is equal to the index of the nextfupertorpower
thereof.

Fpr it is 1 more than the number of aliquot parts.

PROP.
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PROP. t.

In any* number made up of different primes or their

powers ; the number of divifors thereof is equal to.

the continualproduB cf the indices of the nextfuperior^

powers of thefe primes.

For the divifors ofa\ are t, a^aa^a 1 (Cor, Pr. 48);
triatis4. And the divifors

of a' b\ are inch as are 1, a, aa9 a> 1

produced by multiplying £, ba^ baa> ba l i 12.

1, #, aa, a\ by each of bb
i bba i bbaa 9 bba

i

J
the divifors in £% that

is, by 1, by bb. which will make 4x3 or 12 di-

vifors. Likewife the divifors in # 3£V, are had by
multiplying thefe twelve into 1, r, the two divifors

of r, which will be 4 x 3 X 2 = 24 ; and fo on.

Cor. If the powers offeveral different prime num-
bers be multiplied together ; the number of divifors in

the producl, is equal to the produtl made by the num-
ber of divifors in each power\ multiplied together. .

For the number of divifors in a> is 4, in b
z

is 3,
in c is 2 5 and in a*b

z
c is 4 X 3 X 2 — 24.

PROP. LI.

Any number divided by 9, will leave the fame remain-

der^ as the fum of its figures or digits divided by 9.

Let there be any number, as 7604 *, this feparated'

into feveral parcels becomes 7000 + 600 + 4 ; but

7000 ~7X 1000 z= 7 x 999 -t- 1 = 7 X 999 +7.
]n like manner 600 z6x 99 + 6. Therefore 7604
= 7 X 999 + 7 + 6 X 99 + 6 + 4 = 7 X 999 +
6x99 + 7+6 + 4. Therefore

7^7*999+6*99

^Z±_Xf (Ax.5); but 7x999+6x99 is evidently

divifible by 9, therefore 7604 divided by 9 leaves the

remainder
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'

remainder 7+6 + 4 to be divided by 9, which is

nothing elfe but the fum of the digits 7+6 + +4,
And the fame holds for any other number.

Cor. 1. If any number is divifible by 9, the fum of

its figures or digits is divifible by 9 . And the contrary-

For then the remainder will be nothing, in botk

of them.

Cor. 2. Any number divided by o, leaves the fams
remainder', as when all the figut es of it are any way
tranfpofed) and then divided by 9.

For the fum of the digits {till remains the fame.

PROP. LII.

Any number divided by 3, will leave the fame remainder*

as thefum of its figures or digits divided by 3.

For fuppofe.any number, as 7604, and proceed-

ing as in the iaft Prop, we have 7604 = 7 x 999 + 6

X 99 + 7 + 6 + a ZZ7X3X 333 + 6 ><3X33 +7
+ 6 + 4 , and Z*£i = 11^1+1^1 + 7±^±±

mW 3 3 3
But it is evident 21x333 + 18x33 is divifibly hj j,
confequently there remains only 7 + 6 + 4 to be di-

vided by 3, which is the fum of the digits, as wz&
propofed.

Cor. 1. If any number is divifible by 3, the fum sf
its digits is alfo divifible by 3 : and the contrary.

For in both cafes nothing will remain.

Cor. 2. Any number divided by 3, leaves the fame re-

mainder as it would do, when its digits are tranfpojkdt

and placed in any other order.

For the fum of the digits remains the fame in any
pofition.

PROP.
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PROP. LIIL

If any two numbers are feparately divided by 9, and the

two remainders multiplied together', and that produtt

divided by 9 this lafi remainder will be thefame', as

if you divide the produtl of the twofirft numbers by 9.

For let 9A + #, and 9B -f b, be two numbers 5

a, by being the two remainders. Then the product

of the two numbers is 9 x 9 AB -f 9 Ab + yRa + ab.

But 9x9 AB 4- 9 '\b + yBa is divihble by g, there*

fore there is no remainder but what is had by dividing

ab by 9.

Cor. This Prop, holds equally true for the number 3 \

and is demonftrated the fame way.

P R O P. LIV.

If one number be divided by another prime to it, and the

divifion continued on indefinitely , the number of fi-

gures which circulate (or return again) in the quo-

tient, will be always lefs than the number of units in

the divifor.

Suppofe6dividedby7*, 7)6.0(857142,857142,8^
here the divlfor being 7, the 5 6 £iV,

remainder mud be always —

—

lefs than it, arfd mud be 4<*

either 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 35
So that in the 7th place,

"~~*

if not before, one of thefe £°

remainders muft needs re- 49

turn a fecond time •, and Q
the fame remainder return-

ing, as before, a repetition
,

,

of the fame figures muft
g

return again in the quo- 2 8
tient : and fo forward. —
And it is evident the fame 20
will hold for any divifor ; 14.

the number of remainders, —
being always lefs than the " &c -

Aumber of units in it, PRO P«.
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PROP. LV.

If one number divide another prime to it, the quotient

will end after a certain number of figures , when the

divifor is compounded of 2 or 5, or both : In all other

cafes , the quotient will never end.

For iince dividing by any pov/er of 2 is equivalent

to dividing, firft by 2, and then the quotient by 2,

and fo on ; alfo dividing by any power of 5 is the

fame as dividing firft by 5, and then the quotient bf

5, and fo forward ; arid laftly, fince any number
may be divided by 2 or 5, at mod by adding a cypher:

therefore it is plain, when the divifor is a compofite

number made up of the powers of 2 and 5, if the

divilion be performed continually by the fingle num-
bers 2, and 5, as often as they are involved; that

fo many feveral operations will end the divifioh, and
the quotient be at an end.

On the contrary ; any number P that is prime to

% and 5, will be prime to 2 x 5 or 10 (Prop. 14).

And the fame being prime to 10, will be prime to

j 00, 1000, 1 0000, &c. ad infinitum (Cor. 2. Pr. J 4)*
and therefore P can meafure none in that feries,

ikewife if Q^be prime to P, then P will be prime
to ioQ^, iooQ^, &c. (Pr. 14). So that P can Hill

meafure none in this laft feries. Whence if P divide

any of thefe, the quotient will continue without end-

Yet the numbers will at laft circulate, according to

Prop. 54.

PROP. LVI.

In any circulating number\ the whole circulating or re-

peating part, running on for ever ; is equal to a vul-

gar fraction whufe numerator is the number repeating

(or the repetend), and denominator as many q/j as

there are figures in the repetend.

As
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As in the number 24.3507 6 5076 5076 5076 &?<:.

ad infinitum ; 5076 5076 5076 &V. = ^- zz -^-i
D

'
J

'
D

' 9999 mi*
in the leaft terms.

For let C zz whole circulating part, R zz repetend

or repeating figures 5076 ; then from the whole cir-

culating part, that rs,

from.5076 5076 5076 5076 5076 &V. rz C,

take .5076 5076 5076 5076 Gfri =s t^C,
»i i n i 11 » 1 .

rem. .5076 zz R.

But this taking away from C the 1 ooooth parti

of itfelf, is equivalent to multiplying C by 1
—

i , 10000-1 , . , 9999 ,
.

or by , that, is by yy
, where there are

IOOOO / IOOOO J 10000

as many cyphers and 9% as there are places of figures

in the repetend. Therefore 9" C = R = .^076,r IOOOO ^ '

, ^ 10000 X. 5076 5076. r f r
anJ C = ^- zz

D—J— zz .5076 5076 5076
9999 9999-

l£c, ad infinitum. And it is evident from the procefs,

that it holds equally for any circulating number.

Cor. 1. The circulation may be fuppofed to begin at

anyfigure of the repetend^ and therefore 24.35076 5076

56j6 fcfV. for ever, is zz 24.3.1414 = 24.35.^^
= 24.350™ = 24.3507!^ = 24.35076-2^
&c.

Cor. 2. Hence if the repetend be divided by as many

cfs as it confifts ofplaces ; the quotient will be the whole

circulating f
nrt, or the figures of the repetend\ repeated,

over and over for ever.

For ^>=C.
9999

Cor. 3. And if the whole circulating part be multi-

plied by a number confifting of as many 9^, as there be

places in the repetend (confidered as a decimal) > the

producl will be the repetend,

For-
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For 9999 C r: 5076, and .9999 C ~z *s°l^-> tne

firft repetend.

Cor. 4. If any circulating number be multiplied by any

given number, the producl will be a circulating number ;

and the repetend will confifi ojthefame number offigures

as before.

For in the circulating number 5076 5076 &V.
every repetend 5076 being equally multiplied, mud
produce the fame product. And if thefe products

confift of more places, the overplus in each being

alike, is carried to the next, fo that each product is

equally increafed, and therefore every four places

continue alike. And the fame holds for any other

number. For example, 5076 x 13 — 65988, but

the 6 belongs to the £rft place of 65988
the next repetend ; which being 65988
every where added, the repetend 65988 6
now appears to be 5994. 6599459945994

But the fame thing does not hold in divilion.

Cor. 5. Ifyou take any prime number (except 2 and 5)

for a divifor •, and by it divide 1.0000 &c. //'// 1 re-

mains, or divide .99999 &c. /*// o remains -, the num-

ber of cyphers or nines made ufe of, will be equal to the

number of figures in the repetend-, when the dividend is

any number which is prime to the divifor.

For in dividing 1.00 &c. by any number, when
remains, the figures in the quotient begin then to

repeat over again, as you had i at fir ft to begin with.

And fince 999 &V. is lefs by 1 than 1000 &c. there-

fore o muft remain here when the repealing figures

are at their period. Whatever number of repeating

figures we have when this dividend is 1 ; we fhall

have the fame number of figures in the repetend,

whatever the dividend be, by Cor. 4. Therefore

altering the dividend at pleafure, does not alter the

number of places in the repetend, the divifor con-

tinuing the fame •, provided the divifor and dividend

Q_ be
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be prime to one another. For when the contrary

happens, the -quotient will circulate in fewer figures.

Cor. 6. If a circulating decimal has a repetend of

any number of figures, it may be confidered as having

a repetend of twice or thrice that number offigures* or

any multiple thereof*

Thus in the number 4.1 37,37,37, having the repe-

tend 37 of 2 places \ it may be confidered as having

the repetend 3737, or 373737 s of 4 or 6 places, fcfc.

Cor. 7. If two or mere.numbers be added together,

that have repetends of equalplaces ; the fum will have a

repetend of the fame number ofplaces.

This appears from Cor. 1, and by the reafoning

in Cor. 4. For every column of periods or repetends

amounts to the fame fum.

PROP. LVII.

If A, B, he two numbers, prime to one another ; and
each of them divides a number prime to it, and gives

in the quotients two repetends of C and D places : I

fay, the fame number divided by the produel AB, will

give a repetend offo many places, as is denoted by the

leafi dividend of C and D.

For let N be the lead number that C, D, divide;

and let a x C = N zz b x D. Now it is plain that

a periods of C will end with h periods of D ; and
therefore they both terminate together after N places,

if they begin together, as they may be fuppofed to-

do (Cor. 1. Pr. $6). And they do not end fooner,

becaufe N is the lead dividend. Therefore the repe-

tend confifts of N places, and no more.

To make it plainer, fuppofe or— to ber > rr 11x37 407

the fraction propofed. Then fince — =09 &c.

4' repeats
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repeats in 2 places, and — =: .027, &c. repeats in

three places. And the lead common dividend of 2

and 3 is 6, therefore we may fuppofe them both to

repeat in 6 places (Cor. 6. Ft. 56 ). And fince 99 is

divifible by 1 1 ; therefore 99,99,99 is alfo divifible

by n ; and fince 999 is divifible by 37, therefore

999,999, is alfo divifible by %y. Therefore 999999
is divifible both by 11 and 37; and therefore it is

divifible by 1 1 X 37 or 407 (rrop. 16). And there-

fore the repetend of — will confift of 6 places

(Cor. 5. Pr. 5 6).

Cor. If the feveral divifors A, B, C, &c. be prime

to one another\ and repeat in E, F, G, &c. places, re-

fpeflively. And if N be the leaf dividend ofE, F, G,
&c. then if the produel ABC, &c. be made a divifor9

the quotient will repeat in N places.

This follows from Cor. Frop. \6
y and the reafon-

ing in this Prop.

Q^a CHAP,
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CHAP. IV.

Numerical Problems.

PROBLEM L

To find the greateft common meafure of two or more

numbers.

RULE.
TAKE two of the numbers, and divide the

greater by the lefier, and the lefler by the re-

mainder, and the laft divifor by the laft remainder,

and fo on, till nothing remain : then the laft divifor

is the greateftcommon meafure of thefe two numbers.

If there be more numbers, take the number laft

found and another of the given numbers, and find

their greateft common meaftire as before : then this •

is the greateft common meafure of the three given

numbers. And fo on. This procefs is plain from

Prop. 10.

Ex. i.

Find the greateft common meafure of 72 and 60.

60)72(1
60

12)60(5
60

So 12 is the greateft common meafure of 72 and

60.

Ex, 2.

To find the greateft common meafure of 72,60 and 28..

Find
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Find 12 the greateft common meafure of 72 and

60; then find -the greateft common meafure of 12

and 28.

12)28(2
24

4)12(3
12

So 4 is the greateft common meafure of 72,60,

and 28.

PROBLEM II.

Two or more numbers being given, to find the leaft num-
bers', that have the fame proportion with them.

RULE.
Divide the feveral numbers by their greateft com-

mon meafure ; and the quotients will be the num-
bers required. By Cor. 1. Pr. 30.

Ex. 1.

Let 1 2 and 1 8 be propofed, then 6 is the greateft

common meafure, found by Prob. i.

6)12(2 6)18(3.

Then 2 and 3 are the numbers fought.

Ex. 2.

Let 6, 4, and 8 be the numbers given ; their

greateft common divifor is 2,

2)6(3 2)4(2 2)8(4.

Then 3, 2, 4, are proportional to 6, 4, and 8, and the

leaft in that proportion.

Q^ 3 PRO«
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F ROBLEM III.

Two or more numbers being given, to find out their

leafi common dividend.

RULE.
Take two of the numbers, and divide their pro-

duel by the greateft. common meafure of thefe num-
bers ; the quotient is the anfwer for thefe two
numbers.

Then take a third number and the lad quotient,

and divide their product by their greater!, common
meafure ; and the quotient is the leaft number which
thefe three numbers meafure. And fo on.

For let the two numbers be A, B . let P, Q, be

the leaft in that proportion, M their greateft common
meafure ; then PiM = A, QM = B. Then AQ^or
AB
•jrr is the leaft number A and B can divide or

meafure.
F F

If you fuppofe F to be lefs ; let -r- == G, -^ r= H^

or F = AG or BH, then by proportion P : Q^ : :

A : B : : AG or BH : BG : : H : G (Cor 4.

Pr. 29). But P meafures H ; and Q meafures G
(Prop. 30). And Qj G : : AQ^ : AG. And

fince Q^meafures G, therefore AQ^or -^- meafures

AG or F ; that is, the greater meafures the lefs

;

which is abfurd.

And if there be three numbers A, B, C ; let D zz

^j- be the leaft dividend of A and B, and let E be

the leaft that C and D meafure. Then E will be
the leaft that A, B, C, meafure.

For if you fay there is a lefs, as F ; then fince D
is the leaft that A, B, meafure; therefore D meafures
F (Cor. Pr. 11)5 and fince E is the leaft that C, D
meafure-, therefore E meafures F, the greater the lefs:

^ Inch is abfurd. Ex.
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Ex. 1.

To find the leaft number which 12 and 15 mea-
fure, or their leaft dividend. 1

2

1L
The greateft common meafure is 3. 60

12

3)180(60, anf.

18-

o
Ex. 2. -

To find the leaft number that 12, 15, and 24
meafure.

60 is the leaft dividend of 12 and 15. Then the

greateft common meafure of 60 and 24 is 12.

24
60

12) 1440(120, the leaft common dividend.

PROBLEM IV.

To find out the leaft numbers continually proportional as

many asjhall be required, in a given proportion.

RULE.
Find A, B, the leaft numbers in the given propor-

tion (Prob. 2) ; then A\ AB, B% will be the three

leaft ; and A 3
, A2B, AB\ B ?

, will be the four leaft

numbers. And in general if n + 1 denote the number
of terms required, then An

, An_IB, An_2B 2
, An ~ 3B ?

,

&c. to B n
will be the numbers fought.

This is plain from Prop. ^^. and Cor. 1.

Ex, 1.

To find three the leaft numbers in proportion as

8 to 12. Two the leaft are 2 and 3, therefore the 3
numbers are 4:6:9.

0^4 £»•
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Ex. 2.

To find the four leaft numbers, as 4 to 6.

Anf. 8 : 12 : 18 : 27.

£#. 3.

To find five the leaft numbers, as 2 to 3.

Anf, 16 : 24 : 36 : 54 : 81.

PROBLEM V.

Several proportions being given in the leaft terms ; t§

find out the leaft numbers that continue thefe propor-

tions.

RULE.
Let A : B, C : D, E : F be the feveral proportions;

A : B
The feveral C : D

proportions be- E : F
ing placed as ACE : BCE : BDE : BDF.
in the margin

;

multiply the two firft terms A, B, by the leading'

terms of all the other proportions, C, E ; this give*

the two firft terms.

Multiply the latter term D in the fecond propor-

tion, by fuch factors as the firft term C is multi-

plied by : this is the third term.

Multiply the latter term F in the third proportion,

by fuch factors as the former E is multiplied by, for

the fourth term. And proceed thus through all the

proportions.

Laftly, divide all by their greateft common mea-

fure, when there is any fuch. By Cor. 4. Pr. 29.

&.
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Ex. 1.

Let the proportions be 6 : 5, and 10 : 9.

6 : 5
10 : 9

common divifor 5) 60 : 50 : 45
anfwer 12 : 10 : 9

£#. 2.

Suppofe 6 : 5, and 4:3, and 2 : 7.

6 : 5

4 : 3
g : 7

2x4x6: 2x4x5 : 2x5x3 15x3x7
anf. - - 48 : 40 : 30 : 105

PROBLEM VI.

To refolve a number into all its component'parts orfaftors.

RULE.
Divide the number by 2 as oft as you can, then

by 3, then by 5, by 7, and all the fmalleft prime

numbers, till you get a prime number in the quotient.

Then you have all the compounding prime numbers,

which being continually multiplied, produce the

number given. Def. 18.

Ex. 1.

Let 60 be propofed.

2 3

2)00(30(15(5. then 2x2x3x5 = 60;

Ex,
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Ex. 2.

What are the component parts of 360 ?

2 2 3 3 5
2) 360 (180 (90 (45 (15(5 (*

>
Therefore 2x2x2x3x3x5= 360.'

P R O B L E M VII.

?c find all thejujl divifors of a given number.

R U L E.

Divide it and all the fucceeding quotients by the.

fmalkft- prime numbers in order, till the laft quo-

tient be 1. Then you have all the prime divifors.

Then multiply every two together, and every three,

and every four, and fo cm, : And thus you will have

all the compound divifors thereof.

This follows from Prop. 50*

Ex. 1.

What are all the divifors of 48.2223
2) 48 (24 (12 (6.(3 ( ;r. Then i, 2, 2, 2, 2, M

are all the prime- divifors, .and- 1x2,. 1X3, 2x2,
2x3, and 2x2X2,2x2x3, and 2 X 2 x 2 x 2^

2x2^2x3, and 2x2x2x2x3 ; that is, 1,2,3*
4, 6, $, 12, 16, 24, and 48, are all the.divifors.

Ex. 2.

What are all the divifors of abbe* ?

The fimple divifors are 1 , a> b, £, r, f, c. And all

the divifors
x

will be i, #, £, c> aL ac, be, abb, abc,

ace, bb, cc, bbc, bee, c\ abbe, abec, bbec, ac\ bc\ abbe*,

abc\ bbc\ abbe 1
.

PRO-
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PROBLEM VIII.

'a find a number that Jhall have a given multitude of
divifors.

RULE.
Take the powers of as many prime numbers as is

^n<' m, fo that their ndices b^ing each leflened

1 \^,i then multiplied together, may be equal to

$ number of divifors. I fay, thefe powers all mul-

£

)!i m together is the number fought. And the lefler

be primes, the leffer the number will be.

This is plain by i
Jrop. 50.

Example.

To find a number having 20 divifors.

Here o — 10x2 — 5X4 = 5X2x2. Then
ike ^,>, c, d, &c. and any of thefe a 19

, a9b, a*b\

^bc, will do. Let a zz 2, b rfc 3, c zz. 5. Then
9
, 2 9 X3^ 24T> 24X^X5i that is, 524288, 1536,

32, 240, will any of them anfwer the queftion.

Scholium.

The number of aliquot parts, being 1 lefs, is

>und the fame way. And by this operation it ap-

ears how to find all the different ways it can be de-

oted : which in this example are but four. But
fry prime numbers may be ufed in each of thefe

ays.

PRO-
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PROBLEM IX.

Te reduce a given frattiotiy or a given ratio^ to the

leafi terms j and as near as may bey of the fame
value.

i RULE.
Let A, B, be the two numbers. Divide the latter

B by the former A, and you will have i for A •, and

feme number and a fraction annext, for B^ caa this

C. Place thefe in the firft ftep.

Then fubtract the fractional parts, from the deno-

minator, and what remains put after C + i, with a

negative fign. Then throw away the denominator,

and place i and that laft number in the fecond ftep.

This is the foundation of all the reft.

If the fractional parts in both be nearly equal, add

thefe two fteps together -, if not, multiply the lefTer.

by fuch a number as will make the fractional parts,;

in both, nearly equal, and then add. And thil

multiplier is found by dividing the greater fraction

by the lefTer, fo far as to get an integer quotient^

When you add the fteps together, you muft fub^j

trad the fractional parts from one another, becaufej

they have contrary figns.

The procefs is to be continued on, the fame way,

adding the laft ftep, or its multiple, to a foregoing

ftep, viz. to that which has the leaft fraction.

Note. The ratios thus found will be alternately

greater and lefTer than the true one, but continually
1

approaching nearer and nearer. And that is the

neareft in fmall numbers, which precedes far larger

numbers : and the excefs or defect of any one is vi-

fiblein the operation.

£x.
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To

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8

9

[i

[2

4

Ex. 1.

find the ratio of 10000 to 7854, in fmall numbers,

A B
1 o+.7 854
1 1—.2146, firft ratio.

.2146) .7854 (3

3 3—

-

643 8

4 3+- f 4 l6>

5 4—.0730,

9 7+.0686,
14 11—.0044,

.0044) .0686(15
210 165—.0660

2d ratio.

3d ratio.

4th ratio.

5th ratio.

219 172+.0026,

233 183—.0018,

45 2 355+-oooS >

.0008) 0018 (2

904 710+.0016

6th Tatio.

7th ratio.

Sth ratio.

1137 893—.0002,

.0002) .0008 (4

4548 3572
—»°ooS

9th ratio.

5000 3927+.0000, 10th ratio.

Explanation.

The ratio of 10000 to 7854 is the fame as 1 to

4-.7854 or 1 to 1—.2146 ; here 1 and 1 is the firft

•atio. But 2146 being lefs than 7854, divide the

atter by the former, and you get 3 in the quotient,

hen multiply 1 and 1—.2146 by 3, produces 3 and

I
—.6438 as in the 3d ftep. This third ftep added
o the firft ftep produces 4 and 3 for the integers*

md fubtracling the fractional parts, leaves .1416.

So
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So the 4th ftep is 4 and 3 j-. 1 41 6 ; and the integers

4 and 3 is the 2d ratio. In this manner it is con-

tinued to the end -, and the fevera) ratios approxi-

mating nearer and nearer, are — , — , ~, 5-, ii
%

l 3 4 7

219 233 452 1137
* "r»'"> 5 "75 »

II

, 5000

172' 183' 355' 893' 3^27

3 4 7' il

Here — is the

nearer! in fmall numbers, the defecl: being only

44
IOOOO

Ex. 2.

To find the ratio of 268.8 to 282 in the leaft numbers.

2688; 2820(1
2688

T 6-5-T — 2 —-

2&88

I

2

3

132

1 i-j-<

1 2—

19 19 +

3132, firft ratio.

2556

2508

4

5

20 21—
48) j 32 (2

40 42—
48, 2d ratio.

96

6

7

S

4i 43+
61 64—

12) 36(3
183 192—

36 , 3d ratio.

12, 4th ratio.

36

224 2 35 , 5th ratio.

. r . . 1 20 41 61 224
So the leveral ratios are —, — , — , r~, —5-

i' 21' 43' 64' 235

And the defecl: or excefs is plain by infpedion, e. g<

^r differs from the truth only -~g£ parts 5 and —

,

but 48 fuch parts.

TM
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The reafon of this procefs is evident from Cor. 3.

rr. 29. For if the terms of equal ratios be added

ogether, the fums will be in the fame ratio,

2 RULE.
Divide the greater number by the leffer, and the

ivifor by the remainder, and the laft divifor by the

aft remainder, and fo on till o remain. Then
1 divided by the firft quotient, gives the firft ratio.

And the terms of the firft ratio multiplied by the

scond quotient, and 1 added to the denominator,

ives the fecond ratio.

And in general, the terms of any ratio, multiplied

y the next quotient, and the terms of the foregoing

atio added, gives the next fucceeding ratio.

Ex. 3.

Let the numbers be ioooo and 31416, or the ratio

0000

1416'

10000)31416(3
30000

141 6) 10000(7
9912

88)1416(16
88-

52 6

528

8)88(11

Then
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Then ~ = firft or leaft ratio.

3

-—Z—- or — =- fecond ratio^
3x7 + 1 22

7x16 + 1 113 ,. ,—'-—r-7— or —- zz third ratio.
22x16+ 3 355

113x11 + 7 1250 r , .—2_ J-J- or _J_ -3 fourth ratio.

355 Xii+ 22 3927

Ex. 4.

The ratio of 268.8 to 282 is required.

2688)2820(1
2688

132)2688(20
2 64 •

48)132(2

il
36)48(1

36

12)36(3
36

Then i rz firft ratio.
1

1X20 20 ,

:

—

or — = 2d ratio.
IX20+I 21

20X2+ 1 AI ,—-—

—

or — = 3d ratio.
2IX2+ I 43

°

4IXI + 20 6l .

«L--—

;

or r - 4th ratio.
43x1 + 21 64 ^

61x3+41 224 .

* d

*
or —2 -± 5th ratio.

64*3+ 43 235 °

To
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To prove the truth of this rule, let 7 be ther 3H 10

ratio propofed ; this is reduced to t. It is plain

that — is the firft ratio, or that exprelTed in the lead
3

terms. Now inftead of 3 take 344wo or 34-, which

is more exact than 3. Then inftead of — we mall
3

1 i x 7 7
have — or——

\

— = 4- for the 2d ratio. Now in-
34 3X7+ 1

22

read of 7 take 7t^tt or nearly 7—5 which is nearer

han 7. Then —- becomes --—™— ory 3X7+ J 3><7T<r+*
X7X16 + 1 7x16 + 1 r I,.-,—L—

,
,

,
,

— s= -r 7-7— for the third ratio.
X7X16+16+3 22x16+3 *

ivhich is equal to the 2d ratio multiplied by 16, -f-

he 1 ft ratio. Again, for 16 take i6T
8

T or i6~,

vhich will be more exact ftill ; then -2—-—

—

22x16+3
7XI6-JV + I 7x16x11 + 11+7

becomes —

-

—

—

— or — —

—

>

22x16^+ 3 22 X16 X11 + 3 x 11 +22
7Xl6-|-lXlI + 7 r 1 t • i'i •

s ' = —L— for the 4th ratio, which is

22x16 + 3x11 + 22

qual to the 3d ratio multiplied by 1 f , -[- the 2d
atio. And fo forward, if there were more.

PROBLEM X.

To reduce a decimal to a vulgar fraction*

RULE.
Place the decimal as a numerator over 1 and as

nany cyphers as there are figures, for a denominator,

hen reduce it to the loweft terms.

If the decimal circulate, place the figures of the

petend for a numerator, and as many 9/s for a de-

ominator : and reduce as before. This appears

om Prop. 56,

R * Ex.



io6z =. ? -.-, divide by £, then —- js the frac-
° J

1 0000 J u 2000

242 NUMERICAL Book II.

Ex. 1.

Let .3065 be propofed,

tion required.

Ex. 2.

To reduce 6.32309309309 &c. to the form of a

vulgar fraction.

Here 6.32309309 &c. = 6.32^-14 r= $.32-^4

— g 3ii|i _. 6 12759
100 "" 33300 '

'

PROBLEM XL
Having a vulgar franion given in the loweft terms', and

the denominator a prime (neither 2 nor 5) ; to find-

the number of figures that circulate, by dividing the

numerator by the denominator,

RULE.
Divide 9999 &c. by the denominator till o re*'

mains, then the number of 9's made ufe of, will be

equal to the number of places in the repetend.

By Cor, 5, Prop. 56.

Ex. 1.

Suppofe —-, to be given.

27)99999(027, Here are three nines ufed, therefore

74-
"

the repetend con fills of 3 places.

2 59
259

Ex.
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Ex. 2.

Let — be propofed.
11

1 ) 999(9. Here are 2 nines made ufe of, therefore

99 the repetend has 2 places.

o

Ex. 3.

Let — be given.

7)9999999(142857. Here are 6 nines, and the
• • • • • repetend confifls of 6 places.

PROBLEM XII.

Having a vulgar fraclion in the loweft terms , and the

denominator made up of two or more different primes

(neither 2 nor 5) , to find the number offigures cir-

culating, by dividing thereby.

RULE.
Find the number for each fingle prime in the de-

nominator, by Prob. 11. Then find the lead divi-

dend of all thefe numbers, by Prob 3. And that is

the number of figures circulating.

This appears by Prop. 57. and Cor.

Ex. 1.

Let —-— be propofed.
11x37

The repetend by 1 1 confifls of 2 places ; and that

Iby 37 of 3 places ; and 6 is. the lean: number that 2

land 3 divide •, therefore if 1 3 be divided by 407,
khe repetend in the quotient will confift of 6 places.

Ex,
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Ex. 2.

Let the fraction be or
3x7x11x37 8547*

The repetend by 3, 7* 11, and 37, is 1,6, 2, 3,

refpectively ; and the leaft number which 1, 6,2,

and 3 meafure, is 6, for the number of places in the

repetend.

S 6 h 6 l 1 V M.

It is not my defign here to fhew the feveral ways

of working with circulating numbers, or repeating

decimals. It is fufHcient for me to explain the gene-

ral principles thereof ; that the reader may have an

idea of the nature of them. For almoft all opera*

tions may be as fpeedily performed by the fhort rules

delivered in multiplication and divifion of decimals.

They that would fee more of it may confult Mr. Cutis

treatife of circulating numbers.

FINIS*

ERRATA.
Page Line 1 Reau

79 8

l 7

Ex. 5.

Ex.6.

27 In Ex. 5th.

80 18 In Ex. 6th

22 Ex. ?j
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THE

PREFACE
riINC E all manner of quantities require to

. \ be compared together, in mathematical am-
putations, and their various relationsjearched

wt and determined ; and as tnojl of our knowledge

n mathematical fubjeSis depends on the proportions

f feveral things to one another : fo it is requifte

hat the nature of proportion', and the methods of
'eafoning thereby\ be diftinttly laid down and well

tnderfood. It is a method of reafoning fo very

horty fubtle, Jblid, and certain, and likewife Jo

ifeful in all parts of the mathematics', that it is

wnpofjible to make the leaf progrefs without it. It

' the marrow of the mathematics, and the very

ul ofgeometry and geometrical reafoning. There*

)re it is abfolutely neceffary y that every one who
peels to fucceed in his mathematical fudies y

mid make himfelf acquainted with the nature
* reafoning with proportional quantities\ and he-

me ready and quick in the ufe thereof

J had before, in the Treatfe of Arithmetic',

jmonfrated fome few things relating to proper-

ons \ but no more than Ihad then prefent occafion

in treating of the properties of numbers.

*ut in this fmall tra£l> I have demorflrated the

%rine of proportions univerfilly, for all quanti-

?s whatsoever, as well as numbers.

A 2 The



iv The PREFACE.
The methodI have herefollowed is this : SecJ. I.

treats of arithmetical proportion and progreffwn.

And SeEl. II. of geometrical proportion. And
herein I have taken the liberty to deviatefrom Eu-
clid, by giving a different definition of proportional

quantities ; his being abjlrufe and unintelligible

\

efpecially to young Jiudents. This here laid down

being evidently agreeable to, and deducible from,

the firft, fimple^ and natural idea we form of

proportion. Neither have I followed his order

of proportions^ or method of demonjlration : but

have omitted many of his prcpoftions as of little

if, and added feveral other more ufeful ones,

which he had not. And thefe I have demonftrateA

from that mofi fmple idea of proportion before

mentioned\ with the greateft eafe and perfpicuity

imaginable. And becaufe the method of arguing

by a generalproportion is va/lly fierier and eafief

than the common way with four terms ; thereform

I have in Sec7. Ill demorfrated the fundamental

proportions it depends on ; and has fijewn and

expla'med the way of proceeding, according to that

method. And therefore Ihope this will both inflruft

and delight the diligent reader.

W- Emerfon,



AXIOMS.
r. The whole is equal to all the parts taken to-

gether.

2. If equal quantities be added to equal quanti-

ties ; the funis will be equal.

3. If equal quantities be taken from equal quan-
tities -

9 the remainders will be equal.

4. If equal quantities be equally multiplied \ the

produces will be equal.

5. If equal quantities be divided by equal num-
bers ; the quotients will be equal.

6. Equal quantities have the fame proportion tq

any third quantity : and any quantity has the

fame ratio to equal quantities.

7. Thofe quantities are equal, that have the fame

ratio to any third ; or when a third has the

fame ratio to each of them.

8. Thofe ratios or quantities, that are equal to a

third, are equal to one another.

9. A greater quantity has a greater ratio to a third,

than a leifer quantity has. And that which

has the greater ratio, is the greater quan-

tity.

If there be two equal ratios, and one be
greater than a third, the other will be

greater -, if lefs, the other will be lefs.

A 3 tfbe



The Jignification of the Signs or Characters

here ufed.

-\- to be added.

— to be fubtra&ed.

X multiplied by, or AB is A multiplied by B«

A
-r divided by, or -^ is A divided by B.

=s equal to.

; ; geometrical proportion, as A : B : : C : D,
fignifies A is to B, as C is to D.

OC is as ; a mark of general proportion.

•—• continual proportion, or geometrical pro-

greffion. As A : B : C : D -ff-, fig-

nifies that A is to B, as B to C, as C
to D, 65V.

V arithmetical proportion^ as A . B V C . D;

~ arithmetical progreffion^

harmonic proportion.

~ harmonic progreflion*

SECT.



SECT, I.

Arithmetical Proportion,

DEFINITIONS.
i. jf R ITHMEriC proportion, is the rela-

^/l tion that two quantities, of the fame kind,

have to one another, in refpect of their

difference. The former quantity is called the an-

tecedent \ and the latter, the confequerJ. And thefe

are called the terms of the proportion.

2. Ratio is the difference between the antecedent

and confequent. Therefore arithmetic ratio is of

the fame kind as the quantities themfelves. This is

commonly called the common difference,

3. Qiiant 1ties arithmetically -proportional, are thofe

that have the fame arithmetic ratio, when compared
two and two ; fo that the antecedents, may be every

where fubtra£ted from the confequents ; or elfe the

confequents from the antecedents.

4. Continued proportion is when the firft has the

feme .proportion to the fecond, as the fecond to the

third.

5. Arithmetical progrejfwn, is when a feries of

quantities are in the fame arithmetical proportion.

Or when they increafe, or decreafe by equal dif-

ferences.

6. Mujical proportion, and progreffion, is when
there is a feries of quantities, where the numera-
tors are the fame, and the denominators in arithme-

tic progreflion.

A 4 PROP.



ARITHMETICAL

PR OP. I.

If four quantities are 'arithmetically proportional^

A . B V C . D ; the fum of the extremes is equal to

the fum of the means, A -f D = B + C.

For A — B = C — D (Def. 3), and adding

B + D, A— B + B+ D = C + B— D + D
(Ax. 2) ; that is, A + D — C + B.

Cor. If three quantities be in arithmetic progreffion,

thefum of the extremes is double the mean.

PROP. II.

If there be two ranks of quantities in arithmetic

proportion ; their funis and differences jhall alfo be in

arithmetic proportion. If A . B V C . D, and

P . Q_V R . S ; then A + P . B + Q/.' C + R I

D + S, WA-P.B-Q^VC-R,
D — S.

For let A — B ~ C — D = m, and Q_— P =
S — R = n. Then B = A — m, D = C— m9

Qj=z P + n, S = R + ». And B + Q== K — nt

-f P + 0, D + S = C — w + R + ». But
A+P.A — w + P— » v C + R.C — w +
11 + n (Def. 3).

Again, B — Qj= A — m -— P — «, and D-—

.

S == C — m— R — n. But A — P . A— m —
P — /; V C — R . C — i» — R — n (Def. 3).

PROP: III.

jy /£r^ quantities are in arithmetic progreffwn •, /£*

retJangle- of the extremes, together with the fquare of

the common difference, is equal to the fquare of the

middle term. ^A.B.C-r, then AC + b— A*

= BB.

For



PROPORTION.
For let D = B— A = C— B, and A —

B

— D,

C = B + 0; then AC = b—D x B + V = BB
+ BD — BD—DD = BB — DD. And AC —
3D z=BB (Ax. 2).

Cor. Afet of arithmetical proportionals, whofe com-

non difference is exceeding finally is nearly a fet of geo-

metrical proportionals. See the next fection.

PROP. IV.

In a feries of quantities in arithmetical progrejfion ;

be fum of the extremes is equal to the fum of any two

neans, equally diftant from the extremes. If A . B .

: . D . E . F . G -4
;

then A+GzzB + F-
: 4- E, tfr.

For fince A . B V F . G fDef. 5), therefore

^ + G = B + F (Prop. I). And fince B . G .\ E .

S therefore C + E = B + F = A + G, iSc.

Cor. Hence the fum of the extremes is double the

lean, when the number of terms is odd.

PROP. V.

If out of a feries of quantities in arithmetical pro-

effwn, there be taken any feries of equidiflant terms ;

nsferies will alfo be in arithmetic progrejfion.

TfA.B.C.D.E.F.G.H.l.K.L.M-^-,
un B E H L are $K

For C—B-D—C z= E— D = R, and

ding all together, E — B = 3R.
Ifo F — E =. G — F = H— G = R, and
- E = 3R.
gain, I_ H = K— I = L — K = R, and
— H rz 3R, &V.
herefore, E— BzzH— E = L — H (Ax. 8).

nd B . E . H . L — (Def. 5).

PROP.



6 ARITHMETICAL

PROP. VI.

In a feries of quantities in arithmetic prcgreffion*

A . B . C . D . E, whofe number is #, and common

difference x ; the taft term (E) =z A + n— i x *

in an increafing progreffion, or lafi term (E) ~ A —

*

n — i X # in a decreajing one.

For the difference between A and B, B and C,

C and D, D and E, being x ; the difference between

A and E will be fo many times x* as are the terms

beyond A ; that is, n— i X x. Whence A — E,

orE—A zz n — i X x. AndE=A + n— i x#>

or ~ A — n — i X # (Ax. 2, 3).

Cor. The common difference is equal to the difference

of the extremes* divided by the number of terms left

one.

~ A— E or E— A /A .

For x zz (Ax. 5).

PROP. VII.

Thefum* of a feries of quantities in arithmetic pro-

greffion, is equal to half the product* of the fum of

the extremes* multiplied by the number of terms.

If A. B . C . D . &-T-, then thefum ~ £ + ^**,

n being the number of terms.

For A -f B + C 4-D + E e= fum
And E -f D -fC +B + A =s fum

Adding, A + E +B + D + C +C + B-J-D + A + f= twice the fuM.

That is, A + E+A-fE + A+E+A+E-fA + E ^Prop. IV).

Therefore twice the fum is equal to as many

times A + E 3 as there are terms, or the fum sa

A + E

2

PROP.



PROPORTION.

PROP. VIII.

In a feries of quantities in arithmetical progreffwn

from o, their differences are equal-, in their fquares, the

differences of the differences, or the fecond differences*

are equal -, in their cubes, the third differences are

equal-, and fo on.

Let the feries be o, a, 2a, %a, 4a, $a, 6a, £sV.

then 9, aa \aa yaa i6aa 2$aa &c. fquares,

aa %aa 5aa 7aa 9aa l differences.

2aa 2aa 2aa 2aa 2 differences.

Again, a 1 $a* 2ja z 64a 1 cubes.

a % ja 1 lya 1 $ja l 1 differences.

6a* i2£ 3 i%a* 2 differences.

6a l 6a> &c. 3 differences.

And fo for higher powers.

Cor. 1. In the n^ powers, the n
-J-

i
th

differences

ire 0.

Cor. 2. The equal differences in the laterals,

fquares, cubes, biquadrates, &c. are la, 1 x 2aa, IX 2

X Za\ 1 X 2 X 3 X 4<*
4
> &c. refpeftively.

SECT.



S E C-T. II.

Geometrical Proportion.

DEFINITIONS.

EOMETRICAL proportion, is the relation

or refpecl, that two quantities, of the fame,

kind, have to one another in regard tm
G

tn
i,,.

their bignefs. The former quantity is called

antecedent ; and the fecond, the confequent.

2. Ratio is the quotient arifing by dividing the

antecedent by the confequent : Or it is the num-
ber which exprefTes how oft the antecedent con-^

tains the confequent •, which number may be either

whole, fractional, or furd. When the antecedent

and confequent are equal ; it is called a ratio of
equality ; if not, of inequality.

3. forms of the ratio, are the antecedent and its

confequent.

4. Proportional quantities are thofe that have the

fame ratio or proportion, when compared two and
two together; that is, when the firft is, to the

fecond, as the third to the fourth; or when the

firft contains the fecond, as oft as the third con-

tains the fourth ; and the contrary.

5. Homologous or alternate terms, are the antece-

dents of feveral ratios, or elfe the confequents. And
any antecedent and its confequent, are called ana-

logous terms.

6. DirecJ proportion, is when the fame propor-

tion holds from the firft term to the fecond, and

4 from



Geometrical Proportion.
Tom the third to the fourth, as if A, F, C, D,
3e four quantities ; then it is direfily A : B :

:

: D.

7. Reciprocal or inverfe proportion, is when one

fort of quantity increafes, in the fame proportion

that another decreafes.

8. Difcreet proportion, is when out of four terms,

the fecond has not the fame proportion to the

third, which the firfl has to the fecond, or the

third to the fourth.

9. Continual proportion, is when the firft term
las the fame proportion to the fecond, as the

econd to the third.

10. Geometrical progreffwn, is when a fet of

quantities are in continual proportion ; or when
he firft has the fame ratio to the fecond, as

he fecond to the third, and as the third to th«

fourth, and the fourth to the fifth, &c.

11. Extreme and mean ratio, is when a quantity

s fo divided, that the lefTer part, the greater part,

nd the whole, are in continual proportion.

22. Complicate ratio, is that which arifes by mul-
iplying feveral other ratios together.

13. Duplicate, triplicate, ratio, &c. is the

quare, cube, &c. of fome given ratio.

14. Harmonical ratio, is when a quantity is di-

ided into three parts, fo that the whole rs to one

>art, as the fecond part to the third. And when
he fecond and third are equal -, it is called harmonic

roportion continued.

PROP.



10 GEOMETRICAL
PROP. I.

Iffeveral pairs of quantities are in the fame pro*

portion, A:B::C:D::E:F::G:H ;

then as any antecedent to its confequent, fo is any other

antecedent to its confequenty A : B : : G : H.

Fpr fmce ^ — n = p = h (^e^ 4)' there-

fore | = ^ (Ax. 8) ; whence A : B : : G : H
(Def. 4).

PROP. II.

If four quantities are proportional, A : B : : C
: D ; and if the firft A, be greater than the fecond

B ; then the third C, fhall be greater than the fourth

D* If equal, they fhall be equal-, if lefs, lefs.

A C
For finoe g- zz -^ (Def. 4), by the nature of.

fractional quantities, if A be greater than B, the>

quotient or ratio will be more than 1 , and there-

fore C greater than D. But if A be equal to B,

g- = i, and C = D. But if A be lefs than B,

the quotient is lefs than 1, and therefore C lefs

than D.
PROP. III.

Iffour quantities are proportional, A : B : : C : D 5

they fhall alfo be proportional by rever/ion -, that is, the

fecond B is to the firft A ; as the fourth D, is to the

third C ; or B : A : : D : C.
A C

For let g- — g = r the ratio, then A — Br%

and C = Dr (Ax. 4) •, and B = -, and D = -

(Ax. 5); alfo— = -, and^ = - (ib.) •, whence

| = § (Ax. 8); therefore B : A : : D : C

(Def. 4). PROP.



PROPORTION, II

PROP. IV.

Iffour quantities of the fame kind are proportional,

Al : B : : C : D ; they fhall be proportional alter-

nately or by permutation ; that is, the firft A, fhall be

the third C -, as the fecond B, is to the fourth D.

A C
For let g = g r=r r, then A = Br, and C =

)r (Ax. 4) •, then g = ^ = g (Ax. 5) •, there-

ye A : C : : B : D (Deft 4).

PROP. V.

Quantities are in the fame ratio, as their equi-

xultiples \ A : B : : nA. : nB.

For let g m r, then A = Br (Ax. 4) ; and *A
«A A

r ^Br (ib.) j and -g = r (Ax. 5) j therefore g ==

A

^ (Ax. 8; ; therefore A : B : : »A : »B.

Cor. 1 . Quantities are in the fame ratio, as their,

ke parts.

tor nH : nB : : — : — : : A : B.
n n

Cor. 2. 27tf like parts of two quantities, taken an
ual number of times, are as the quantities themfehes.

PROP. VI.

If four quantities are proportional, A : B : : C
D \ and two homologous or analogous terms be both

them equally multiplied, or divided •, the four terms

Ulftill be proportional.

For C : D : : nC : riD (Pr. V) : :

°
• : ~ (Pr,

Cor. 1 ) %
therefore A : B 2 : nC : nD i :

[2 (Prop. I),
r? Again



i* GEOxMETRICAL
Again, A : C : : B : D (Prop. IV) : : nB : nD :

:

5 : - (Prop. VI). Therefore A : nB : : C : nD.

And A : - : : C : ~ (Prop. IV).

' Cor. i. If two correspondent terms he multiplied

by one number, and the other two terms by another

number ; the refulting terms will be proportional

:

If A : B : : C : D, then mA : mB : : nC : riD-9
or mA : »B : : mC : nD.

Cor. 2. And if two correfpondent terms be divided,

by one number, and the. other two by another number \

. the quotients will be proportional.

Cor. 3. Hence, inftedd. of any two correfpondenh

terms ; two others, proportional to them, may be put

in their room.

PROP. VII.

If four quantities are proportional % and infiead op

two faclors, in two analogous terms, if there befum
ftituted two other quantities, in the fame ratio ; tbt\

four quantities will fill be proportional : If A : B
: : PQj RS; and Qj S : : M : N. "Then A i
B : : PM : RN.

For fince A : B : : PQ^ : RS ; by dividing

the antecedents by P, and the confequents by R,

~ : \ : : Qj S : : M : N (Prop. VI. Cor.); then

multiplying the antecedents by P, and the confe-

quents by R, we have A : B : : PM : RN.

PROP.



PROPORTION *3

PROP. VIII.

If the parts taken away from two whole quantities,

be as the wholes \ then the remainders, jhall be as the

wholes. If A :C :: A + B:C + D; then B :

D : : A + B : C + D.

For A : A + B : : C : C + D (Prop. IV) ; and

ft[ 4- B : A : : C 4. D : C (Prop. Ill) ; and

-^— = —£— (Def. 4) •> that is, 1 + - zd .1 +
3 , B " D
-, and . ~ (Ax. 3) ; therefore B : A : : D
C, and B : D : : A : C (Prop. IV) : : A M

\ : C + D.

Cor. The fame things fuppofed, the remainders

hall be as the parts taken away, A : B : : C : D.

PROP. IX.

The fum of the greateft and leaf, of four pro-

\ortional quantities, is greater than the fum of the

ther two.

Suppofe A : B : : C : D, and let A be the

Ireateft term, then of confequence D is the leafb

A C
'rop. II) : then ^ zz ^ — r. Now fince A is

|reater than B, r is greater than 1, therefore put

1 + s. Whence A = rB = B + sB, and C
rD = D + sD (Ax. 8). Then A + D zz B +

p + D, and B + C zz B + D + jD. But B is

"eater than D, and jB greater than sD ; therefore

+ D + jB is greater than B + D + jD -, or A
D greater than B + C.

Cor. The fum of A and D zz fum of IB and C -f.

1 x B-D.
B For



i 4 GEOMETRICAL
For one of theie fums exceeds the other by

PROP. X.

If feveral quantities are proportional •> A : B :

C : D : : E : F : : G : H •, as one of the ante-

cedent!, to its confequent •, fo is the fum of all the an-

tecedents^ to the fum of all the confequents ; A : B :

A + C + E + G : B + D + F + H.

For let |=r, orA= Br, C = Dr, E =z Fr,

G = Hr, and A + C+E + G = Br + Dr +
Fr + Hr zz B -j- D -j- F + H x r (Ax. 8);

, - A+C+E+G B+D+F+Hxr
therefQre B+D + F + H = BTD + F + H-
== n therefore ^ = B^ D^ y ]j; g s therefore, £sfr.

PROP. XL

If there he two ranks of proportional quantities^

and the two means be the fame in both *

3 the extremes

will be reciprocally proportional. If A : B : : C : IM
and E : B : : C : F ; then A : E : : F : D.

For let -^ r jr z r, and fince B : E : : F : C

(Pr. Ill) i therefore let ^ zz ^ = s. Then rs =
A B C F ,

fl
... A F

B X E
= D X C ^

X
' 4 ^ >

that ISj £ — D '

A : E : : F : D.

Cor. In two ranks of proportional quantities', //

the extremes be the fame in both \ the means will be

reciprocally proportional.

For
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For if B : A : : D : C, and B : E : : F : C

;

then by reverfion A : B : : C : D, and E : B
: : C : F. Whence A : E : : F : D (Prop. XI).

PROP. XII.

Iffour quantities are proportional-, A : B : : C : D;
the product of the extremes is equal to the producl of

the means, AD zz BC.

A C
For let ~ = j- = r, then A = Br, and C —

> (Ax. 4); whence AD - BrD, and BC zz BrD
Ax. 4) -, therefore AD = BC (Ax. 8).

Cor. 1, If two produces are equal, AD zz BC

;

he fides or factors are reciprocally proportional,

\ : B : : C : D.

For let A : B : C : Q, then XQ^= BC (Prop.

£11) zz AD (hyp.); therefore Q^zz D (Ax. 5} 5

nd A : B : : C : D (Ax. 7).

Cor. 2. If three quantities are continually proper*

'onal , the retlangle of the extremes is equal to the

mare of the mean. And the contrary.

Cor. 3. In four proportional quantities, if one

treme be multiplied by any number, and the other

ctreme, divided by it ; the quantities willfill be pro-

TtionaL The fame holds of the means. Confequentjy

ny two fatlors in the two extremes may change places

;

in the two means.

For if A : B : : C : D, then AD — BC, and

\D zz nBC (Ax. 4); then »A : B : : »C : D

or. 1) : : C : - (Cor. 1. Prop. 5).

B 2 Scholi-
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Scholium.

It is fuppofed here that two analogous terms^are

numbers, or at leait, that they are reprefented by
numbers.

PROP. XIII.

If four quantities are proportional, A : B : :

: D ; and if the analogous terms be compounded any

way by addition or fubtraclion ; fo that both pairs be

ordered alike ; then they will ftill be proportional.

If A : B : : C : D.
Then A : A/.* B : : C : C + D.

A : A -- B : : C : C — D.

A : B -- A : : C : D — C.

A + B : B : : C 4. D : D.
A — B : B : : C — D : D.
B — A B : : D — C : D.
A + B : A — B : C + D : C — D.
A + B : B -- A : C + D : D — C.

A : B : : A + c • B + D.
A : B : : A — C : B — D, GV. and the

reverfe thereof.

For in any cafe, the pr oducl: of the means is

equal to the product of th e extremes.

Cor. When the quantities are compounded after any

of the foregoing ways, then it will be, A : B : : C : Bj

PROP. XIV.

If one quantity has the fame proportion to federal

quantities feparately ; as a fecond quantity has t¥

as many others : then the firft has the fame proportion

to the fum of the firft fet, as the fecond has to the

fum pf the loft fet.

4- For
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: A : : H} :

U
=

F' A ~ F
(Def

" 4 '
)
' "

There "

*7

F (Prop. Ill), then

B
For C

D
G C
F' AB.C.D B+C+D G.H
+ ^+ A°r

a = F+ F

or

A ' A
G + H+ I

F
(Ax. 2) 5 therefore B-j-C T D

+ I : F (Def. 4) ; and A : B -ji

+ D : : F : G -f H + I (Prop, III).

Cor. 1 . If one quantity be feparately to two quan-
'es ; as a fecond is to two others : the firft will be

the difference of the firft two \ as the fecond^ is to

difference of the Iaft two.

Tf A : \c"
F
'{h' ^A:B — C::

G — H.

, , B C G
or then -r- — 7 s -~

A A h

C G — H

H
p (Ax. 3) ; and

-or. 2. Thefame things fuppofed as in Cor. 1, then

C : : G : H.

or - = -, and - = ^, whence B : C : :

G C H \

G : H (Pr. V. and Cor, 1),

*3 PROP.
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PROP. XV.

If there be two ranks of quantities ; and it be, h

thefe two tanks , as the firft to the fecond, fo is th

jirft to the fecond ; and as the fecond to the third,

fo the fecond to the third *, and fo on : then will th

Jirft be to the laft, as the jirft to the laft, in the twt

ranks. If A, B, C, D ; and F, G, H, I, are twi

ranks ; and it be, A : B : : F : G, and B :

: : G : H, and C : D : : H : I -, then A :

: : F : I.

and jjj= y (Def: 4)

FGH "
' A F

BCD ~ GhT(Ax
' 4) '

0r D^T' thj

is, A : D : : F : I.

r A F . B G
For

B = G'
and

C = H'

therefore
ABC

PROP. XVI.

If two or more rows of quantities are refpetlivt\

proportional ; the like terms are proportional, in an
4

two rows.

If A : B : C : D : : ,P : Qj R : S. Then 1

D : : Q. : S, £ft.

Quantities are refpeftively proportional, when ii

the feveral rows, the firft term is to the firft, th(

fecond to the fecond, the third to the third, &c
in the fame proportion. And like terms are thof

that are alike fituated in all the rows •, as the thin

term and the third, the fourth and the fourth, &V.

For fince B : C : : Qj R, and C :

therefore B : D : : Qj S (Prop. XV)
others.

D
and

R:S
fo

Or thus.

If thefe are re-

fpeclively propor-

tional,

A :

F :

L:

B
G
M

QjR

C
H
N
S

D
I

O
T

E
K
P
V

others.

then A : D : : Q : T and fo

Fo
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For A : B : : Q : R, and B : C : : R : S,

and C : D : : S : T. Therefore A : D : : Q^
T. In like manner G : K : : R : V, and

A : E : : L : P, and B : E : : R : V, &c. all

the ways they can be thus compared.

PROP. XVII.

If there he two fets of quantities ; and if it be as

the firft to the fecond (in the firft fet), fo the lali but

cne to the laft (in the fecond fet) ; and as the fecond

to the thirds fo the laft but two, to the laft but one ;

and fo on. Then the fir(I will be to the laft (in the firft

fet)) as the firft to the laft (in the fecond fet).

Firft fet A, B, C.

Second fet F, G, H.
G : H, ^B:C:F:G, &c.

F : H.

B F
and p = p (Def. 4, 2)-, there-

A F
(Ax. 4), or £ = — , and A : C

PROP. XVIII.

If there be four proportional quantities in one rank,

znd four more in another ; and feveral fuch ranks \

then the produces of the like terms will be propor-

ional.

If A : B : :

then A : C : :

^ A G
For

B
—

H'

c AB GF
fore BC — HG
: : F : H,

If A : B
and F : G
and P : Q :

C : D,
II : I,

R : S,

then AFP : BGQ^ : : CHR : DIS.

-A C F ^ H , P R /r|
:-

For g = g, and g - j, and ^~ -g (Def.

N , r AFP CHR
x

__1
), therefore g^q| = -j— (Ax. 4), or AFP :

GQ. : : CHR : DIS.

B 4 Cor,
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Cor. i. ¥ A B : : C : D,

and B P : : H : I,

and P ; Q: : R : S, &c.
then A Qj : CHR : D1S.

For ABP : BPQj : A : Q^: : CHR : DIS.

Cor. 2 . The fame things fuppofcd with two ranks ofl

proportionals, the quotients of the like terms will be proA
..

7
A B C D

porttonal ? : g : : g : j.

For AD = BC, and FI - GH (Prop. XII)I

therefore -p- = ^~j (Ax. 5)* therefore ^ : g : i

~: ~ (Cor. 1. Prop. XII).

Cor. 3 . The like powers, or the like roots of propoM
tional quantities, will be proportional. If A : B : v

C : D, then An
: B* : : C» : D% and VA : ^B : : VQ ^

V'D : &/#£ <2#j number.

This js plain, by fuppofing A, F, P all equal J
as alio B, G, Qj and C

?
H, K , and alfo D, I, S.

PROP.
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PROP. XIX.

If between any two quantities propofed,, there be

interpofed any number of terms ; the proportion of the

firft to the laft, is compounded of the firft to the fecond,

thefecondto the third, andfo on to the'laft. SuppoCe

A, B, C, D, E, F.

The proportion of A to F, is compounded of A to B,

B to C, C to D, D to E, and E to F.

^ A B C D E ABCDE A „
For - Xu X D X f X F or g^ =»

f, all

the intermediate terms deftroying one another, in the

dividend and divifor.

PROP. XX.

In a feries of quantities in geometrical progrej/ion,

A : B : C : D : E : F : G -ff- ; the producl of the

extremes is equal to the producl of any two means,

equally diftant from the extremes : AG — BF = CE,
&c.

For fince A : B : : F : G (Def. 10) ; therefore

AG = BF (Prop. XII). And fince B : C : : E :

F y therefore CE == (BF =) AG, and fo on,

Cor. Hence the producl of the extremes, is equal to

the fquare of the middle term $ when the number of

terms is odd.

PROP-
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PROP. XXI.

If out of a feries of quantities in geometrical pro-

greffton, there be taken any feries of equidiftant terms \

that feries wil1 alfo be in geometrical progreffion.

//A:B:C:D:E:F:G:H:I:K:L:M,/7z-^
then B

:

E : H

:

L are alfo -4-r.

^ B C D , BCD
, B

For C=D= E = r
'

and
CDE ^=1

G , EFG
FGH or(Ax. 4). Alfo |r = g =g = r, and

E , ir H I K , HIK
»*=:*! alfo T= g

-
t = r, and^ or z

= r\ 13c. Therefore J = | = ~ 6fr. (Ax. 8)

;

and B : E : H : L GV. are -fr (Def. io).

PROP. XXII.

if /^^r^ fo a feries of quantities in geometrical pro*

greffion, A : B : C : D : E : F, &c. ~ ; their differences

will alfo be in thefamegeometrical progreffion^ A : B : :.

A_B:B— C:C — D, iSc.

For fince A : B : : B : C : : C : D, 65V. (Def. io) v
therefore A : A — B : : B : B — C : : C : C — D
&c. (Prop. XIII). And A : B : : A— B : B — C,

and B : C : : B — C : C — D (Prop. IV). That
is, A : B : C, &c. : : A — B : B — C : C — D,
iSc.

Cor. Thefecond^ third, fourth differences', &c. jhall

alfo be in the fame geometricalprogreffion*

PROP.
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PROP. XXIII.

If there be a feries of quantities in geometrical pro-

grefjion ; the ratio of the firft, to the fecond, thirds

fourth^ &c. is in the fimple, duplicate* triplicate, &"C
ratio of the firft to thefecond, refpeclively. IfA : B :

r> n> i? e w A A A AA A A 3

C : D : E, &c. then
ff
= g> g = ^ D = B 3,

A _ A*

E ""
B*' '

F° r
B ~C =

D ~ E'
y<r

* ^Def*
IC^ And

A_A
?. __ AA

f >
A — A

?.
C

C ~ B X C — BB ^
I3 ^' D "" B X C X D

A3 .. A A B C D A* _ _

PROP. XXIV.

If A, B, C, D, E, &V. fe a fet of quantities in

geometrical progrejfion, whofe differences are infinitely

fmall \ and n any number \ then it will be, A" :

A" — B* : : A : n X A — B,

Since the differences are infinitely fmall, they will

be (nearly) equa l, A — B zz B — C =: C — • D, &c.

and A — C = A— tt + B — C = 2 x a — B ;A-Dz^ri; A— E = 4 X A— B, 6fc
But A 2

: B 1
: : A : C, and A 5

: B* : : A : D, &c.
(Prop. XXIII)-, then

A* : A*— B* : : A : A - C = 2 xA- B( Fr.XII).
alfoA*:A 5 — B' :: A: A - D= g x A — #.

and A": A*— B : : Aw
: nx A— B.

PROP.
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PROP. XXV.

In a rank of quantities in geometrical progreffion,
A : B : C : D : i£, whcfe number is n ; and the ratio

m ?i the loft term (E ) ——- or-
"

h ' ' *r"-i Al X A.

For
B
--r, orArBr,B-Cr,Cz Dr, D M

Err

And A n Br = Crr =. Dr 3 — Er4
.

Therefore B zz — the 2d term.
r

C = ^ tne 3dterm.

D = - the 4th term.

AE = — the 5th term.-

And in general the n
ih term z= ——

r

PROP. XXVI.
In a rank of quantities in geometrical progrejion,

A : B : C : D : E, whofe number is n, and common l

ratio r — - ; thefurn of all the terms is,
AA ~" BE

B *.
;

- A —-B
_ BE— AA
~~ B— a""'

For A
: B :

:
B : C : : C : D : : D : E (Def. 10),

And A : B : : <r : 1 : :) A -<- B -f C + D : B -j- C
+ D + E, (Prop. X) -

y that is, (putting S = fum),
A : B : : S— E : S— A. Therefore SA— AA -
BS — BE (Prop. XII) ; and SA— SB = AA —
BE, or SB — AS = BE — AA (Ax. 2, 2) j there-AA— BE BE— AA
fore S == -—^ or ___^ (Ax . g>

-

Cor.
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A F
Cor. i. The fum of the terms =z A + __ ^

B,

r A + |^4B.

A — E„ AA — AB+AB-- BE
F°r A + ^-gB = j^
A — B '

^C'

Cor. 2. In a decreafing geometrical progreffiony the

fum of all the terms ~ .

For fince r : i ::S— E : S— A. Therefore S—
E rz rS— rA (Prop. XII) ; and rS— S zz rA — E

rA E
(Ax. 2, 3); whence S = » (Ax. 5).

Cor. 3. In an increafing geometrical progreffwn\ put

R z: t, then thefum of the terms = 7- A.

For B = RA, C = RB = R*A, D = RC = R*A,

EzrD = r^A, or E z rn
~ lA. But 1 : R : :

S— E:S— A,andS— A zz RS - RE (Prop. XII),

and RS — S = RE— A = r»A — A (Ax. 2, 3) ;

whence S = (Ax. *).
r — 1 ^ JJ

PROP.
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PROP. XXVII.

In an infinite decreqfing geometrical progrejfion, A :

A
B : C : D : E -H- &c. Put the ratio

?n— •, then

A A wA
the[urn of all the terms ad infinitum zr or ^J

For the fum = AA — BE
(Prop. XXVI)

5 butA — B
when the progrefilon is infinitely continued, the laft

AA
term E is o, and then the fum becomes Alfo

A —

B

(by Cor. 2. Prop. XXVI), the fum == —^T be

eomes
r\

r— 1

™A
n

m
1

n

mA
m — n

SECT.
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SECT. III.

General Proportions.

Definition and Notation*

IF A, B, C, D, &c. be any variable quantities,

and #, b, r, d, &c. other values thereof ; and if

hey be fo dependent on one another, that when A is

ncreafed or diminifhed to a ; B, C, D, &c. become
b, c, d^ &c.
Then A OC B, fignifies that A is directly as B, or

hat A : a : : B : b.

Likewife A OC -, denotes that A is reciprocally

is C, or that A : a : :
i : —

.

C c

BC
Alfo A OC -^-, fignifies that A is directly as B

BC
nd C, and reciprocally as D, or that A : a : : jt>

hl
d'

And if AB CC g, the produft of A, B is directly

C c
s C, and reciprocally as D •, or AB : ab : : j? :

—

.

And on the contrary, if A : a : : B : b9 then
k OC B, fifc

PROP,
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PROP. I.

If one quantity A is as a fecond R ; theny on the con*

it'dry', the fecond Bis as the firft A. //A OC B, /i*»

BOCA.

For A : a : : B : b (Def.).

Therefore B : b : : A : a ; that is, B OC A (Def.). I

PROP. II.

if 0#<? quantity A is as a fecond B, and the fecond Bj

tfj /^f third C, <2#<i /£* ^'rJ C as a fourth D, &cl
then the firft A y as the laft D. ^AOCB CCl
CocD, /to A OC D.

For A:a::B:b,
and B : b : : C : c, :'i

and C; c::D:d (Def.) _.

therefore A : « : : D : d (Prop. I. Seft. II).

therefore A OC D (Def.).

Cor. If one quantity A is as a fecond B, and the]

fecond B reciprocally as a third C. Then the firft A i&

.reciprocally as the third C. If A OC B OC ^r, then'

A OC "L

For A : a : : B : b : ~ : - ; and A OC ^

(Def.).

PROP.
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PROP. III.

If one quantity A be as a fecond B, and alfo as a

third C ; then the firft A will be as the fum or

difference of the fecond and thirds C and D. If

A OC B OC C, then A OC B + C, or A OC B
— C
For A : a : : B : b : : C : c. Therefore A : a : :

-J-C : b -\- c % of A : <z ; : B — C : b — c

^rop. X. Seel. II). And AOCB + C.

PROP. IV.

Either fide of a general proportion, may he mult-

iplied or divided by any given quantity. If A OC B,
o

hen A OC »B, or A OC -.
n

For A : a : : B : b : : nB : nb (Prop. V. Sed. II)

— : — (Cor. 1. ibid).
n n v '

PROP. V.

if bothfides of a general proportion be multiplied or

Ividedby any variable quantity , /£<?jy will ftill be pro-

irtionaL If A OC B, <z#^ C <z variable quantity,

HnKQ OC BC.

For A : a : : B : b (Def.). And CA : ca : : CB j

(Prop. VI. Cor. 1) ; that is, CA OC CB.

i
, A * B A _

"

£ ; and ^ : — ::p : - (Cor. 2,Alfo A : a : : B

op.VIh that is, ~ OC §.

Cor. 1. If Q^oc BC, /£m 2- ex C, and -S*
B

a given quantity', or always the fame.

C

BC

For
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For -5p is as i, an invariable quantity.

Cor. 2. If A OC ^, then B OC -1.

AT)

For AB OC * (Prop. V), £2. or B OC -

(ibid.).

PROP. VI.

In/lead of any quantity in onefide of a general pro-

portion, one may fubftitute any other quantity propor*

tional thereto. If A QC BC, and C OC Dj then

ACCBD.

For fince C OC D, BC OC BD (Prop. V)
whence A OC BD (Prop. II).

PROP. VII.

If the twofides of one generalproportion, he multipliet

cr divided by the two fides of another general propor

tion ; they willJIM be proportional. If A OC B, am

COCDi then AC CC BD, and ^ OC ~.

For A : a : : B : b, and C : c : : D : d, therefor

AC : ac : : .BD : bd (Prop. XVIlf. Seft. II) h thi

is, AC CC BD.

And^ : 7 :: Q : 7 (ibid. Cor. x) ; that is, rj 9
B
D*

Cor. i . The equal powers or roots of both fides

cny general proportion, will jliil be proportional.

A OC B, then A 1 OC B s

, A* OC B ;

, */A CC v

3 Tl
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This is plain by putting C = A, and D = B, t£c.

Cor. 2. // A cc B cc Q then AA cc BC.

PROP. VIII.

If any quantity QJ?e as theprcduft offederal others

A, B, Esfa then */ B, &V. be given, Q^oc A ; and tf

A, &c. begiven, Q^ oc B.

For by Prop. IV. fince Q^ oc AB, and B given,

Q^ oc a. And if A be given, Q^cc B (ibid.).

Cor. If any variable quantity Qjiepends on feveral

ethers A, B ; and if Q^ oc A, when B is invariable >

and Q^ oc B, vchen A is invariable -, then Q^ cc AB,
when all are variable.

PROP. IX.

Any general pro-portion may be turned into an equa-

. , by multiplying one fide by a proper homologous

quantity.

If A oc BC, then A=»xBC, n being fomt
given quantity.

For fince A oc BC, therefore A : a : : BC : be

(Def.)i andAx^^^xBC (Prop. XII. Se£r. II) 5

and A = rX BC, therefore n = — the quantity

aflumed for a multiplier.

Or if 01A = BC, it will be found that - x A =3
a

BC, or that «z~.
a

PROP.
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PROP. X. Problem.

- Any general proportion being given, A cc -—
; to

find the proportion any one has to the reft.

This is done by help of the foregoing propofi-

fcons.
"Dip

Since A oc _
;

Multiply by D, then AD oc B ZC (Prop. V).

Divide by A, thenD cc —. (Prop. V).

AT*
Divide (AD oc B*C) by B\ and then C or ~
(Prop. V).

AD
Divide (AD oc B'C) by C, and then Ba oc 5K

(Prop. V).
AD

Extract the fquare root, B oc V-fp
And the fame may be done by alTuming a given

quantity m9 and making mA = — •, and the

foregoing procefs is the fame as in the reduction of
algebraic equations.

FINIS.
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THE

PREFACE
Y J-d VING in thefirft volume treated of
~# arithmetic', which is one of the main

pillars of the mathematics ; I come now
geometry, which is the other pillar, on which

efefciences arefupported. On thefe twofounda-
ms, all the other branches are built; andfrom
m they derive their whole Jlrength and evidence*

nd thefe two fciences are effentially different ;

former confiders numbers, without any regard

extenfon ; the latter confiders exterfion, with*

any regard to numbers. And both of them

at their particularfubjetts in the mojl abflradi

nner.

Geometry is offo excellent a nature and offuch

enfive ufe, that it lays thefoundation of all the
}
es to work by, in the common affairs of life,

thout which we could do nothing. For inflame,

difiances ofplaces, or remote objefis, and their

ation in refpeB of one another; cannot be had
l

hout meafuring, and the- rules of geometry.

? drawing of maps or charts can only be done by

metry. The meafuring and dividing of lands,

give every man his due fhare, cannot be per-

ned, without meafuring certain figures, and
]

ing their contents. Houfes and towns cannot

milt without knowing thefigures and dimenfions

A 2 thereof.
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thereof. Without this art, no place can befortifiei

to refijl the attach ofan enemy. Trade[men ?nu

be -acquainted with the meafures of length at

capacity. "Joiners, mafons, &c. mufi underfiaj

how to form their materials into proper figure

where there will befrequent occafionfor parallel ai

perpendicular lines. And thefigures they have pe

petually to deal with, are triangles, fquares, para

lelograms, circles, &c. andfuch folids as pyramt

cones, cubes, prifms, fpheres, &c. the nature

which can only be known from geometry. \

dimenfions and areas of planefigures, the contet

offolid bodies, cannot be had without it. So th

geometry gives life andfpirit to all arts.

Geometry examines the nature of all figun
compares them together\ andfinds out their prope

ties. It is a key to all the other branches. 7
elements ofplane geometry, are Ukewife the fou
dation of the higher geometry, relating to allfot

of curve lines, their nature and properties ; a,

is a necejfary introduction to the knowledge ofthe

Geometry is afcience inexhaujlible, and whi

knows no bounds. In it there is always room It

for the difcovery of new theorems. It is alfc

mofi excellent logic, teaches meyi how to ?*eaj

truly, and accufioms the mind to a habit of cl

andfiriEl reafoning.

The faence of geometry is certainly very ol

for look as Jar back as we will, we Jhall \alw<

find men who have been profejfors and encourag

of geometry, and the value the ancients jet uf

it, may be knownfrom this famous motto of Pl<

jet over the door ofhis academy, v$el$ dysupsrtf
ettrlii
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sirItu. Some of the principal among them who

Jludied it were, Thales, Pythagoras, Plato,

Ariftotle, Euclid, Archimedes, Appollonius,

Ptolomy, and many more. But we are not to

fupbofe that in thefe ancient times, thisfcience was
any thing near the perfe&ion it is now in : but

in fucceeding ages, men of great genius, by their

fiudy and indufiry, by degrees added new improve-

ments ; till at lafl it arrived at the pitch we now

fee it. So that we need not wonder that Euclid, or

even Archimedes, have taken round- about methods

in demonstrating many of their propoftions, which

are now doite vajlly fiorter and clearer. Far it

cannot be dejiied, that Euclid'^ elements abound

with a great many trifi?ig propoftions, which are

of no other ufe but to demon/Irate, in his way, the

proportions that follow after. But they are

dijpofed in no proper order or methed. For 1:€

frequently treats of differwit fubjeEls, promifcu-

ou/ly together, in the fame place ; without any re-

gard to the nature of things, or their connection

with one another. And as often, has the fame
fubjebl to confider in different places -, which can

breed ?iothing but confufo7i. But there are like-

wife a great many propoftio?is in the prefent fyftem

of geometry, which thefe ancient mathematicians

knew nothing of-, and which are equally ufeful

with thofe of Euclid.

One method of demonfration, which Euclid

and the ancientsfrequently make ufe of is redu&io

ad abfurdum, which is generally fiorter than the

direcl; method, and equally certain. For it is an

axiom in logic, that that fuppofition muft needs

be
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be true, which deftroys the contrary fuppofi-

tion. But though it be equaly true
x
yet it gives

not that ftisfaclion to the mind, which a pofitive

proof gives.

It is a common practice among geometers, after

a propofiiion is p oved, for the?n to prove the re-

verfe of it. But this in many cafes is needlefs

and impertinent. For where i he ejjential property

of afiibjett isfound -

y there\ mojl certainly
',
you will

find that fubjeB, without farther inquiry. For

example, when it is proved to be the property of

parallel lines, when cut by a third line, to make

the alternate angles equal ; or the fum of the in-

ternal angles e^ual to two right angles : it is

fuperfiuous to prove, that when the alternate

angles are equals or the fum of the internal

angles equal to two right ones, that thefe lines

are parallel ; becaufe it was proved before to be

the abfolute right and property of parallel lines.

Likewife when it is proved to be the dtfiingui/l:ing

property of a right angled triangle\ that the fquare

of the hypothenufe is equal to thefum of thefquare

s

of the twofides. It need not be proved, that when

thefe fquares are equals the angle is right. In

fuch cafes, there ?zeeds, at mojl, nothing but an

illufiration, and then this method (redudtio ad
abiurdum) is very properly applied.

There are alfo many proportions in geometry,

which are convertible ; that is, where the property

or predicate may beco?ne thefubjeB > and the fub-
jecl, the predicate, being of equal extent. And
here a dcaLof labour might befaved in demonfirat-

ing the propofition both ways. For injlance, when

4 the
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the two fides of a triangle are equal, it may be

proved, that the two oppofite angles are equal. Or
when the two angles of a triangle are equal, it

may be proved, that the oppofite fides are equal

But it need not be proved both back andforward.

And here can want nothing but the application of
the former rule (reduftio ad abfurdum), to il-

lufirate the reverfe. But mathematicians had ra-

therprove too much than too little ; they had rather

have fomething ex abundanti, than be defective.

Thoughfor my own part, I have oftenjaved myfelf
that fuperjluous labour.

To give fome account of the method wherein I
have handled this fubjecl ; it is in Jljort this.

Thefiffl book treats of right lines. Thefiecond of
triangles. The third of polygons. Thefourth of
the circle. Thefifth ofplanes. Thefixth ofi folids.

The fevcnth of the jphere. The eighth is geome-

trical problems. This is the method I have chofien

to digefi thefe things in, as being agreeable to the

natu e of the fubjecl, and the mutual dependance

of 'he feveral parts upon one another. The lajl

book contains a colleclion of the mofi ufefiul geome-

trical problems. I have /pent but little time in

demonftra mg them, as mofi of them do not need

it, being prfuaded that they who underjland the

elements, will eajily perceive their evidence, with-

out any more words. They that would fee more

problems of this kind, may confult the writers of
practical geometry.

W. Emerfbn.
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ELEMENTS
O F

EOMETRY.

DEFINITIONS.
fyEOMETRT is a fcience which teaches FIG.
W -jj- and demonftrates the properties, affecti-

\~*~ ons, and meafures of all forts of mag-
nitude.

i. Magnitude is continued quantity, <fr ariy thing

lat is extended ; as a line, lurface, or folid.

L A point is that which has no parts.

4. A line is a length without breadth, or thick-

bis.

Cor. The extremes of a line are points, **—-**

5. A right line is that which lies evenly, or in

1 fame direction, between two points A, B. A ti

"ve line continually changes its direction.

Cor. Hence there can only he one [pedes of
ht lines, but there is infinite variety in the fpecies

curves.

). Parallel lines are thofe which are always at the

ne diftance from one another, as AB, CD. 2,

7. An angle is the inclination of two lines, to

another, meeting in a point, called the angular

nt. When it is formed by two right lines, it is

Main angle, as A j if by curve lines, it is a cur- 3,

neal angle*

B 8, A



2 DEFINITIONS.
FIG. 8. A right angle is that which is made br

one right line AB falling upon another CD, anc

4. making the angles on each fide equals ABC
ABD •, fo that AB does not incline more to on

fide than another : AB is called a perpendiculay

All other angles are called oblique angles.

9. An obtufe angle is greater than a right angle

5. as R.

10. An acute angle is lefs than a right angle

as S.

11. Contiguous angles , are tnofe made by one lin

falling upon another, and joining to one anothei

as R, S.

12. Oppofite angles, are thofe made on contrar

fides of two lines interfe&ing one another,

& A, B.

13. A. furface is that magnitude which hath on!

length and breadth.

Cor. The extremes or limits of a furface are lines.

14. A plane is that furface which lies perfect!

even between its extremes ; or in which, right line

any way drawn, do coincide.

15. A plain figure , is a plain furface, bounde
on all fides by one or more lines.

16. A right-lined figure^ is a plain figure, bounc

ed with right lines only.

Cor. Every right-lined figure has as many anglt

as fides.

17. A [olid is a magnitude extended every way

or which has length, breadth, and depth.

Cor. "The terms or extremes of a fc/lid, ar

fkrfaC'es.

18. The fquare of a right line is the fpace in

eluded by four right lines equal to it, fet pei

pendicular to one another.

19. The re^fangle of two lines Is the fpace in

eluded by four lines equal to them, {ct perpendicu

lar to one another, the oppofite ones being equal.

20. Com



DEFINITIONS.
20. Commenfurable magnitudes, are fuch as may

e meafured by one and the fame meafure.

21. Incommenfurable magnitudes, are fuch as have

o common meafure.

22. Rational magnitudes, are thofe that are ex-

reded by a rational number, or by one that in-

udes not a furd.

23. Irrational magnitudes, are fuch as are denoted

a furd, as ^2, v'3, V5> &V.

AXIOMS or MAXIMS.
1. Things equal to the fame thing, are equal

one another.

2. The whole is equal to all its parts taken to-

ther.

3. If equal things be added to equal thing?, the

loles will be equal.

4. If equal things be taken away from equal

ings, the remainde s will be equal.

5. If equal things be equally multiplied, the

oducts will be equal.

6. If equal things be equally divided, the quo-

nts will be equal.

Jf. All right angles are equal to one another.

8. Thofe magnitudes are equal, which being

plied, exactly agree or coincide with one another.

POSTULATES.
1. Between any two points a right line may be

awn.

2. That a right line or plane may be produced

far as we pleafe.

3. That a circle may be defcribed from any cen~
• at any diftance. See Book IV. Def. 1.

4. That any magnitude being given, an equal

nitude may be made.
B 2 5. That



CHARACTERS.
5. That any magnitude may be fo often multi

1

plied, as to exceed any magnitude of the fame kind.

6. That any magnitude may be divided into a
many equal parts as we pleafe.

Explanation of Characters*

4- added to, being the fign of addition.— fubtrafted from, the fign of fubtraclion-

X multiplied by.

-£- divided by.

ss equal to.

tl the mark of proportion.
~* geometrical progreffion.

CO difference.

fquare.

rectangle.

V'~~" fquare root.
*

•J cube root,

A* A fquared ; alio AB
2

is AB fquared.

A* A cubed \ and AB* is AB cubed.

L. an angle.

II
parallel.

-J- perdendicular.

Sometimes one letter denotes a line ; but if a lin

is exprefTed by two letters, as AB, then the letter

A, B denote the extreme points of that line.

When one letter denotes an angle, it is fuppofe

toftand at the angular point; but if three letter

exprefs the angle, the middle one is at the angula

point •, the other two in the fides.

When three letters Hand for a rectangle, as ABC
it fignifies AB x BC ; where AB, BC are the fide!

Or when four letters ftand for a rectangle,

AB x CD ; AB and CD are the fides.

The citations are thus to be underftood •, the fir

number denotes the Prop, the fecond the Bool<

When proportion is referred to, it fignifies gee

metrical proportion. B O 1
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B O O K I.

f Angles, and Right Lines, and their

Re&angles.

PROP. I.

If to any point C in a right line AB, feveral other FIG.
ht lines DC, EC are drawn on the fame fide \ all 7.

t-angles formed at the point C, taken together , are

ml to two right angles, ACD 4- DCE + ECB
two right angles.

^ O R fuppofe PC to be perpendicular to AB,
' then ilnce ACP and FCB = two right angles,

ef. 8)-, and thefe angles ACD, DCE, ECB
cupy the fame angular fpace ; therefore they are

equal to two right angles (Ax. 2).

Cor. 1. All the angles made about one foint in a

me, being taken together, are equal to four right

gles.

Cor. 2. If all the angles at C, on one fide of the

e AB, happen to be equal to two right angles \ then

CB is aflraight line.

PROP. Ii;

If two right lines, AB, CD, cut one another. \ the g.

pofite ang'es E and G will be equal.

For AEC + E = two right angles (Prop. 1\
d AEC -f- G — two right angles (ibid.)-, there-

re AEC -f E = AEC + G (Ax. 1), and E = G
x, 4). After the fame manner AGC ±z BGD. '

B 2 Cor.
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FIG. Cor. If AB is a right line, and CEB happen to h
8. equal to AGD, or E equal to G -

9 then CD is a ri

line.

PROP. III.

9. A right line AB, which is 'perpendicular to one cj

two parallels FH, is perpendicular to the other DC.

For fuppofe the end HC of the figure CBAH, bt

raifed up, and turned over the line AB, fo thai

HC may fall towards FD, the line AB remaining

fixed. Then fince the A BAH = BAF (Ax. 7)
therefore the line AFI will fall upon AF, and le

the line BC fall on the line Bd. Draw the line d'Dl

perpendicular to HF. Now fince FH, DC are

parallels ; therefore the diftances BA, DF, and dl

(or CH) are all equal (Def. 6) •, therefore the point!

D, d mud coincide ; and therefore the line Bd coin-

cides with BD. Therefore z. ABC = ABD = 1

right angle (Def. 8).

-

Cor. 1. Hence two lines FH, DC3 perpendicular U

thefame line AB, are parallel.

Cor. 2. Hence the fegments of two parallels? in>

tercepted between two perpendiculars AB, HC, an

equals AH ~ BC.
For fince the angles at A, H, B, C are right

therefore the two lines AB, HC, interfering AH
and being both perpendicular thereto, are paralle

(Cor. 1) •, and therefore AH == BC (Def. 6).

PROP. IV.

10. If & right line CG, interfetl two parallels AD
;

FFI ; the alternate angles? ABE, and BEH, will h
erjual.

Let AE, BH be perpendicular to AD, and FH.
Then fince AE = BH (Dtf. 6), and AB = EH
(Trop. III. Cor. 2), and the angles at A and H

right
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ight ; therefore if the figure EHB be laid upon FIG.
AE, the z_H upon A, and HE upon AB, and 10.

ronfequently HB will fall upon AE •, and the whole

gure EHB coincides with the figure BAE, and the

angle HEB with EBA, and confequently thefe

angles are equal. Likewife the angles DBE and
FEB will be equal, being the remainders to two
right angles (Ax. 4).

Cor. 1. The external angle CBD, is equal to the

internal angle on thefamefide BEH.
Eor CBD = ABE = BEH (Prop. 2).

Cor. 2. 'The two internal angles on the fame fide are

>qual to two right angles -, DBE -|~ BEH = two right

ingles.

For EBA = BEH (Prop. IV), and DBE +
iBA = two right angles, == DBE + BEH.
Cor. 3. If the angles CBD and BEH are equal

\

f ABE and BEH equal ; or DBE + BEH be

°,qual to two right angles -> the lines AD, FH are

Parallel.

For if any angle is greater than is here men-
tioned, it dcflrovs the parallelifm of the lines AD,

FH.

PROP. V.

Two lines drawn between two parallels KB, CD, XI ,

naking equal angles with either of them, will be equal,

IAC = BD.

Draw CF, DH perpendicular to FB, then fince

Z. ACD = BDI ; alfo FCD and HDI right angles

(Prop. Ill), the remainders FCA and HDB are

equal •, and the angles at F and FI being right, and
FC = HD (Def. 6) ; therefore if HD be laid on
FC, the line DB will,fall on CA, and HB on FA,
and B on A j therefore DB = C A.

B 4 Cor.
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FIG. Cor. i . If the lines AC and BD are equals then tb$

angles ACD and BDI are equal.

1 1. For if one angle was greater, it would make the

lines AC, BD unequal.

Cor. 2. 'The parts intercepted arc equal, AB
5: CD.
' For FA ~ HB i and adding AH, AH + HB,
or AB ~ FA + AH, or FH == CD (Cor. 2

Prop, ill).

Cor. 3. If two equal and parallel lines AB, CD,
be joined by two others AC, BD $ they fhall alfo be

equal and parallel.

PRO P. VI,

22. Right lines AB, CD, parallel to the fame right line

EF, are parallel to one another.

Let Gl cut the three lines, then fince AB, EF are

parallel, AGI = EHI (Cor. 1. Prop. IV) ; and
bccaufe EF and CD are parallel, ^lEHI = DIG
(Prop. IV). Therefore AGI = DIG (Ax. 1),

whence AB, CD, are parallel (Cor. 3. Prop. IV).

PROP. VII.

% 3. If two lines AB, BD, which cut one another', be

parallel to two other lines EC, CH, which alfo

cut one another -, they (hall contain equal angles

ABD = ECH.

For produce EC to interfecl: BD in F ; then by

reafon of the parallels AB, EF, z_ABD=EFD
(Cor. 1. Prop. IV) ; and fince BD and CH
are parallel, EFD = ECH (ibid.) , therefore

ABD= KCIL

P R O P.
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PROP. VIII. F I G,

<Two right lines AF, AB being given-, and one of 14,

them AB be divided into feveral farts -, the reftangle

under the two whole lines, will be equal to all the

rectangles contained under the whole line, and the

feveral fegments of the other \ ABGF" sa ADHF
f DEiH + LBGI.

For Jet AF be perpendicular to AB, and DH,
EI, BG equal to AF, and alio perpendicular to AB.
Then AD X AF r^ rectangle ADHF, and HD
X DE, or FA x DE = rectangle DEIH, and

IE x EB, or AF x EB= reftangle EBGI (Def. 19) ;

but the fum of thefe rectangles fill the fame fpace as

ABGF, and therefore they are equal (Ax. 8).

Cor. 1. If both lines be divided into parts, the

fum of the reclangles of all the parts, is equal tG the

reclangle of the wholes.

Cor. 2. If the two given lines be equal; the fum
of the reclangles under the whole and the parts, is equal

to the fquare of the whole.

PROP. IX.

If a line AC be divided into two parts at B ; the 15.
reclangle under the whole, and one of the feg-
ments, AC x BC, is equal to the reclangle of
the fegments and the fquare of the faid fegment,

AB x BC + BC\

Suppofe AF, BE, CD all equal to BC, and
perpendicular to AC ; then the rectangle ACDF
=ACxCD-ACxBC(Def. 19); alfo AB x BC
- AB x BE = rectangle ABEF, and BC x CD
>r BC a ~ BCDF (Def. 18). But ABEF x BCDE
ill the rectangle ACDF, and therefore they are

igual (Ax. 8).

PROP,
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FIG PRO P. X.

16. If a right line AC he divided into two parts AB,
BC ; the fquare of the whole line is equal to the fquares

cf both the, parts, and twice the reftangle of the partsy

AC t = AB 1 + BC z J-2ABxBC.

Let AG, BH, CI be equal to AC, and perpendi-

cular thereto, and AD, BE, CF equal to AB ; then

FI =: BC, fcrV. then ABED is the fquare of AB
(Def. 18), and EFIH is the fquare of BC ; and

the figures BF and EG, are the rectangles of BC
and Bfc, and DG and DE ; or of AB and BC twice

taken (Def. 19). But all thefe fill the fquare AI,
and therefore are equal to it (Ax. 8).

PROP. XI.

x6. The fquare of the difference of two lines AC, BC, is •

equal to the fum of their fquares', wanting twice their

reelangle, AB* = AC 2 + BC* — 2AC x BC.

For the fquare A I contains the fquare AE,.j

the rectangle CH, and rectangle DH •, that is,

AC 2 = AB 1 + CH + DH-, and adding FH,
AC 1 + FH = AB* + CH + DI ; that is,

AC* + BC* == AB* + 2ACB, and AB* or

AC — BC* = ACa + BC1— 2ACB.
/

PROP. XII.

16. The reftangle of thefum and difference ef two lines

AC, AB, is equal to the difference of their fquares9

AC + AB x BC = AC* — AB2
.

For the difference of the fquares AI and AE is

the rectangles CH + IID = BH~+ JtiG X BC =a

AC + AB X BC.

PROP.
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PROP. XIII.

Thefquare of thefum^ together with the fquare of the

difference of two lines? is equal to twice thefum of their

fquares.

Let the lines be A, E. Then
the fquare ofA+ E = A 2 -{-E 2

-f. 2AE (Prop.X);
the fquare of A— E = A* + E 2— 2 AE(Prop.XI).

thenA+E*+A—L = 2A 2+2E2 (Ax. 3).

PROP. XIV.

The difference of the fquares? made of the fum and

difference of two right lines? is equal to four times their

reftangle.

For if A, E be the lines, then

A + E =A a 4-E 2 4-2AE.

A — E
z = A2 + E 2 — 2AE.

difference= 4AE.
t

Cor. The fquare of the fum is equal to the fquare of
the difference? together with four times their reftangle.

BOOK
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BOOK II.

Of Triangles.

DEFINITIONS.
Triangle is a plain figure bounded by

three right lines, called the fides of the'A
triangle.

2. An equilateral triangle is that which has three

equal fides.

3. An equiangular triangle is that which has three

equal angles.

4. An ifofceles triangle is that having two fides

equal.

5. A right-angled triangle is that which has a right

angle. The fide oppofite to the right angle is called

the hypothenufe.

6. An oblique triangle is that having oblique

angles.

7. An obtufe angled triangle has one obtufe

angle.

8. An acute angled triangle has three acute

angles.

9. Afcalenous triangle has three unequal fides.

10. Similar triangles are thofe whole angles are

refpectively equal, each to each. And homologous

fides are thofe lying between equal angles.

1 1

.

Bafe of a triangle, is the fide on which a per-

pendicular is drawn from the oppofite angle called

the vertex ; the two fides, proceeding from the vertex,

arc called the legs.

PROP,
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PROP. I. FIG .

In any triangle ABC, // one fide BC be drawn out \ 11+

the external angle ACD will be equal to the two inter-

nal oppojite angles A, B.

Draw CE parallel to AB, then the z.A = ACE' *

(4. 1) ; alfo the z. B = ECD (Cor. 1. ibid.) •, there-

fore A 4- B = ACE+ ECD zr ACD (Ax. 3).

PROP. II.

In any triangle ABC, thefurn ofthe three angles is equal 1 7,
to two right angles 1 A -J- B -\- C 5= two right angles.

For A + B = ACD (Prop. I), and A -f B -f- C
ss ACD-f ACB (Ax. 3) = two right angles (1. 1).

Cor. 1 . If two angles in one triangle , be equal to two

angles, in another ; the third will alfo be equal to the third.

Cor. 2. If one angle of a triangle be a right angle,

thefum of the other two will be equal to a right angle.

Cor. 3. There can only be one perpendicular drawn,

to any line, from a given point.

PROP. III.

The angles at the bafe of an ifofceles triangle, are iS.

equal z. C = B.

For let AD bifeft the angle BAC ; then if the

triangle DAC be laid upon the triangle DAB ; then

by reafon of the equal angles at A, and AC =r AB,
AC will coincide with AB, and C with B, and

CD with BD ; and therefore jl ACD == ABD.

Cor. 1. If the angles B, C at the bafe be equal, the

fides AB, AC are equal.

Cor. 2. An equilateral triangle is alfo equiangular %

and the contrary.

Cor.
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FIG. Cor. 3. The line which is perpendicular to the bafe

of an ifofceles triangle, bifeEls it and the vertical

angle.

Cor. 4. Only two equal lines can be drawn from
a given point to a right line.

For if AB ~ AD = AC ; then z_B as well as

Z_D = Z_C, which is abfurd (Prop. I).

PROP. IV.

In any triangle, the greateft fide is oppefite to the

greateft angle, and the leaft to the leaft.

ig. Let AC be the greateft fide, and fuppofe AD =r

AB, then the a ADB = ABD (Prop. Ill), but

ADB t= DBC-f DCB (Prop. I) ; therefore ADB
is greater than C ; whence ABD is greater than C,

therefore much more is ABC greater than C.

After the fame manner it is proved, that ABC is

greater than A.
' And if AB be the leaft fide, C is Ids than

ABC ; and may be proved in like manner to be

lefs than A.

PROP. V.

20. In any triangle ABC, thefum of any twofides BA 9

AC, is greater than the third BC.

Produce the fide BA, and let AD = AC, and
draw DC; then fince z.ACD = D (Prop. Ill) 5

therefore BCD is greater than D •, and therefore

the oppofite fide BD is greater than BC, that is,.

BA 4* AC is greater than BC.

Cor. 1 . A right line is the fhorteft diftance between

any two points.

21. Cor. 2. The fum of two lines BD, DC, drawn from
two angles to any point within the triangle, is lefs

than the two fides of the triangle ; BD + DC is lefs

than BA + AC, but contain a greater angle.

2 For
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For drawing BDE, then, in the triangle BAE, FIG.
BE is lefs than BA + AE (Prop. V), "add EC,
then BE 4- EC is lefs than BA + AC. And iri

the triangle DEC, DC is lefs than DE -j- EQ ;

add BD, and BD+DC is lefs than BE + EC,
and much lefs than BA + AC.

Alfo z_BDC is greater than DEC, which is

greater than A (Prop. I).

PROP. VI.

If two triangles ABC, abc, have two fides and 22.

the included angle equal in each ; thefe triangles, and

their correfpondent parts, fhall be equal.

For fince the t_K~a, and AB = ab, alfc AX
= ac, therefore if A be laid upon a, fo that AB
fall upon ab, then AC will fall upon ac, the point

B will coincide with b, and C with c ; therefore

the whole triangles coincide. Whence the bale

CB = cb, JL B = by and C =s c. And the whole,

triangles are* equal.

Cor. If two triangles ABC, abc, have two

fides refpeclively equal , that which has 'the greater

bafe, has the greater oppofite angle ; and the contrary.

For if the fides CA, BA intercept a greater bafe

BC, the angle at A will be fo much the wider or

greater; and as the angle increafes, the more of

the bafe it intercepts, as is evident.

PROP. VII.

If two triangles ABC and abc, have two angles 22.

and a fide equal, each to each , the remaining parts

fhall be equal, and the whole triangles equal.

For fince two angles are equal, the third will be
equal (Cor. 1. Prop. II); therefore if the equal

fides BC and be be laid one upon another, then,

by reafon of the equal angles B and b, C and c,

the
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TIG. the fides BA and ba will coincide, as alfo CA and

ca, and A will fall on a ; whence all the parts will

be equal (Ax. 8).

PROP. VltL

If two triangles have all their fides refpeclively

equal; all the angles will be equal, and the wholes

equal.

£3. For if the bafe of one be laid upon the bafe of

the other, the other two fides will coincide, pro-

vided the correfpondent ones lie the fame way.

For if yon fay they don't coincide, let one trian-

gle be ABC, the other ABD : then fince AB, AC
are equal to AB, AD (hyp.), and the angle BAD
greater than BAC, therefore BD is greater than

BC (Cor. Prop.VI) •, contrary to the hypothefis.

Cor. 1 . From two points in a right line, as A and

B, two lines- equal to KQ, BC cannot be drawn to

any other point D.

Cor. 2. 'Triangles mutually equilateral, are mutually

equiangular.

PROP. IX.

24. If in two triangles ABC, abc \ two fides AC, CBv

of the c?*e, be equal to ac, cb of the other ; and an

oppofite angle A equal to the correfpondent oppofite

angle a ; and the other oppofite angles B, b, either

both acute or both obtufe \ the remaining parts of the

triangles will be equal.

For if cab be laid upon CAB, fo that ca fill up^

on CA ; then fince the i_a = A, ab will fall up-

on ABD. And as c falls upon C ; cb will fall upon
either CB or CD (Cor. 4. Prop. Ill) ; which here

will be CB, as the angle at b is obtufe. Therefore

the triangles coincide, and all the parts are equal.

PROP.
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PROP. X. FIG.
Triangles BCA, BCF, ftanding upon the fame hafey 25.

end between the fame parallels, are equal.

Let CD be parallel to BA, and BE to CF.
Then the triangle CBA = ADC (Prop. VI) ; for

BA = CD (5. 1) ; and CB = AD (Cor. 2. ibid.),

and z_B z=D (4. 1). Therefore the triangle BCA
s= half of BCDA. For the fame reafon BCF =z

BJEF = halfofCBEF.
Again, the triangles BAE, CDF are equal, having

two fides and the contained angle equal -, add the

figure BCDE, and then BCDA= BCFE, and their

halves BCA = BCF.

Cor. 1. Triangles of equal hafes and bights are

qual.

For if their bafes be laid upon one another, tfie

.ngular points of both (by reafon of their equal

light) will fall in the fame parallel •, and are there-

fore equal (Prop. X).

Cor. 2. Every triangle is equal t-o half the reftangle

if its bafe and hight.

For fuppofe CBA to be a right angle, then it

was proved that the triangle CBA is half of the

eclangle CBAD •, and CBF (equal to it), is there-

ore equal to half that rectangle.

PROP. XI.

Triangles ABC, ABD, of the fame hight, are in 26,

Proportion to one another as their bafes BC, and BD.

Divide BC into any number of equal parts BF,
7G, GH, HC •, and BD into fome number of the

ame equal parts, BI, IK, KD. The triangles

ABF, AFG, &?r. and ABI, A IK, &c. are all equal

Cor. 1. Prop. X) •, and the triangle ABC contains

C ABF
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j? i g. ABF as oft as BC contains BF ; alfo ABD contains

26. ABI or ABF as oft as BD contains BI or BF •

whence ABF : BF : : ABC : BC : : ABD : BD
(Def. 4. Proportion and Con 2. Prop. XIV. ibid.).

Cor. 1 . Hence triangles are to one another as their

hafes and altitudes.

It follows from this Propofition, and Cor. 2]
Prop. X. therefore,

Cor. 2. Triangles of equal hafes , are as their

bights,

PROP. XII.

If a line DE he drawn parallel to one Jide BC, of

a triangle , the fegments of the ether fides will he pro-

portional; AD : DB : : AE : EC.

For draw BE, DC ; then the triangle DEB =1

triangle DEC (Prop. X); and triangle ADE : BDE
: ^\D : BD (Prop. XI)-, and triangle ADE : CDE
: AE : CE (ibid.) ; therefore AD : DB : : AE
EC (Prop. I. Proportion).

Cor. 1. If the fegments he proportional, AD : DES

: : AE : EC ; then the line DE is parallel to thefide

BC.

For if thefe lines were not parallel, the triangles

DEB andDEC would not be equal (Cor. 2.Prop.X)j
and the fegments would not be proportional.

Cor. 2. Iffeveral lines he drawn parallel to onefide

of a triangle, all the fegments will he proportional.

Cor. 3. A line, drawn parallel to any fide of a

triangle -, cuts off a triangle fimilar to the" whole.

For Z.D ~ B, and z_E — C (Cor. 1. Prop. IV.

I) ; therefore they are fimilar (Def. 10).

Cor. 4. The whole fdes are as the fegments %

AB : DB : : AC : EC.
For
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For it is AD : DB : : AE : EC (Prop. XII), F Jjg
whence AD + DB'(AB) : DB : : AE + EC (AC) 2?
EC (Prop. XIII. Proportion).

PROP. XIII.

In fimilar triangles, the homologous fides are pro- 28.

wrtional •, AB : AC : : DE : DF.

In the longer fide AC make A/r= DF, the longer

ide. And in the fhorter fide AB, make the fhorrer

ide DE = Ae; and draw ef \ then the Z.A being

uppofed ~ to D, and the comprehending fides

qual, 1. Kef = E, and Afe — F (Prop. VI).

Therefore Aef — B, and Afe — C •, cohfequently

f is parallel to BC (Cor. 1. Prop. 4. I) ; there-

ore AB : eB : : AC : fC (Con 4. Prop. XII) 5 and

IB : AB— eB (Ae) : : AC : AC —fC (A/), Prop.

ail. Proportion). That is, AB : DE ; : AC; DF,
>r AB ; AC : : DE : DF (Prop. IV. Proportion).

And if a triangle was made at the L C <^qual to

3FE •, it will appear the lame way, that AC : CB
: DF : FE. Whence AB : CB : : DE : EF
Prop. XV. Proportion).

Cor-. A Vine AE drawnfrom the oppofite angle A > cuts 2 9 *

wo parallel lines proportionally; BE. : EC : : DI : IF*

For BE : DI : : AE : AI : : EC : IF*

PROP. XIV,

If two triangles have one angle equal to one, and the 1 Si

'ides about the equal angles proportional \ thefe tri-

mgles ere fimilar.

For let Z.D — A, and let the triangleDEF be laid

ap'on ABC ; then, by rc&fon of the equal angles, the

idesDE, DF will fall upon AB, AC, the points E,
F upon e and /. Then fince DE (Ae) : DF (i\f) :

:

AB : AC, or Ae : AB :: Af : AC, therefore Ae :

C 2 &
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FIG. eB : : A/ :/C (Prop. XIII. Proportion) •, whence ef
28. is parallel to BC, (Cor. 1. Prop. XII) •, and L.e

or E = B, as alfo/or F = C (Cor. 1. Prop. IV. 1).

Whence the triangles DEF, ABC are fimilar

(Def. 10).

fRGP. XV.
30. Jf twd triangles have all their fides refpeftively pro*

portional, thefe triangles are fimilar j AB : DE : : BC
: EF : : AC : DF.

Let the Z.FEG =5 B, and EFG := C, then

G = A (Cor. 1. Prop. II) •, whence GE : EF
: : AB : BC (Prop. XIII) : : DE : EF (hyp.);

therefore GF =? DE, (Ax. 7. Proportion). Like-

wife GF : EF : : AC : BC : : DF : EF ; there-

fore GF = DF (Ax. 7. Proportion). Whence
the triangles DEF, GEF have ail their fides re-

fpedtively equal ; and are therefore equiangular

;

therefore G = D = A, DEF = GEF = B, and

GFE ss DFE m C.

PROP. XVI.

If two triangles have one angle in each^ equal ; and

the fides about the fecond angles proportional ; and the

third angles both of one kind, acute or obtufe ; thefe tri-

angles arefimilar.

Let Z.A = D, and AB : BC : : DE : EF.
Make z. ABG = DEF, then z_G = F (Cor. 1 . Prop.

II.); whence AB : BG : : DE : EF (Prop. XIII.)

: : AB : BC, therefore BG = BC, and BCG is an

ifofceles triangle, and AGB is obtufe, of the fame

kind with DFE ; and ACB is acute, the fame as

DIE ; whence the angles F and G, or I and C, muft

be of the fame kind, to have the triangles fimilar.

Scholium.
This does not always hold good, if the angles B

and E are required to be of the fame kind, inftead

of

3 1 -
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of G and F. For if ABC be acute, ABG will alfo F I G.
be acute ; but ABG is not fimilar to DEI, nor ABC 31. *

to DEF ; though ABC be fimilar to DEI, and ABG
to DEF.

PROP. XVII.

Equal triangles , that have one angle equals have the

Ues about the equal angles reciprocally proportional.

Let the oppofite angles at B be the equal angles, 32,
nd ABC, DBE, the two equal triangles ; then

AB : BE : : DB : BC (hyp.).

Draw CE, then AB : BE : : triangle ABC or

DBE : triangle CBE (Prop. XI) : : DB : BC.

Cor. 1. Thofe triangles are equal, that have the

Ues about the equal angles, reciprocally proportional.

For triangle ABC : CBE : : AB : BE (Prop. XI)
: DB : BC (hyp.) : : triangle DBE : CBE; there-

ore triangle ABC = DBE (Ax. 7. Proportion).

Cor. 2. Equal triangles have their bafes and hights

eciprocally proportional.

For each triangle is equal to a right-angled triangle

f the fame bafe and night (Prop. X) -, and then

he fides about the right angles, are reciprocally pro-

ortional (Prop. XVII).

PROP. XVIII.

Like triangles ABC and DEF are in the duplicate 33.
atio, or as the fquares of, their homologous fides, BC,
^F.

Let there be taken BG, fo that BC : EF : :

F : BG, and draw AG. Then fince AB : DE
: BC : EF (Prop. XIII) : : EF : BG (Conftruft.);

lerefore the triangle ABG = DEF. But ABC
ABG or DEF : : BC : BG (Prop. XI) : : BC*
EF 1 (Prop. XXIII. Proportion),

C 3 PROP.
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'fig. PRO P. XIX.

54. Triangles that have one angle 'equal to one, are to om,

another in the complicate ratio, of the fides about the

equal angles 5 ABC : EBD : : AB x BC : EB x BD.

Draw CE, then CD, AE being flraight lines, the

angles at B are equal (Prop. ]]. i). Then triangle

ABC : CBE : : AB : BE (Prop. XI), and CBE :

EBD : : CB : BD (ibid) ; therefore ABC : EBD : ;

AB x CB : BE x BD (Cor. 1. Prop. XVIII. ProJ
portion).

PRO P. XX.
£5- In a right-angled triangle BAC, if a perpendicular

be let fallfrom the right angle upon the hypothenufe, it

will divide it into two trianglesfimilar to one another

and to the whole> ABD, ADC.

For in the triangles ABD, ABC, the angle B isj

common to both, and angles D and BAC are right;

ones ; therefore the remaining angles BAD and BCA
are equal •, therefore the triangles ABD and ABC
are fimilar.

Again, in the triangles ACD and ACB, lC is

common, z_D == CAB, and therefore z_DAC = B,

therefore ACD and ABC are fimilar \ and confe-

quently ABD and ADC.

Cor. 1 . The rectangle of the hypothenufe and either

figment ts equal to the fquare of the adjoiningJide.

Form : BA : : BA : BC (Prop. XII!), and CD
: CA : : CA : CB (ibid.) ; whence BD X BC - BA\
and CD xCB = CA 1

(Prop. XII, Proportion).

Cor. 2. The retlangle of the hypothenufe and perpen-

dicular', is CQital to the retTangle of the legs.

For BC : AB : : AC : AD (Prop. XIII), and

AB x AC - BC x AD (Prop. XII. Proportion),

Cor.
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Cor. 3. The perpendicular is a mean proportional be- FIG.
tween the fegments of the hypothenufe. 35,

For BD : DA : DC, and BD X DC = DA\

Cor. 4. The fegments of the hypothenufe are as the

fquares of the adjoiningfides.

For by this Prop. BD : DA : : BA : AC
(Prop. XI 1

), and BD 1
: DA 1

: : BA1
: AC 1

(Cor 3 Prop. XViJI. Proportion). And by
Cor. 3. (and Prop. XXIII. Proportion) BD :

DC ; : BD : DA 1
: : BA* : AC\

Cor. 5. As the perpendicular', to the hypothenufe \

fo the reftangle of the fegments, to the reftangle of the

legs.

For AD : AB : : CD : CA5 by the fun. triangles

BAD, I AC.
And BA : BC : : BD : B A by the fim. triangles

B C, BAD.
i Therefore AD : BC : : BDC : BAC (Cor. 1;

Prop. XVI1L Proportion).

Cor. 6. The diftance of the right angle, from the

middle of the hypothenufe, is equal to half the hypo*

thenufe.

For let Bo = oQ, and draw <?#, or parallel to

AC, AB ; and draw Ao. Then Bn t± nA, and

Cr == rA (Prop. XII) \ and the angles at n and r

are right (Cor. 1, Prop. iV. 1). Then the triangles

Bon, Aon, as alfo the triangles Cor, Aor, have two

fides, and the included angle, equal -, therefore

Bo z=.Ao=.Qq (Prop. VI).

PROP. XXI,

In a right-angled triangle BAC, the fquare of the 36.
hypothenufe BC, is equal to the fum of the fquares of
thetwojides, BA, AC.

C4 For
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FIG. For let BG be the fquare defcribed on BC, and

$6* draw ADF perpendicular to BC, or parallel to CG or

BE. Then BA 1 — rectangle of BD and BC or BE
(Cor. i. Prop. XX;, = rectangle BF. Alio the

fquare of AC :rz rectangle of CD and CB •=• rec-

tangle CF (ibid.) : but rectangle BF + CF = fquare

BG (Ax. 8) ; therefore BG or the fquare of
BC bs BA Z

-1- AC 1
.

Cor. i. The fquare of either fide is equal to the

difference between the fquares of the hypoihenufe and

the other fide ; BA Z ~ BC* — AC% and CA*
BC 1 — BA a

.

Cor. 2 . The rectangle of the fum and difference of

the hypothenufe and one of the Jides^ is equal to the

fquare ef the other fide.

For BA a = BC — AC 2 (Cor. i) 32 BC + AC
XBC- AC (Prop. XII. I).

Cor. 3, If the fquare of one fide of a triangle be

equal to the fum of the fquares of the other two fides >

{hen the angle comprehended by them is a right angle.

For if it was greater or lefs than a right angle, the

oppofite fide would be greater or lefs than the hypo-

thenufe of a right-angled triangle (Cor. Prop. VI) \
and its fquare greater or lefs than the fquares of the

Other fides.

Cor. 4. Aperpendicular CA is the neareft difiance of

a point C, from a right line BA.
Cor. 5. In any triangle ACB, if a perpendicular

be let fall from the oppofite angle A, on the bafe

CB. The difference of the fquares of the fides, is

equal to the difference of the fquares of the fegments>

AB* — AC 1 = BD 1 — CD\
For AB* *-r BD 2 = AD* = AC 1 — CD 1 (Cor. r.

Prop. XXI). And AB* — AC 1 = BD* — CD 4

(Ax. 3, 4).

PROP.
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PROP. XXII. F I G.

In an obtufe angled triangle ABC, if a perpendicu- 37*

lar be letfall upon the bafe •, or onefide adjoining
. to the

obtufe angle B ; then the fquare of the fide oppofite to

that obtufe angle is equal to the fum of the fquares of

the two lejferjides, together with twice the rellangle of

the bafe and the diftance of the perpendicular from the

obtufe angle : AC 2 = AB 2 + CB 2 + 2CBD.

For AC 2 = AD 2

-f CD 2 (Prop. XXI) == AD*
- CB 2 + BD 2 + 2CBD (10. I) = AB 2+ CB*

h 2CBD (Prop. XXI).

Cor. The diftance of the perpendicular from the

7
__ AC2 -— AB*— CB 2

lotufe angle, BD = ™- .

PROP. XXIII.

If a perpendicular be let fall upon the bafe, or fide gg;
djoining to an acute angled, of any triangle. Then, gg t

The fquare of the fide oppofite to that acute angle, to-

ether with twice the reclangle, of the bafe, and the
}

iftance of the perpendicular from the acute angle •, is

qual to the fum of the fquares of the two otherfides ;

\C Z + 2CBD =-. AB 2 + BC\
For AC 2 =: AD 2 4. DC 2 (Prop. XXI) s= AD*

h BC 2+ BD 2 — 2BD x BC (Prop. XI. I) =3 AB*
, BC 2— 2CBD (Prop, XXI). And AC 2 + 2CBD
z AB* 4- BC 2 (Ax. 3),

Cor. The diftance of the perpendicularfrom the acute

AB 2 + BC X — AC*%UB ts =
2CB

PROP. XXIV.
In any triangle ABC, let fall a perpendicular AD 40.

the bafe BC, and make DF = DB. Then 41.

As the bafe, CB :

to fum of thefides, AC + AB : 3

St
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FIG. So difference of thefides, AC — AB :

40. to difference of the fegments of thtbafe, 7 ™
41. or the alternate baje \

For CA S — AB* ~ LD l — DB r (Cor. 5
Prop. XXI) ; that is,

CATAB x CT^U* = CF x CB (Prop. XII. I)

whence C 13 : CA + AB : : CA — AB : CF (Cor. 1

Prop. XI I. Proportion).

Cor. The difference of the fqiiares of the fides*

equal to twice the rt ftangle of the bafts and the dijlanc

of the perpendicular from the middle of the be.ft

C V — AB 1 = 2CB x oD.
• For ir Co = o$, then C V — AS 1 s CI

xCB = fCFx 2CB s but;CF = Do 5 for (Fig. to

CF == 2B0— FH, and J
aCF = B* '— BiJ = Do

And (Fig. 41) CF - 2B0 -r FB, and ;CF = B<

+ BD =* D*.

PROP. XXV.
42. 1^ tf» tf;g/<? A of a triangle 3AC £<? hifeled by

right hue AD, «>&<£ £k/j fitf £*/£•, the Jegm nts fij

//v fo/£ «?/// />£ proportional to the adjoiningfiaes oj th

triable i BD : 0^ : : AB : AC.

Produce B A, and make AE = AC, and draw th<

line C V ; becaufe AE = AC, the Z-ACE = I

(Prop. II.) = iBAC (Prop. I) = BAD (hyp.)

Therefore PA, L'E are parallels (Cor. :. Prop IV)

Therefore BA : AEor AC : : \^D : DC (i rop.XU)

Cor. 1 If the fnies be as the fegments of the befe

the line AD, It[efts the angle A.
For^ fince BA : AC or AE : : BD : DC, DA

and CE are parallels (Cor. 1. Prop. XII) -, an<

BAD = z.E, and DAC = ACE = E (Prop, ill)

Whence B \D =5 DAC, and A is bifefted by AD.
Cor. 2. If a line hfeeling the vertical angle of

triangle cuts tt& i.f, u will be

2 J
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As the fum of the fides, BA + AG : FIG.

to their difference, BA — AC : : 43.
So the bafe, BC : •

to difference of the fegments BD— DC.

For BA : AC : : BD : DC (Prop. XXV), and
BA -f AC : BA — AC : : BD -|- DC (BC)
: BD — DC or 2DO (Prop. XIII. Proportion) •,

where O is the middle point of the bafe BC.

PROP. XXVI.
If an angle A of a triangle ABC, be bifecled by a 43.

right line AD, which cuts the bafe ; the fquare of
the bifecling line, together with the retlangle of
the fegments, is equal to the retlangle of the fides \

AD* + BDC = BAC.

Produce AD and make the Z.DBP = DAC.
Then the three triangles CDA, PDB, and PBA are

fimilar. For AD = PBD = PAB, CDA — PDB
(2. I), whence C = P, and ADC = ABP (Cor. 1.

Prop. II). Therefore CD : DA : : PD : BD
(Prop. XIII), whence DA x PD = CD x BD
(12. Proportion). Again, CA : DA : : AP or

AD + DP : AB (Prop. XIII), therefore CA x
AB= AD a + DA xDP (12. Proportion) = AD*
+ CD x BD (Ax. 3).

PROP. XXVII.

In an ifofceles triangle ABC, if a line be drawn 44;
rem the vertex to cut the bafe -, thefquare of that line^

together with the retlangle of the fegments of the bafey
is equal to thefquare of thefide •, BE6 + AEC = B.A\

Let BD be perpendicular to the bafe, then
BA* ~ BD * + AD* (Prop. XXI) = BD' -f
AE -4- ED 1

r= BD* 4- AE* + ED4 + 2AED
(Prop. X. I.) z=BE<

-J- AE
1 + 2AED (Prop.XXl)

= BE*
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FIG. — BE 1 + AE x AE -j- 2ED (Prop. IX. I)

44- ~ BE 1 + AE x EC, becaufe AE + 2ED = EC.
For 2AE + 2ED = AC, therefore taking away
AE, AE + 2ED = EC.

PROP. XXVIII.

45, In any triangle BAC, // a line AD be drawnfrom
the vertex to the middle of the bafe. The fum of the

fquares of the fides , is equal to twice the fquare of half

the bafe^ together with tzvice the fquare of the line that

bifetts the bafe -, AB S + AC* = 2AD* + 2DC*.

For AC*-f 2CDP *= ADU-DC* (Prop. XXIII),
and DC = DB(hyp.),

therefore AC 1 = AD* + DC*— 2CDP (Ax. 4) ;

and AB* = AD* + DB* -f 2CDP (Prop. 22),

therefore AB* + AC* = 2AD*
-J-

2DC* (Ax. 3).

Cor. AB* — AC 2 = (4CDP =) 2BC x DP.

PROP. XXIX.

46. If through any point E, within a triangle ABC,
three lines, TQ, VR, PS, be drawn parallel to the

threefides of the triangle -, the producl or Jolid made by

the alternate fegments of thefe lines^ will be equal.

TE x PE x RE = QE X SE x VE.

The triangles TEV, PEQ, SER, and ABC are

all fnnilar (7. I), whence
IE : VE : : AC : BC (Prop. XIII).

PE : QE : : AB : AC.
RE : SE : : BC : AB.

whence TE x PE x RE : VE x QE X SE : : AC
X AB x BC: BC x AC x AB (Prop. XVIII. Pro-

portion). But the two laft terms are equal, therefore

TE ,x PE x RE = VE x QE X SE (Prop. II.

Proportion;.

PRO P.
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PROP. XXX. FIG.

If three lines AF, BG, CD, be drawn through 46.

any point E, within a triangle ABC, to the oppofite

fides \ the products of the alternate fegments of thefides

are equal j that is> AG x CF X #D = CG x BF x
AD.

For drawing TQ, VR, PS parallel to the fides

of the triangle, then

AG : GC : : TE : QE (Cor. Prop. XIII).

CF : BF : : RE : VE.
BD : AD : : PE : SE.

whence AG xCFxBD : GC x BF x AD : : TEx
RE x PE : QEx VExSE (Prop. XVIII. Propor-

tion), but the two laft are equal (Prop. XXIX)-,
therefore A'G x CF x BD = GC X BF x AD
(Prop. II. Proportion).

PROP. XXXI.

Three lines drawn from the three angles of a triangle

to the middle of the oppofitefides\ all meet in one point.

Let BD, AE bifedt the oppofite fides AC, BC; 47.
and through the point of interfe&ion G, draw CGK,
and EL, DI parallel to it.

Now fince BE = EC, and AD —DC, we have

BL = LK, and AI = IK (Prop. XII). Alfo fince

BE = -JBC, and AD = fAC, it will be EH =
\CG = DF (Prop. XIII). Therefore the triangles

£)GF, HGE, having all the angles equal (4. I),

are fimilar an\d equal (Prop. VII) ; whence FG =3

GE, and confequently IK = KL (Cor. 2. Prop.

XII), therefore AI = IK = KL = LB = ^AB.
And AK = KB. And therefore if the line CK be

Irawn through the middle point K, it will pafs

hrough G ; otherwife the line palling through G,
would make AK greater or lefTer than KB. This
may alfo be demonftrated from Prop. XXX.

Cor.
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FIG. Cor. Hence the difiance of the point of interferon

47* G, from any angle, is twice the difiance from the oppo-

fitefide, BG = 2GD, &c.

For fince BK = 2KI, and AK =; 2KL, there-

fore BG =i 2GD, and AG = 2GE. Alfo fince

DI = DF 4. FI = 3HL or 3FI, therefore 2FI

:

DF = GK = EH = iCG.

PROP. XXXII.

Three perpendicular lines erecled on the middle of the

threefides of any triangle, all meet in one point.

48. Let E, F be the middle points of AB, CB \

FO, EO two perpendiculars. From O draw OD
perpendicular to AC. The right-angled triangles

COF, BOF are fimilar and equal, and CO = OB
(Prop. VI) ; alio the right-angled triangles BOE,
AOE, are fimilar and equal,whence BO=:OA (ibid.) \

therefore CO = AO; therefore in the ifofceles tri-

angle AOC, the perpendicular OD bifecls the bale

AC (Cor. 3. Prop. Ill) : and if it bifecls the bale,

it paffes through O.

Cor. The point of interferon O, of the three per-

pendiculars, will be equally difiant from the three an-

gles.

For the triangles COF, BOF, are fimilar and

equal (Prop. VI), and OB = OC. Alfo the tri-

angles COD, AOD, are fimilar and equal (ibid.),

a*d CO =2 AO - BO.

PROP. XXXIII.

49. If tzvo right-angled triangles BID, BED, be de~

fcribed upon one hypothenufe BD, lying on different

fdes thereof, and the line EI drawn to the epptfte an-

gles -, Ifay, the angles DEI and DEI are equal, which

Jland upon the famefide DI.
Maki
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Make BC — CD •, draw ECF and CI. Then F I G.

CD, CI, CB, and CE are all equal (Cor. 6. Prop. 49.

XX). The external angle ICD = CIB + CBI
(Prop. I) = 2CBI (Prop. III). Alio the external

angle ICF =. EIC -4- IEC - 2IEC (ibid.). Alio

FCD = CDE + CED = 2CED (ibid.). Therefore

by addition ICF + FCD, that is, ICD = 2AED =
2CBI, and AED = CBI, or IED p IBD.

PROP. XXXIV.
Three perpendiculars drawn from the three angles cf

triangle, upon the cppofite fides, all meet in one

mnt.

Let AT, CE be perpendicular to CB, AB •, and 50.

hrough the point of interfcclion D draw BDF -

y

ivv CK perpendicular to CA, alfo draw EI.

The oppofite angles IDC and EDA are equal

I), and the angles at E.and I are right, there

-

3re the triangles ADR and CD I are fimilar, whence
LD : ED : : CD : DI (Prop. XIII) •, therefore the

angles ADC, and EDI are fimilar (Prop. XIV),
id angle DEI - DAC - ICK (Prop. XX). But
le triangles DBE, DBI are right-angled at E and
whence A DEI = DBI (Prop. XXXIII) 5 there-

)re DBI or FBC = ICK, and therefore BF is pa-

lel to CK (Cor. 3. Prop. IV), or perpendicular

AC. And if BF be perpendicular to AC, it

ill pafs through D.

PROP. XXXV.
Three lines hifetling the three angles cf a triangler

' meet in one point.

For let CDF and ADE bifecl the angles C, A -, 51.
d through D, the point of interferon, draw
X}. Then BC : CG : : BD : TG : : BA : AG
rop. XXV); and BC : BA : : CG : AG (Prop.
". Proportion) , whence BDG bifecls the angle B

(Cor.
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FIG. (Cor. i. Prop. XXV), therefore the line bife&in

5 1 * the z_B, paffes through D.

Cor. i . If two lines bifetl two angles of a triangle^

the point of interferon D, is equally difiant from
the three fides.

Let D#, Do, Dp be perpendicular on the three

fides. Then the triangles BDn, BDo have one fide

and all the angles equal, therefore Dn = Do
(Prop. VII) ; alio the triangles AD0, ADp, have

one fide and all the angles equal ; therefore Do =
Dp (ibid.) = Dn.

Cor. 2. Segment Ap + the oppofite/Je BC = halj

the fum of thefides.

For half the fum of the fides= 2Kp+ zCn+ 2Bn

PROP. XXXVI.
'52. If the three angles of a triangle be bifelled by th

lines AC, BC, DC, and any one BC continued to th

cppofite fide, and CP be drawn perpendicular to tha<

fide, AD •, Ifay, the angle ACE = DCP, or ACP =
DCE.

For fince jlA ~\- B + D = two right angle*

(Prop. II), therefore CAB + CBA + CDP =
right angle = DCP + CDP (Cor. 2. Prop. II)

therefore CAB + CBA or ACE (Prop. 1) |
DCP.

PROP. XXXVII.

ro The area of a right-angled triangle ABC, is equa

to the rellangle under half the perimeter, and its ex>

cefs above the hypothenufe.

The perimeter or circumference is the fum o:

the three fides. Now fince the triangle ABC i

AC v C^R
right-angled at C, the area = (Cor. 2

Prop. X) ; and AB 1 = AC 1 + CB 1 (Prop. XXI).

or AC 1 + CB 1 — AB> = o. Hence four time;

thi
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he area = 2AC x CB = AC* + CB* + F T G.

2ACB — AB* = AC"+XB' — AB> (10. I) 53-

= XC + CB + AB x AC -J- CB— AB (12. I).
'

, ,
AC+CB+ AB AC+ CB — AB

And the area = x !

;

.

2 2

TJ AC + CB— AB AC + CB + AB A _But — =—— - AB.
2 2

Cor. The area of a right-angled triangle, is equal

to the rectangle under the two exceffes, of half the

1 2. rj AC -f- CB + AB unperimeter above each fide-, ! BC,

. AC + CB + AB
and X i AC.

For
AC + CB + AB „ AB + AC — BC

r— LB S3 1

2

\ AC 4- CB + AB A ^ AB + CB — AC
and ! AC s= ——'

,
2 2

, AB + AC — BC AB + BC — AC
tnd X x =
AB + AC-CB AB— AC-CB AB 1— AC-CBX-

AB, - AC, -
4

CB'+ 2
igg(Rop.XXI3 =

area (Cor. 2. Prop. X).

PROP. XXXVIII.

In any triangle ABC $ add the three fdes together 54,
nto one fum •, and likewife from the fum of every two

^des, fubtratl the third \ and you will have three re~

minders. Then take the produel of the faid. fum,

nd one of the remainders -, and likewife the produli

the other two remainders.

Then I fay, four times the area of the triangle, is

mean proportional, between thefe two products.

Take AE, and AF, equal to AC, and draw CF,
E-, alfo draw CD perpendicular to AB. Then

D AB
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FIG. AB x CD == twice the area (Cor. 2. Prop. X).
54' And the angle FCE is a right angle •, for AFC 33

ACF (Prop. Ill), and AEC =z ACE (ibid.) •, there-

fore AFC+ AEC = ACF + ACE = FCE (Ax. 3)
sr a right angle (Cor. 2. Prop. II). And AD —
AB* + AC1— CB* ______X_g (Cor. Prop. XXIII).

Now DE = AE — AD = AC — AD
AC x 2AB — AB* — AC* + CB*

~ 2AB
CB + AB — AC x CB 4- AC — AB

, TN—
B

(II. I).

AlfoFD=FE—DE=2AC—DE=^||—
2AB

__ 2ACX2AB— ACX2AB+ AB»+ACa—CB—DE = n —

g

AB* + AC* + 2AC x AB — CB"
—

' _7\B
! 1

AB + AC + BC X AB + AC — BC
, TN , _ „n— ST-X ( I2

- ^ butDC

is a mean between DE and DF (Cor. 3. Prop. XX),
therefore DC x 2AB is a mean between DE x 2AB
and DF x 2AB (Prop. V. Proportion)-, that is,

four times the area of the triangle ABC, is

mean proportional, between CB + AB —- AC
X CB + AC — AB, and AB + AC + BC x
AB + AC — BC.

55. Cor. 1 . From half the fum of the three fides of

any triangle ABC , fubtracl each fide feparately. 'Then

take the product of that half fum and one remainder

and alfo the produtl of the other two remainders.

Then I fay, the area of the triangle is a mean pro-

portional between thefe two products.

p CB + AB — AC CB+AC— AB
For 1 x —jr

: arca
2 2

A„ AB -4- AC + BC AB -f AC — BC
ABC :

—— —

l

V —••'" *

t 2

(Con
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(Cor. i. Prop.V. Proportion) are in continual pro- FIG.
portion

v
Prop. XXXVIII). 55.

* CB + AB — AC CB + AB + AC
But — = - ~ AC.

2 2

.CB + AC — AB CB + AB+AC
and — = ~ ~ AB.

2 2

, AB + AC — BC CB + AB + AC
and = ! BC.

2 2

therefore, &c.
Cor. 2. Let S = AC -f BC, D = AC— BC, 56.

then the area ABC is a mean proportional between

x SS^TaB7
, and ? x AB* — DD.

17 * o£ aoT S + AB S — AB
For — x SS — AB Z = —C x 2=

4 22
AC 4- BC + AB AC 4- BC — AB

X —
, and

2 2

7o7 --? AB + D AB — D
- x AB 1 — DD = -——— x — ac

\B-fAC — BC AB+BC — AC , . , . .

X which is the
2 2

ime, as Cor. 1. fuppofing two terms in the extremes

change places, by Cor. 3. Prop. XII. Proportion.

PROP. XXXIX.
The fquare of the fide of an equilateral triangle,

to the area \ as \to y/%.

Let CD be perpendicular to AB, then AD = 57.
IB = |AB. Then CD 2 = CA*— AD* (Cor. 1.

[rop.XXl) = AB 1— ^AB'-^AB 1
. AndCD-

^AB1 AB=— ^3- But tne arca °f tne triangle is

4 2

Bx^CD = ABx— </3,and4xarea = AB z x v 3
4

'or. 2. Prop. X); whence AB 2
: area : : 4 : ^3.

Cor. 77^ fquare of the perpendicular is equal to

the fquare of the fide ; CD 1 = -JCA\
For CD* = CA*~ AD* /Cor. XXI) ~ CA 2—
pA4 = |CA*. D 2 BOOK
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BOOK III.

Of Quadrangles and Polygons.

DEFINITIONS.

PIG. r. /% Quadrangle or quadrilateral, is a plane figure

£~\ bounded by four right lines.

58. 2. A parallelogram is a quadrangle whofe oppofit*

fides are parallel, as AGBH. The line AB drawr

to the oppofite corners is called the diameter 01

diagonal And if two lines be drawn parallel to th

two fides, through any point of the diagonal ; the)

divide it into feveral others, and then C, D arc

called parallelograms about the diameter : and E,

the complements : and the figure EDF a gnomon.

3. A rectangle is a parallelogram whole fides an

perpendicular to one another.

4. A fouare is a rectangle of four equal fides.

59. 5. A rhcmlus is a parallelogram, whofe fides a'r

equal, and angles oblique.

58. 6. A rhombcides is a parallelogram, whofe fide

are unequal, and angles oblique.

60. 7. A trapezoid is a quadrangle, having only twj

fides parallel.

61. 8. A trapezium is a quadrangle, that has nj

two fules parallel.

62. 9. A polygon is a plane figure enclofed by man
right lines. If all the fides and angles are equa

it is called a regular polygon, and denominated a(

cording to the number of fides, as a pentagon

fides, a hexagon 6, a heptagon 7, &V.
10. Tf
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10. The diagonal of a quadrangle or polygon, is FIG.

a line drawn between any two oppofite corners of 62.

the figure, as AB.
11. The hight of a figure is a line drawn from

the top, perpendicular to the bafe> or oppofite fide,

on which it ftands.

12. Like orfimilar figures1 are thofe whofe feveral

angles are equal to one another ; and the fides

about the equal angles, proportional.

13. Homologous fides of two figures, are thofe

between two angles, refpectively equal.

1 4. The perimeter or circumference of a figure, is

the compafs of it, or fum of all the lines that

inclofe it.

15. The internal angles of a figure, are thofe on y6.
the infide, made by thofe lines that bound the

figure, ADC.
16. The external angle of a figure, is the angle

yy t

made by one fide of a figurev and the adjoining

fide drawn out, BAF.

PROP. I.

In any parallelogram the oppofite fides, and angles, &3*

are equal \ and the diagonal divides it into two equal

triangles: AB = CD, AC — BD, and triangle

ABD = ADC, fcfr.

For fince AB, and CD are parallel (Def. 2),

Z.BAD — ADC (4. I) : alfo, becaufe AC and BD
are parallel, BDA = CAD (ibid.). Therefore the

triangles ABD and DCA, are equal in all refpecls

(7. II).

PROP. II.

The diagonals of a parallelogram, interfetl each

ether in the middle.

In the triangles APC, BPD, ^CAP = BDP, and 64.

ACP = DBP (4. 1), and Z.BPD = APC 2. 1), and

AC rr BD (Prop. I) •, therefore AP = PD, and CP
= PB( 7 . II). D3 PROP.
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FIG. PROP. III.

Any line BC pajjing through the middle of the dia-

gonal of a parallelogram P, divides the area into two
equal parts.

65. For in the triangles ABP, and DCP, AP = PD
(Prop. II )

-, and all the angles are equal (4. I).

Therefore the triangle ABP == DCP (7. II); and
BP qz PC (ibid.)- And fince triangle AED = AFD
(Prop. I); the remainders BPDE and CPAF are

equal •, therefore BPDE + PDC =5 CPAF+ APB,
that is, EBCD r; BAFC.

Cor. Any right line BC drawn through the middle

point P of the diagonal of a parallelogram^ is bifecled-

in that point ; BP = PC.

PROP. IV.

66. Jn any paraVelogram ABDC, the complements CI,

and IB, are equal.

For triangle ADC — ABD (Prop. I), and AHI
• rr AGI, and IED = IFD (ibid.) •, therefore paral-

lelogram HE — parallelogram GF (Ax. 4).

prop. v.

66. %'be parallelograms HG, EF, which are about the

diameter AD , of any parallelogram CB, arejimilar to

the whole CB, and to one another.

The parallelograms HG, EF are equiangular to

the whole CB (4. I), and to one another. The
triangles ACi), ABD, as alfo AHI, AGI, and IED,
IFD, are fimilar and equal fProp. I). Therefore

AH : HI or AG : : AC : CD or AB : : IE : ED or

IF, therefore the parallelograms are like (Def. 12).

PROP.
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P R O P. VI. FIG.

Parallelograms ABCD, and EBCF, fianding upon 67.

the fame bafe and between the fame parallels, are

For AD = BC = EF (Prop. I) ; add DE,
then AE = DF, and AB = DC (Prop. I), and
Z.A = CDF (Cor. 1. 4. I). Therefore triangle

ABE = DCF (6. II), fubtracl DGE ; then

the figure ABGD ±s EGCF 5 add BGC, then

ABCD = BEFC.

Cor. 1. Parallelograms of equal bafes and hights9

are equal.

For if their bafes be laid upon one another, the

tops of both will fall in the fame parallel, being of

equal hight i and therefore they are equal (this

prop.).

Cor. 2. Every parallelogram is equal to the re51angle

of its bafe and light.

Cor. 3 figures of the fame area, may have their

compafs vajily different. And figures of equal compafs

may contain very different areas.

PROP. VII.

A parallelogram is double to a triangle cf thefame or

an equal bafe and hight.

For the triangle ACD = ABD (Prop. I), that is, 6$<

the triangle ACD, on the bafe CD, is half the

parallelogram ACDB on the fame bafe CD, and

between the fame parallels. And fince any triangle

of an equal bafe and hight is = ACD, and any

parallelogram of the fame or an equal bafe and

hight = ACDB. Therefore any triangle is half

the parallelogram of the fame or equal bafes and

hights.

D4 PROP.
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FIG. PROP. VIII.

68* Parallelograms of thefame bight\ are to one another

as their bafes •, DC : GF : : EC : GH.

Draw the diameters BA, EH. Then the triangles

BCA, GHE, of the fame hight, are as their bafes

BC, GH (ii. II). Therefore 2BCA : 2GHE
: : BC : GH (Prop. V. Proportion) : that is, paral-

lelogram BCAD : parallelogram GHFE : : bafe

BC : bafe GH.

Cor. 1. Parallelograms of equal bafes, are as their

bights.

By Cor. 2. Prop. VI. as likewife

Cor. 2. Parallelograms are to one another, as their

bafes and bights.

PROP. IX.

69. Equal parallelograms having one angle equal to

one \ have the fides about the equal angles reci-

procally -proportional. If ABCD £= EFGH, then

AB : BG : : BE : BC.

Let the oppofite angles at B be equal ; produce

DC and KG to H. Then AB : BG : : BD : BH
(Prop. VIII) : : BF : BH (Ax. 6. Proportion)

: : BE:BC (Prop. VIII).

Cor. 1. ¥hofe parallelograms are equal; which i)ave

one angle equal to one \ and the fides about the equal

angles, reciprocally proportional.

For BD : BH : : AB : BG (Prop. VIII) : : BE
: BC (hyp.) : : BF : BH (Prop. VIII). There-

fore parallelogram BD = parallelogram BF.

Cor. 2. Equal parallelograms, have their bafes and
bights, reciprocally proportional.

C°r - 3- If four lines are proportional \ the reelangle

tf the m^ans, is equal to the reclangle of the extremes.

PROP,
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P R O P. X. FIG.
Equiangular parallelograms AC, EG, are in the 7°*

complicate ratio of their homologousfides , ABC, E8G.

Produce DC, FG to H. Then parallelogram

AC : BH : : AB : BG (Prop. VII!), and paral-

lelogram BH : BF : : CB : BE ibid.). Therefore

parallelogram AC : parallelogram BF : : AB x CB
: BG x t>E (Cor. i. Prop. XVIII. Proportion).

Cor. i . Parallelograms are to one another, in the

complicate ratio of their bafes and hights.

Cor. 2. The reelangle of two lines, is a mean pro-

portional between their fquares.

For fuppofing AC, EG, to be fquares ; then

AC : BH : : (AB : BG : : BC : BE : :) BH : BF.

PROP. XI.

In any parallelogram AD, the fum of thefquares of 71,
the diagonals, is equal to thefum of thefquares of all the

fides ; AD 2
4. CB* = CA 4 + AB 2 4 &D~ 4 DC\

For CE = E8, and AE = ED (Prop. II). Alfo

CD* + DB* = 2DE* + 2CE* (28. II). And
2CD* -f 2 OB* = 4E>E* 4 4CE% that k, CD*
4- AB* 4. DB* 4 C

A

1 = DA* 4- CB*.

PROP. XII.

If from any point O, in the reelangle kY), lines be jz*
drawn to all the angles ; the fum of the fquares of
the lines drawn to the oppofite corners, will be equal:

AO* -{- OD* = B J* -j- OC*.

Draw AD, BC, to interfeft in P, then AD = CB
(6. II), and their half's, AP = PC = PD. Then
CO* + OB* zz 2CP* 4 2OP* (28. II) zz 2AP S

4 2.0P
Z = AO* 4 OD* (28. II).

PROP.
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FIG. PROP. XIII.

73. In any trapezium ABDC, let E, F be the middle

points of the diagonals, AD, BC. 'Then the fum of
the fquares of the fides , is equal to the fum of the

fquares of the diagonals, together with four times the

fquare of the diftance, between the middle points of the

diagonals : AB 2 + BD 2 + CD 2 + CA* — AD*
4- CB 2 +4EF 2

.

ForAE*-|-ED*= 2AF 2 + 2EF*(28. II). Alfo

AB 2 + AC 2 = 2CE 2 + 2AE2
(ibid.)-, alio BD 2

4- DC 2 = 2CE 2 + 2DE Z
. And adding the two

laft equations, AB 2 ~fBD 2 = DC 2

-f CA* = 4CE*
+ 2AE 2 + 2ED 2 = CB* + 4AF 2 + 4EF 2 =CB 2

4~AD 2 + 4EF\

PROP. XIV.

74, In any trapezium ADBC, let E, F, be the middle

points of two oppqfite fides. Then the fum of the

fquares of the other two fides', together with thefquares

cf the diagonals, is equal to thefum of thefquares of the

bifettedfides, together withfour times the fquare of the

. diftance of thefe middle points : AC Z + DB 2 + AB 2

+ CD 1 zz AD 2 4- CB 1 + 4EF 2
.

Draw AE, ED. Then AE 2 + ED 2 = 2AF 2

4- 2EF 2
(28. II), and AB 2 + AC 2 = 2CE14- 2AE2

(ibid.), and DB 2+ DC 2 = 2CE 2 4- 2DE 2
(ibid.).

Add the two laft equations, AB* 4- AC 2 4- DB 2

4- DC 2 = 4CE 2 4- 2AE2 4. 2ED 2 zz CB 2+ 4AF*
4- 4EF 2 = CB 2 + AD 2 + 4EF 2

.

PROP. XV.
~, In any trapezium ADBC, // lines be drawn to the

middle of the oppofite fides *, the fum of the fquares of

the diagonals, is equal to twice the fum of thefquares of

the bifecling Hues: AB* + CD 2 = 2EF 1 4- 2iJQ*.

For
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For AB*+DCX+ BD*+ CA*= AD*+ CB* -f 4EF* F I G.

(Prop. XIV). 75.

And AB* + DC* +BO+ DA*= AC*+ DB*+ 4PQ*
. (ibid.),

and adding thefe equations,

2AB* + 2DO r bD 1 + CA* + BC 1 + DA1

= AD* + CB l
{- AC* + DB*

-f.
4KF a + 4PQ*,

and fubtrafting what is common, 2AB* -j- 2 DC*
4EF* + 4^0*, and AB* + DC 1 = 2EF*

+ 2r'Q\

PROP. XVI.

The fum of the four internal angles of any quadrila-

teral'figure', is equal tofour right angles.

Draw the diagonal AC ; then the fum of all the 7^-

angles in the triangle ABC, or ADC, is two right

angles '2 II) ; therefore the fum of both is four

right angles.

Cor If two angles of a quadrangle be right angles ;

thefum of the other two amounts to two right angles.

PROP. XVII.

Thefum of all the internal angles of a polygon, makes

twice as many right angles', abatingfour', as the polygon

basfides.

For drawing lines from all the angles, to a point 77*

O within the figure, it comes to be divided into as

many triangles, as the figure has fides or angles.

And each triangle contains two right angles (2. il),

o thefe amount to twice as many right angles, as the

figure has fides ; but the angles at O are to be abated,

nd thefe amount to four right angles (Cor. 1.

Prop. 1. I).

Cor. Hence all right-linedfigures, of thefame number

offides> have thefum of all the internal angles equal.

PROP.
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The fum of the external angles of any polygon* is

equal tofour right angles.

77. For all the internal angles, together with the ex-

ternal angles at the points A, B, C, &V. make twice

as many right angles, as the figure has fides (1. I) •,

and the fum of all the angles of the triangles ABO,
BCO, &c. amounts to the fame (2. II). 'lake away
all the angles, EAB, ABC, &c. and there remains

all the external angles A, B, C, &V. equal to all

the angles at O, that is, four right angles (Cor. 1,

(Prop. 1. I).

-+- Cor. All right-lined figures* have the fum of their

external angles equal.

Scholium.

yg #
If any of the angles be greater than two right

angles, as A ; the external angle will run into the

figure, and muft be fubtracted from the fum of the

reft.

PROP. XIX.

70. In two fimilar figures AC, PR ; // two lines BE,
QT, be drawn after a like manner* as fuppofe* to make

the angle CBE = RQT •, then thefe lines have the

fame proportion, as any two homologous fides of the

figure, BC to QR, &c\

Since Z.CBE = RQT, and R = C (hyp.)

;

therefore BE : QT : : BC : QR (13. II) : : BA
: QP (Def. 12) : : AD : PS (ibid.) : : DC : SR,

Alfo BC : CE : : QR : RT ; andBC : BE : : QR
: QT, &c.

Cor. 1 . Hence all fimilar figures are made up of

fimilar triangles.

Draw
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Draw BD, QS ; and AC, PR ; then BE : QT FIG.

:: BC:QR (this prop.) : : CD : RS (Def. 12) 79.
: : CE : RT (this prop.) : : DE : ST (Prop. VIII.

Proportion) -, therefore the triangles BCE and QRT
are fimilar ; and BED and QTS are fimilar.

Again, the Z_ A == P, and AB : AD : : PQj PS
(Def. 12) ; therefore BAD, QPS are fimilar (14. II).

Alfo aB s= Q^and AB : BC : : PQj QR, there-

fore ABC and PQR are fimilar (14. II). Laflly,

Z_D =S, and AD: DC : : PS: SR (Def. 12);

therefore ADC, PSR are fimilar (14. II).

Cor. 2. Hence it may be laid down, as a diftinguifhing

property of fimilar figures, that they are made up of

fimilar triangles, placed in the fame order.

PRO P. XX.
Allfimilarfigures are to one another as thefquares of

their homologous fides.

Let AD, PS be fimilar polygons ; draw AC, AD, 80.

PR, PS, which will divide the figures into triangles

(Cor. 1. Prop. XIX).
Becaufe AB : PQj : AC : PR : : AD : PS (13. II);

therefore

AB 1
: PQ^ : : triangle ABC : PQR (18. II).

and AB* : tQ^ : : AO : PR 1
: : triangle ACD

: PRS (ibid.).

and AB 2
: f Q^ : : AD 2

: PS 2
: : triangle ADE '

: PST (ibid.).

therefore AB* : PQ2
, : : triangle ABC + ACD -f

ADE : triangle PQR -f PRS -f PST (Prop. X.

Proportion) : : figure ABCDE : figure PQR ST-

Cor. If three lines A, B, C be in continual propor-

tion •, then as the firft to the third, fo any figure dc-

fcribed on the firft, to afimilar one upon the fecond.

For A : C : : A 2
: B 2 (Prop. XXII!. Propor-

tion) : : figure upon A : figure upon B ( thl °» prop.).

P R O P.
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FIG. PROP. XXI.

8 1. If four lines be proportional, AB : DE : : GH
: LM ; Jimilar figures , alike defcribed upon, two and

two, fhall alfo be proportional : ABC : DEF :
':

GH1K : LMNO.
And if four figures be proportional^ and two and two

befimilar ; their likefidesfhall be proportional.

ForfinceAB : D£ : : GH : LM (hyp.),

therefore AB* : DE* : : GH* : LM* (Cor. 3.

(Prop. XVIII. Proportion),

whence ABC : DEF : GHI : LMN (Prop. XX).
Again, if the figures be fimilar,

and ABC : DEF : : GHIK : LMNO (hyp.),

then AB* : DE* : : GH* : LM* (Prop. XX).
whence AB : DE : : GH : LM (Cor. 3. 18.

Proportion).

PROP. XXII.

82. Any figure defcribed on the hypothenufe of a right-

angled triangle\ is equal to two fimilar figures defcribed

the fame way upon the two fides : BFC s= ALC
+ AGJ5.

For fig. BCF : CAL : : BC* : CA* (Prop. XX).
BAG AB 1

therefore, BCF : CAL ~f BAG : : BC* : CA 1

~|-AB*(i4. Proportion).

But BC* = CA* + AB* (21. II) ; therefore BCF
= CAL + BAG (Prop. II. Proportion).

PROP. XXIII.

s
The area of a trapezoid ABCD, is equal to the rec-

tangle of half the fum of the parallelfides, and the per-
da jl c^vs

pendicular between them : x BP.

Draw
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Draw AF parallel to BD, and BP perpendicular FIG.

to CD. Then the area ABDF = AB x BP or FD 83.

XBP(Cor. 2. Prop.VI)=r
AB + FP

xBP. And

the area of the triangle ACF = iCF X BP (Cor. 2.

(Prop. X. 11). Therefore CAF + AFDB or the

., rAT)n AB + DF + CF __
trapezoid CABD = 2- —~ x BP =
AB_+ £R x bp.

2

PROP. XXIV.
The area of a trapezium ABDF, is equal to half 84,

the reclangle under the diagonal AD, and the fum of
the perpendiculars falling thereon from the oppofits

; . _ BC + EF
angles : AD x .

For the triangle ABD = AP X BC
(Cor. 2. 10.

2

II) ; and the triangle AFD = AD X FE
(ibid.) :

hereforcABD + AFD or the trapezium ABDF ==

AD X BC + FE
2

PROP. XXV,
Any regular figure ABCDE, is equal to a triangle\ 85.

whofe bafe is the perimeter ABCDEA ; and hight^ the

Perpendicular OP, drawn from the centery perpendicu-

lar to one fide.

Two perpendiculars, as PO, flanding on the

iddle of two fides, meet in the center, O (9. II).

Dr two angles A, B bifected by two right lines, meet

n the center, O (Cor. k 3. II) : whence all the •

ines OA, OB, OC are equal ; and all perpendicu-

ars drawn from O, upon AB, BC, CD, &V. are

:qual. And all the triangles AOB, BOC, &c. are

3 equal
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FIG. equal and fimilar. The fum of all the triangles

gr .
, c . AB x OP BCxOP

°!> make up the figure, mat is, , , &c.

AB + BC + CD + DE 4_ EA __ -
or 1 ! < X O? z=l figure, or

a triangle whofe bafc is ABCDEA, and hight OP
s= the figure.

Cor. The area of a regular polygon is equal to the

reclangle of one fide into the -perpendicular from the

center upon that fide, and that multiplied by half the

number of fides.

Scholium.
Any polygon, regular or irregular, may be divided

in as many triangles, lefs 2, as the figure has fides j

by drawing diagonal lines.

PROP. XXVI,
Only three forts of regular figures can fill up a plane

furface \ and tbefe are fix triangles, four fauares^ and
three hexagons.

It is required to place fome number of thefe figures,

with their angles upon one point, (o that being joined

cloie together, they may fill the whole fpace around

it, and leave no vacancy.

It is plain the angles about one point are four right

angles (Cor. 1. i». 1), which want to be filled up.

Now if the angles of the feveral figures be computed
by Prop. XVII, they will be found as follows,

£g^ A triangle ~ of a right angle zz A.
A fquare 1 right angle — B.

A pentagon \\ right angle.

A hexagon 1 \ a right angle z= C.

ifc.

Now 4- of a right angle 6 times repeated, makes

4 right angles, and therefore fills all the fpace •, that

is, 6 angles of an equilateral triangle fills it.

Alfo
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Alfo 4 angles of a fquare (or 4 x 1), makes 4

right angles.

But 3 angles of a pentagon (or 3 x if) falls fhort j

and 4 angles (or 4 x i-f) exceeds.

Alfo 3 angles of a hexagon (or 3 x if) makes 4
right angles. And thefe are all ; for

The angle of a heptagon (and other figures) is

digger, and therefore 3 angles will exceed 4 right

ones. And to have two angles, each muft be right

angles, which is abfurd.

49
FIG.
86.

BOOK
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BOOK IV.

Of the Circle, and infcribed and cir-

cumfcribed Figures.

DEFINITIONS.

FIG. i. A Circle is a plane figure defcribed by a right

87. x\ line moving about a fixt point, ABD. Or
it is a figure bounded by one line equidiftant from a

fixt point.

2. The center of a circle, is the fixt point about

which the line moves, C.

3. The radius , is the line that defcribes the circle.

CA.
Cor. All the radii of a circle, are equal,

4. The circumference is the line defcribed by the

extreme end of the moving line, ABDA.
%% 9 5. The diameter, is a line drawn through the

center, from one fide to the other, AD.
6. A femicircle, is half the circle, cut off by the,

diameter, as ABD.
7. A quadrant, or quarter, is the part between

two radii perpendicular to one another, as CDE.
89. 8. An arch is any part of the circumference,

AB.
9. KfeElor, is a part bounded by two radii, and

the arch between them, ACB.
10. A fegment, a part cut off by a right line,

DEF, orDABF.

11. A
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1 1. A cord, a right line drawn through the circle, F I G.

as DF, 89.

12. Angle at the center, is that whofe angular point

is at the center ACB.
1 j. Angle at the circumference, is when the angular go.

point is in the circumference, BAD.
14. Angle in a fegment, is the angle made by two

ines drawn from fome point of the arch of that kg-
ment, to the ends of the bale ; as BCD is an angle in

the fegment BCD.
15. Angle upon afegment, is the angle made in the

oppofite fegment, whofe fides ffand upon the bafe of
the firft ; as BAD, which flands upon the fegment
BCD.

16. A tangent is a line touching a circle, which
produced, does not cut it, as GAF.

17. Circles are faid to touch one another, which
meet, but do not cut one another.

18. Similar arches, or fimilar feBors, are thole

mounded by radii that make the fame angle.

1 9. Similar fegments are thofe which contain fimi-

ar triangles, alike placed.

20. A figure is faid to be infcribed in a circle, or

circle circumfcribed about a figure -, when all the an-

ular points of the figure are in the circumference

f the circle.

2 1 . A circle is faid to be vifcribed in a figure, or a

*igure circumfcribed about a circle ; when the circle

ouches all the fides of the figure.

22. One figure is infcribed m another, when all the

ngles of the infcribed figure, are in the fides of the

ther.

PROP. I.

The cord of any arch AB, falls intirely within t£e or,
Irck.

For draw CA, CB ; and CD to any point of the

ord , then z. A = B (3. II). And jl CDB =
E 2 A +
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FIG. A + ACD ( i. II) = B + ACD, therefore CDB is

91. greater than B, confequently CB is greater than CD,
(4. II) 5 therefore D is within the circle.

PROP. II.

Q2, *?he radius CR, bifecls any cord at right angles ,

which pajfes not through the center", as AB.

For draw AC, BC, and if AF = FB, then fine*

AC SS= CB, and CF common ; therefore CFA =
CFB (8. II) = a right angle •, and angle ACF
= BCF.
Or if AFC = CFB and A = B, then ACF =

BCF ; and CF being common, AF = FB. This

prop, follows from Cor. 3. Prop. III. Book II.

Cor. \. If a line bifecls a cord at right angles', it pajfes

through the center of the circle.

Cor. 2. The radius that bifecls the cord, alfo bifecls

the arch.

For fince ACR = RCB. If CBR be laid upon
CAR, the point B will fall upon A, and therefore

RB = RA.

Cor. 3. If two right lines do not both pafs through

the center, they cannot both be bifecled by each other.

For if they could, they muft both make right

angles with the radius.

PROP. HI.

qj. In a circle^ equal cords AB, GD, are equally difiant

from the center, C.

For let CE, CF be perp. to the cords ; and
draw CD, CA •, then in the triangles, ACF, DCE,
AC = CD, AF = DE being half the cords

(Prop. II) ; and angles at F, E right ; and the angles

at C, both acute, therefore CF = CE (9. II).

Cor.
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Cor. If feveral lines be drawn through a circle\ the FIG.

greateft is the diameter', and thofe that are nearer the 93.
tenter HI, are greater than thofe that are farther

off, DG.
For draw CH, then CH is greater thanOH (4. II),

and therefore 2CH or the diameter is greater than HI.
And fince £ HCI is greater than DCG, HI is greater

than DG (Cor. 6. II),

PROP. IV.

Iffrom a point G, out of the center,feveral lines GD, 94.
GE, &c. be drawn, the greatefi is that GF which pajjes

through the center, and thofe nearer to GF are greater

than thofe further off.

Alfo GH (the remainder to GF) is the leaf, and

thofe nearer to it, as GA, are lefs than thofe further

off, GB.

Draw CE, CD, CA, CB, from the center C.

Then GC + CE or GF is greater than GE (5. II).

Alfoin the triangles GCE, GCDi GC, EC are equal

to GC, DC ; but c ECG is greater than DCG •,

therefore EG is greater than DG.
AlfoCG + GD is greater than CD or CH, take

away CG, and GD is greater than GH. After the

fame manner GA is greater than GH ; and GB
greater than GA.

Cor. 1 . Only two lines drawn from G to the circum-

ference can be equal-, and lie on different fides of the

diameter H F.

For no two lines on the fame fide can be equal.

Cor. 2. If from any point, three equal right lines

can be drawn to the circumference -,
that point is the

center, C.

Cor. 3. No circle can cut another in more than two

points.

E 2 For
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I'I G. ' For then three equal lines might be drawn from

94. a point out of the center to the circumference j

which is abfurd.

PROP. V.

95' Iffrom a point G without a circle, feveral right lines

he drawn to cut it. Of thofe that pafs to the concave

part, the greateft is that GF which paffes through the

center, and thofe nearer to GF are greater than thofe

further off.

But of thofe that go to the convex part, the leafi is that

GH, which continued would pafs through the center, and

thofe nearer to tidt\ as GA, are lefs than thofe further

eff, GD.

For in the triangle GCE, GC 4- CE or GF is

greater than GE. And in the triangles GCE,
GCB 5 GC, CE are equal toGC, CB, and a GCE
greater than GCB, therefore GE is greater than GB.

Alfo in the triangle CGA, CA -f- AG is greater

than CG or CH -f HG (5. II) ; take away CA as

CH, and AG is greater than HG. And in the

triangles CAG, CUG ; CG, CA are equal to CG,
CD; and angle GCA lefs than GCD ; therefore GA
is lefs than GD (Cor. 6. II).

Cor. 1 . There can only two equal lines he drawnfrosn
the point G to the circumference of the circle.

• For no two are equal on one fide of GF.

Cor. 2. The greateft to the convex part, or the leafi

to the concave part, is the tangent to the circle.

PROP. VI.

q^ In any circle, if feveraI radii he drawn making equal

angles ; the arches andfeciors comprehended thereby will

he equal, if ACB = BCD ; then, arch AB ~ arch

BD ; and feftor ACB = BCD.
For
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For fince /l ACB = BCD, and CA = CD; FIG.
*

therefore it the angle DCB be laid upon BCA, DC 96.
will fall upon CA, and D upon A, and confe-

quently the arch DB will coincide with AB, as well
as the feclor DBC with ABC, confequently arch
DB = AB, and feclor DBC = ABC (Ax. 8).

Cor. 1. In equal circles , the radii making equal

angles', comprehend equal arches, andfeclors.

Cor. 2. In the fame or equal circles, the radii

making equal angles, comprehend equal cords AB, BD.
For theie will coincide with one another. It alfo

follows from Prop. VI. II.

Cor. 3. Equal cords cut off equal arches, and equal

fegments, in the fame circle.

For if laid upon one another, they perfectly coin-

cide, as has been proved.

PROP. VII.

In thefawe or equal circles, the arches, and alfo the qym

feclors, are proportional to the angles intercepted by the

radii.

Take any arch AB as fmall as you will, and let

A3 = BC, &c. alfo AB = QR = RS, &c. and

drawing CA, CB, CD, £sfr. and PQ, PR, PS, fc?r.

then all the angles ACB, BCD, QPR, RPS, &c. are

equal (Cor 1. Prop. VI). Whence AF is as mul-

of AB, as the angle ACF is of ACB. There-

fore AB : AF : : ACB : ACF (Prop. V. Propor-

tion^. Alfo QV is as multiple of QR or AB, as

C" 13 ofQPR or ACB, whence AB : QV : : ACB
: QPV (ibid.) •, whence AF : QV : : ACF : QPV
(Cor. 2. 14. Proportion).

The fame reafoning holds in the fedbors, for feci:.

ACF is as multiple of ACB ; as z_ACF is of the

jL ACB. And fedt. QPV is as multiple of QPR or

E 4 ABC*
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FIG. ABC; as ^.QPV is of ACB. Therefore feet

97- ACF : fed. QPV : : angle ACF : z. QPV.

Cor. The angle ACF is to 4 right angles ; as the

arch AF, is to the whole circumference.

PROP, VIII.

58. In all circles, fimilar arches are as the radii of the

circles.

Let the circles AFG and afg be both defcribed

from the fame center, C. Draw the radii CA, CF ^
then the arches AF, ^/are fimilar (Def. 18). Draw
CB extremely near C A. Then the figures or fee-

tors Cab, CAB, approach very near to ifofceles

triangles, which are fimilar to one another, becaufe

the L. at C is common (3. II). Therefore Ca : ab

: : CA : AB (13. II) •, and Ca : CA : : ab : AB
(4. Proportion). Now if you fuppofe BF divided

into more arches, equal to AB -, and more radii CB
drawn ; bf will then contain as many arches equal to

ab. Therefore of is as multiple of ab, as AF is of

AB ; therefore ab : AB : : af : AF (5. Proportion) j

whence Ca : CA ; : af : AF (1. Proportion).

PROP. IX.

Qg #
The circumferences of circles are to one another, as

their diameters,

For AF : circumference AFGA : l ACF : 4 right

angles (Cor. 7) : : z_aCf : 4 right angles : : af : cuv
cumference afga. And AFGA : afga : ; AF : af
(4. Proportion) : : CA : ca (Prop. VIII) ; : 2CA ;

% Ca (5. Proportion).

Cor, The circumferences of circles are as their radii.

PROP.
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P R O P. X. FIG.
Aright line AG, perpendicular to the diameter AD 88.

*f a circle, at the extreme point A, touches the circle in

that point -

9 and lies wholly without the circle.

To any point O in the line GAF, draw the line

CO from the center. Then the hypothenufe OC is

greater than the fide AC (4. II). Therefore O is

without the circle. And fo it is for any point be-

fides A ; therefore the line GF is entirely out of the

circle.

Cor. 1. Hence a right line touches a circle only in one

point.

Cor. 2. If a right line touches a circle in one pointy

it is perpendicular to the diameter in that point.

Cor. 3, All circles; whofe centers are in the line AD,
and whofe circumferences pafs through the point A, touch

one another, and the line GAF, in thefame point A.

Cor. 4. Hence, if two circles touch one another, 99.'

either inwardly or outwardly •, the line paffing through

their centers, C, B, D, Jhall alfo pafs through the point of
eontacl, A.

Otherwife a line, touching both circles in that

point, could not be perpendicular to both diame-

ters.

Cor. 5. Two circles, can only touch in onepoint.

From the centers B, D, draw BO, DO, to a point

O in the exterior circle. Then in the triangle

BOD ; DB 4. BO is greater than DO or DA or

PB + BA (5. II). Whence BO is greater than BA •,

therefore the point O, is without the circle AE. In
like manner, drawing CO ; DO + CO is greater

than DA + CA, and CO greater than CA, there-

fore O falls without the circle AL
PROP.
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FIG. PROP. XL
t66. The angle of contact between a right line and a

circle DAI, is lefs than any right-lined angle whatever,

DAL.

Draw BE perpendicular to AL, then the fide BA
onpoiite to the right angle BEA, is greater than the

iide BE oppolite'tp the acute angle BAE (4. II).

Therefore the point E, and fo the whole line AEL,
falls within the circle.

Cor. 1. Hence the angle of a femicircle BAI is

greater than any acute angle whatever.

Cor. 2. The angle of contatl DAI, is infinitely lefs

than a rigbt angle.

For if it was in a finite proportion to a right angle,

then an acute angle might be found equal to it.

Cor. 3. If any other circle be deferred through A,
whh any radius greater than AB, it will fall entirely

between the tangent AD and the circle AL, and make

the angle of coniacl lefs. And circles may be defcribed

ad infinitum, whichfhall only touch one another inA \

their centers being all in the line AB produced.

All this appears by Cor. 5. Prop. X. compared
with this prop.

PROP. XII.

101. In a circle, the angle at the center is double the

102. angle at the circumference, ftanding upon the fame
arch; BDC =2BAC.

Cafe 1. When one fide AFpafTes through the cen-

ter; in the ilbfceles triangle ADC, tlDAC = DCAi
( 3 . H), and the Z.FDC == DAC-j- DCA (1. II)

- 2.FAC.
' Cafe-2. Tf the center of the circle be within the

jmgle BAG ; drawADF, then by Cafe 1, FDC ~
2FAC,
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2FAC, and FDB = 2FAB, therefore the whole FIG.
BDC = 2BAC. 101.

Cafe 3. If the center of the circle be without 102.

the angle, BAC •, draw ADF, then by Cafe 1,

FDB =z 2 FAB, and FDC = 2FAC, therefore the

remainder BDC - 2BAC (Ax. 4).

Cor. 1. The angle at the circumference ftanding

upon any arch, is equal to half the angle at the

center, upon the fame arch -, or to the angle at the

center upon half the arch.

Cor. 2. In the fame or equal circles , the angles at

the circumference, are equal, which ftand upon equal

arches or equal cords, .

This is plain from Cor. 1, 2. Prop. VI.

PROP. XIII.

All angles in the fame fegment of a circle, are equal, 102, *
PAC = DBC, and DGC = DHC.

For Z.DGC and DHC are each equal to the

angle at the center, on half the archDABC. And
DAC, DBC are each of them equal to the angle

at the center, on half the arch AGHC.

Or thus.

The aDGC = iDOC = DHC (Prop. XII).

Again, Z.DFC » DAF -f ADF (1. II) - DBC
+ BCF (ibid.), but ADF = BCF (Prop. XII) -,

therefore DAF or DAC =. DBC (Ax. 4).

Cor. If the extremities of two equal arches DA,
BC, be joined by right lines, DC, AB -, they will be

parallel.

For l_BAC = DCA (Cor. 2. 12), therefore

AB, CD are parallel (Cor. 3. 4. I).

P R O P.
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FIG PROP. XIV.

104. fhe angle ABC in a femicircle is a right angle.

For draw BD to the center, then BDA, BDC
are two ifofceles triangles, therefore DAB a: DBA,
and DCB = DBC (3. II), And DAB -f DCB =
DBA + DBC = ABC (Ax. 3) =± half of two right

angles (2. II) == a right angle.

Cor. 1. The angle ABG, in a greater fegment

ABFG, is lefs than a right angle \ and the angle

ABF, in a lefs fegment ABF, is greater than a right

angle.

This is evident by infpecting the figure.

Cor. 2. If a line be drawn from the middle of the

hypothenufe (of a right-angled triangle), to the right

angle ; it cuts the triangle into two ifofceles tri-

P angles.

PROP. XV.

JO r If two lines .cutting a circle, interfell one another

in A ; and there be made at the center, L ECF ,=;

BAD;
Then arch BD + GH = 2EF, // A is within,

the circle -, or arch BD — GH == 2EF, */ A is with-

out.

For draw HI parallel to GD, then DI =r GH
(Cor. 13)-, and angle BHI = BAD = ECF (4. I).

Therefore EF .= ;BI (Cor. 1. 12); and 2EF =
BI ~ BD + GH, when A is within, but = BD
— GH, when A is without the circle.

Cor. 1 . If from a point without, two lines touch

a circle -, the angle made by them is equal to the angle

at the center, fianding on half the difference, of thefe

two parts of the circumference.

This
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This is plain, by fuppofing B, H, and G, D F I G.

to coincide in the periphery, then half their diffe- 105.

rence will be =s£ EF.

Cor. 2. tte angle A =a Z.BHD -f HDG> when

A is within ; or A = BHD — HDG, when A «•

without the circle (1. II).

PROP. XVI.

In a circle, the angle made at the -point of contacl -106.

between the tangent and any cord, is equal to the

angle in the alternate fegnunt ; ECF = EBC, and

ECA = EGC.

Through the center O, draw the diameter COD,
which is -*- to CF (Cor. 2. 10). The z_CED is

right (Prop. XIV) ; therefore aD -f DCE - a

right angle (Cor. 2. 2. II) — DCE -f ECF ;

therefore D =r ECF, or EBC ±t ECF (Prop. XIII).

Again, CEG + ECG + G = two right angles

2. II) = GCF + ECG + ECA (1. I), CEG
+ G = GCF + ECA, but CEG = GCF (this

prop.), therefore G = ECA (Ax. 4).

Cor. A tangent to the middle point of an arch, is

arallel to the cord of it.

For if arch CB = CE, then cord CB = cord CE
[Prop.VI. and Cor. 2) ; whence LE = B = ECF
[this prop.), whence BE, CF are parallel (Cor. 3.

I).

PROP. XVII.

If from any point B in a femicircle, a perpendicular 1 07,

3D he let fall upon the diameter, it will be a mean
Proportional between the fegments of the diameter

:

&D : DB : : DB : DC.

For drawing AB, BC, the triangles ABC, ABD,'
SBC arefimilar, for jl ABC is right (Prop. XIV),

3 and
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F I G. and angles at D are right, and BAD == BAC,
107. ABD =? BCD, and therefore DBC = BAD. There-

fore AD : DB : : DB : DC (13. II).

Cor. The cord is a mean proportional between the

adjoining fegment, and the diameter \ AD : AB : AC.
And CD : CB : CA 4~.

This is evident from the fimilarity of the tri-

angles.

PROP. XVIII.

.ro8. In a circle, if the diameter AD be drawn, andfrom
the ends of the cords AB, AC, perpendiculars be

drawn upon the diameter ; the fquares of the cords

will be as the fegments of the diameter ; AE : AF
: : AB 1

: AC*.

For AExAD- AB* (Cor. 17), and AF x AD
t= AC 2

(ibid.) ; therefore AB 2
: AC* : : AE x AD

: : AF x AD : : AE : AF (Cor. 1. 5. Proportion),

PROP. XIX.

109. If two circles touch one another in P, and the lint

PDE be drawn through their centers •, and any line

PAB is drawn through that point, to cut the circles^

that line will be divided in proportion to the diame-

ters-, PA : PB:: PD : PE.

For drawing AD, BE ; the triangles PAD, PBE,
are right-angled at A, B (14), and confequently

fimilar, therefore PD : PE : : PA : PB (13. II).

Cor. "The arches AD, BE are fimilar ; as alfo the

arches PA, PB ; and thefe arches are as the whole

circumferences of the circles, or as the diameters ;

AD : BE : : PA : PB : : PD : PE 5 6?r.

They are fimilar by Def. 18, and proportional

by Prop.VIII.

PROP.
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PROP. XX. PIG.

If through any point F in the diameter of a circle, no.
any cord CED is drawn \ the reelangle cf the fegments

of the cord, is equal to the reflangle of the fegments

of the diameter ± CFD «= AFB.

Draw AC, BD • then the triangles CAF, BDF
are fimilar, for the angle F is common, and CAF
b BDF, and ACF -= DBF (Cor. 2.. 12); there-

fore AF : FC : : FD : FB (13. II), and AF x FB
= CF x FD. (12. Proportion).

Cor.. 1 . Let O be the center -, then the reBangle
CFD, is equal to radius fquare •— the fquare of the

diftance from the center \ CFD = AO 2— OF2
.

For AFxFB = AO +~OF x AO — OF =
AO 3 —'OF* (12. I).

Cor. 2. If feveral cords CD, EG, be drawn
through the fame point F, the rettarigles of their

fegments zvill be all equal to one another ; CFD =
EFG.
For they are all equal to the rectangle AFB.

PROP. XXI.

If through any point F out of the circle in the 1 1 1

.

diameter BA produced, any line FCD is drawn through

the circle \ the rellangle of the whole line and the

eternal part, is equal to the reBangle of the whole

line faffing through the center, and the external part ;

DFC - AFB.

For drawing DA, CB, the triangles DFA and
BFC are fimilar; for /iFDA = FBC, and F is

ommon-, therefore AF : FD : : CF : FB (13. II) j

nd AF x FB = CF x FD.

Cor.
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FIG. Cor. i. Let O be the center', then the reclangle

in. CFD is equal to the fquare of the difiance from the

(enter — radius fguan ; CFD == ¥Q Z — AO*.

For AF x FB = FO — AO x FO + AO =
FO 1 — AO* (12. I).

Cor. 2. Let HF be a tangent at H ; then the reel*

angle CFD = fquare of the tangent FH.
For FO 1 — AO 1 = FO 1 — OH 1 = FH J

{Cor. i. 21. II).

Cor. 3. Iffeveral lines FD, FG, are drawn from
the fame point F ; the reclangles of the whole and

external fegment, will be all equal to one another 5

CFD = EFG.
For they are all equal to the redtangle AFB.

Cor. 4. Iffrom the fame point F, two tangents bt

drawn to the circle*, they will be equal \ FH == FI.

For the fquare of either of them is equal to the

rectangle AFB.

PROP. XXII.

1 1 2. If a line PFC be drawn perpendicular to the diame>

ter AD of a circle \ and any line drawn from A /*

cut the circle and perpendicular ; then the reclangle 0)

the difiances of the fetlionsfrom A, will be equal to th

reclangle of the diameter and the difiance of the per

pendicular from A; AB xAC — APxAD.

For draw BD, and the triangles ABD, AP(
are fimilar, for l. at A is common, and z_P and I

are right (14) ; therefore AD : AB : : AC : Al

(13. II), and AD x AP - AB x AC (12. Pro

portion).

Cor. 1. If PF cuts the circle in K, then AB x A(

s=AK\
CoU
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Cor. 2. If more lines AEF be drawn, all the reel- FIG.

angles EAF, BAC are equal, 112,
For they are all equal to the rectangle PAD*

PROP. XXIII.

In a circle EDF wbofe center is C, and radius CE, 113.

if the points B, A, befo placed in the diameter produced,

that CBj CE, CA be in continual proportion, then

wo lines BD, AD drawn from thefe points, to any

boint in the circumference of the circle, will always be

n the given ratio of BE to AE.

Draw DP perpendicular to the diameter EF, then

3P* = EPxPF ( 17) =2CE x EP—EP% whence

\D* ~ AE+ EP* + PD J
(21. II) = AE* + EP a

[- 2AEP + 2CEP — EP 1
(10, I) - AE» + 2CE

< EP-f 2AExEP. AlfoBD 1 -BE — EP
a +

"D* (21. II) = BE 1 — 2BEP + EP* + 2CEP
-EP 1

(11.1) = BE* + 2CExEP — 2BExEP-
And fince CA : CE : CB -fr. therefore AF.
CE : : EB : CB (13. Proportion), or AE : EB
: CE : CB (4. Proportion). Alfo AEZ

: EB* : :

E 1
: CB 1

: : CA : CB (23. Proportion) : : CE
- AE : CE — EB : : 2CE x EP + 2AE x EP
2CE x EP— 2EB x EP (5. Proportion). And
E z

: EB* : : AE/ 4 2CE x EP 4. 2AE x EP :

\B
l
4- 2CE x EP — 2EB x EP(io. Proportion)

. AD 1
: BD\ And AE : EB : : AD :• BD

^on 3. 18. Proportion).

PROP. XXIV.

If D, C be two points in the diameter of a arch, irx
uidiftant from the center O ; and if two lines be

'awn from thence to any feint E, in the circumference,

iefum of their fquares will be equal to the fum of the

uares of the fegments of the diameter ; DIv + CEZ

: AC4 + CB^.

F Fs*
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F I G. For draw EO to the center O, then DE2 + CBS
114. - 2D0 1 + 2QE2

(28. II) zz 2AO^ + 2OC But

AC + CB* == AO + OC
z

+ AO—OC* zz AO 3

+ OO + 2AOC + AO + OO — 2AOC
£*o. II) = 2AO X 2OC2

zz DE2 + CE 2
.

Cor. 1. Hence the fum of the fquares of DE, CE
is equal to twice the fquare of the radius 4- twice the

fquare of the diftance of one of the points from the cen-

ter ; DE* + CE 2 = 2AO 4- 2OO.

Cor. 2. ^he fum of the fquares of any two cor-*

refpondent ones will be equal.

For they are all equal to the fame given quan-
tity.

PROP. XXV.

115, If any cord ¥QJ?e drawn parallel to the diameter

AB, of a circle \ andfrom a given point C in that

diameter, the lines CP, CQ^ drawn to the two ends of

the cord-, Ifay the fum of their fquares is equal to the
:

fum cf the fquares of the fegments of the diameter i

CP 2 + CQ£ zz AC 1 + CB\

For draw PS, QR -*- to the diameter AB, then

PS* or QR 2 = PC'— SO =Qp—RC a
(2i . II)y-

that is, PC2 — SO + OC'zz QC 1 — SO— OC
or PC 1 — SO 2 — 2SOC — OC z

(10. I) zz QC;— SO 1 + 2SOC — OC\ becaufe 0(£ zz OS.
Therefore PC 2 zz Q£_± 4SOC, but AC 2 + CB*

zz AO -4- OC
1

-f AO ~ OC* zz 2AO J x 20C 2

(10, 11. I). But PC 1
zz AO* + OC 2

-f 2SOC
(22. II) =1 QC* + 4SOC. Therefore

QC 2 = AO2 + OC 2 — 2SOC
PC 1 zz AO 2

-f OC 1 + 2SOC

therefore PC2 + QC Z == 2A0 2 + 2OC 2 zz AC
+ .GBV

Cor.
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5;
Cor. i. The fum of their fquares, PC* -f QC» —FIG.'

2AO a +-20C\ _ 115*

Cor. 2. The difference of theirfquaresy PC 2 — QC*
z= 4SOC.

Cor. 3. All thefe things hold good* if the point C iS

taken without the circle*

PROP. XXVI.

In a circle, if a perp* DB be let fall from any point 116.

D, upon the diameter Cf, and the tangent DO drawn

fromD-* then AB, AC, AO, will be continually pro-

portionaL

Draw the radius DA, then the triangles ABD,
ADO, are fimilar, for the angles at B and D are

right (Cor. 2. 10), and angle A common ; whence
AB:AD:: AD : AO ; that is, AB : AC: AO-H-.

PROP. XXVII.

If a triangle ADC bejnfcribed in a circle ; and if nj 9

BC be drawn parallel to the tangent AT ; then AB,
,
AC, AD, are continually proportional*

For the triangle ABC, is fimilar to ACD ; for

JL D = TAC (16) - = ACB (*. II), and A is

common ; therefore AB : AC : : AC : AD (13. II).

Cor. AD : DC : : AC : CB.

PROP. XXVIII.

If a triangle BDF be inferibed in a circle* and a I3 S,

"perpendicular DP let fall from D on the opp.ofite Jide

BF, and the diameter DA drawn *, then as the perpen-

dicular, is to oneJide including the angle D •, fo the other

fide, to the diameter of the circle ; DP : DB : : DF
;PA.

F 2 For
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FIG. For drawing AF, the triangles BDP, and ADF
1 1 8. are fimilar-, for z_A~ B (13), and angles at P

and F are right (14) 5 therefore DP : DB : : DF
: DA (13. II).

Cor. The reel'angles of the fides of an infcribed

triangle ; is equal to the retlangle of the diameter•, and
the perp. on the thirdfide.

PROP. XXIX.
1 19. If a triangle BAC be infcribed in a circle^ and the

angle A bifetled by the right line AED ; then as one

fide^ to the fegment of the bifetling line9 within the

triangle 9 fo the whole bifetling line, to the other fide j

AB : AE : : AD : AC.

Draw BD, then the triangles ABD, ACE are

fimilar ; for Z.D = C (Cor. 2. 12), and BAD dj

EAC (hyp.); therefore AB : AD : : AE : AC
(13. II) ; and AB : AE : : AD : AC (4. Propor-

tion).

Cor. If an angle of a triangle (infcribed in a circle)

be bifetled ; the reelangle of the fides9 is equal to the

retlangle of the whole bifetling line within the circle^

and the fegment within the triangle : BAC = DAE.

PROP. XXX.
120. If a circle be infcribed in a triangle ABC, and lines

be drawn from the center D, to the points of contatl

E, F, G •, then any fegment BF or BE joining to the

angle B, is equal to half thefum of the three fides —
the oppofitefide AC.

For the triangles BDF, BDE are fimilar and equal

(9. II); for Z.F = Z.E a right one (10), and

DE = DF, and BD common \ whence BF = BE.

In like manner CF = CG, and AE = AG. -Then

fmcc- the fum of the fides is BC + CA + AB =
2BF
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2BF + aCG + 2AG, therefore half the fum = FIG
BF + CG + AG = BF + AC, therefore BF = 120.*

2fum — AC.

Cor. The area of the triangle BAC, is equal to the

reftangle of the radius DF, and half the fum of the

three fides.

For the triangle ABC is made up of the three

triangles ADB, BDC, CDA, whole common hight

is the radius DF.

PROP. XXXI.

If a quadrilateral ABCD be infcribed in a circle, the 12 1«

fum of two oppoftte angles is equal to two right angles ;

ADC -j- ABC zz two right angles.

Draw AC, BD, and produce AB to E -, then the

external angle CBE = BCA + BAC (1. II) =3

BDA + BDC (13) = ADC j therefore CBE 4.
CBA - ADC + CBA = 2 right angles (1. I).

Cor. If one fide of a quadrangle (infcribed in a

circle) be produced, the external angle EBC is equal to

the internal oppoftte angle ADC.

PROP. XXXII.

If a quadrangle be infcribed in a circle ; the re51angle I2 2,

of the diagonals, is equal to thefum of the reclangks of
the oppoftte fides •, AC x BD = AB x CD -f AD
X BC.

Make the angle ABF = CBD, then ABD =2 CBF

;

nd fince the Z.CDB = FAB (13), the triangles

FAB, and CDB are fimilar, whence DC : DB
:: AF: AB (13. II), and CD X AB - BD x AF
[12. Proportion). Alfo fince Z.BCF = BDA
r

i^), the triangles CBF and DBA are fimilar*,

whence CB : CF : : DB : DA (13. II), and CB
F 3 X
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FIG. xDA = BD x CF (12. Proportion). Therefore
122. CD x AB + CBxDA = BDx AF -f BD x CF

= BDx AC (Ax 3).

P R O P. XXXIII.

A circle is equal to a triangle whofe hafe is the circum-

ference of the circle -, and hight, its radius.

32 3. Let AB be equal to the length of the circum-

ference, and let the circle touch it in I ; draw CI,

and CD extremely near it. Then by reafon of the

extreme fmallnefs of the arch DI, the fe&or CD
coincides with the triangle CDI, and the arch with a

portion of the right line. Now fince the circle

3l)EGF may be fuppofed to be made up of fuch

fe&ors CDI, and the triangle ACB of as many
triangles CDI equal to the fec"r,or CDI *, it follows

that all thefe factors are equal to all the triangles, or

the circle DEGF ^= the triangle ABC.
This is alfo evident by the 25. III. for a circle

may be confidered as a regular polygon of an in-

finite number of fides, whofe hight is the radius of

the circle.

Cor. The fecior of a circle is equal 4o a triangle^

whofe bafe is the arch> and hight the radius.

PROP. XXXIV.

123. The area of a circle is equal to the reelangle of half

the circumference and half the diameter.

For the circle EGF is equal to the triangle ABC,

(33), and that triangle is equal to the rectangle of

half the bafe AB and hight CI, that is, of half the

circumference DFGED, and half the diameter CI

(Cor. 2. 10. II).

Cor. 1 . The fetlor of a circle is equal to the reel-

angle of half the arch and the radius.

Ccr.
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Cor. 2. Seniors are to one another in the complicate FIG,
ratio of their arches and radii. 123.

For triangles, to which they are equal, are in that

ratio (Cor. 1. 11. 11). .

PROP. XXXV.
Circles (that is, their areas) are to one another as

the fquares of their diameters.

For circumference EFGE : cir. IHKI : : AB : CD 124,

{9) \ and the areas of the circles EFG, and IHK

are -
, and (34) •, therefore circle

EF : circle IH : : EFGE X AB : IHKI x CD
(5. Proportion) : : AB Z

: CD Z
(7. Proportion).

Cor. 1. Circles are to one another as the fquares of

the radii, or as the fquares of the circumferences.

For thefe are all in the fame ratio (Prop. IX).

Cor. 2. A circle made on the hypothenufe, is equal to

two circles made alike on the two fides, of a right-

angled triangle.

PROP. XXXVL
Similar polygons deferibed in circles, are to one ano-

ther, as the circles wherein they are inferibed.

Draw CK, AG, then becaufe fimilar polygons 124.
may be refolved into fimilar triangles (Cor. 2. 19.

Ill), therefore AF : AG : : CH: CK, and AG
: AB :: CK : CD (13. II), therefore A F : AB .

: : CH : CD. Or at once, AF : AB : : CH : CD
(19. III). And polygon EF : polygon IH : : AF 2,

: CH 1
: : AB2

: CD 7
' (20, Ill) : : circle EF : circle

f 4 Cor.
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FIG. Con i. Like polygons inferibed in circles, are as the

124. Squares of the diameters.

Cor. 2. The peripheries of like polygons inferibed in

circles, are as the diameters of the circles.

For AF : CH : ; TG : HR : : GB : KD : : BE
: DI : : EA : IC (Def. 12), therefore AFGBEA
: CHKDIC : : AF : CH (10, Proportion) : : AB
:CD(i 9 . III).

PROP. XXX VII,

A circle is to any circumfcribed rettilinealfigure \ as

the circle's periphery, to the periphery of the figure,

125. From O, the center of the inferibed circle, draw
OP perp. to the fide AD. Then the figure AC
confifts of the triangles ABO, BCO, CDO, DAO,
whofe common hight is the radius OP. Therefore

ABCDA
its area = —- X OP; and the circle =c circum-

2

c PRQ- n/^ / n u ABCDA x OP
ference —-=r x PO (34) -, but

:

PRQ-

*

OP
: : ABCDA : circumference PQR

(5. Proportion).

Cor. 1 . Any polygon circumfcribed about a circle, is

equal to a triangle whofe hight is the radius^ and bafe

the circumference of the polygon.

Cor. 2. Offigures of equal compafs, the circle is the

liggeft or rnojt capacious.

For if the fides of the figure be fuppofed to touch

the circle, they will be greater than the circumference

of the circle, contrary to the fuppofition. There-

fore they will fall within the circle, and then the

perpendicular upon them will be fhorter than the

radius. And therefore the polygon will he lefs than

the circle, becaufe pjie triangle (to which it is equal)

has
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has the fame bafe, and a lefs hight, than the triangle F I G.

to whicli the circle is equal. 125.

Cor. 3. Allfigures circumscribing the fame circle\ are

to one another as their circumferences.

PROP. XXXVIII.
The area of a crown, ring, or annulus ABC (con- 126.

tained between the circumferences of two circles), is

equal to the reElangle under the breadth RF, and half

thefum of the perimeters.

Let C, c be the circumferences of the greater and
lefler circles, then KF : c : : KR : C (9), and KF
: KR : : c : C (4, Proportion), and KF : RF
: : c : C — c (13. Proportion), whence KF X
C — c = RF x c.

But the annulus = difference of the circles =5

RKxC __ K£_X_f __ RFxC+FKxC — FKx*
2 2 2

. RF x C 4. FK x C"^7 _ RF X C + RF x e

2 2

as —-£— x RF.
2

Cor. If FG be perp. to RP, and a mean proportional

between the two radii •, then the circle defcribed, with

the radius FG, is equal to the annulus ABC.

For FG 1 == KG 1 — KF 4
(Cor. 1. 21. Ill) ;

therefore the circle whofe radius is FG is equal to

the difference of the circles whofe radii are KG or

KR and KF (22. III).

PROP. XXXIX.
Let ABCD be a trapezium infcribed in a circle, and 127.

put R =s the radius, P = AB x BC + CD x DA,
Q^= AB x CD + BC x AD, T = AB x AD
+ BC x CD. Then the area of tfa trapezium will

U = -#' For
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F
/,?' F°r

AB X
l,

AD = perp. from A upon BD (28),
• */» 2iv

and jt— == perp. from C on BD (ibid.),

, ABxAD + BCxCD T . ,

'

c .

and 5 = -it is the ium of the2R 2R
perpendiculars.

Therefore rr— as twice the area of the,
2iv

trapezium (24. Ill) j and in like manner
ABxBC + ADxDC K ~ PxACL x AC or —j— = twice the

2XV 2iC

fame area. Therefore T x BD = P X AC, and

AC = ~^2. ButACxBD = ABxCD-f.

AD x CB (32) = Q^ = UL55!, and BD1 =

-—, and BD = J ~~. Whence —^— =
1 ^ 1 2K

-7T /-^ == —b— 5= twice the -area -, and the2KV I „ 2K
VPQT

area =z —g=-.

C^. 1. BD* z= ^k and AC - S=£.

Cor. 2. BD : AC : : P : T : : AB X BC *M
CD x DA : AB x AD + BC x CD.

PROP. XL.

127. If ABCD he a trapezium inferibed in a circle\ and

each fide he fubtracled from the fum of the other

three^ there will he four remainders •, then take the

frodutJ of two of thefe remainders^ and likewife the

produtl of the other two y I fay, 4 times the area of

the trapezium will he a mean proportional^ between

thefe two producls.

From
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From A let fall the perpendiculars AF, AP FIG.
upon CB, CD. Then fince l. ABF = ADC 127.

(Cor. 31); the firft perp, falls without, and the

fecond within the figure. Alio the angles B, P, be-

ing right, the triangles ABF, APD, are fimilar.

Therefore AB : BF : : AD : DP =^^- (13.

II), and AF = vAB 2—~FB~ (21. II), alfo AB :

AF : : AD : AP = ~VaF— FB\ Draw AC„

then AB 1 + EC 1 + 2BC x BF = AC 1 ~ AD 2 +
CD 2— 2CD X —"^^ (22, 23. II). Whence

2BC x BF +^OT- X BF = AD> + ?D*—
AB 2-BC%and^ AD* + CD'- " BC*

AB ~ 2AK X BC 4- 2CD x DA
AD Z + CD* — AB* ~ BC* ,= -E -^ (putting P -

AB x BC + CD x DA). And
Al^BF

=±

CD* 4- 2CD X AD + AD1- AB*+ 2AB X BC -^ BC *

CD + AD — AB — BC , AB — BF

AB»+ 2AB ><: BC + BC*—CDv{~ ?.CD x AD— AD*-

~~
2p

:

AB + BC* — CD -—
- AD"

f? 2P
But twice the area 4 AF x BC 4. AP x CD

(24. Ill) = BC^AB^— BF a+
CD

b̂
APv/aFTbF:

= AB x BC + CD x AD a/aBa
AB

^-g^AB* — BF* ; and 4 x area fquare =s

pp v
aST=bF _ pp AB + BF AB-BF
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FIG

' - PP v eD + *L>
a - ^B-^BC l

J127. — rr x -^p
— X

AB +' BC* — CD — AD* , *

p -, and 1 6 x area =
CD+AD^AB^C\ AB + UC'-rCD—AD 1

= CD+AD + AB—BC xLU + AD—AB + BC
x AB+BC + CD—AD xAB + BC +AD—CD
(12. I).

Cor. IfS zz half thefum of the fourfides', //fo# /£<?

tfr^z ij tf #2&2/z proportional between thefe rectangles

S — AB *x S — BC, feW S — CD X S — DA-
CD 4- AD + AB — BC A .

tor area- zz x &c. but

S
__'AB = CD + AD+AB + BC _ AB =

2

CD + AD-AB + BC . c -,. A
. L.

—

9 ancj i f the reft,

PROP. XLI.

128. If an equilateral triangle ABC be inferibed in a
circle *, the fquare of thefide thereof, is equal to three

times the fquare of the radius : AB* = 3 AD 2
.

Draw the diameter AE, and the cord BE. Then
the triangle BDE is equiangular (Cor. 1. 2. II),

for Z.BDE = BAC (Cor. 1. 12) = BCA = BED,
and EE zz DB (Cor. 1. 3. II). Then AB 1 4 BE 2

=5 AE 2
(21. II) zz 4DB ?

zz 4BE 2
, and AB- zz

3BE 2 zz 3BD2
.

Cor. 1. AB S
: AF S

: : 4 : 3.

For AB 2
: AF 2

: : AE : AF (23. Proportion)

•
: 4 • 3-

Cor. 2. DF zz half DE.
Cor. 3. The fide BC of the equilateral triangle^

cuts off a fourth part of the diameter.

PROP.
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PHOP. XLII. F l p
A fquare inferibed in a circle', is equal to twice the 129,

fquare of the radius •, AB* == 2BO\

For AB 1
zz AO* + OB1

(21. II) rz 2AO*.

Cor. The circumfcrihed fquare EG is double tht

inferibed fquare, AC.

For EG is the fquare of the diameter or 4
fquares of the radius, and therefore equal to two
gf the inferibed fquares, ABCD.

PROP. XLIII.

If two diagonals BD, EC be drawn to cut one ano- j 30,

tber^ in an inferibed regular pentagon. The greater

fegments EF, BF, will be equal to thefide of the "pen-

tagon, AB.

For fince the arch AE = BC, and AB = ED,
therefore EC is parallel to AB, and BD parallel to

AE (Cor. 13) \ therefore ABFE is a parallelogram.

*nd EF - AB = AE = BF (1. III).

Cor. r. The diagonals BD, CE cut one 'another in

extreme and mean proportion \ BD : BF : : BF : FD.

For Z.DCF - CDF -CBD (Cor. 2. 12); there-

fore the triangles CDF, CDB are iimilar, BD : DC
:: DC : DF (13. II) 5 that is, BD : BF : : BF
: FD.

Cor. 2. The diagonal'CE is parallel to AB, and BD
to AE.

Cor. 3. The fide of ihe pentagon BC, is to the dia-

gonal BD, as 1 to li^i.

For
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F I G. For BD x FD or BDxHU—BC =s BF* (Cor. i)

;

i go. that is, BD 1 — BD x BC = BC* ; add iBC 1

,

then BD 4 — BD x BC -f -JBC
4 = *BC»; that is,

BD— ABC! = 5 x — , and the root is BD —
4

^BC iz ^ V5 > and BD = 55 + 2£ v'5 = BC

2

Cor. 4. yfe 0#g7<? BCF /j double to the angle CBF.

For it ftands on double the arch.

PROP. XLIV.

130. If a regular pentagon be inferibed in a circle %

the fquare of the radius AH, is to the fquare of
its Jide9 AB •, as 2 to $— V5.

Let HG bifeft AB in I, and make IO = IG.
Then the angles AIO, AIG are right (Cor. g. 3.

II). And put R zz: radius AH. The z_GHA oj

I- of a right angle (1. I), and IAH == 4 of a right

angle (Cor. 2. 2. II); but IAG or IAO ~ iGHA
(12) z= 4 of a right angle, therefore OAH ==

4 of a right angle (Ax. 4) ±= OHA, whence HO
= OA = AG. 2R, xGI = GAa (Cor. 17) ===

HO 1 ~ R — 2GI
1 = RR — 4R x GI + 4GP

(11. I), and 4GP — 6R x GI + RR ~ o (Ax. 3.

4), and GP— 1& x GI + iRR- == ° (Ax - 6 ) i ad<*

,VRR, then £RR — |-R x GI + GP = TVRR*

that is,- -JR. — GI* = 5 x —A whence the rooi\

|R —.GIW5V5, and GI s 2ZL^r. But

|R x GI — GP itf 4RR. And AP = 2R x GI
— GP (17) = iR x GI + -JR x GI - GP -

ill x GI -1- tRR = 'R x iTL^R'+ M -
1

4 4
* RR
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rr x iTI^ and 4AP or AB> ±= RR x ^=^i F J O.
«

^
. 2 * I30.

Cor. 1. The'fquare of the perpendicular HI, upon

the fide of the pentagon^ is equal to
6

~ RR.

For HP = R* - AI* 3 8R»- 5Ra+ ^l RR
8

: i±^RR.
o

Cor. 2. "The fquare of radius AH, is to the fqiiart

t>f the diagonal BD, as 1 to
5

.

For BC or AB = 4^7~ (Cor. 3. 43)> and

AB* = -^gg^= _i^>_ (10. I) = _±15L,

f.+^f
i+5 + 2v/5 & +V5

and AB> — RR x ^~- (44)> therefore

jr-^ — or —

;

= RR x ~ —, and 2BD 1

6'+ 2V5 34V5 2

RR X1ZV5 X-4^ = RRx ,15+^5-3/5^
*• *•

(Cor. 1. 8. I) = RR x H±J-^
5 that is, BD 1

- RR x L+VS.
2

Cor. 3. If CE fo /£? diagonal of the pentagon, jt.

<z#i OLD be 'drawn ; then DL =Rx 5 — v"5

R x fcZ^S (44;

4

~(Cor. i 7)=RRx!=£For DL = 2E* '--- *.« .5-^/5

PROP.
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FIG. PROP. XLV.

131. The fide of a regular hexagon inferihed in a circle',

is equal to the radius of the circle : BE 22 SD.

For Z.BDE z=
-J-
of four right angles (Cor. i.

I) zz 4- of two right angles. And the angles B
and E together zz \ of two right angles (2, II),

whence BED zz: 4 of two right angles (3. II) zz"

BDE; therefore BE zz BD (Cor. 1. 3. II).

PROP. XLVI.

132. The fquare of the fide of a regular oclagon, in-

fcribed in a circle \ is equal to the fquare of half the

fide of the inferibed fquare, together with the fquare

of the difference of that half fide and the radius j

AB 1
zz APZ + OB — AP\

For AB 1
as AP2 + PB* (21. II), but aPAO =

POA fCor. 1. 12); therefore PO s= AP, and
BP zz OB — OP zz OB — AP ; and AB a

zz

OB — AP* + AP*

Cor. The fquare of radius , is to the fquare of the

fide of the oilagon ; as 1 to 2 — y'
2 «

For AP ±» V^AO7
, and PB* =± BO — AP* d

bo-a^' = bo 2 - 21^42+ ti9: =-
V2 2

xiAO 2 — AOVI, add AP* zz {Ad.% and AP'
+ BP 1 or AB 1

=== 2AO'-— AOV2.

PROP. XLVII.

j 33. :77^ radius of a circle is a mean proportional, be-

tween thefide of an inferibed regular decagon, and the

fum of that fide and the radius ; AB : DA : : DA :

DA + AB.
Pro*
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Produce AB to F, fo that BF may be zz BD ; FIG.
and draw DF, DB. Then z_ADB — 4 of two 13 3.

right angles, and therefore DAB and DBA toge-

ther zz -J of two right angles (2. II), and ABD
zz * of two right angles (3. II) zz BDF + BFD
(1. II) = 2BDF (3. II); therefore BDF or BFD
zz 4- of a right angle zz ADB. Therefore the tri-

angles ADB, and ADF are fimilar, for F zz ADB ;

and A is common, whence AF or AB
-J-
BD :

AD : : AD : AB.

Cor. 1 . If the radius be cut in extreme and mean
atio^ the greater fegment is the fide of the decagon*

IAB.

For fince AB + AD : AD : : AD : AB.
Therefore AB : AD : : AD — A3 : AB ( 13. Pro-

)ortion), or AD : AB : : AB : AD —
- AB," there-

ore AD is cut in extreme and mean proportion

Def. 11. Proportion).

Cor. 2. The radius is to thefide of the decagon ; as

to y/
'5 — 1.

For AB* 4. AB x AD zz AD* ( 1 2. Proportion),

dd ^AD\ then AB4 + AB x AD + lKD z
zz

ad
AD 1 (Ax. 3), and AB + tAD = --V5, and

LB - — V5 — ^. and 2AB = AD x2 2

^5 : — I.

Cor. 3. "The fquare of the perpendicular upon the

de of a decagon, is ' a - X the fquare of the

adius.

For -JAB zz rad. x 5 ^"~, and its fquare zz

G AD 1
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FIG. AD 1 x -— 7T

—

~

5 and the fquare of the perpend

= AD' -AD: x 2-^— = AD' x ĝ
-^.

PROP. XLVIIL

j 34, SFS* fquare of thefide of a regular 'pentagon Inferibed

in a circle, is equal to the fum of the fquares of the

radius, and of thef.de of a regular decagon, inferibed

in the fame circle-, AB & = FA 2 + AO\

Draw OG perpendicular to the cord FA, to

cut it in G, and draw FH. The triangles ABO,
HBO are fimilar ; for z_AOB = j of 4 right

angles, or ~ of 2 right angles (1. 1), alfo BAO
and ABO are together — 4 of 2 right angles

(2. II), and therefore BAO zr T?6- of 2 right angles>

but BOG (- * AOB) = I x t of 2 right angles
~ T%- of 2 right angles, therefore BAO — BOG,
and B is common •, whence AB : BO : : EO : BH

Again, the triangles AFH and ABF are fimilar,

for z.A«=AFH(3.II),and AA =B(Cor. 2. 12),

AF2

therefore BA : AF : : AF : AH = -r-g- ; therefore

AB = AH +BHz AFa +
B
E°\ or AB 2 = BO*

+ A¥\

< Cor. The perpendicular OI upon thefide of the pen-

tagon, is equal to half the fum of the radius and fide

c 7 j ^t AO + AF
of the decagon j OI~ •

ForOl=OF'-FI = 30F^-lgFxFI3
2OF

.OR* F A x

auf
(Cor

-
I?) * AndfinceA° 2 = FA '" +

AO
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AO x AF (47), therefore AO2 — FA* rAOx FIG.
AF, and 2FO — FA1 = FO + AF x FO, and 134.
AF + FO 2OF — FA r

2OF
zzOL

PROP. XLIX.

The fide of a regular dodecagon inferibed in a circle, 1 %$ y

is a mean proportional between the radius, and the

excefs of the diameter above the fide of the inferibed

equilateral triangle.

Let AB be a fide of the dodecagon, and draw
CB, CF, and DF the fide of the triangle, and

FR perpendicular to AC. Then ACF — *• of ' 2

right angles = CAF zz CFA (2. II), therefore

ACF is an equilateral triangle, and AO zz -{AC,

and CO zz VfAO (Cor. 39 . II), and BO zz

CA — CO zz CA — V|CA% and BO^ zz CA*
- |CA2 — 2CA x V-JCA

4 = i-iCA 1 — CAV3
(11. I), and AB'- = AO 1 + CB i

(21. Ill) zz

iAC 1 + i^AC* — CAW3 = 2AC 1 — CAV3.
Therefore CA : AB : : AB : 2CA — CAv^.
But 2CA is the diameter, and CA x s/S = &&Q
DF of the equilateral triangle (41).

Cor. The fide of the dodecagon, A3 zz CA X
v2 _ vy.

PROP. L.

If ABH be an equilateral triangle, and APDFG 136,
an equilateral pentagon, inferibed in a circle,

v

both

placed with their angles at A ; then the cord BD
will be the fide of an equilateral quindecagon ; and
BI will be half the difference of the fides of the tri-

angle and pentagon, and DI (perp. to BH) is the

difference of the perpendiculars in the two figures -, and
BD Z - BP + DP.

G 2 For



FIG.
136.

the ELEMENTS
For arch AP zz \ zz T

3

r the circumference, and
APD ± T

6

T of it •, alfo APB z: 4 = T
5

T the cir-

cumference -, therefore APD — APB TT the

circumference -

3 and the cord BD, the fide of the

quindecagon •, moreover DI zz CO — CE, is

known from Cor. Prop. XLIV. and Cor. 2. Prop.

XLI. Alfo BI tzz —^ > which will be known
2

by Prop. XLI, and Prop. XLIV ; and thence BD»
zz Br + Dl\ will be known.

BOOK
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BQOK V.

Of Planes, and folid Angles. '

r *
i i -n .

1-
i
- r -

i
- - -

-

DEFINITIONS.
J. /\ Plane is a furface which lies even between FIG,
£\. the extremes ; or in which all right lines

coincide.

2. A curve furface, is that whofe parts lie not

even between the extremes; but gradually rife

or fall.

3. A convexfurface, is that which fwells or rifes

tip towards the middle.

4. A concave furface^ is that whofe middle parts

are hollow, or tail lower than the extremes.

5. A right line, is faid to be perpendicular to a 140.

plane, when it is perpendicular to all lines, drawn
to the foot of it, as AB.

6. The common fellion of two planes, is the line 139.

made by two planes curing each other, as EF.

7. One plane is faid to' be perpendicular to ano- 144.

ther, when it pafTes through a right line which is

perpendicular to the other, as CD.
8. The inclination of a line to a plane, or the 142.

angle it makes with it, is the angle that line makes
with a line drawn from the foot of it to the point

where a perpendicular, let fall from the top, cuts

the plane, as FCL
9. The inclination of two planes, is the angle 149.

made by two right lines ; both drawn perpendicu-

lar to the common feclion, from any point there-

G $ in;
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FIG. in; as aBFD is the inclination of" the planes,

149. AB, CD.
This is the angle which the planes make with

one another.

145. 10. Parallel planes are thofe which are every

where at the fame diftance from each other, as

AC, EG.
150, 11. A folid angle is a fpace bounded by feveral

plane angles, meeting in one point, called the

angular point or vertex, as A.

PROP. I.

J 37» V a right line in a plane be produced, it will JIM
be in that plane.

For produce BC in the plane AD, directly to

E ; and if BCF be alfo a right line, then BCE and

BCF are both right lines-, and you have two right

lines BCF, BCE, with the part BC the fame
in both ; contrary to the nature of a right line

(Dcf. 5. 1).

Cor. 2 . If two diftant points of a right line be in

a plane, all the line is fo.

PROP. II.

*3$. If two right lines GH, IK, inierfeft one another*

they are in thefame plane.

For imagine A, and B, to be in one plane with

C ; then the line IACK, as alfo HBCG, and all

the points between A and B, are in one plane

(Prop. I. and Cor.). And the like for all other lines

as AB, drawn between GCH, and ICK.

Cor. Every part of a triangle is in the fame plane!

PR O-
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PROP. III. F I G.

If two planes AB, CD, cut ens another •, their 139.
common fetlion EF is a right line.

For draw the line EF in the plane AB, then any
point G of that right line, is in the plane AB ( 1 ) ; but
becaufe the line EF (drawn between the two points

E, F, in the plane CD) is alfo in the plane CD

;

any point G of that line will be in the plane CD.
Therefore G being in both planes, will be in their

common fection ; and their common fectlon EGF
is confequently a right line.

PROP. IV.

If a right line AB be perpendicular Jo two lines IK, 140.

GH, at the point of interfetlion B ; then is the line

AB perpendicular to the plane FD pajfng through

them.

Let BI = BG =z BK = BH, and draw GI,
HK, LM, AI, AL, AG, AH, AM, AR. The
triangles ABI, ABG, ABH, ABK, are all equal

(6. II), and AI = AG = AH = AK. Alfo the

triangles GBI, HBK are equal (6. II), and GI
= KH, z.G= AH. Alfo the triangles LBG,
MBH are equal (7. II), and BL 5= BM, and GL
s= HM. And the triangles AGI, AKH are

equal (8. II) •, and confequently z_AGI =±

Z.AHM; whence the triangles AGL, AHM arc

equal (6. II), and AL 5= AM. Alfo the tri-

angles ABL, ABM are equal (8. II), and z_ ABL
= ABM = a right angle. And therefore AB
is perp. to LM.

Cor. If a right line AB be perpendicular to feveral

lines meeting in B, as IB, LB, GB ; thefe lines ere

all in one plane.

G 4 For
,
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F I G. For if any of them was out of the plane, AB
140. would make an angle with it, greater or lefier than

a right angle.

PROP. V.

'

14 t. Two right lines , AB, CD, perpendicular to a
plane\ are parallel.

Make BDI a right angle, and DI ac APr and

draw BI, AI, AD; A0il; + to BD (Def. 5j ;

and l. ABD =a IJJJJ 9 therefore the triangles ABD,
DBI are equal (6. II), and AD= BI. Then the*

triangles ADI and ABI are equal (8. II); and

ABI = ADI = a right angle. Therefore ID is

J* to DC, DA, DB 5 and therefore all three

are in one plane (Cor. 4). Therefore AB, CD
are in the fame plane (Cor. Prop. II), and are

likewife parallel (Cor. 3. 4. I).

Cor. 1. Two parallel lines AB, CD, are in the:

fame plane.

Ccr. 2. A line drazvn from one parallel to another

^

is in the fame plane with them.

By Cor. 1. and Cor. to Prop. L

Cor. 3. Through one pointy there can be drawn
but one line perpendicular to a plane.

PROP. VI.

141 . tf one AB, of two parallels\ be perpendicular to a

plane •, the other will alfo be perpendicular to it.

Suppofe as in the laft Prop, then the angles

IDA, IDB* are right. Therefore DI is -^ to the

tie ADB, in which AB, CD are (Cor. 1. 5) ',

there-
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therefore ID is -l- to CD •, but CDB = a right angle. FIG.
Therefore CD is -1- to the plane EG. 141.

PROP. VII.

If FI be perpendicular to the plane DE, and FC 142.

perpendicular to a line AB, drawn in that plane \

then the line CI joining their fetlions, is alfo perpen-

dicular to the line AB.

For firft, fuppofe CB J- to CI, draw IG parallel

to CB, then IG being -1- to CI and Fl, is -»- to

the plane CFI (4) ; arid ACB is alfo ->- to the

plane FCI (6) ; therefore BC is -»- to CI and to

CF. And on the contrary being -1- to CF, it is

alfo -1- to CI •, otherwife it could not be -J- to the

plane FCI ; nor its parallel GI.

PROP. VIII.

Right lines AH, CI, parallel to the fame right 143;
line EG, though not in the fame plane^ "are parallel

to one another*

In the plane of the parallels AH, EG, let HG
be -l to EG. Alfo in the plane of the parallels

EG, CI, draw GI -l- to EG. Therefore EG is

-J- to the plane HGI ; therefore AH, CI are alfo

-*- to the fame plane HGI (6), whence AH and
CI are parallels (5),

PROP. IX.

If two planes AB, CD be perpendicular to one an- 14/..

ether •, and from any point P in one^ a perpendicular

PN, be let fall to the other ; it jhall fall upon the

eommon feilion PI.

For the line PN -l. to the common feftion, is

-J- to the plane ' B (Def. 7), and i

r
*

. h p rp,

could be drawn which falls not upon the con:
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FIG. fe&ion ; then two perpendiculars might be let fall

144. from one point, which is abfurd (Cor. 3. 5).

Cor. A line NP in one plane\ perpendicular to the

commonfetHon of two perp. planes, will beperp. to the

other plane,

PROP. X.

145. Th'oje planes AC, EG, are parallele when the fame
right line IK, is perpendicular to both,

Draw DL parallel to IK, and draw ID, KL

;

then finee the angles LKI s= KID (hyp.) = IDL
(6) = a right angle, therefore KLD is a right

angle (16. Ill) ; therefore ID is parallel to KL
(Cor. 3, 4. I) ; whence IKLD is a parallelogram,

and IK ~ DL, therefore AC is parallel to EG
(Def. 10).

Cor. If a right line is perpendicular to one of two

parallel planes', it is perpendicular to the other.

PROP. XL
145. If two parallel planes AC, EG, be cut by a third

IL ; their common feclions are parallel \ ID, and KL.

For it was proved in the laft prop, that IDLK is a

parallelogram, and that ID and KL are parallel.

Or thus.

Let the plane IBED cut the parallel planes AC,
EG, in the feftions ID, BE. Now if ID, BE be

not parallel, or equidiftant, they will meet fome
way ; and confequently the planes wherein they are

placed, mud meet, which is abfurd.

Cor. If a line ID be parallel to the plane EG ; all

planes drawn through this line ID, floall interfeci the

plane EG in lines parallel to ID, and to one another.

For
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For KL is parallel to ID, and BE is parallel to ID, F I G.

and therefore KL, BE are parallel to one ano- 145.

ther (8).

PROP. XII.

Right lines AQ, BR, cut by parallel planes, G, H, I, 146-

are cut proportionally \ AC t CE : : BD : DF.

Draw AB, EF ; and BE to cut the plane H in P.

Then in the planes, BEF, EAB, the feclions PD,
EF, as alfo CP, AB, will be parallel (11) •, there-

fore in the triangles BEF, EAB 5 AC : CE : : BP
: PE : : BD : DF (12. II).

Cor. Thefigments of parallel lines, cut off by paral-

lelplanes, are equal.

PROP. XIII.

If two lines AB, AC, cuting one another> beparallel 147,

to two other right lines, ED, DF, cuting one another,

though not in thefame plane ; thefe lines will make equal

angles ; BAC = EAD.

Let AB = DE, AC = DF, and draw BE, AD,
CF, and alfo BC, EF. Since AB, DE are parallel

and equal, therefore BE, AD are equal and parallel

(Cor. 3. 5. I). For the fame reafon CF, AD, are

equal and parallel. Therefore BE, FC are paral-

lel and equal (Prop. VIII. and Ax. 1). There-
fore BC is equal and parallel to EF (Cor. 3. 5. I).

The triangles BAC, EDF, have all their fides equal,

therefore Z.BAC = EDF (8. II).

PROP. XIV.

If two lines AB, AC, which meet one another, be 148*

parallel to two other lines DE, DF, that alfo meet one

another, though not in the fame plane ; the planes BC,,
EF, drawn through them, will be parallel*

Let
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F I G. Let AG be perpendicular to the plane EF, and

148. GH, GI parallel to DE, DF \ then GH, Gl will be

parallel to AB, AC. And fince IGA, HGA are

right angles, CAG, BAG, will be right angles

(4. 1) ; therefore GA is -»- to the plane BC, and

fince it is -1- to the plane EF (conftrucl:.), therefore

the planes BC, EF are parallel (10).

PROP. XV.

149. If two planes M&, CD, which cut one another', be

both of them perpendicular to a third plane GH ;

their common feclion EF, fhall alfo be perpendicular to

the third planey GH.

For a perpendicular to the plane GH, at the point

F (in the common fe&ion of the planes AB, GH),
mud be fomewhere in the plane AB (Def. 7).

Alfo a perpendicular at F (in the common fe&ion of

the planes CD, GH), muft be fomewhere in the plane

CD (ibid.) •, therefore it muft be in their common
feclion-, that is, the common feclion EFis -^ to the

plane GH.

Cor. The common feclion EF will be perpendicular to

FD, cr FB, the feclion of either plane with the third.

PROP. XVI.

150. /;/ a folid angle A, contained under three plane ones^

BAD, DAC, BAC ; any two of them is greater than

the third.

Let BAC be the greateft, and let l BAE =3

B ACS and AD = AE. And draw BEC, BD,
DC. The triangle BAE = BAD, for BA, AE
are equal to BA, AD, and z_BAE 3= BAD, there-

fore BE as BD, and AE = AD (6. II). But
BD -f DC is greater than BC (5. II), and DC
greater than EC. And fince AD = AE, and AC

common,
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common, Z_CAD is greater than CAE (Cor. 6. II). F I G.

Therefore BAD -f- CAD is greater than BAC. 15°-

PROP. XVII.

Every folid angle is contained under lefs flane angles 151.

than four right angles.

Suppofe a plane to cut the fides of the angle, and

to make a polygon BCDE, to confift of as many
triangles, as there are to make up the folid angle A.

Let X == fum of all the external angles of the

polygon B, C, D, &V. Y ±= fum of all the angles

at the bafes of the triangles compofing the folid

angle, EBA, ABC, &c. Then will X + 4 right

angles = Y + A (2. II). But fince EBA + ABC
is greater than B (16), &c. therefore Y is greater

than X, and confequcatly A is lefs than 4 right

angles.

PROP. XVIII.

Ihefe folid angles are equal A , G ; which are con- i£i.

tained under the fame number of plane angles, alike 1-52.

'fituated, and having the fame inclinations, refpeclively.

For fince z_BAC = HGI * CAD = IGK, '&c.

therefore if HGI be laid upon BAC, they will coin-

cide, and GI will fall upon AC. Alfo ifIGK be laid

upon CAD, they will likewife coincide. And more-

over, fince the inclination of the planes HGI and

KGI is the fame as BAC and DAC ; therefore the

folid under HGIK will exactly coincide with that

under BACD. For the fame reafon the folid, under

the planes IGKL and CADE, will likewife concide ;

and alfo the folid under KGLH and DAFB will

coincide •, and thofe under LGHI, and EABC, will

coincide ; and fo the whole folid angle G will coin-

cide with the Whole folid angle A, and confequentij r

they are equal (Ax. 8).

2 PROP.
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PROP. XIX.

FIG. Jf two folid angles A, B, be contained under three

1 53' plane angles refpeclively equals and alikefiiuated \ the

1 54- like planes have the fame inclination to one another.

Let Z.KAD == MBG, KAE - MBH, and

EAD = HBG 5 the z_ made by KAD and KAL,
will be equal to that made by MBG and MBN.
For make BM ~ AK, and let KD, KL be -J- to

AK, and MG, MN -J- to BM. Draw LD, NG ;

in the triangles KAD, MBG, L KAD = MBG,
and K, M right, and AK = BM -, therefore

KD == MG, and AD = BG (7. II). For the fame
reafon, in the triangles KAL, MBN ; KL =± MN,
and AL == BN. And in the triangles LAD, NBG •,

LA, AD are equal to NB, BG, and /.A = B,

therefore LD = NG (6. II). In the triangles

KLD, MNG \ the three fides are equal ; therefore

z_DKL == z_GMN, which are the inclination of
the planes. And the fame way it is demonftrated

' for the other planes.

Cor. Thefe folid angles are equal, which are con-

tained under three plane angles, refpeclivefy equal.

For the planes of thefe angles will have the fame
inclination to one another refpeclively (19); and
confequently the folid angles, contained thereby, will

be equal (18).

Scholium.
It is evident from hence, that a folid angle, con-

fiding of 3 planes, is determined from the quantity

i^g, of the 3 plane angles it confifts of. For (fig. 153),

the triangle KLD, which is its bafe, is determined

from the three fides, KL, LD, KD, being given.

And if the point A be alfo given •, the planes AKL,
ALD, AKJD, are capable of no alteration in their

pofitioa i
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pofition ; and To the folid angle A is determined. FIG.
But although a folid angle of- 3 plane angles is deter-

mined from the quantity of the angles alone ; yet

when 4 or more planes are concerned, the quantity

of their angles is not fufficient. This will be plain

by infpecling fig. 155. Where the bale of the folid 155.

angle A, is the trapezium BCDL For the 4 fides

of the trapezium alone are not fufficient to determine

its figure •, and by altering its figure, the petition of .

the planes is altered (though the ieveral angles are

not), and confequently the quantity of the folid

angle A, is altered. So that the folid angle can no
more be determined, from the plane angles given ;

than a trapezium can, by having all its fides given ;

and much leis can it. be fo in polygonal angles and

bafes.

P R O P. XX.

If there he twofolid angles A, G, and thefides of one, j ^ r ,

AB, AC, AD, AE, be refpeftively parallel to the fides 1
r 2 ,

GH, GI, GK, GL, of the other > thefe folid angles

will be equal.

For fince AB, AC, are parallel to GH, GI

;

Z.BAC 6z HG1 (13) ; for the fame reafon Z.CAD
= IGK, DAE = KGL, EAB = LGH. More-
over, as AB, AD are parallel to GH, GK

;

/.BAD — HGK, therefore the folid angle made by
the three planes BAC, CAD, BAD, is equal to that

made by the three planes HGI, IGK and HGK
(Cor. 19). For the fame reafon the folid angle made
by the three planes CAD, DAE, CAE is equal to

that made by IGK, KGL, IGL. And for the fame

reafon the folid angle A made by DAE, EAB =x

folid angle G made by KGL, LGH. And folid

angle made by EAB, BAC = folid angle made by
LGH, HGI. Whence all the parts of the folid

angles A, G, being mutually equal, and having a

Jike
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FIG.
151.

152,

The ELEMENTS
like fituation ; the whole angle A, muft be equal to

the whole angle B.

Cor. In two folid angles A, G, whofe planes BAC,

CAD> &c. are refpelively parallel to the planes HGI>

IGK, Cffc. thefs folid angles will be equal.

For it comes to the fame thing, whether the

lines AB, GH, be parallel, or the planes BAC,

HGI, &V. (14).

BOOK
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B O O K VI.

Of Solids.

DEFINITIONS.

i; A Pyramid, is a folid ABD, made by the mo- FIG.

/\ tion of a line as AB, along the circum- 155.

ference BCD IB of the plane figure BD, the other

end at A, remaining fixt. The figure BCDA is

called the bafe of the pyramid. The fixt point A is

the vertex. If the bafe be a triangle, it is a trian- 150.

gular pyramid \ if a polygon, a. multangular pyramid.

2. A cone is a folid generated by a line AB moving 1 56.

about the circle BCD, the end A remaining fixt. The,

vertex is the fixt point A. The axis b the line AO
drawn from the vertex to the center O of the circle.

The bafe is the circle BCD. The fide is AB or AD.
It is called a right cone, if the axis is perpendicular to

the bafe ; otherwife an oblique or fcalene cone. An
equilateral cone, is a right cone vvhofe fide is equal to

the diameter of the bale.

3. A cylinder is a folid, formed by a line FB j^y,
moving about two equal and parallel circles, fo as

that the moving line always keep parallel to the line

PO joining their centers. The circle FG or BD is

called the bafe. The line PO, drawn between the

centers of the circles, is the axis. If the axis is per-

pendicular to the bafe, it is a right cylinder \ if nor,

an oblique one. FB or GD is the fide, if the fide of
a right cylinder be equal to the diameter of the bale,

it is called an equilateral cylinder.

H * A
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FIG. 4. Aprifm is a folid, as ACEH, whofe ends are

159- two fimilar equal plane figures, and parallel to one

another; and the fides, are parallelograms. The
bafe is the plane figure at either end ABCD or

HGEF. If all the fides are perpendicular to the

bafe, it is a right prifm ; otherwife an oblique one.

158* If the bafe is a triangle, it is a triangular prifm ; if

a polygon, a multangular prifm.

Cor. A cylinder is a prifm of an infinite number of

fides.

160. 5- A parallelopipedon is a prifm contained under

fix plane figures, whofe bafes, and oppofite fides are

parallel, as ABD. If the fides are all perpendicular

to the bales, it is an upright parallelcpipedon\ if not,

an oblique one.

161* 6. A cube is a folid contained under fix equal

fquares, fet perpendicular to one another, as AB.
7. A polyedron, is a folid contained under feveral

rectilineal figures.

8. A regular folid or body, is a folid contained

Under fome number of equal and regular plane

figures of the fame fort ; otherwife, they are irregu-

lar bodies.

260. 9- Hight, of a folid, is the perpendicular falling

from the vertex or top, upon the bafe, as BP.
10. Frujlum, of a folid, is the lower part, cut off"

by a plane parallel to the bafe.

11. Similar pyramids, are thofe contained under

fimilar plane figures, equal in number, and alike

placed.

12. Similar folids are thofe which are made up of

an equal number of fimilar pyramids, alike placed:

or which may be refolved into fuch.

13. Area, is the quantity of the fuperficies of any

plane figure.

14. Bodies are faid to touch one another, when
t&ey meet, but do not cut or enter into one another.

7 PROP.
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PROP. I. F ig.

In any parallelopipedon EH, the cppbfite planes AE, 1 62.

HB, arejimilar and equalparallelograms.

The plane AC, curing the parallel planes AG,
DB, make the fe&ions AH, DC parallel (n. V).

And the fame plane AC, curing the parallel planes

AE, HB, make the fe&ions AD, HC parallels

(ibid.); therefore ADCH is a parallelogram. By
the fame reafoning, all the other planes are parallelo-

grams. Therefore BG = CH = DA = EF (1. III).

And fince DA, AF are parallel to CH, HG ;

therefore Z.DAF ss CHG (13. V) j therefore the

parallelogram AE zs HB (Ax. 8), having equal

fides and angles. And the fame way it is (hewn

of the other oppofite planes*

PROP. II.

If a prifm HC, be cut by a plane parallel to the bafe 1 63.

AC ; the feclion EG, will befimilar and equal to the

bafe.

Since AE, BF,XG, DI are parallel (Def. 4), and

the plane ABFE is cut by the parallel planes AC,
EG, the feclions AB, EF will be parallel, there-

fore ABFE is a parallelogram, and EF = AB
(1. III). For the fame reafon FG =± BC >

GI as CD, and EI = AD. And fince AB, EC
are parallel to EF, FG ; Z.ABC = EFG (13. 5).

After the fame manner jl C = G, and I = D, and

E = A. Whence the figure EFGI is limilar and

equal to ABCD (Ax. 8), having the fides and angles

all equal.

Cor. If a parallelepipedon be cut by a plane parallel

to any fide ; the feclion will befimilar and equal to that

fide.

II 2 For
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FIG. For in that folid, any fide may be taken for the

163. bafe (1).

PROP. III.

'The furface of any polyedron, is equal to the fum of

the areas of all thefigures that inclofe it.

For all thefe figures make up the furface, there-

fore the fum of their areas is equal to the area of

the whole (Ax. 2).

Cor. 1 . Thefurface of a pyramid is equal to thefum
of all the triangles inclqfing it> together with the bafe.

159. Cor. 2. The furface of an upright prifm AE, is

equal to the rectangle of its hight> CE, and the circum-

ference of its bafe, GEFH.

For all the fides are rectangles of the fame hight,

all which are equal to a rectangle, whofe bafe is the

fum of all thefe, and hight the fame (8. III).

Cor. 3. The furface of any regular body is equal to

the area of one of the faces', multiplied by the number

of them.

PROP. IV.

1 64. The curve furface of a right cylinder AD, is equal

to the reclangle of its hight', and the circumference of the

bafe : BD x CKBC.

Suppofe FK, OI to be drawn upon its furface

parallel to the axis, and extremely near together.

Then the part of the furface OK is equal to the (mall

parallelogram OIKF, or OI x IK (Cor. 2. 6. III).

In like manner the whole furface may be divided into

fuch parallelograms, the fum of all which, wiil be

— the fum of all the JK's x OI; that is, the curve

furface will be = the circumference CKDC x OI.

Cor:
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Cor. I. tfhe curve furface of a right cylinder, is F I G.

^««/ /0 <3 «>v/* wbofe radius is a mean proportional be- l ^4»

tween the fide AB, and diameter of the bafe BD.

For let R, C be the radius and circumference of
this circle, A its area. Then AC : R : : R : CD
(hyp.), and AC : iR : : 2R : CD (Cor. 3. 12. Pro-

portion) : : C : circumference CKDC (9. IV). There-

fore AC X CKDC = tRC; that is, the furface of
the cylinder — A (34. IV).

Cor. 2. As half the radius of the bafe : to the

fide : :fo the bafe of the cylinder : to its curvefurface.

„ , , c CD x CKDC
'

For the bafe == (34. IV), and

CD X CKDC r . , r nv^n CD ._,
: furface AC x CKDC : : — : AC

4 4
(Cor. 1. 5. Proportion).

Cor. 3. tfhe curve furfaces of right cylinders', are in

the complicate ratio of the bights^ and diameters of the

bafes.

For their equal rectangles are in that ratio (Cor. 2.

8. Ill), and the diameters are as the circumferences

(9- IV).

PROP. V.

The curvefurface of a right cone, is equal to the area 165.

of a triangle, wbofe bight is the fide AB, and bafe the

circumference of the cone's bafe, BKDB.

Take the very fin all arch IK, and draw AI, AK.
Then the part of the furfaceAIK coincides with the

fmall ifofceies triangle AIK, whofe bafe is IK, and

hight AI. In like manner the whole curve furface of

the cone, may be fuppofcd to con fi ft of fuch triangles,

whofe common hight is AI, and bafes fo many Kl's.

All which triangles are equal to the triangle whofe

H 3 hight
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F I G. hight is AI ; and bafe, the fum of all the IK's, or

165* the circumference BKDB (Ax. 2).

Cor. 1 . The curvefurface of a right cone is equal to

half the rettmgle, of the fide AB, and circumference

cf the bafe, BKDB.

For half of that rectangle is equal to a triangle of

the fame hight and bafe (7. Ill),

Cor. 2. The curve furface of a right cone is equal to

a circle, whofe radius is a mean proportional between the

fide AB, and the radius of the bafe BC.

,-, , . r , AB x BKDB ,

For the conic furface ~ ^-
, and the

f , , r Dn BC x BKDB, _ Tarea of the bafe BD r= (34, IV). Let

the radius R = VAB x BC, its area ~ A. Then
. c c 1 ut^ AB x BKDB

conic luriace : circle BD : : — » :

BC x BKDB AT2 „ rr _
. • AB : BC (Cor. 1. 5 Proportion)

: : ABxBC :BC 2
(5. ibid.).

And circle BD : circle A : : BC* : R 1 or AB x BC
;Cor. 35. IV). Therefore conic furface : circle A ::

AB x BC ; AB x BC ( 1
5 Proportion). Therefore the

conic furface — circle A, whofe radius is ^AB x BC
(Ax. 7. Proportion).

Cor. 3. In a right cone, as the radius of the bafe

BC : to thefide AB : : fo the area of the bafe BD ; to

the curvefurface of the cone ABD.
r . . BC x BKDB AB x BKDB „ ATJFor it is :

— — : : BC : AB.

Con 4. The curve furfaces of right cones, are in

the complicate ratio of the fides and diameters of the

bafes.

For
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For the equal triangles are in that ratio (Cor. 1. F I G.

1 1. II), and the diameters are as the circumferences 165.

(?• IV).

Cor. 5. The curve furface of a right cylinder', is to

the curvefurface of a right cone, on the fame bafe ; as

thefide of the cylinder', to half thefide of the cone.

PROP. VI.

The curve furface of the frujlum of a right cone PD, 1 66.

is equal to half the redangle under thefide PB, and the

fum of the circumferences of the bafes, PE, BD.

Produce BP, DE to A, and compleat the cone

;

then from A draw OI, FK exceeding near one ano-

ther, then the fmall part of the curve furface OK,
falls in with the fmall trapezoid OFKI, whofe area

OF* 1 I K^

is Jl x 01 (23. III). And as all the furface
2

of the fruftum may be divided into fuch trapezoids,

therefore Its furface is = fum of all the trapezoids

r 11 u OF + IK • . BKDB+POEP= fum of all the ~ x 01 s= -
2 2

xoi.

Cor. The curve furface of the frujlum of a right

cone, is equal to a circle^ whofe radius is a mean pro-

portional between thefide PB, and the fum of the radii

of the bafes, BC + PH.

For let R = radius, C v=. \ circumference, of the

circle equal to the furface of the cone ABD. And
r ci: radius, c = ^ circumference of the circle equal

to the furface of the cone APE. And fince R : C

::r:c (9. IV), let -^ = — = n, or C = R;z, and

c = rn. The triangles APH, ABC are fimilar, and

BC : PH : : BA : PA (13. II), and BC — PH
h 4 : m
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FIG PR v PP
l66; : PH : : PB : PA = ^r~~ (13. Proportion)

;

but furface of the cone ABD = RC == nRR — n

X AB x BC (Cor. 2. 5) = /? x aF+TB x BC
P PI v PR

= n x kr~pH + PB : x BC = n x

g£*^ x BC = , x

BC — PH X ^'
Alio furface of the cone APE =r re = »rr == #

a o t>ri ;"o n
PH X PB x PH

X AP X PR (Cor 2. 5) = a X Bc^.PH
~'

Therefore their difference, or the furface of the

r a BC 1 X PB PH 1 x PB
fruftum n n x g^^g - n x g^TpH f * *

PB X ^2m = * X PB X b-^r-r-H (12. I)

±2 the circle whole radius is ^PB x BC + PH,

and circumference n x v'iB x Bu + PH.

PROP. VII.

167. The furfaces of fimilar folids AD, PS, ^r£ #j /£<?

fquares of their homologousfides, AB 2 ^W PQ\

Draw the diagonals AC, PR. Then fince the

bodies are refolvable into fimilar pyramids (Def. 12),

which are contained under fimilar plane figures

(Def. 11). Let the planes inclofing them, be ABC,
PQR, and AGC, PIR, &V. which being fimilar, it

is AB : PQj : AC : PR : : AG : PI : : GE : IT,

&c. (13. II, •, and fince AB 1
: PQ^ : : triangle

ABC : PQR (18. II), and AC 2
: ^R 1

: : ACG
: PRI ; and AG 1

: PP : : trapezium AE : PT
(20. Ill); andGE 2

: IT* : : GD : IS, fc?r. therefore

At 1
: PQ: : : ABC : PQR : : ACG : PRI : : AE :

PT : : GO : IS &c. whence AB 1
: PQf : : BG +

AE + GD &c. : QI + PI + IS GV. (10. Propor-

tion) : : furface of AD : furface of PS. Cor.
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Cor. Similar -parts of the jarfaces offmilar folids, FIG.

are as the fquares of the homologous fides. l &7»

pro p. yiif.

Aright triangular pifin ABC FHE is equal to an 168.

oblique one APiGH D, of the fame length AH , con-

tained within thefame three parallel lines EP, HA, FI,

or the planes pajfing through them.

For AH = PD = BE = IG = CF (1. Ill),

whence PB = HE, IC =f GF, and AP, AB, AC,
Al being parall 1 to FID, HE, HF, HG (Cor. 3.

5. I), the lblid angle A == folid angle H (20. V).

For the fame reaibn the folid angles at P, B, C, I,

are reipe&ively equal to thofe at D, E, F, G. And
fince the fides are all equal, each to each, therefore

the two folids A PBCi and HDEFG will exa&ly coin-

cide, and be equal the one to the other (Ax. 8) •,

and therefore the reclangled prifm HEFCAB = the

oblique one HOGiAP.

Cor. 1. If a paralklopipedon AB, he cut by a plane 169.

pajfmg through the diagonals of the oppofite planes ; it

fhall be cut into two equal parts.

For the triangle CGF-CBF, andDAE = DHE
(1, III) ; and the length AG == length BH ; there-

fore if the two prifms CFA, and LFH be laid fo,

that H may coincide with A, and EHB with

DAG, their planes will concide, and each of them
being oblique, is equal to a right one of the fame

length (8).

Cor. 2. Hence any prifmatic folid cut obliquely by

parallelplanes^ is equal to thefame cut off at right angles ,

and of the fame length.

For any fuch folid may be divided into triangular

prifms, by planes palling through both ends of the

folid,
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FIG. folid. And each triangular prifm cut obliquely,
169. is equal to One of the iarne length, cut at right

angles (8).

PROP. IX.

170. If a parallelopipedon AS, be cut by a plane, poffing

through O the middle of the diameter CQj the plane

bifecls it.

Let the diagonals AD, BC cut each other in F ;

and RQ, PS, in I. Draw the axis FI, which cuts

CQjn O, becaufeBCRQjsa parallelogram (2. and
Cor. 3. Ill) ; and FO 2= OI. Let the plane

EHOVX be parallel to ABDC. Then the paral-

lelopip. AX =r. half AS. Let any plane GTOLN
pafs through O. And let the folid be cut by the

two planes ADSP, and CBQR, into four triangular

prifms.

The two oppofite foJids OTGEH and OLNXV,
are equal ; for the fides are parallel (11. Vj, and
equal (Cor. 3. 111).' And therefore the folid angles,

at the correfpondent points, are equal (10. V)-, there-

fore the folid EOG == XON. Therefore in the op-

pofite prifms AC I, and BDI, the folids contained

between the planes EVXH and GTLN, are equal.

And it is proved the fame way, that the folids, in

the oppofite prifms ABI, and DCI, contained be-

tween the planes EVXH and GLNT, are equal.

And therefore fince AX is half the parallelop. the

plane GTNL cuts off half the parallelop. or divides

it into two equal parts.

Cor. The axis FI, and diagonal CQ, bifctl each

other.

For they are both in the parallelogram BCRQ_
(Cor. 3. III).

PROP.
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P R O P. X, JM G.

Parallelopipedons upon the fame bafe CDFI, and 171.

between thefameparallelplanes^ CIFD and BHVOLA,
ere equal.

The triangles LAI and KEF are equal and fimi-

lar (6. II) ; and the prifm KEFDQH s= LAICBG •,

fubtracl: the common folid ErLQ^G, and the

folid AIrEBCjQ^ = LrFKGjDH •, add the prifm

IrFCfD, and the folid paral. CDFIQEAB ' =
CDFIHKLG upon the fame bafe ID.

Again, the triangles FVK and DMH are fimilar

and equal (6. II), and the prifm FVKIOL =3

DMHCLG-, fubtract the common prifm M/KP//L,
and the folid FVMtlOPn = DtKHCnLG ; add the

prifm DF/CI», and the folid par. FVMDIOPC 53

DFRHCILG = CDF1QEAB.

PROP. XI.

Parallelopipedons of equal bafes and bights are 172.

equal.

Let the parallelogram AGIC be the bafe of the

parallelopiped. Draw BH, DF parallel to AG, AC.
The folid pip. upon the bafe AGI = that on the bafe

ACI (Cor. 1.8); andfolids on ABE and EFI, are

as thofe on ADE, and EHI (ibid.). Take the two
laft from the firft, and there remains the folid on
DH - folid on BF. But parallelogram DH == BF
(4. III). Therefore folid pips, on equal bafes and
nights are equal, when the angle at E is the fame.

Moreover, the pip. on the bafe BCEF is equal to

that on the bafe EOPF, and the fame hight (Cor. 2.

8) ; reckoning OP or EF the length of the folid.

Whence the parallelopip. on the bafe DH, is equal

to the pip. on the bafe EP
3 and hight the fame.

PROP,
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FIG. PROP. XII.

I /3- Parallelopipedons of the fame hight are in propor-

tion as their bafes.

Let BN be the bafe of a parlopip. divide the

bafe into any number of equal parts at D, E, F,

G, &c, and draw planes
|| to ABC \ then the

parlopips. {landing upon CD, DE, EF, &c.
will be all equal (n) •, whence the pip. AK is as

multiple of AD, as the bafe BK is of the bafe BD,
alfo the pip. LN is as multiple of AD, as the bafe

ON is of BD. Whence it will be as pip. AK : pip.

LN : : bafe BK : bafe ON (Def. 4. Proportion).

Moreover, let the bafe PQ^be — ON, and hight

QR ~ AB, then the pip. PR ±LN(n), whence
pip. AK : pip. PR : : bafe BK : bafe PQ^

Cor. 1. Parallelopipedons of equal bafes are as

their bights.

For in rectangled ones, any fide or face may
be taken for the bafe ; and rightangkd ones are

equal to oblique ones, between the fame parallel

planes (roj.

Cor. 2.. Paralkhpipedcns are to one another', in the

complicate ratio of their bafes and bights.

P R O P. XIII.

175. If two parallelopipedons^ AD, FI, be equal \ their

bafes and bights are reciprocally proportional ; AC :

FH : : HI : CD.

Suppofe the fides CD, HI perpendicular to the

bafes, and make HM = CD. Then bale AC :

bafe FH : : folid ADor FI : folid FM (12) : : HI

;

HM or CD (Cor. 1, 12). And if the pips, be ob-

lique, inftead of fuppofing CD, HI to be the fides,

let
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let them be the hights, and then oblique pips, f I G.

being equal to upright ones (io); the proportion 175.
continues the fame.

Cor. If the bafes and hights of two parallelopipe-

dons be reciprocally proportional, they are equal.

For fince bafe AC : bafe FH : : HI : CD (hyp.),

therefore AC x CD = ^H >< HI (12. Proportion),

and folid BE : folid FI : : AC x CD : FH x HI
(Cor. 2. 12). Therefore folid BE = folid Fl(Ax.

7. Proportion).

PROP. XIV.

Allprifms whatfoever^ ABD, PSR, of equal bafes 174.
and hights, are equal.

For any polygonal bafe BD may be divided into

triangles, by diagonal lines ; and the polygonal

prifm may likewife be divided into triangular

prifms, by planes pairing through thefe diagonals ;

each of which triangular prifms is equal to half a

parallelopipedon ftanding on double the bafe m}$ *

and as all thefe triangular prifms make up the

polygonal prifm, this prifm muft be equal to a

parallelopip. of the fame bafe and hight; and that

equal to the prifm PRS of an equal bafe and highi

(Cor. 1. 12).

Cor. 1 . Prifms of equal bafes are as their higbls
;

and of equal hights, are as their bafes.

For they may be divided into triangular prifm?,

which are half of parlopips. on, double the baj .

and thefe pips, are as their hights, when the ball

is the fame ; or as the bafes, when the hight is the

fame. (Cor. 2. 12).

Cor. 2. All prifms are to one another in the cwnpli

cate ratio of their bafes and hights.
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FIG. Cor. 3. Bodies of equal furfaces may be very dif-

174. ferent infolidity. And equalfolids may have furfaces

vaftly different.

Cor. 4. In equal prifms, the bafes and

reciprocally proportional -> and the contrary,

PROP. XV.

The fclidity of any prifm is equal to the producl of
the bafe and hight.

For a prifm is equal to a right-angled paral-

lelopip. of the fame bafe and hight -, and that is

equal to the product of its bafe and hight •, or

(which is the fame) it is equal to the folid fpace

contained under the planes of the upright paral-

lelopipedon (Def. 5).

PROP. XVI.

176* Equiangular parallelopipedons AB, CD, are in the

%
complicate ratio of their homologous fides, FG, GI,

GB, and OE, EH, ED.

Let FP, OK be Jl upon the bafes IB, HD.
Then by reafon of the equal angles at G and E,

the triangles GFP, EOK will be fimilar ; and FP :

OK :: FG : OE (13. II). The parallelograms

IB and HD being equiangular at G and E, are to

one another as IG x GB, to HE x ED (10. III).

The parlepip. AB : CD : : bafe IB X FP : bafe

HD x OK (Cor. 2. 12) : : IG x GB x FP : HE
X ED x OK : : GI x GB x GF : HE x ED X
EO (7. Proportion).

PROP. XVII.

177. Pyramids upon thefame bafe, and of equal attitudes,

ere equal: ACF z= HCF.
Draw
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Draw the plane AH, through the tops of the FIG.

pyramids, which will be parallel to CF. Alio, l 77*

through any points of the pyramids, draw the

plane BE, alfo parallel to CF; then by fimilar

triangles, CF : BD : : AC : AB (13. II) : : HC :

HL (12. II) : : CF : LE (13. II); therefore BD
=se LE. And by the fame reafoning, BO 3= LI,

and DO = EI. Whence the fe&ion BOD - LIE
(8. II). Therefore if another plane NP be drawn
very near, and parallel to BE, the fegments of the

pyramids, ND, PL, comprehended between thefe

planes, will be equal (14). And therefore if never

-lb many fuch planes be drawn, the parts inter-

cepted will always be equal. Therefore the fum
of all the parts of one pyramid, will be equal to

the fum of all the parts of the other ; or the py-
ramid ACGF = pyramid HCGF (Ax. 2).

Cor. 1. If a pyramid is cut by a plane parallel to

the baft, the fetlion will befimilar to the bafe.

For by firriilar triangles, it is AC : AB : : CG :

BO : : GF ; OD : : CF : BD.

Cor. 2. If a cone be cut by a plane parallel to the

bafe ; the fetlion will be a circle.

For a cone may be confidered as a pyramid of an
infinite number of (ides.

PROF, XVIII.

Every prifm is three times the pyramid of the fame 17$.
bafe and hight.

Let AFC be a triangular prifm, draw AC, CF,
FD, the diagonals of the three parallelograms.

Tl^ triangle ACB ^ ACD (1. Ill)* therefore

pyramid-ACBF = ACDF, their vertexes being in

F (17); likewife triangle DFA zz DFE (i. Ill;,

and pyramid DFAC == DFEC\ their vertexes be-
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ing in C (17). But ACDF and DFAC are one and

the fame pyramid. Therefore the three pyramids,

that make up the prifm, are equal to one another,

ACBF == ACDF = DFEC ; and each of them is

4 the prifm.

And fince any polygonal prifm may be refolved

into triangular ones ; and the pyramid, upon the

fame bale, into triangular pyramids. Then all

the triangular prifms will be triple to all the tri-

angular pyramids ; and confequently the whole

priim triple to the whole pyramid.

Cor. 1. Pyramids of the fame hight^ are to one

another as their bafes.

For prifms, which are triple of them, are in

that ratio (Cor. 1. 14). Whence,

Cor. 2. Pyramids of the fame or equal bafes are as

the bights.

Cor. 3. Pyramids are to one another in the com-

plicate ratio of their bafes and higbts.

Cor. 4. Pyramids of equal bafes and bights are

equal.

Cor. 5. In equalpyramids the bafes and bights are

reciprocally proportional •, and the contrary.

For prifms are in that ratio (14. and Cor.).

PROP. XIX.

Cylinders of equal bafes and bights are equal.

For cylinders are nothing but prifms, whole bafes

are polygons of an infinite number of fides. And
thefe prifms are equal

( 4).

Cor. 1 . Cylinders of equal bafes are as the bights.

Cor. 2. Cylinders of equal bights are as the bafes.

Con
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Cor. 3. Cylinders are to one another in the commit* F I G,

cate ratio of their bafes and hights. 178.

Cor. 4. In equal cylinders, the bafes and hights are

reciprocally proportional : and the contrary.

All this follows from Prop. 13, 14, and Corol.

PROP. XX.

Every cone is the third part of a cylinder of thefame

bafe and highi.

For cones and cylinders may be confidered as

pyramids, and prifms, whofe bafes are regular

polygons of an infinite number of fides. And con-

sequently the cone == \ the cylinder (18).

Cor. 1 . Cones of equal bafes, are as their hights.

Cor. 2. Cones of equal altitudes^ are as the bafes.

Cor. 3. Cones are to one another in the complicate

ratio of the bafes and hights.

Cor. 4. In equal cones, the bafes and hights are

reciprocally proportional.

All thefe things appear by Prop. 13 and 14,

and 19. For the cylinders are in that ratio, and
the cone is 4- the cylinder.

PROP. XXI.

'The fruflum of a pyramid or cone BG, is equal to ija.

the third part of a parallelopipedon, of the fame
hight, and its bafe equal to the fum of the bafes of
the fruftum BOD + EFG, together with a mean
proportional between thefe bafes.

Draw EB, GD to meet in A, the top of the

whole folid, and let ACP be -*- to the bafe. Draw
the diameters BD, EG -, then the two bafes BOD,

I EFG
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FIG. EFG will be fimilar (Cor. i, 2. 17). Whence,
1*9. bafe BOD : bafe EFG : : BD* : EG 1

(20. III).

„ r r r bafe BOD bafe EFG
Therefore iuppole—0751— = —17^1— = n -> or

bafe BOD = n x BD% and bafe EFG -nx EG*,

By fimilar triangles, EG : BD : : (AE : AB : :)

AP : AC (13. II), and EG — BD : BD : : CP :

t>r\ w pp
AC = r-r; dr. Then the whole pyramid or cone

ss bafe EFG x 4-AP (18, 20) = i*J2l x

cpTac- wxEQ2 xcp 1

» xEG* B^ x cp
ei-r-A^^

^
Xtr+

^ X LG-BD
— *xEG 3xCP-sxEG*xBDxCP+ttxEG 2xBDxCP
~ ~—'

""
<>

.

'

3 x EG — BD
»X EG 3 xCP ATJ_5-. — „. And the top part ABD c=
3 X JlCjr — xJJJ x x

bafe BOD AO , - . * x BD 3 xCP ,.^1~-X AC < l8 ' 2 °) =
3 xEG~BD >

thlS

1
' r t. u i 1 «XCP EG 3 — BD 3

taken from the whole, leaves x EG —BD
Cp 1

for the fruftum = — X n x EG* + n x EG x BD
__ 3

\

4- n x BD% becaufe EG* "+ EG x BD -^ BD* x
EG — BD = EG 5 — BD* (Cor. 1. 8. I), and n x
EG 2 = bafe EFG, n x BD 1 = bafe BOD, and

n X EG x BD is a mean between them (Cor. 2.

32. Proportion).

„ r - fo/*EFG . r a «xCP
Cor. Jfn=z -^yci— > ^ frujtum = X

EG 3 — BD 3

EG — BIT

PROP. XXII.

180, In fimilar folids, AD, PS, the homologousfides are

181. proportional; AB : AF : : PQj PV.

3 Through
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Through the diagonals AC, FG, GD, and PR, f I G.

VI, IS, let planes be drawn to divide the folids

into pyramids. Then fince thefe pyramids are fi-

milar (Def. 12), and their planes fimilar. figures

(Def. 11); therefore if ABC, FQR, and ACG,
PRI, and AGF, P1V, &c. be fimilar planes be-

longing to the fimilar pyramids •, it will be AB :

PQJ: : AC : PR : : AG : PI) : : AF : PV\ Alfo

AF : PV : : (FG : VI : :) FE : VT, &c.

Cor. The like planes or furfaces, which inclofefimi-

lar folids, are proportional.

For fince AB : PQj : AF : PV ; AB* : PQ; : :

AF 1
: PV1 (Cor. 3. 18. Proportion); that is, ABCG

: PQRI : : AGEF : PITV ^20. III).

180.

1 8 1.

PROP. XXIIL
Similar triangular pyramids ABCD, PQRS are as 1 S2.

the cubes of their homologous fides, AB ? and PQ\ 1 83.

Suppofe CE, BF drawn parallel to AD, and
RT, QV, ||

to PS ; and the planes DFE, SVT,
||

to ABC, and PQR ; and lb the prifms AF, and
PV, compleated.

Then fince the pyramid ABCD zz -pnfm, AF;
and pyramid PQRS =. 4 prifm PV ; therefore py-
ramid ABCD : pyramid PQRS : : prifm AF :

AB x AC x ADprifm PV (5. Proportion)

PQ^x PR x PS (16).

But AB : PO
AB
AB

Therefore AB
PR x PS (18. Proportion)

pyramid PQRS.

Cor. Any fimilar pyramids are as the cubes of the

homologous fides,

I 2 For

PQ^

pq-

AB
AC
AD
AB

FQ,
PR (22),

PS (22).

AC x AD PQ.
pyramid ABCD
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FIG. For they may be divided into fimilar triangular

182. pyramids, all which are in that proportion, and
1 S3, their fums in the fame proportion (10. Propor-

tion).

PROP. XXIV.

j 80. All fimilar folids, AD, PS, are to one another,

181. as the cubes of their homologous fides? AB, and PQ^

Let the planes AC, PQ, and FG, VI, and
GD, IS, &c. divide the bodies into fimilar py-
ramids. Then fince AB : I Q : : AG : PI : :

EG : Tl, &V. (22). Therefore

AB< : PQ 5
: : pyr. ABC : pyr. PQR (23),

and AB* : PQ^ : : AG* : PP : : pyr. AGC :

pyr, PIR : : pyr. AGF : pyr. PIV.

and AB* : PQj : : EG* : TI* : : pyr. FGE :

pyr. VIT : : pyr. EGD : pyr. T1S, iSc.

Therefore

AB* : PQi : r pyr. ABC + AGC + AGF +
FGE + EGD, t£c. : pyr. PQR + PIR + PIV
+ VIT + TIS, &c. : : folid AD : folid PS.

Cor. If four lines A, B, C, D be in continual

proportion ; then as the firft A to the fourth D ; fo

any folid defcribed on the firft A, to a fimilar one,

en the fecond B.

For A : D : : A* : B* (23. Proportion) : : fo-

lid upon A ; folid upon B (24).

PROP. XXV.

1 84* if four l'tnes be proportional, AB : CD : : GH
: LM •, fmilar folids, alike defcribed, upon two and

twoy Jhall alfo be proportional : ABE : CDF :

GHK : LMN.
And if four figures be proportional, and two and

two fmilar -

y
their homologous fides fioall be propor-

tional.

lor
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For fince AB : CD : : GH : LM (hyp/%

therefore AB 5
: CD* : : GH 5

: LM' (Cor. 3. j8,

Proportion),

whence ABE: CDF : : GHK: LMN (24).

Again, if the folids be fimilar,

ABE : CDF : : GHK : LMN (hyp.),and
then

whence
AB
AB

CD J

CD
GH* : LM J

(24),

GH :LM(Cor. 3. iS,

Proportion),

PROP. XXVI.
None other but three forts of regular plane figures^

joined togetheri can make aJolid angle •, and thefe are7

3» 4? or 5 triangles , 3 fquares, and 3 pentagons:

And therefore there can only be five regular bodies ,

the pyramid, cube, offiaedrony dodecaedron, and ico-

faedron. '

Three plane angles at leaft, are required to make
a folid angle. One angle of the triangLe = \ of a,

jright angle (2. II), therefore 3 of them put toge-

ther make two right angles. Alfo 4 of them make
%\ right angles. And 5 make 3* right angles ; all

which are leis than 4 right angles. But 6 of them
make 4 right angles, and therefore cannot make a

folid angle (17. V).

Again, one angle of the fquare is a right angle,

and 3 of them make 3 right angles. But 4 make
4 right angles, and therefore can make no folid

angle (17. V).

Alfo pne angle of the pentagon is if right an-

gle (17. III). And 3 angles make 34. But 4 of

them make 44, which exceeds 4 right angles.

Laftly, one angle of the hexagon is 4- of a right

angle, therefore 3 angles make 4 right angles •, but

no folid angle. And the angle of a heptagon, oc-

tagon, &c. being greater ; 3 of them will exceed

4 right angles 5 and confequently, there can be no'

I 3
' more
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FIG. more than 3 triangles, 1 fquare, and 1 pentagon,

184. to constitute a folid angle.

Hence there can only be 5 regular bodies, to

anfwer the 5 combinations of triangles, fquares,

and pentagons. Three faces of the triangle make
the pyramid-, 4 make the oclaedron-, and 5 make
the icofihedron ; alfo 6 faces of the fquare make
the cube -, and 1 2 faces of the pentagon, make the

dodecaedron.

Scholium.

185. 1° order to get a clear idea of the five regular

186. bodies, you may cut out all their faces in pafte-

187. board, as reprefented in the figures, and fold them

188. up, fo that the creales may be in the black lines

;

180. and their edges being put clofe together, you'll

have the figure of thefe bodies. Fig. 185 is the

pyramid, 186 the cube, 187 the oclaedron, 188

the dodecaedron, and 1 89 the icofihedron.

PROP. XXVII.

No other but only one fort, of the five regular bo-

dies, joined at their angles, can compleatly fill a folid

fpace ; and that is eight cubes.

To demonftrate this, we muft obferve that among
other properties, this is abfolutely neceflary, that

the inclination of two adjoining planes in the body,
be fuch ; that being taken a certain number of
times, they will compleatly make up four right

angles. For when the bodies are put together,

the faces of every two adjoining bodies mult coin-

cide •, and one edge or fide of all the bodies muft
coincide with the fide of the firft •, which will be as

an axis, round which thefe bodies are placed ; and
therefore they muft compleatly fill up the fpace

quite round, which is four right angles. And
the
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the angle of each (that is, the inclination of two
adjoining planes), rauft be a certain part of 4 right

angles. Therefore what we have to do, is to com-
pute the inclination of their planes, and alfo to

enquire what inclination is requifite in the feveral

bodies, to have this effect.

1. To begin with pyramids. It is plain, the

bafe of the folid, being an equilateral triangle^

the angle at any point is ^ of a right angle •, but

the inclination of the planes is greater ; for it is

contained by two perpendiculars let fall on the

common feclion of two planes, which perpendi-

culars are lefs than the fides of the triangle

(Cor. 4. 21. II)-, and {landing on the fame bafe,

mult contain a greater angle (Cor. 2. 5. II), Tp 150.
find the inclination of the planes ; let CPH, CPA,
and CDH be three of the equilateral triangles con-

flicting a pyramid. Draw AG, DI -1- to CP,
CH. Let the plane CHP be fixt, whilft the

planes CAP, CDH, are raifed up, (moving abou.t

the fixt lines CP, CH,) till the points A and D
meet fomewhere. It is plain a perpendicular dropt

from A (elevated on high), upon the plane CPH,
will always be fomewhere in the line AG. And a

like perpendicular from D will be fomewhere in the

line DI. Therefore when A and D meet, the perp.

will be at the interferon O, in the middle of the

triangle; and GO = ^GH (Cor. 31. -II) — jGA.
Therefore, if you make the feparate right-angled

triangle GAO, fo that the hyp. GA may be treble

the bafe GO, the z_AGO is the angle of the

pyramid, (that is, of its planes CAP, CHP), which

was required. Now if EG be -1- to GK, alfo if

GBK be an equilateral triangle, then the bafe GF,
will be half the hypothenufe GB (Cor. 3. 3. II),

and Z.BGK =z 4- a right angle (2. II). Then its

plain, 4 times i_ AGK will be lefs than 4 right an-

gles, becaufe 4 times EGK make but 4 right an-

1 4 gles-,
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FIG. gles ; therefore more than 4 times AGK is required

xpo. to compleat 4 right angles. Likewife, fince 6 times

BGK make 4 right angles, 6 times AGK will be

too much ; and of confequence we muft either

have 5 times AGK, to make 4 right angles, or

*34- notmng- Then to find whether that will anlwer

exactly or not ; draw the diagonal EC of the pen-

tagon, and OLD -J- to it i then 5 times the angle

EOL = 4 right angles. But DL r= ^—^R
(Cor. 3. 44. IV), and OL = R — ft x £s£i -

4
190. jj^J x p, But GO (fig> J9p) _. ^ thc hyp(^

thenufe AG or R, and 4- is greater than
^ 5

~~
»

4
that is, GO is greater than OL«, and confequently

the angle AGO is leffcr than EOL, which it mould
be equal to ; therefore 5 times AGO falls fhort of

4 right angles -, whence it is clear, that no com-
bination of regular pyramids can compleatly fill

ail fpace.

2. And it is as clear that 4 cubes fat together

will make up 4 right angles, each cube contain-

ing one. And therefore ,8 cubes, joined at their

angular points, will quite fill all fpace on all fides.

191. 3- Next for the Qclaedron. As half the octae-

dron ABE ftands on a fquare bafe BCED, the an-

gles at the bafe, as BCE, are right, and then 4 of
thefe would be 4 right ones •, but the inclination

of the planes ACB, ACE, are greater than right

angles (for the fame reafon as in the pyramid),

being made by a plane -l- to their common feclion

AC ; therefore 4 of thefe angles will be too much,
and confequently 3 or none of thefe angles of in-

clination muft be equal to 4 right angles ; or, which
is the fame thing, 6 halfs of the c of inclination mull

be = 4 right angles. Now to try this
7
drawAG •*- to

BCL
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BC, andAO •*- to the bafeBE, alfo draw GO. Then F I G.

hyp. AG - —«/ 3 (Cor. 39. II), and bafe GO = J 92 -

4BD = ;AB. Therefore AG : GO : : ^^3 :

AB . ^3 Ar, AG .— : :y/3 : i :: 3 : V3 - * = *y - AG : — ^3 i

then GO = —Jq. And as Z.AGO = half the
3

;

angle of inclination, 6 of thefe mull make up 4
jright angles. And therefore Z.AGO mull be =
Z.BDE (fig. 131), if this fucceed. For 6 of thefe

make up 4 right angles. But in this cafe, DF =
£DB,whence if DB (fig. 1 3 1

) = AG (fig. 1 9 1 ), then

GO == —^3- But 4^3 is greater than 4 (as is

eafily known by fquaring them) ; that is, GO is

greater than DF, and confequently L.AGO is lefs

than BDF. Therefore 6 of thefe, or 3 whole an-

gles of inclination, fall more of 4 right angles. So
thefe bodies cannot entirely fill all ipace.

4. Next Comes the dodecaedron. As the angle

of inclination of the planes of this body exceeds a

right angle •, therefore 4 fuch angles will exceed 4
right angles ; therefore only three of thefe bodies

can be laid together ; in which cafe the angle of

inclination mud be juft 14 right angle For 3 x 14.

ttc 4. If the l. be lefs, the third body will leave

a vacuity ; if greater, it cannot come in. Let 192.
BPC, PCH, DGH, be 3 pentagons joining upon
one another. Draw AG, DI -±~ to PC, HC, con-

tinued. Then let the plane PCH, be fixt, whilft

ABP, DEH, are raifed up, and moved round the

lines PC, HC, till the points A, D, meet. It is

evident a perpend, dropt from A upon the plane

PCH, will always fall on the line AG. And a like

perpend, from D, will fall upon DI. And when
A and D meet, it will fall on the interfeftion O.
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FIG. Let R (land for a right angle. Then fincc CE is

192. II
to HN (Cor. 2. 43. IV), tECH + CHN rs

2R(Cor.2. 4. I) =-- ECH -f PCH, therefore FCE
is a right line (1. I). For the fame reafon BCH is

a right line. Since z_DCH rz: «R (17. Ill), DCE
= 4R, DCP = 4R, take away ACtJ t= |R, then

ACD = 4R. In the ifofceles triangle ACD,' COF
bife&s the /.C and bafe AD (Cor. 3. 3. II), and

Z. ACF == 4R — DCF, and CDA = 4R ; and
fince CDE = 4-R, therefore CDA -\ CDE = 2R,
and EDA is a ftraight line (1. I). In the right-

angled triangle ACF, L ACF or ACO = 4R

;

and in the right-angled triangle ACG, fince ACE
£== ACD + DCE = ACG a 4R, CAG = 4R =
ACO, or CAO 3= ACO, and AO = OC (Cor. 1.

3. II). Therefore OG is lefs than OC or OA (5.

II), and OG is lefs than half of AG. Make a

right angle triangle feparately, as AGO, where the

hypothenufe is AG, and bafe OG, of a due length,

and AGR is one of the angles of the dodecaedron.

Where the /. AGZ or GAO ought to be 'R, that

3 dodecaedrons laid together may fill up 4 right

angles. Now to fee how this
v agrees, we find

(in fig. 128), that EF =. 4-DE, or DF = 4DB
(Cor. 3. 41. IV), and z_ ABF or BAC = 4R =
BDF (Cor. 1. 12. IV), and confequently DBF =
4R (Cor. 2. 2. II). Therefore if you make the

bale GQ^ziz 4 the hypothenufe GM, then the

Z.GMQjDr MGZ is ~ 4R. Therefore, fince GO
is lefs than 4GA, the z.AGZ is lefs than 4R, and

MGR lefs than i

T

rR } to which it fhould have been

equal ; and confequently 3 times MGR falls fhort

of 4 right angles : therefore the dodecaedrons can-

not fill a folid fpace.

This might be otherwife folved, by fuppofmg
one of its folic! angles to ftand upon an equilate-

ral triangle, whofe fide is the diagonal of the pen-

tagon.

5. Laftly,
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5. Laftly, the icofaedron has 5 triangles (land- f I G.

ing upon a pentagonal bafe ABCDE. Draw the 193.

diagonal AC of the pentagon, and BQ^ the dia-

meter of the circumfcribing circle. And let the

plane AFC be drawn at right angles to BO, the

common iection of the two faces of the folid ABO,
CBO. Draw FP,which will be -J- to AC. Then wc

are to find the quantity of the Z-AFC, the inclina-

tion of the planes, or rather, of its half AFP. Call

JBQ, the radius of the circle, R •, then AP* (Cor. 2.

44. IV) = ^±-^RR. Alfo AB X = RR x $^~&

(44. IV), and AF* = JAB' (Cor. 39. II) 5=

3RR x
5^V5

Therefore AFZ
: AP* : : |RR x

RR : : 15 — 3^5 : 5 + A-

2

5—a/5 . 5 + v/5

% * 8

And AF* : AF* — AP* or FP * : : 3 * 5 ~ s/5

: 10— 4v/
5 1:3: IQ-^v/5 .

io-4v/5X 5 +y5
5— >/5 " * '

5— 5v/5X5+V5

:

Soj^^^-ao
Cofi g>

° 25 — 5 = 20 :
*

° 20 ° 2 6

i : .12732 : : AFZ
: .I2732AF 1

. And by ex-

trading the root, it is AF : FP : : AF : .3568
x AF 3: FP. Now if three icofaedrons laid to-

gether can fill up the whole fpace, then three times

the angle AFC, or fix times the £,AFP, muft
make four right angles ; and in that cafe AFP
muft be 4- of a right angle. But (^g. 128) the

fide DF muft be half the hypothenufe DB, when
the l. between them BDF is -} of a right angle

(Cor. 3. 41. IV) : for 2LBDF = BAC in the equi-

lateral triangle BAC (Cor. 1. 12. IV) z=
-J-

of a

right angle (2. II). But here the fide FP is lefs

than half AF or .5 x AF ; therefore the L. FAP will

be Ms^ and AFP greater, than it (hould be \ that

is.
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FIG. is, AFP is more than ^ of a right aqgk ; and 6

153. times AFP, more than 4 right angles j and there-

fore 3 icofihedrons cannot find room.

Thus I have demonftrated from pure geometri-

cal principles, that no combination of regular bo-

dies of the fame fort (except cubes), can ade-

quately fill up all the fpace round about. The
calculations of all thefe cafes are extremely eafy,

by working with the rules of trigonometry j but:

that was not my bufinefs here.

BOOK
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BOOK VIL

Of the fphere, and its infcribed and

circumfcribed bodies.

DEFINITIONS,
I. A Sphere or glole^ is a folid made by a femi- F I G.

jt\ circle ABD, moving round abou f its dia- 194.

meter AD, which remains fixt ; and is called the

axis of the fphere ; and the point A, the vertex.

2. The center of the fphere is the center C of
the femicircle ABD.

3. The radius of the fphere, is a line drawn from
the center to the furface of the fphere.

Cor. All the radius of a fphere are equal to one

another.

4. The diameter of a fphere, is a right line

drawn from one fide to the other, through the

center.

5. Afeclor of a fphere, CFDG, is a part of the IQ *

fphere made by the circular fe&or FCD, moving
round the radius CD.

6. Segment of a fphere, is a part of a fphere, as

FIGD, cut off by a plane FIG. If the plane pafs

through the center, that fegment is a hemifphere.

7. A zone, is a part of a fphere intercepted be-

tween two parallel planes.

8. The middle zone, is the part between two"

parallel planes which are equally diftant from the

center,

9. A
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FIG. 9. A folid is faid to be infcribed'm a fphere, of a

193. fphere circumfcribed about a folid ; when all the

angles of the folid touch the furface of the fphere.

1 o. A fphere is faid to be inferibed in a folid, or

a folid circumfcribed about a fphere •, when the fphere

touches all the planes of the folid.

PROP. I.

ig4. If afphere be cut by a 'plane FOG \ thefeclion will

be a circle.
;

Let the two planes CFDG and COD be -J- to the

cuting plane FOG ; then the common feclion CI
is -*- to the plane FOG (15. V). Draw the line

FIG. Then in the triangles CFI, COI, CGI,
the fides CF, CO, CG are equal (Cor. Def. 3),

and CI common, and the angles at I right *, there-

fore IF = IO = 1G (9. II). Therefore FDG is

a circle whofe center is I (Cor. Def. 3. IV).

PROP. II.

J 95* If a fphere ABDI touch a plane HGL; a right

line CD, drawn from the center to the point of contacl

D, is perpendicular to the faid plane.

Let the planes ADB, ADF, cut the touching

plane in the lines DH, DG. Then fince HD, GD,
touch the circles BD, FD, (whofe center is C,)

in D, therefore CD is -J- to HD, GD (Cor. 2, 10.

IV) ; and therefore CD is -*- to the plane HGL
(4. V).

PROP. III.

196. The furface of a fphere is equal, to the curve furface

of its circumfcribing cylinder.

Let BAP be a hemifphere, and BHOP a cylin-

der on the fame bafe, BTP, and of the fame alti-

tude.
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tude. Take IL, an extremely fmall part of the FIG.
quadrant BLA, and through L and I, fuppofe two 196.

planes MLEVQ^ and NIr/SR to be drawn -l- to

AC. Through L and I draw the line ILD, and

through S and V the line SVG. Then becaufe IL
and VS are extremely fmall -, the right lines and
arches LI, VS nearly concide. And if the figure

DISG be turned about the radius AC, it will

generate the fruftum of a cone; and the fmall

parts of its furface ILVS will concide with the

portion of the fpherical furface, and be equal there-

to (Ax. 8). But the furface of the fruftum ILVS
is zz IL x half the fun) of the circumferences

whofe diameters are LV and IS (6. VI), that is zz

IL x circumference ofLV or IS, they being nearly

equal. Let C =r' circumference whofe radius is

BC, and c zz circumference whofe radius is LE or

IF, then the furface ILVS zz c x IL, and the

cylindric furface NMQR zz C x MN (4. VI).

But the triangles ILK, and LCE are fimilar ; for

Z.ILC (Cor. 2. 10. IV) ±= KLE zz a right angle

;

take away KLC, then Z.ILK zz CLE ; alfo £.IKL
zz LEC zz a right angle. Therefore LC or

BC : LE : : LI : LK (13. II). But C : c : : BC
or ME : LE (Cor. 9. IV) : : LI : LK or MN.
Whence C x MN zz ex IL (12. Proportion);

that is, the cylindric furface NMQR = fpherical

furface ILVS. Therefore if more parallel planes,

as MLVQ, be drawn, exceeding near to one ano-

ther, the fmall parts of the cylindric furface will

be equal to the correfpondent parts of the fpherical

furface , and therefore the fum of all the parts of

the cylindric furface, equal to the fum of all the

parts of the fpherical fuface (Ax. 2) ; that is, the

furface of the hemifphere is equal to the furface of

the cylinder BCX, and the furface of the whole

lphere =c furface of its circumfcribing cylinder.

' -
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£ I G. Cor. t. If the fphere and its circumscribing cylin-,

j 96. 4*? be St by two planes parallel to the bafe, the inter*

cepted parts of the furfaces ofthefpherje and cylinder

4

will be equal.

For furface MR = furface LS, and all the MR
zz all the LS.

Cor. 2. The furface of the hemifphere BAP, is

double the bafe BTt\
For the furface of the cylinder zs C x AC

(4. VI) •, and the area of the bafe as , or

£2L££(34 . IV>

Cor. 3. Thefurface of the whole fphere is equal to

four great circles of the fame fphere \ or to the reft-

angle of the circumference and diameter.

Cor. 4. The areas of fpherical furfaces cut off by

parallel planes^ are as the fegments of the diameter

\

perpendicular thereto.

For thefe areas are equal to the correfponding

cylindrical furfaces, which are as the hights (Cor.

3. 4. VI).

Cor. 5. The furface of any fegment of the fame
fpherej is as the hight of the fegment.

Cor. 6. The furface of the fphere is ~ the whole

furface of the circumfcribing cylinder.

For the two bafes of the cylinder is half its curve

furface (Cor. 3).

PROP. IV.

J 9 7. The furface of the fegment BAD, of a fphere ; is

1 9 8. equal to the area of a circle^ whofe radius is the cord

AB, drawn from the vertex to the bafe.

Let
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Let C — circumference of the radius AB, and F I G.

ABED .— circumference of the fphere. Then 200,

fince the circumferences are as the radii (Cor.

9. IV), let -~^r- - XB — Hi °r ABED = n *
AC, and C = n x AB. Then the furface BAD
zAFx ABED (Cor. 1. Ill) = AF x n x AC

n X AF X "AE n X AB 2
. m= — = (Cor. 17. IV) rz

AB x C

(34" IV).

area of a circle vvliofe radius is AB

Cor. The furface of the whole fphere, is equal to

the area of a circle, whofe radius is the diameter AE,

PROP. V.

The furface of a fphere is double the curve furface 201.

$f the inferibedfquare (or equilateral) cylinder EB.

Draw the diameter ECB, then ED = DB. And
fince EB 1 hz ED2

-f DB'' (21. H) - 2ED^ •, there-

fore circle EB =± 2 circles El/> (22. III). But furface

of the fphere 2= 4 circles B (Cor. 3. Ill) ==; 8 circles

ED. And ^ED : AE or ED : : circle ED : curve

furface AD (Cor. 2. 4. VI) zz 4 circles ED. But 8

circles ED zn twice 4 circles ED, or the furface of

the fphere zz twice the curve furface of the cylinder.

' Cor. i. The whole furface of the inferibed cylinder

is ~ the furface of the fphere.

For the two bafes AB, ED z= 2 circles ED, and

the whole furface AD = 6 circles ED.

Cor. 2. The curve furface of a cylinder, circum-

fcribing the fphere, is double the curve furface Gf the

inferibed equilateral one. And the whole furface, is

double to the whole furface.

K For
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FIG. For the furface of the fphere zz. furface of

201. the circumfcribing cylinder (3-). And the furface

of the fphere = twice the furface of the infcribed

one (5).

Again, the furface of the fphere zr ~ the whole
furface of the circumfcribing cylinder (Cor. 6. 3).

And .the furface of the fphere is = 4. the whole
furface of the infcribed cylinder (Cor. 1),

PROP. VI.

202. The furface of any fegment of a fphere ABDC : is

to the curve furface of its infcribed cone ABC :

:

as the fide of the cone AB : Jo the radius of the

bafe AO.

For if n x AB z= circumference of the radius

AB, and n x AO — circumference of the radius

AO (Cor. 9. IV), then the circle AB =3
*

TtTN
"

re a-t.^ AB X « X AO
(34. IV ), and conic lurface ABC — —
(Cor. 1. 5. VI). And the furface of the fegment

ABDC — circle AB (4) -, therefore furface of the

fegment ABDC : conic furface ABC : :

AB * * *
:

AB x n X AO . „ A _ , _> . N£-—£—— : : AB : AO (5. Proportion).

Cor. 1 . The furface of a hemifphere, is to the curve

furface of its infcribed cone ; as the diagonal of a
fquare, to the fide.

For then AO, BO become radii of the fphere,

and AB the diagonal.

Cor. 2. If ABC be an equilateral cone, then the

furface of the figment ABDC is twice the curvefurface

of the cone ABC.
For then AB = AC - 2A0.

2 PROP.
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PROP. VII. F 1 g.

Let the cone DAE be right-angled at A. TheH 2c 3.

#£? farface of the hemifphere BGE, & /0 ^^ f#ritf

furface of the right-angled circumfcribing cone DAE *

#j thefide of a fquart AD$ « /# /£<? diagonal DE.

Draw AC from the vertex of the cone A, to

the center C ; and CF ||
to AE, or -»- to AD. Theri

AF - FD zz: FC = BC, and CD* 2$ CF 1 + FD>
z=z 2BO (21. II). And the circle whofe radius is

CD zz twice the circle whole radius is CB (Cor. 2.

2$. IV) zz furface of the hemifphere BGE (Con
2. 3). Therefore the furface of the hemifphere, or

the circle whofe radius is CD : furface of the cone

DAE : : CD : AD (Con 3. 5. VI) : : AD : DE
(20. II).

Cor. The furface of a right-angled cone circum-

fcribing a hemifphere, is double the furface of one in-

fcribed •, taking either the curve furfaces, or the whole

furfaces.

For s/i X furface of the inferibed cone = furface

of the hemifphere (Cor. 1. 6) zz — X furface of

the circumfcribing cone (7). Therefore the latter

is — twice the former. And the bafe of the latter

is likewife zz twice the bafe of the former (by the

demonftration of this Prop.), therefore the whole
is double to the whole*

PROP. VIII.

"The furface of the fphere, is to the curve furface ±0^
of an equilateral inferibed cone BAD > as ?$ to 3.

For fmce EF zz
J,AF (Cor. 3. 41. IV), there-

fore furface BFD = '-, and furface BAGD zz |,
the furface of the fphere (Cor. 4. 3^ as 2 curve

K 2 furfaces
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PIG. Surfaces of the cone BAD (Cor. 2. 6); or the

204. furface of the cone zz ~ the furface of the fphere.

Cor. The whole furface of an equilateral cone

BAD, infcribed in a fphere^ is T\ of the fphere'

$

furface.

For 3BC 2
zz BD2

(41. IV) zz 4BE 2
, and BE 2

ih JBC% whence circle BD zz -1 circle BDG
(35. IV) rr T\ the furface of the fphere (Cor. 3. 3);
add this to the curve furface of the cone ; then the

whole furface of the cone ±='4 +• ;

.tV tne fphere's

furface zz T\ the furface of the fphere.

PROP. IX.

205. the curve furface of an equilateral cone ABD, is

to the furface of its infcribed fphere ^ as 3 to 2.

Draw AE, CF -* to BD, BA ; then.by fimilar

triangles AEB, AFC ; AE2
: EB 2

: : AF2
: FC.

But AE* zz -JAB 1
(39. II) = 3AF 2

. Therefore

3AF 2 (AE1

) : AF* : : EB 2
: FC2

(4. Proportion)

: : circle BD : circle FEG. But BE : : BA or

2BE : : circle BD : curve furface of the cone BAD
(Cor. 3. 5. VI) zz 2 circles BD -, and circle FEG
rn ~ furface of the fphere (Cor. 3. 3). Whence
3:1:: 3AF 2

: AF 2
: : 4 furface of the cone :

$ furface of the fphere. Therefore the furface of

the fphere = ~ the curve furface of the cone.

Cor. 1, The furface of the fphere is
-J

the whole

furface of the circumfcribing equilateral cone.

For the bafe BD zz ~ curve furface of the cone

zz -I furface of the fphere. Add this to the curve

furface, which is zz 4. furface of the fphere ; then

the whole furface of the cone zz
-f- + ~ the fur-

face of the fphere =
-J-

the furface of the fphere,

or 4 the whole furface of the cone = the furface

of the fphere.

Cor.
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Cor. 2. The curve furface of an equilateral cone FIG.
infcribed in a fphere is zz f the curve furface of the 205.
circumfcribing equilateral one. And the whole fur-

face of one — \ the whole furface of the other.

For f the furface of the infcribed cone — furface

of trie fphere (8) = -J furface of the circumfcribed

cone (9). Therefore the furface of the infcribed =
i the furface of the circumfcribed one.

Alfo ~ ^e whole furface of the circumfcribing

one = furface of the fphere (Cor. 1. 9)= Jf the

whole furface of the infcribed cone (Cor. 8). There-
fore the furface of the infcribed cone s£ f the

furface of the circumfcribed cone.

Cor. 3. The furfaces of a cylinder and equilateral

cone, both circumfcribed about a fphere, are as 2 to 3 ;

both their curve furfaces and whole furfaces.

For 4 the curve furface of the cone zz fur-

face of the fphere (9) == furface of the cylin-

der (3). Surface of the cylinder : furface of the

cone : : 2 : 3.

Alfo % the whole furface of the cone ;=5 furface

of the fphere (Cor. 1. 9)
-—

-} the whole furface

of the cylinder (Cor. 6. 3). Therefore, whole
furface of the cylinder : whole furface of the gone
::£:* or £ : : 2 : 3.

Scholium.

From the foregoing proportions are deduced,
the proportion of the fphere' s furface, to the fur-

faces of the infcribed and circumfcribed equilateral

cylinder and cone, as follows :

K 2 Surface
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F I G. Surface of the fphere 16

2Q5« Infcribed cylinder's curve furface — 8

• whole furface — 13

Circumfcribed cylinder's curve furface 16
_ - whole furface — 24

Infcribed cone's curve furface 6
»

—

whole furface — 9
Circumfcribing cone's curve furface — 24
m , , whole furface — 36,

PROP. X.

1 06. A "fphere is equal to a cone whofe bight is the

radius AC, and bafe the furface of thefphere AEF.

Take three points in the furface of* the fphere,

as A, B, D, extremely near together, forming
the fmall triangle ABD, on the furface of the

fphere. Let a plane pafs through thefe three

points A, B, D 5 the fmall portion of which ABD
will coincide with a portion of the fpherical furface

ABD, extremely near. And the radius CA will

be -J- thereto (2). Therefore the portion of the

fphere CABD is nothing but the pyramid whole

bafe is ABD, a fmall part of the fphere's furface,

and hight the radius CA, In like manner the

whole fphere may be divided into fmall pyramids,

fuch as CABD, whofe bafe is a fmall portion of

the fpherical furface ; and common altitude, the

radius CA. Therefore the fum of all thefe pyra-

mids CABD, make up the fphere ; and the fum
of all the bales ABD, make up the fpherical fur-

face. That is, the fphere is equal to the fum of

all thefe pyramids, whofe bafes are all the parts of

the furface, of the fphere, and common altitude

the radius CA \ ?.nd that is equal to one pyramid
or cone, whoie bafe is the furface of the iphere,

and hight the radius (Ax. .2).

Cpr,
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Cor. i. Afphere is equal to a cone, whofe bight is FIG.

the radius, and bafe equal to four great circles of the 206.

fphere.

For the furface of the fphere is equal to four

great circles (Cor. 3. 3).

Con 2. A fphere is equal to a cone whofe hight is

twice the diameter, and bafe, a great circle of the

fphere.

By Cor. 4. 20. VI.

Cor. 3. A hemifphere is double its inferibed cone.

For a hemifphere 35 a cone whole bafe is a great

circle, and hight equal to the diameter (Cor. 2)

;

and that is double to a cone of the fame bafe, and
half the hight (Cor. 1. 20. VI).

PROP. XI.

Any fphere BANR, is I its circumfcribing cylinder^ 207;
DM.

Let AC be the axis of the hemifphere BAN.
From the center C, draw the diagonal CD ; and

draw PL *- to AC, and OH parallel to it, and

exceeding near it. Then if the figure ADBC re-

volve round the axis AC \ then ADBC will generate

the cylinder BDGN ; the quadrant BVA, the hemi-

fphere BAN 3 and ADC, the cone ADCG. Then
VC 2 1± VL* + LC* (2 r. 11) i that is, PL 4 s= VL*
4- KL2

(for DA = AC, andKL = LC (13. II).

Therefore the circle defcribed by LP= the two circles

defcribed by LV and LK (Cor. 2. 35. IV). Take
away the circle defcribed by LV, from both, and

there remains the annulus or ring defcribed by

VP = circle defcribed by LK. For the fame reafon

the annulus defcribed by OI 1= circle defcribed by
FH. Therefore the fmall prifmatic folid contained

between PN and OI, quite round the figure = cone

fruftum contained between KL and FH, round the

K 4 figure
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FIG. figure (12. VI). In like manner every part of tliQ

2°7- figure BDAVB = correfpondent part of DACG.
Therefore the total furh of the firft = total ium of

the laft, that is, the folid BDAGNAVB s= cone

DCG (Ax. 2) ~ 4. the cylinder DBNG (20. VI),

Therefore the remaining part, or the hemifphere

BAN = the remaining
-J
of the cylinder BDGN.

Whence the double thereof, or the whole fphere

ABRN = 4 of the whole cylinder EG.
'

Otherwife.

The cone whofe bafe is BN, and hight CA,
or the cone DCG r=r half the hemifphere BAN
(Cor. 3. 10). And the fame cone DCG = y the

cylinder BDGN. (20. VI). Therefore i hemi-

fphere = 4 cylinder, and the hemifphere = ^ cylin-

der BG. Whence the whole fphere == -J the cylin-

der EG.

Cor. 1. The concavefolid BFADBER &c. = \ the

fphere BANR.

208. Cor. 2. Aright cone, fphere, and cylinder\ all of thi

fame diameter and hight, are as i, 2, 3 refpeclively j or

ABD : AHGI : EBDF : : 1 : 2 : 3.

PROP. XII.

206, The feeler of a fphere CGAH, is equal to a cone

whofe hight is the radius -, andbafe^ the furface of the

feclor GAH.

This is demonftrated as Prop. X. For if the

feclor be divided into a multitude of extremely fmall

fectors CABD, the bafe of each will be a fmall por-

tion of the fpherical flirface ABD. And as all the

pyramids make up the lector, and are the elements

thereof \ fo all the bales are the elements of the fur-

face GAH, and make it up. And as the hights of

all the pyramids is the fame, they are all equal to one

pyr*-
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pyramid of the fame hight, and bafe the fum of all FI G.

the bafes (Cor. 1. 18. VI). That is, the fe&or 206.

CGAH = a pyramid or cone whofe hight is the

radius, and bale the furface GAH.

Cor. 1. The feclor of a fphere, CGAH = a cone,

whofe hight is the radius AC ; and bafe a circle whofe

radius is AG. And the fecior CGBH = a cone whofe

radius is CB, and bafe a circle whofe radius is BG.
For the ' furface GAH = a circle whofe radius is

AG (4) -, and the furface GBH — a circle whofe

radius is BG (ibid.).

Cor. 2. Seclors of fpheres, are to one another, in

the complicate ratio of theirfurfaces and radii.

For the cones, equal thereto, are as the bafes and

-hights (Cor. 3. 20. VI).

PROP. XIII. '

If it be made, tfj BD : BA : : radius CA : CF ; 2I0>
then the cone GFH is equal to the fegment of the

fphere, GAH.

Draw CG, BG and FCB ; then CA : CF : : BD
: BA (hyp.) : : BD a

: BG* (Ccr. 1. 20. II) : : GD*
: GAX

(20. II) : : circle GD (or circle whofe radius

is GD) : circle GA (35. IV). Therefore the cone

whofe hight is CF, and bafe the circle GD = cone

whofe hight is CA, and bafe the circle GA (Cor. 4.

20. VI) == feclor CGAH (Cor. 1. XII). Subtract,

or add the cone GCH, on the fame bafe GH, and
then the cone GFH == fegment GAH.

Cor. 1. If BD : DA : : radius CA : AF. Then
the cone GFH — fegment GAH.

For fince BD ; BA : : CA : CF, therefore BD
: BA — BD : : CA : CF — CA (13. Proportion);

that is, BD : DA : : CA : AF.

Cor. 2. The fegment GAH, is to the inferibed cone

GAH i as FD to AD. Cor.
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FIG. Cor. 3. The fegment GAH : figment GBH : :

2 ic. GC + DB x AD 1
: GC + AD x DB\

For the hight of the cone, equal to the fegment

GAH, that is, DF = g^ x DA + DA (Cor. 1)

sa j^tt— x DA. And in like manner, tneDo
hight of the cone equal to the fegment GBH, is

~ x DB. And thefe cones are as the alti-UA
j ,r xrn 1

GC + DB
tudes (Cor. 1. 20. VI) 5 that is, as -

GC + DA
DB

DA, and ^ X DB, or as GC 4- DB x

D:V~:GC + DAxDB 2
.

PROP. XIV.

210. The figment of a fphere GAH, is equal to a coney

whofi bight is AD, the hight of the figment ; and

bafi, 4 the bafi of the figment GH, together with ~ a

circle whofi radius is the hight of the figment AD.

Let ©AG denote the circle whofe radius is AG,
and fo of the reft. Then fegment GAH = feclor

CGAH + cone GCH (fig. 1, i) =2 fAC x 0AG^
fCD X eGD (Cor . 1. 12) \ and 3 fegments GAH —
AC x 0AG + AD ^ AC x eGD = AC x
GAG — OGD + AD x eGD = AC X eAD +
AD x eGD (Cor. 2. 35. IV).

But AD : AB : : AD 1
: AG 1 (Cor. 1. 20. II)

: : AD* : AD 1

-f DG* : : 0AD : 0AD + 0DG
(Cor. 2. 35. IV), therefore AD x eAD + 0DG
= AB x 0AD s= 2AC x 0AD, and AD *

30DG -j- eAD = 2ACx0AD + 2AD x eGD-.

And AD x i;0GD -+. i©AD = ACx eAD +
AD x eGD = 3 fegments GAH.

Corol-
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Corollary. The fegment GAH — iAD x FIG.

30GD + eAD. 2 1 o.

PROP. XV,

The fruftum or middle zone of a fphere £GHF, is 21 1.

equal to a cone whofe hight is the hight of the zone CD ;

and bafe^ two great circles ZF, together with the lejfer

bafe GH.

For the zone ZH = hemifphere ZAF — the

feclor CGAH + the cone GCH = AC x *0ZC
(11) — AC x 4-0AG (Car. 1. 12) +CDx ieGD
(20. Vl)=ADx 4©ZC +DCx t©ZC — AC
x feAG 4- CD x|0GD. But AD : AC : : AG*
: AZ* (18. IV) : : AG* : 2AC* (21. II) : : ©AG :

20ZC (35. IV). Therefore AD x 20ZC ss AC
X 0AG. And AD x t<5>ZC = AC x 40AG.
Therefore the zone ZH =z DC x -10ZC + DC
x 40GD = 4-DC x 2©ZC + ®GD.

Cor. The zone ZH is equal to ^DC x twice thecirch

ZF -]- the circle GH.

PROP. XVI.

An orb or hollow fphere is equal to the fruftum of a
cone, whofe greater bafe is the furface of the greater

fphere -, and lejfer bafe, the furface of the lejfer : and
hight, the difference of the radiL

For the crb is equal to the difference of the two
fpheres ; that is, to the difference of two cones

whofe hights are the radii of the fpheres, and bafes

{he furfaccs (10).

PROP.
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FIG ,

PROP. XVII.

212. The furfaces of fpheres GH, IK, are as the fquares

213. of the diameters > AB, DF.

For the furface of the fphere GH = ' 4 circles

AGBH, and the furface of the fphere IK — 4 circles

IDKF (Cor. 3. III). But 4 circles AGBH : 4
circles DIFK : : circle AGBH : circle DIFK (Cor. 1.

5. Proportion) : : AB* : DF* (35. IV).

PROP. XVIII.

Spheres GH, IK, are to one another', as the cubes

of their diameters^ AB, DF.

For the fphere GH = \ the cylinder, whofe bafe

Is AGBH, and hight AB. And the fphere IK — \
the cylinder, whofe bafe is DIFK, and hight DF (1 1).

Therefore fphere GH : fphere IK : : -JAGBH x AB
: -1DIFK x DF (Cor. 3. 19. VI) : : AGBH x AB
: DIFK x DF (5. Proportion) : : AB 1 x AB : DF*
X DF (35. 1 V- and 7. Proportion) : : AB ;

: DF 5
.

PROP. XIX.

214. Similarfolids infcribed in fpheres GH, IK, are as the

215. cules of the diameters of the fpheres AB : DF.

From any two equal and correfpondent angles A,
D, draw the diameters AB, DF. Then fince the

folids are infcribed after a fimilar manner in refpect of

the diameters AB, DF. It will be AG : DI : : AB :

DF(r 9 . III). But.folid AE : folid DL : : AG 5
:

DI* (24. VI) : : ABJ : DF 5 (Cor. 3. 18. Propor-

tion).

Cor. r. Similar folids infcribed infpheres , are as the

fpheres.

For fpheres are alio as the cubes of their diameters

(18).
Cor.
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Cor. 2. The furfaces of fimilar folids infcrihed in PIG,
fpheres, are as the fquares of the diameters of the 214.

fpheres. 215.

For furface of AE : furface of DL : : AG* : DP
(7. VI) : : AB 1

: DF\

Cor. 3. The furfaces of fimilar folids infcrihed in

fpheres, are as the furfaces of the fpheres.

For they are both as the fquares of the diame-

ters (17).

PROP. XX.
Jfphere, is to any circumfcrihing folid BF, (all whofe 216,

planes touch the fphere) ; as- the furface of the fphere,

to the furface of the folid.

Since all the planes touch the fphere, the radius

drawn to all the points of contact, will be -*- to each

plane (2). Therefore if planes be drawn through

the center C of the fphere, and through all the fides

of the body •, then the body will be divided into

pyramids, BCAE, BCAD, &c. whofe bafes are the

planes B AE, BAD, &c -, and their common altitude

CP, the radius of the fphere. And the fum of all

thefe pyramids, or the whole folid, is equal to a

pyramid or cone, whofe bafe is the fum of all the

plane figures, andhight the radius CP (Cor. 1. 18.

and Cor. 2. 20. VI). But the fphere is alfo equal

to a cone or pyramid whofe bafe is the furface of the

fphere, and hight the fame radius CP (10). And
this laft cone : former cone : : bafe of the latter

:

bafe of the former (Cor. 2. 20. VI.) •, that is, the

fphere : circumfcribing folid : : furface of the fphere :

furface of the folid.

Cor. 1. All circumfcribing cylinders, cones, &c. are

to the fphere', as theirfurfaces are.

For
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FIG. For any cylinder, or cone, may be conceived to he
216. made up of an infinite number of fmall planes, all

of which touch the fphere.

Cor. 2. All bodies circumfcribing the fame fpheret

are to one another as theirfurfaces.

Cor. 3. Thefphere is the greatefi or moft capacious of
all bodies of equal furface.

For if the planes be fuppofed to touch the fphere*

their areas will be greater than the furface of the

fphere, which is contrary to the hypothecs •, there-

fore the planes muft fall within the fphere; and then

the perpendicular upon them will be morter than the

radius, and therefore the body will be lefs than the

fphere, as having the fame bafe, and a lefs hight*

PROP. XXI.

2io. Any fegment of a fphere GAH, is to its inferibed

cone ; as BC + BD, to BD.

AD
For if AF = r— x AC, then the fegment GAH

= cone GFH (Cor. 1. 13). Therefore FD =
AD
jyg X AC + AD. And this cone GFH : cone

GAH :: DF : DA (Cor. 1, 20. VI) :: ~
AC _L. RD "

X AD + AD: AD;: j* X AD : AD:;

AC + BD : BD (5. Proportion).

Cor. 1. A hemifphere is double the inferibed cone*

For then BD = AC or BC.

Cor. 2. The fegment containing an equilateral cone>

is equal to 3 times the cone.

For then BD == fBC (Cor. 3. 4 1. IV).

PROP.
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PROP. XXII. F I g.

If the cone DAE circumfcribing a hemifphere be 203.
right-angled at A ; that cone DAE is to the infcribed

hemifphere * as </2 /<? 1.

For let (land for circle, then fuppofing the

fame conftruction as in Prop. VII, then we have

CD* = 2BC\ and CD = BCv/z = DF^/2, and
CD : DF : : v^2 : 1 (Cor. 1. 12. Proportion) •, alio

0CD = 20CB, and AC = CD. The cone DAE
= 0CD x fAC (20. VI) = 20CB x fCD. Alfo

the hemifphere r= -J0CB x GC (n) ~= 2©CB x
BC— . Therefore the cone : hemifphere : : 2©CB x
-1CD : 20CB x t^C : : CD : CB or DF : :

y/2 : I.

Cor. A right-angled cone y circumfcribing a hemi-

fphere', is to the infcribed cone \ as 2^2 to 1.

For the circumfcribed cone : hemifphere : : *J2 :

1 : : 2^2 : 2 (22).

And hemifphere : infcribed cone : : 2 : 1 (Cor. 1.

21).

Therefore circumf. cone : inf. cone : : 2^2 : 1 (15.

Proportion).

PROP. XXIII.

A fphere is to its infcribed equilateral cylinder AD, 20u
as 4V2 to 3.

Draw the diameter BE, then BE2 = DE* + DB*
(21. II) = 2DE 2

, and circle AEDB = 2 circles BD
(35. IV) •, alfo BE = DE^2 == BDV2. Now *

The fphere = ^AEDBxBE(ii) = ^AEDBxBDv,

2,

the cylind, p circle ED x BD = \AEDB x BD.
Then fphere : cylinder ; : -JAEDBx BD^z : iAEDB
X BD : : \ji : \ : : 4^2 : 3,

Cor.
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F 1 G. Cor. The circumfcribed equilateral cylinder', is to the

201. i?:fcribed equilateral cylinder ; as 2 V'2 to i.

For 4- the circumfcr. cylinder = fphere (n) =
• x the infer, cylinder. Therefore the clrcumf.

3
J

cylinder = 2^2 x infer, cylinder.

PROP. XXtV.

204. The fphere is to the inferibed equilateral cone BAlX
as 32 to 9.

Let ©BE denote the circle whofe radius is BE, &c.

then BD 2 or 4BE Z = 3 BC* (41. IV), and BE 2 =
^BC% and ©BE = -|©BC (Cor. 1. 35. IV). Alfo

AE 3 -IAC (Cor. 3. 41. IV). Then the fphere ==

40BC x 2AC (11). And cone = ©BE x fAE
(20. VIj = 40BC xfX -IAC. Therefore, fphere

: cone : : i©5C x 2AC : |©BC x i AC : : £. : I : :

32 : 9 .

PROP. XXV.

205. A'fphere is to its circumfcribed equilateral cone ABD,
as 4 to 9.

The conftruftion of Prop. IX. remaining-, let ©FC
denote the circle whofe radius is FC, &c. Then
EB 1 == 3FC\ and ©BE = 30FC (35. IV), and CF
or CE = 4CA (Cor. 31. II), and AE = 3CF.
The fphere = 4©CF x 2CF (11).

The cone = ©BE x t AE (20. VI) 3 30FC x
FC.

Therefore fphere : cone : : 40CF x 2CF : 3©CF
X CF : : 4 : 3 : : 4 : 9.

Cor. 1. The circumfcribed equilateral cone is eight

times the inferibed equilateral cone.

For the circumfcr. cone : fphere : : 9 : 4.

And fphere : infer, cone : : 32 : 9 (24).

Therefore circumfcr. cone : infer, cone : : 32 : 4
(15. Proportion) : : 8 : 1. Cor.
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Cor. 2. The circumfcribed cylinder is \ the urciitft- $ IG,

fcribed equilateral cone. 205.

For 4 the cylinder = fphere (1 1
) == £ the cone ;

and the cylinder =
-J-

the cone.

Cor. 3. Thefphere EF is to the circumfcribing right zip
cylinder BC, and this cylinder to the circumfcribing

equilateral cone ADG, ^2/33 5 £#/£ in refpecl of
their whole furfaces and jolidities*

This appears from Cor. 6. 3, and Cor. 3. 9. and
Prop. 11. and Cor. 2, 25.

Cor. 4. The circumfcribing right cylinder, and equi-

lateral cone, are to one another as 2 to 3 ; both in regard

to their curve furfaces, their whole furfaces, folidities,

i?afes> andhights.

As to the furfaces it appears by Cor. 3. 9 ; and

the folidities, by Cor. 3. of this. As to the bafds, fince

0BE = 3eFC (fig. 205), or©FC~j0BE, there-

fore 2©FC = 40BE, or the two bales of the cylin-

der r= -J the bafe of the cone.

And for the hight, AE =z 3CF, or 2CF == -|AE *,

that is, the hight of the cylinder =
-J the hight of

the cone.

Scholium.
Prom the foregoing proportions, is eaTily deduced

the proportion which the fphere has to the infcribed

and circumfcribed equilateral cylinders and cones, a3

follows

:

Solidity of the fphere 3 2

* » u- infcribed cone 9
- infcribed cylinder 12^2
« ••

'

•-
: circumfcribed cylinder* 48

»»"*
!

x '» circumfcribed cone 72,

L PROP,
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FIG. PROP. XXVI.
218. The fquare of the fide of a regular 'pyramid in-

fcribed in a fphere, is 4 the fquare of the diameter

:

AE* - *Et

\

For drawing ECF -J- to the bafe ABD, 3AC 2 =a.

AB* (41. IV) as AE* =AD + CE* (21. II) -, and
2AC 1 as CE% or iCE* as AC 4 = EC x CF
(17. IV), therefore CF aa |CE, and EF as -ICE,

or CE sa *EF, and hO as iCEz = *EF*. There-

ibre AE1
aa AC 1

-)- CE* (21. II) = *EFa + -JEF
1

^ «EF? = |EF\

Cor. 1. 21&* &£/&/ 0/ the pyramid is •§ the diameter

of thefphere, EC = *EF.
.,

Cor. 2. The diameter ofthefphere : diameter of the

circle comprehending the bafe of pyramid : : as 3 : ^8,

Jor AC 1 aa £EF% and 4AC Z as £EF*.

Cor. 3 . tfk «r^ 0/ the bafeADB = EF2 X ~.

For the area ADB =—V3 (39. II). And

AB* or AE'= 4EF'. Therefore ADB = iEFV^.

Cor. 4. 7^e ra/«« of the infiribedfphcre = iEF.

For it is = EC— iEF = iEF.

PROP. XtfVII.

2~i 8. The folidity of a regularpyramid infcribed in afphere,

m^EFVs-
For the folidity = iEC x bafe ABD (18. VI) =

*EF x ABD (Cor. 1. 26) = fEF x iEFVj

(Cor. 3. 26) = ^ X EF !
.

27

PROP.
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PROP. XXVIII. F r &
The fquare of the diameter of a fphere, is thrive the 2 *9»

fquare of thefide of its infcribed tube : FA 2, tz 3FD\

Through the oppofite fides AG, DF, fuppoie the

plane FDAG to be drawn ; and through two oppo-

fite angles A, F, draw the diameter of the fphere

AF, Theri D^- DB* + B A 2 = 2DB 2 = 2DF*
(2t. II> AlfoFA 2=FD 14.DA2 =iFD 2 + 2FD 8

m 3FD 2
(ibid.)*

Cor. 1. Thefide of the cube DF •= iFA^/31

Cor. 2. The diameter of the fphere AF, is to the

diameter DA of the circle comprehending oneface of the

tube \ as 1 to -JV 6.

For FA = FD x V$i and DA = FiV* 5 and

FDy/^ : FDV2 r i i : yj, or 1 : 4-v 6.

Cor. 3. The area of one face of the cube DBAI is

equal to 4.FA\-

Con 4. The funt of the fquares of the fides of the

infcribed 'pyramid and cube^ is equal to the fquare of

(he diameter*

For the former is -j, and the latter f, of the

Iquare of the diameter (26 and 28).

Cor. 5. The diameter of the circle containing oneface

of the cube DA, is equal to the fide of the pyramid.

For DA Z = iDF* = *FA E
(28) = fquare of the

fide of the pyramid (26).

Cor. 6. The radius of the infcribed fphere is f the

fide FD*

L 2 PROP.
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FIG. PROP. XXIX.

219. *fhe folidity of a cube infcribed in a fphere, is —
multiplied into the cube of the diameter of thefphere :—
x A'F*.

For DF = FA^f, and DF' =s FA 3 x Wi =
FA' x W3 (28).

Cor. The infcribed cube is $hrice the infcribed

pyramid.

PROP. XXX.
220. The fquare of the diameter of a fphere is double t$

the fquare of the fide of an infcribed regular oclaedron

ABFDEG: AG* = 2AB a
.

Through two oppofite angles A, G, draw the

diameter AG ; then the angle ABG is right (14. 4) j

therefore AG 1 — AB Z + BG a = 2AB* (21. II).

Cor. 1. The fquare of the diameter of a circle com-

prehending a triangle of the oclaedron, is
-J-

the fquare

of the diameter of the fphere.

For AB* = thrice the fquare of the radius

(41. IV) = I the fquare of the diameter, and
AB Z =± -AG* (30) ; therefore the diameter fquare

= -}AG'.

Cor. 2. The diameter of a circle containing the

triangle of the oclaedron, is equal to the fide of the

pyramid.

Cor. 3. The fame circle comprehends both thefquare

of the cube, and the triangle of an oclaedron, infcribed

in thefamefphere.

For
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For the former diameter is ~^6y and the latter FIG.

Vt = tV& 220.

Cor. 4. The area of one of thefaces of the oclaedron,

as ABE, is ^ multiplied into the fyuare of the

diameter of the fphere 5* c=— x AG 1
.

AB*
For the triangle ABE = ^3 (39. II)

4
AG

,= -3-1/3.

Cor. 5. T#? radius of the inferibed circle is ~ AB \/6.

For it is the perpen. from C upon ABE, fup-

pofe it b P, D b diameter of the circle encom-
paffing ABE. Then PP = JAG* — -JDD; and
4PP == AG* — D* = AG* — 4AG* (Cor. 1. 30)
5= -*AG a = *AB\ and *P = ABy^ = tAB^S.
and P s 4ABy/6.

PROP. XXXI.

7^ folidity of an otlaedron BD, inferihed in a

fphere , ij 4- ^ ^* 0//^ diameter of thefphere KG.

For the body confifts of two pyramids BEDFA 220 :

and BEDFG, {landing on the fquare bafe BEDF,

Therefore the folidity =: DEZ x 4-AC + 4CG =

Cor. Afphere^ is to the inferibed oclaedron \ as the

circumference of the fphere•, /a z/i diameter.

For the fphere is = 4 the circle ABGD x AG
(11) = ^AG x circumference ABGD x IAG
(34. IV). Therefore fphere : oclaedron : : ABGD
X «AG* : ;AG* : : ABGD : AG.

L 3 PROP.
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fig. prop, xxxir.

221. ?*& fquare of the diameter of a fphere, U to the

fquare cf the fide of its infcribed regular dodecaedron

DA ; as 6 to 3 — 1/5 -, or as 9 -j- 3^5, to 2.

Let A be a folid angle of the dodecaedron ;

AG, AI, AL, three pentagons forming the Z.A,

Draw the diagonals, BD, BF, DF. And on the

plane BDF let fall the perp. AC, and draw DC,
Then DP = 3DC a

(41. IV), and DC* is -pF%
and CA1 = DA- — DC 1 (Cor. r. 21. II) =s DA*

— iDF z s DAS — |DA* x 1±-^ (Cor. 3.43*
2 ,.

,

IV) = IZ^IdA', therefore CA = - 3~^ 5PA;
DA4

But -g~- = diameter of the fphere (Cor,

17. IV), or the diameter — —. » .
=g =s

•

-== X DA == S •> and diameter fquare, SS =.

Ml, I and DA. = I^ISS --^
Cor. 1 . ?"2te fquare of t be diameter of the fphere,

is to the fquare of the -diameter of the circle con-

gaining one face of the dodec:.:dron AL; as 15 tt

10 — 2y/5.

Let S r= diameter of the fphere, R sz radius of

the circle circumfcribing the pentagon, hen AD*
_ 3j^-c3 (3?) . and RR _ _i^_ (44> IVj

2
x l~&. SS = fSS x 3 ~ i/s

5 — i/r 6 5 — Vs
E xSS v 3 -^5 5 + •S _ aSS x
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15+ 3^5 — 5^5 — S .. , ss
10 — 2j/$ fig.

25 — 5
T 20 22 1.

5 ~~ ^ 5
SS, and the fquare of the diameter of that

circleor 4RR =
10

7
2^5

SS.

Cor. 2. The area of one pentagon of the dodecae-

dron> is equal to Av multiplied by thefquare

of the diameter of the fphere.

For let O be the center of the circle circum-

fcribing the pentagon AI ; and OP -1- to FI.

Then OP = 2-i*^ x rr (Cor, 1. 44. IV) 1=

£^ X 5 ~~/5SS s and the area FOI =

iOPx FI - ^l±^i x l=^A xl^
zz —>/A X 5 "~" v i • and fince there are 5 fuch

2 48 30
3

triangles in the pentagon, the pentagon = -SSV—

Cor. 3. The fide of the cube is equal to the diagonal

DF, of the pentagon of a dodecaedron infcribed in the

fame fphere.

ForDA*= £^SS( 3 2), andDF s ii^DA6 ° J 2

(Cor. 3. 43. IV) ; and DP = 1±-^DA*

to ljW5DAa = 3 + •S l_ziiSS -
2 20

2HJSS = —^-rSS = 4-SS, But the fquare of
2x6 2x6 5 n

the fide of the infcribed cube is alfo == 4-SS (28).

L 4 Therefore
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F I Q. Therefore the diagonal in {he pentagon z= fide

22 j. of the cube.

PROP, XXXIII.

Sfifo <:#£<? 0/ /£? diameter of a fphere, is to the foil-

$ty of the infcribed regular dodecaedron j as i , ta

3°

Let S s= diameter of the fphere, R bb radius of

the circle encompafiing the pentagon, F == per-

pendicular from the center of the fphere upon the

pentagon, then RR — 5 .~ v/5SS (Cor. 1. 32).

Then PP = ^SS — RR (Cor. 1. 21. II) =
M g .0 4- a^

ss = 5_W5SS and p =
00 00

SV * ^
' K and the area of the pentagon =sj

^\SSV~--- (Cor. 2. 32). Therefore the py-

ramid whole b.afe is the pentagon, and, vertex at

the center of che fphere, is -= -J-S
5

^< TW 5, V •

' L 5 e, i« + jv/5 _ 5 *, ,3 + i/S w a€•* ^w~"~6o~ - "yV-fao 5 but **

there are 12 fuch pyramids in the body, therefore

the dodecaedron - *Syl±i!l = |SV^~^
120 3°

Cor, The radius of the fphere infcribed in the

dodecaedron, is DAV
/
25 + "^

•, DA Hing the

fide of th'j dodecacdroh

For
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For that radius is = P = SV—"—^ = FIG.
60 2 2 1,

= DAViL±_LV5e
-

v 40

PROP. XXXIV.

77^ fquare of the diameter of a fphere, is to the 2111

fquare of the fide of its infcribed regular icofihedron \

as 10 to 5 — ^5 ; or as 5 +V5 t° 2*

Let BDEFG be the pentagonal bafcof the folid

angle A, made by 5 triangles of the icofiedron ;

Jet AC be perp. to it, and draw DC. Then DCa

;DE* (44. IV) = —i—AD 1 = AD 4 *5—i/5 5— -/5
* x S±^i = i^^AD* = S±£5ADV

5— i/5 5 + i/5 25 — 5 ™
And AC 4 = AD 1— DC* (Cor. 1. 21. II) s= AD*

_5jl^AD'- = g — ^5AD% and AC =
10 10

ADV 5 ^
* But the diameter of the fphere

AD 1 AD* . n/ iq , -

«e -r-rr = r =- ADy' ~> and theAC ad^s-Vs T 5—i/5

fquare of the diameter — AD £ x i^*_ =: SS j

and AD':- *^-5SS = *
SS

5 -i/5

5 +i/£
J

Cor. 1. T^ diameter of the fpherey is to the dia*

rheter of the circle comprehending Jive fides of the ica*

fiedron \ as ^5 to 2.

For if S = diameter of the fphere, then SS 53

AD2 x -nJ2-i and DC* =- AD' x —~"» and

2 4DC*
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F I G. 4DC 2 zz AD* x —5— j therefore SS : 4DC 5

:

:

222. -5—v5
. 10 : 8 : : 5 : 4. And S : 2DC : : ^5 : 2.

Cor. 2. The fquare of the diameter of the fphere, is

to the fqitare of the diameter of the circle containing

one triangle of the kufiedron ; as 15, to 10— 2^5.

For let R =2 radius of the circle circumfcribing

the triangle ADB ; then AD* = 3RR (41. IV),

and AD 1 ~ ^=^SS (34) j therefore ^-^SS

5= gRR, and ^—^ X SS = RR, and
I0 VJSS

= 4RR.

Cor. 3. The fame circle comprehends both the pen-

tagon of a dodecaedron, and the triangle of an icofie*

dron, infcribed in the fame fphere.

Cor. 4, The area of a triangle ADB of the icoftc-

dron, is equal to
5v 3 — v

.
? x fquare of the dia-

meter of the fphere.

For the area 3—V^ (39-n ) = J
x
^-JST^

(34) = SS x ^=^3 = SS x ^=^£

PROP. XXXV.
222, The cube of the dnmeter of a fphere, is to the

folidity of the infcribed regular icofihedron \ as 6 to

Let P zz the perpendicular from the center of
the fphere, upon the triangle ADB of the icofie-

dron. R — radius of the circle encompaffing the

triangle. Then RR si ^""^SS (Cpr. 1. 34).

Then
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Then PP = iSS - RR = ^SS — 5=£lsS = FIG -

3° 222.

5±i^i X SS, and P s SV5 + V5 . And area of

the triangle ADB =: ^=—^3 X SS (Cor. 4. 34).

Therefore the pyramid whofe bafe is ADB, and

vertex at r^e enter of the fphere is =r 4P x ADB

(x8. VI) * 5^1 x ^f5
X SVi^S (divid-

es by ^) ~ ^xj^Tgx vi±^§

(fquaring 5 -4& ~~ xJ 3o-ioj~5 x £±^5

i'iz^i^taa w -JtvsiS. And
- 3 x 40 2° 3 X 4° *

$10 fach pyramids, or the icofiedron as -W .

Cor. W* raJw 0/ */?tf j^^r* bifcribed in the icofi-

hedron, is DAj7 ^ 3v^
, DA being the fide of the

icqjthedron.

For that radius is = P = SyfL±±^l =
00

VAV 5-±
6̂

X 5-^(34) m T>AVn±^i
- DAV^ti^l.

Scholium.
A fphere may be inferibed or circumfcribed to

gny regular body, or to any triangular pyramid.

BOOK
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BOOK VIII.

The conflrudHon of geometrical pro<

blems.

DEFINITION.

£ I G. A Problem is faid to be conjlrucled geometrically^

£\ when it is done by the help only of a ftrajght

ruler, and a pair of companies.

PROB. I.

223. To. draw a ftraight line from me pint A, f§

(mother B, upon a plane.

Set one foot of the compafles in the point A,
and apply the edge of one end of the ruler to it

;

keep it ciofe there, whiJft you turn the other end

of the ruler about, till the edge of it fall upon the

other point B ^ then draw a line by the edge of the

ruler, which will go from one point to the other.

PROB. II.

324; To produce a line AB, that is too Jhort,

Lay the edge of one end of the ruler againfl

the foot of the compafles, placed at one end of

the line A ; and turn the other end about it, till

the edge fall upon the other end of the line

B. Then through B, draw a line by the edge of

the ruler, from B to F,

'Otter*
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Otherwife. VlG
Place one foot of the compafles in the end A, 224^

and through the other end, draw the obfcure arch

CBD, with the other foot of the compafles, opened

to the diftance AB. In that arch take BC equal to

BD •, then with any opening of the compafles,

feting one foot in C and D, defcribe two obfcure

arches to interfeft in E ; then draw BEF.

^
For if the lines AC, AD, CE, DE, CD be

fuppofed to be drawn ; the line CD will be -*- to

AB, and to BF (Cor. 3. 3. II) ; and ABF, a right

line (1. I).

PROB, III.

From a given point C, to draw a line equal to a 225.
given line AB.

Draw the line CD, fufficiently long •, then take

the extent AB in your compafles, and feting one
foot in C, ftrike the obfcure arch, F. Then CF
= AB.

PROB. IV.

Fo find the fum and difference of two given lines 226.
AB, BD.

Draw any line DA fufficiently long, then take

the fhorter line AB in your compafles, and feting

one foot in B, defcribe two arches to cut AD in

A and F; then will DA = BD + BA, and DF =
BD — BA.

PROB. V.

$0 divide a given angle ACB into two equal parts, £27*.

From the angular point C defcribe any arch AB,
to cut CA, CB ; then with any extent, feting one
foot in A and B, defcribe two obfcure arches, to

cut
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F I O. cut each other in D ; then draw CD \ and z.ACD
227. = DCB.

For if AD, BD be fuppof^d to be drawn ; the

<LDCA = DCB (8. II).

PROB, VI.

£28. To divide a given right line AB into two equal

parts.

From the ends A, B, with the fame extent, de-

fcribe two arches, to cut one another in C, and D*
Draw CD to cut AB in L Then AI — IB.

For if AC, AD, BC, BD be fuppofed to be
drawn, ACBD Will be a rhombus 5 and AI = IB
(2. III).

P R O B. VIL

£29, To make an angle B, equal to a given angle A.

Upon the angular point A as a center defcribe

an arch FG. Draw any line BC, and from B with

the fame extent as before, defcribe the arch CD.
Make the arch CD = FG$ and draw BD. Then
/.CBD = a FAG.

P R O B. VIII.

230. Through a given point A, to draw a line AB pa*

rallel to another CD.

Take the neareft diftance of the point A from

CD •, and feting one foot in fome point of the line

CD, defcribe an occult arch O. Then through A
draw a line AB to touch the arch O -, which will be

|| to CD.
Otherwife.

231. From fome point O in the line CD as a cen-

ter, with the diftance OA, defcribe a femicircle

CABD palling through A \ then make the arch

DB
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DB = arch C A •, and draw AB, which will be J to F I G.

CD (Cor. 13. IV), i 231.

Or thus.

With any extent, and one foot in A, defcribe 232.

an arch to cut CD in ibme point C. And with

the fame extent, and one foot in fome point as D,

in the line CD, defcribe an arch B to cut AB. Then
with the extent CD, and ojie foot in A, crofs the

laft arch in B ; then draw AB, which is parallel

to CD (1. III).

Or thus.

From a point D taken at pleafure in the line 233.
DC, defcribe through A, the arch AC •, and from
A, with the fame extent, the arch DB. Make
DB = AC. And draw AB, which will be

||
to

DC (Cor. 2. 4. I).

P R O B. IX.

From a given point P in a right line AB, to raife 234;
& -perpendicular.

Make PC equal to PB, and from C and B, with

a convenient extent, defcribe two arches to cut

each other at D % draw D?, which will be -1- to CB
(8. II).

Or thus.

With any diftance PF, and one foot in P, de- 2352
fcribe the circle FCD, and fet FP from F to C,

and from C to D ; from the points C, D, with any
extent, defcribe two arches to interfecl: at O, then

draw Or, which is ^ to AB.
For FC is the third part of a femicircle (45. IV),

and CD is bifecled by OP (Cor. ^.3. II), and alia

the arch CD (Cor. 2. 2. IV), and therefore Z.FFO
= OPB == a right angle.

PROB.
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FIG. PROB, X.

236. To raife a perpendicular on the end A, of a line

given, AB.

Set one foot in A* and extend the other to any
point C out of the line AB. From C as a center

defcribe the femicircle PAF, to cut AB in F.

Through F and C draw FCP, to cut the femicircle

in P. Then draw PA, which will be -J- to AB
(14. IV).

Otherwife.

237* From the center A, at any diftande AF, defcribe

the arch FG ; kt AF from F to G. And from G
with the fame extent defcribe an arch P. Through
F and G, draw the line FGP, to cut the arch in

P. Then draw PA, which is perpendicular to AB.
For if AG be drawn, L. FAG — 4 °f a right

angle (Cor. 2. 3. II) zz AGF = 2GAP (1. II).

Therefore GAP = \ a right angle ; and the whole

FAG + GAP = \ + 4- = 1 whole right angle, '

Or thus.

238. Take any length in your compaiTes, as AC;
and fet it 5 times along the line AB, to C, E, D,
I, K ; take 3 parts AD in your compafies, and
with one foot in A defcribe an arch P ; then with

extent AK (or 5 parts), and one foot in I,

crofs the arch P % then from the point of inter-,

fedtion P to A draw PA, which is •*- to AB (Con
3. 21. II).

It will be the fame thing, if you fet AI from A
to P, and AK from D to i*.

PROB,
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PROB. XL fig.

From a given point P, to let fall a 'perpendicular 239.
upon a given line AB.

From the center P defence an arch to cut AB
in E and F. From E and F, with a proper dis-

tance, defcribe two obfeure arches to interfeft in I,

then through P and I, draw PC -, which is perp. to

AB (Cor. 3. 3. II).

Or thus.

From a point A in the line AB,'with diftance 240,

AP, defcribe the arch PI •, likewife from another

point D, in AB, with diftance DP, defcribe the

arch • PI to cut the former in I. Draw PCI, and

PC is J- to AB.
For if AP, AI be drawn, then PC = CI, and

AC -J- PI (Cor. 3. 3. II. and 8. II).

PROB. XII.

To divide the given line AB into any number of 241.

equal parts.

Draw, any indefinite line AP, on which fet the

equal parts AL, LM, MN, NP. Draw IB, and

through L, M, N, dnw LD, ME, NF||toPB."
Then AD - DE ^ EF = FB (12. II).

Otherwife.

From the ends A, B, of the given line, draw 243.
two lines AP, BK as long as you will, parallel to

one another. Then fet any equal parts from A
towards P, and likewife from B towards K. Then
draw lines between the correfpondent points, NG,
MH, LI, which will divide AB into the* equal

parts AD, DE, EF, FB (12. II).

M Or
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FIG. Or thus.

243. Let AB be given to be divided ; draw CP
|| to

AB. Set any equal parts, from C to L, L to M,
M to Nr and from N to P. Draw CA and PB
to interfe& in G ; and draw GL, GM, GN, to

cut AB in D, E, F. Then AD, DE, EF, FB
are all equal (Cor* 13. II).

P R O B. XIII.

244* To divide a given line AB, in proportion as another

line AC is divided in D and- E.

Let AB and AC be joined at A, making the

angle BAC ; draw CB ; and through D, E, draw
DF, EG || to CB. Then will AF : AD : : FG :

DE :: GB : EC (Cor. 2. 12. II).

P R O B. XIV.

245. To find a third proportional to two given lines,

AB, AD.

Join AB, AD at A, fo as to make an angle

BAD. Produce AD, and make AC = AD, and
draw CE ||

to BD ; then AE is the third propor-

tional For AB : AD : : AC or AD : AE (13. II).

PROB, XV.

246. To find a fourth proportional to three given lines,

AB, AC, AD.

Let AB, AC make any angle at A, apply the

third line from A to D. Draw BC, and DE
|| to BC j then AE is the fourth proportional.

For AB : AC : : AD : AE (13. II).

PROB.
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P R O B. XVI. F 1 g,

To find a mean proportional between two given lines 247.
AB> BD.

Let AD be the fum of the two lines AB, BD
(4) ; bifed AD in C. With center C, and radius

CA or CD, defcribe the femicircle AED. From
B erect BE 4- to AD, to cut the circle in E -, then

BE is the mean proportional fought.

For AB : BE : : BE ; BD (17. IV).

Or thus.

Let BA be the greater, bifeft it in C, and from 24S.

the center C, with radius CA or CB, defcribe the

femicircle BEA. Let BD be the leiTer given line.

Erecl; DE -*- to BA '9), to cut the circle in E,
draw BE, which is a mean between BD and BA
(Cor. 17. IV).

P R O B. XVII.

To divide the given line AB in extreme and mean 245;
proportion.

Draw EAF -J- to AB, and make AE — fAB,
and draw EB, and make EF r= EB, and AG =5
AF. And G is the point of divifion.

For AF ~ EF — EA (Conrt.), that is, AG ==

EB — EA, and AG + AE = EB f Ax. 3), that

is, AG + -1AB — EB ; and AG* + AG x AB
+ ^AB 1 = EB 1

(10. I), and AG 1 = EB* — AG -

X AB — EA* (becaufe i;AB a = EA*) ~ AB 3

— AB x AG (Cor. 21. II) - AB x AB — AG
= AB x BG, therefore AB is cut in G, in ex-

treme and mean proportion (Def. 1 1 . Proportion).

JM 2 Cor.
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- Cor. AG = AB x ^S "~ '» «** BG z AB x
249'

3 - i/ 5.

2
Ar»

For EB or EF = V-^AB 1 = ~v'5, and AF or

AG = EF — iAB = AB x

2

Alfo BG = AB — AG = AB x
2~ v/5+1

= AB x i^~5.

P R O B. XVIII.

250. In any triangle ABC, to draw a perpendicularfrom
any angle A to its oppqfitefide CB.

About cither of the other fides AB, defcribe a

fcmicircie ADB, to cut the fide CB in D. Draw
AD, which will be -J- to CB (14. IV).

P R O B. XIX.

251. Upon a given line AB, to make an equilateral

triangle.

Take AB in your companies, and with one foot

in A and B, defcribe two arches to crofs each other

at C. Draw AC, BC ^ and ABC is the triangle.

P R O B. XX.

252. To make a triangle of three given lines A, B, C ;

of which any two mufi be greater than the third.

Draw DE z= the line A ; then take B in your

companies, and with one foot in E defcribe an occult

arch F. Then take C in your compafTes, and with

one foot in D, crofs the former arch at F -, draw
DF, EF ; and DEF is the triangle required.

Cor.
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Cor. After the fame manner\ a triangle is made FIG.
equal to a given trianglem 252.

P R O B. XXI.

To make an ifofceles triangle h BD, whofefide is the 253.
given line AB •, and angle at the bafe B or D, double

to that at the top A.

Let AC be the greater part of the line AB
divided in extreme and mean ratio (17). From
the center A through B, defcribe the circle BO ;

and with extent CA, and one foot in B, crofs the

circle in D *, and draw AD. Then ABD is the

triangle fought.

For draw" CD ; then fmce AB : AC : : AC :

CB (Def. 11. Proportion), that is, AB : BD : :

BD : BC •, therefore the triangles ABD, BDC are

fimilar (14. II), and BD = DC = CA. Whence
the ABor BCD == Z.A + CDA (1. II) = 2Z.A
(3. ").

Cor. The angle A is 4- of a right angle.

PROB. XXII.

A triangle ABC being given > to reduce it to ano- 254*
iher of a different bafe, AED.

Let AE be the bafe propofed, being in the fame

line AB. Draw the line CE, from the top of the

given triangle, to the point E propofed. And
through z.B of the given triangle, draw BD ||

to

CE •, draw the line DE. Then the triangle ADE
s± ACB.

For triangle DBE =: triangle D3C (10. II).

Add ADB, then ADB + BDE or ADE = ADB +
BDC or ABC.

Cor. Thus a triangle may be reduced to another of

* different hight.

M 3 PROS.
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F T G - PROB. XXIII.

255, To divide a triangle ABC, in any proportion^ by a
line drawn from an angle A.-

Divide the bafe, or oppofite fide EC, in D, in

the proportion given (13); to D, draw the line

AD \ which divides the triangle ABC, in the fame
given ratio (ij. II).

PROB. XXIV.

256. To reduce a polygon ABCDE to fewer fides.

To take away the. angle B; produce the next

fide EA, then draw the diagonal CA, and from B,

draw BG
|| to CA, to cut EA in G ; and drawCG,

which takes in the triangle CAG, inftead of its

equal CAB (10. II). So the polygon becomes
CGED.

Cor. By thus taking away one angle after another \

any polygon mayy at loft, he reduced to a triangle.

PROB. XXV.
%%57f Upon a given line A, to make a fquare.

Draw BC =z A, take A or BC in your com-
panies, and with one foot in C, defcribe the arch

BED j and with one foot in B, the arch CEP.
Set the fame extent from the interfe&ion E to F ;

draw CF to cut BE in G ; make ED and EI ~z

EG 5 and draw BI, ID, DC, and BIDC is the

fquare required.

For if CE, BE, BF be drawn, Z.BCE = -fa

right angle (Cor. 2. 3. II) = CBE =: EBF, and

Z.ECF = 4- a right one (12. IV), therefore ECD
zz i a right angle, and BCD == a right angle.
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Or thus, F I G.

Make BC = A, draw CD -J- and = CB (9); 257.
with extent BC, and one foot in B, defcribe an
arch I ; with the fame extent and one foot in D,
crofs the arch at I ; draw BI, ID \ then BIDC is

the fquare.

P R O B. XXVI.

With two given lines A, B, to make a reftangle. 258/

Make the bafe CD zz B, draw CF perp. to

CD (9), and zz A -, with the extent B, and one
foot in F, defcribe an arch E; and with extent A,
and one foot in D, crofs the arch at E ; draw FE,
ED j and CFED is the rectangle fought,

P R O B. XXVII.

To make afquare equal to a given reUangle ABCD. 259.

Produce the fides AD, CD, and make DF =s

DC; bifeft AF in I, and with radius IA or IF,

defcribe the femicircle AEF to cut CE in E. On
S)E make the fquare DH, which will be equal to

the redangle AC or AD X DF (17, IV).

P R O B. XXVIII,

To make a 'parallelogram equal to a triangle given 2 6o.
ABC '

9 and having an angle, equal to a given angle D.

Through A draw AG || to BC, and make the

Z.BCG — D ; bifed BC in E, and draw EF ||
to

CG *, then the parallelogram EG = triangle ABC
(7. in).

M 4 PROB,
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tlG. PROS. XXIX.

261. Upon a given right line A, to make a 'parallelogram

equal to a given triangle B , having an angle^ equal

to a given one C.

Make a parallelogram GE iz triangle B (28),

whole angle G zz C ; produce DG, EF, DE,
GF -, and make FH = A ; through H, draw IL
|! to EF., to meet DE in I ; draw iFK, to cut

DG in K ; through K draw KL
[|
to GH, meet-

ing EF and 1H in M and L. Then the parallelo-

gram MH rz B.

For parallelogram MH =1 GE (4. Ill) = B
(Conltr.}.

Or thus.

262, LetB be the given triangle; produce the bafe,

and draw EG^ parallel thereto ;
• make the £_DCG

zz C, and CI zz bafe of the triangle B. Then tri-

angle CGI — B (10. II); make CD zz A, and

make triangle CKD == CGI (22)5 biieft CK in

H5
draw HE, DL

||
to CD, CH ; then CL is

the parallelogram fought.

For CKLD ±2 triangle CKD (7, III) = CGI
(Conftr.) = B.

P R O B. XXX.
263* Upon a given right line FG, to make a parallelo-

gram equal to a *given polygon BACD, having an angle

equal to a given one E.

Divide the polygon into triangles CAB, CBD-
Make the angle GFK zz. E ; and make the paral-

lelogram Gl = triangle CAB, and HK = CBD
(29). Then parallelogram FL = CABD.

Cor.
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Cor. 1. Hence a fquare may be made equal to any FIG.
given polygon j by making a reelangle equal to the poly- 263.

gony
and then a fquare equal tG the reftangle (27).

Cor. 2. Thus a parallelogram may be made equal to

thefum or difference of two given polygons.

P R O B. XXXI.

To make a fquare equal to the fum of two fquares. 2-64.

Make FBD a tight angle -, make BA = fide of

one given fquare ; BC == fide of the other fquare,

draw AC ; then the fquare made on AC, is equal

to the fum of the fquares made upon AB, and
BC (21. II).

Cor. After the fame manner a fquare may befound
equal to three or more fquares. For draw OC -1- to

AC, and equal to thefide of a third fquare, and draw
AO. Then AO^ = AC2 4. CO\ = AB 2 + BC*
+ CO (21. II) \ and fo on.

P R O B. XXXII.

To make a fquare equal to the difference of two 264.

fquares.

Make the right angle FBD ; fet the fide of the

leffer fquare from B to A ; take the ride of the

greater in your compafTes, and feting one foot in

A, with the other crofs the line BD, in C. Then
CB is the fide of the fquare equal to the difference

of the fquares (Cor. 21. 11).

P R O B. XXXIII.

Tofind the proportion of one polygon A to another B. 265.

Find two fquares equal to the two polygons

A, B (Cor. 1. 30) -, let CF be the fide of the

2 firft,
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FIG. firft, and draw FE -l to it, and equal to the fide

265. of the fecond. Draw the hypothenufe CE ; from
F, let fall the perpendicular FD upon it : then

CD : DE : : polygon A : polygon B.

For CD : DE : : CFa
: FE2

(Cor. 4. 20. II)

: : A : B (Conftr.).

P R O B. XXXIV.

266. Tp make a triangle equal and Jimilar to a given

triangle ABC.

Draw any line DE, and make DE = AB ; then

with extentAC, and one foot inD, defcribe an occult

arch F. And with extent BC, and one foot in E,
crofs the arch at F-y draw DF> EF* and DEF is

the triangle required (8. II).

Or thus.

Make the aEDF = BAC, and DE == AB, and
DF == AC, and draw EF. And DEF is the tri.

angle fought (6. II).

P R O B. XXXV.
267. 7i make a plane figure equal and Jimilar to another

ABCDEF.

In any line AF, take two marks or points M,
N. Alfo in the line af, take mn = MN. With
the diftances from M to B, C, D, &c9 and one foot

in m, defcribe as many arches •, then with the

diftances from N to B, C, D, &V, and one foot in

n, crofs them in £, r, d, e, &c. make ma =. MA,
nf 5= NF •, and draw the lines ah, be, cd, de, ef, m
like manner as the correfpondent lines are drawn
in the other figure j and- it is done.

Or
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Or thus. F I G.

Let the given figure ABCDE be divided into 26$.

the triangles BAC, CAD, DAE. Then make
triangle GFH = BAC, HFI = CAD, and IFK
z=. DAE (34). And the polygon GK will be equal

and fimilar to BE.

P R O B. XXXVI.
$0 make a polygon fimilar to another ABCDE, 269.

and in the given ratio of AF to AB.

Find AG a mean proportional between AF and
AB. Draw the diagonals AC, AD. Then from
G, draw GH, HI, IK parallel to BC, CD, DE.
And AGHIK is the polygon.

For the correfpondent triangles in both being

fimilar, the polygons are fimilar (Cor. 2. 19. III).

Alio AF : AG : : AG : AB (Conftr.), and AF :

AB : : AG* : AB* (23. Proportion) : : polygon
GI : polygon BD (20. III).

Otherwife thus.

Make PQ= AG ; alfo make the angles QPR, 269.
RPS,SPT, refpe&ively equal to BAC, CAD,DAE. 270.
And make the angles Q^ R, S, T fucceflively ™
B, C, D 5 E. And the polygon PQRST is that

fought.

For each of the triangles in one figure is fimilar

to each in the other (Def. 10. II) ; and therefore

the polygons are fimilar (Cor. 1. 19. III).

Cor. And thus a polygon is made upon a given line

AG or PQ, fimilar to another polygon ABCDE.

PROB,
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fig. PROB. XXXViL
270. To make a polygon TQ^equal to a given one F, and
271. fimilar to another ACDEB.

Upon BA make the reclangle BM — BACDE
(30) , and upon BH make the rectangle BI — R
(30). Take PQji mean proportional between BA
and BR (16); and upon PQ, make the polygon

FQRST fimilar to BACDE (Cor. $6) ; and TQjs
the polygon fought == F. ,

For polygon BD : polygon PS : : BA* : PQ^
(20. Ill) : : BA : BR (23. Proportion) : : BM
or polygon BD : BI or polygon F (8. III).

Therefore polygon PS = F (Ax. 7. Proportion).

Cor. If the polygon TUQjwas to be to F, in the

given ratio of R to S ; it is done the fame way -, only

R
the parallelcgram BI mufi be made = -^ x F.

PROB. XXXVIII.

To find the center of a circle ADF.

273. Draw any line AD, and bifeft it in B ; through
B draw GBF -l- to AD. Bifed Gh in C, for the

center (Cor. 1. 2. IV).

Cor. By the fame rule> the arch AGD is bifeffed

(Cor. 1. 2. IV).

PROB. XXXIX.
274. Through three given points A, B, F, to defcribe a

circle.

Draw AB, BF, and bifefl: them in D, E. Thro'
D and E, draw the perpendiculars DC, EC, to

meet in C. C is the center (Cor. 1. 2. IV).

Cor.
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Cor. If an arch of a circle be given ; the center FIG.

may be found, by taking three points in that arch, 274,
And then the circle may be compleated,

P R O B. XL.

To draw a tangent to a circle from a given point A . 275,

From the point A to the center C, draw the

line AC, bifecl AC in D. With the radius DA
or DC, defcribe a femicircle to cut the circle in B.

Draw AB, which will touch the circle in B (10 and

14. IV). ,

P R O B. XLI.

Upon a right line AB, to defcribe the figment of a 2 76.
circle1 which fidall contain an angle AIB, equal to a

given angle C.

Make the angle BAD = C. Through A draw
AE -1- to AD. At the other endB, make thez. ABF
zz BAF, to cut AE in F. From the center F,

with radius FA or FB, defcribe the fegment of&
circle AIEB. Then 21AIB zz C.

For AF = FB (Cor. 1. 3. II); and z_AIB =
BAD (16. IV) zz C.

Or thus.

Cut out a piece of wood, csV. with two ftraight

fides, making an angle equal to C. And placing

it between the fix t points A, B; move the angular

point about, while the fides move clofe by the

points A, B •, then the angular point will defcribe

the arch AIEB.

Cor. In the fame manner a fegment is cut offfrom
a circle^ to contain a given angle \ by drawing the

tangent AD at A, and making the angle BAD zz C.

Then AIEB is the figment.

PROB,
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FIG. PROB, XLII.

277. In a circle AEC, to infcribe a triangle Jimilar to

a triangle given, DFG.

Draw LK to touch the circle at A •, make
Z.KAC ± F, and l I AB = G. Draw BC, and
the triangle BAC is fimilar to FDG (16. IV).

PROB. XLTIL

278. In a given triangle ABC, to infcribe a circle.

Bifect two angles B, C, with the lines BD, CD,
meeting in D. Let fall DF -J- to BC. With
radius DF, and center D, defcribe the circle FFG,
which will touch all the fides of the triangle ABC
(Cor. 1. 25. II).

PROB. XLIV.

370, About a given circle ABC, to defcribe a triangle

fimilar to a triangle given, DEF.

Produce the fide EF both ways, to G and H.
At the center I, make z_AIB zz GED, and BIC
= DFH. Then to the points B, A, C, draw
three tangents to the circle, to interfect in the

points L, M, N. Then . the triangle LMN, is

fimilar to EFD.
For fince the z.s at A, B, C are right angles;

Z.L + AIB zz 2 right angles (Cor. 16. Ill) zz

GED + DEF, and taking away the equal angles-

AIB, and GED; then jlL zz DEF. For the

fame reafon M =5 DFE, confequently N zz D.

PROB,
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F I G.

277. In a circle

a triangle give

Draw LK
Z.KAC ± F,

the triangle I

278, In a rivei&'

Bifedt two 1

meeting in I

radius DF> an

which will tot

(Cor. 1. 35. ]

279. About a gh
Jimilar to a tri

Produce th»

At the center

= DFH. T
three tangent

points L, M,
iimilar to EFI
For fince tl

Z.L + AIB 1

GED + DEF,
AIB, and GE
fame reafon M
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P R O B. XLV. FIG.

About a triangle ABC, to deferibe a circle. 280.

Bifecl: any two fides, AB, BC, in D and E.

Raife the perpendiculars DF, EF, to interfecl: in

F. From F as a center defcribe a circle through

B, which will pafs through A, C (Cor. 32. II).

Cor. In an acute-angled, triangle', the center is

within the triangle ; in an obtufe one^ without (Cor. 1

.

14. IV).

P R O B. XLVI.

In a given circle FCD, to inferibe an equilateral 2 8 1

:

triangle.

Draw the diameter FB. With the radius BA
and center B, defcribe two arches C, D, to cut

the circle in C and D. Draw the lines CD, DF,
FC. And CFD is an equilateral triangle.

For arch CB orBD- \ the circumference (45.

IV) -, therefore CBD = 4 = CF = FD.

PROB, XLVII.

In a given circle ABCD, to inferibe a fqiiare^ cr 282.
regular oclagon.

Draw the diameters AC, BD at right angles to

one another, cuting the circle in i\, B, C, D.
Draw the lines AB, BC, CD, DA ; and ABCD
is a fquare (Cor. 2. 6. IV).

If the diameters FG, HI be drawn, bifecting

the arches AFB, AHD, DGC, CIB. Then AF,
or FB, &c. will be the fide of the octagon.

Cor. If AF, FB, &c. be bifefted^ a polygon of
1 6 fides1 will be inferibed \ and fo en.

4 PROB.
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FIG. PROB, XLVIII.

283. In a given circle ADBG, to inferthe a regular 'pen-

tagon, or decagon

Draw the diameter AB •, from the center C draw
CD J- to AB ; bifeft CB in E ; and make EF zz hD,
and draw DF, which will be the fide of the pen-

tagon ; therefore if DH, HG, 13c. be made zz DF,
DHGIK will be the pentagon required. Alfo FC is

the fide of the decagon -, therefore if DL, LK, &c.
be made = CF -

9 a regular decagon will be in-

- fcribed.

For DF2 - DE* + EF2 — 2FE x EC (23. II)

= 2DE* — 2DE x EC = 2DE* — DE x DC.
But DE* = DC 1 + CE* (21. II) z= |DC% and

DE n iDCv/5 . Therefore DF* = |DC* —
—A rz DC 2 X £^X Therefore DF is the
2 D 2

fide of a pentagon (44. IV). And FC is the fide

of a decagon (48. IV).

PROB. XLIX.

284. In a given circle ACE, to inferibe a regular

hexagon.

Make AB, BC, CD, DE, EF and FA, all equal

to the radius AG : and drawing the lines, the figure

ABCDEF is a hexagon (45. IV).

Cor. If the arch AB be bifecled, you will have the

fide of a regular dodecagon.

PROB.
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P R O B. L. fig
About a given circle ABC, to defcribe a regular 285.

polygon.

Either infcribe a polygon of the fame fort, or

divide the circle into fo many equal parts AB, BC,
&c. as the polygon has fides. To the points of

divifion, draw the radii GA, GB, GC, &V. To
thefe lines at A, B, C, &V. draw tangents to the

circle, KD, DE, EF, &?£ to interfecl in D, E, F,

&c. then DEFf-JlK is the polygon required.

For if GD, GK be fuppoied to be drawn,

AK = AD, and /lK = Z.D (7. II). Alfo

DA = DB (Cor. 4. 21. IV), whence KD =DE =
EF, &c.

PROB, LI.

Fo infcribe a circle in any regular polygon ; or defcribe 285*
a circle about it.

Bifecl: any two adjoining angles D, K, with the

lines DG, KG, and they will meet in the center G.
Or bifecl: any two adjoining fides, DK, DE, with

the perpendiculars AG, BG, which will meet in the

center G. Take GA the neareft distance to any
fide, and from G defcribe the circle ABC, which
will touch all the fides of the polygon DH.

Likewife bifecl: any two angles A $ B, with the 284.
lines AG, BG, which will meet in the center G.

Or bifect any two fides CD, DE, with two perpen-

diculars meeting in G, the center. Then from A
with diftance GA defcribe a circle ABCE, which
will pafs through all the angles of the figure.

Cor. A circle may be infcribed^ or circumfcribed, to

any regular polygon.

N PROB,
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FIG. P R O B. LIL

286. To defcribe a polygon in one circle ABDE, which

287. Jhall be fimilar to a polygen FGI, defcribed in another

\

G1K -, regular or irregular.

Draw lines from the center P, to all the angles of

the polygon, as PF, PK, PI, fcrV. Then at the

center O, of the other circle, make the angles AOE,
EOD, DOC, COB, BOA, refpeclively equal to

FPK, KPI, IPH, HPG, GPF. Draw lines between

the points A, E, D, !£c. Then ABCDE is fimi-

lar to FGHIK (Cor. 1. 19. ill).

Cor. After the fame manner, a polygon may be de-

fcribed about one circle, fimilar to a polygon defcribed

about another circle.

P R O B. LIII.

288. From a given point A on high ; to let fall a perpen-

dicular to a plane BC.

In the plane BG draw any line DE. From A
draw AF -*- to DE. Through F, draw FH -*- alfo

to DE. Then let fall AI perp. to FH. Then AI
is -1- to the plane BC.

For DE is -J- to the plane AFI (4. V). And if

KL be
|| to DE, then KL is -J- to the plane AFI

«(6. V). Therefore AI is -1- to the plane HIL or

BC (4. V).

Otherwife thus.

289. Defcribe a circle BFD, from the point A, upon
the plane, with a pair of compafTes or a firing. Then
find the center C of that circle (^j, 38. VIII);

and AC is -±- to the plane. In practice you need

only extend from A, to three points of the plane,

B,D,F,
PR OB,
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P R O B. LIV. F I G.

From a given point A, in a plane BC, to raifeaper- 290.
pendicular.

From fome point t), above the plane, draw
DE -l to the plane (52). Draw AE, and draw
AF

||
to ED. Then AF is perp. to the plane

BC (6. V).

Both this and the laft Prob. may eafily be done
with two fquares : fetting them crofs one another,

and both of them clofe to the point A.

PROB. LV.

To draw one plane parallel to another DE, at agiven 291.
dijlance.

Take three points A, B, C in the plane DE, but

not in a right line. At thefe points erecl three per-

pendiculars AI, BK, CL, to the plane DE {$$) ;

and of equal lengths, the fame as the given diftance.

Through I, K, JL, draw the plane FG, and it will

be parallel to DE.

PROB. LVL
To draw a plane perpendicular to a right line AB, 292,'

j*/B.

Draw two lines CD, EF perp. to AB at B.

Through C, E, D, draw the plane CEDF, which

is JL to AB (4. V).

N 2 PROB.
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FIG .
P R O B. LVII.

293 • through any two lines AB, CD, inclined to one

'another, which do not interfecl \ to draw two planes

perpendicular to one another*

Through any point E of the line AB, draw
EF

|i
to CD. Through the lines AEF, let the

plane AEBF be drawn. From any point C, in the

line CD, let fall the perp. CI, upon the plane AFB.
Draw IH ||

to FE, to interfeft AB in H. At H
let fall HG 4i to CD. Then the plane C1HG will

be perp. to the plane AFH.
For CD is

|!
to IH (8. V). And fince CI is

perp. to IH, it is alfo -J- to CG (3. I). Therefore

CI, HG are parallels (Cor. 3. 4, 1) 5 and HG -J- to

the plane AFB (6. V). Therefore the plane DCIH
is perp. to the plane AFB (7. Def. V).

Cor. 1. The right line GH is perpendicular to both

lines AB, CD.

For it is -*- to CD (Conftr.), and it is •*- to the

plane AHI, and therefore to AHB.

Cor. 2. GH is the neareft diftance between the two

lines AB and CD.

For the point H is nearer G, than any other point

in the line AB (Cor. 4. 21. II). And G is nearer

H than any point in CD.

Cor. 3. Hence no two lines can poffibly be drawn %

hut another line may be drawn, which is perp. to them

both.

Cor. 4. And no two lines can be drawn, but two
planes may be drawn through them, perpendicular to

cne another.

Cor.
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Cor. 5. The given line CD, is parallel to the plane FIG.

AFB, paffmg through the other line AB. 293*

For it is parallel to HI.

P R O B. LVIII.

Through any two inclined lines , which cut not one 29 2.

another, AB, CD •, to draw two parallel planes

through them.

Draw the plane H1CD and BIFA perp. to one

another* and pafling through the two given lines

AB, CD (56). Then through CG at the diftancc

GH, draw a plane -*- to GH (54), and it will be

parallel to the plane ABF (Def. 10. V).

Cor. 1; The line GH, (which is perpendicular to

both the given lines, AB, CDJ, is the diftance of the

two parallel planes.

Cor. 2. No two lines can be drawn, but there may be

two planes drawn through them, parallel to one ano-

ther.

P R O B. LIX.

To make a folid angle BAD, of three given plane 294*
angles, whofe fum is lefs than four right angles, and
any two greater than the third.

There is no more to do than to join all their

fides AB, AC, AD, together \ fo that the vertices

or angular points may all meet together in A -

9 then

A is the folid angle required (Cor. 19. V).

PROB,
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FIG. P R O B. LX.

295. To make a folid angle^ equal to any folid angle

given , A.

Cut off the given folid angle A, by a plane

BCDE ; and from .the given planes, make the

angles Q^R, RPS, SPT, and TPQ^refpeftively

equal to BAC, CAD, DAE, and EAB ; alfo

make PQ, PR, PS, PT refpeftively equal to AB,
AC, AD, AE. Then the plane triangles in one,

will be equal to the triangles in the other. Then
place the fides PR, PS, &V. together as in the other

folid angle A, fo that all their angular points

may meet in P ; and likewife fo that the angles

Q, R, S, T, may be refpedtively equal to B, C, D, E.

And then the folid angle P will be equal to the folid

angle A.
For all the 3 angles at Q^ being equal to thofe

at B; and all the three angles at R, equal to

thofe at C, &c. The folid angles at B, C,

D, E, will be equal to thofe at Q, R, S, T
(Cor. 19. V). And confequently z_P mult be

equal to A.

P R O B. LXI.

296. Upon a given line AB, to defcrihe a paral-

lelopipedon^ fimilar to a given parallelopiptdon

CD.

Make the folid angle A equal to the folid angle

C (59) , alfo make as CF : CE : : AB : AH 5 and

CF : CG : : AB : AI. Then finifh the parallelopi-

pedon AK, by drawing the planes KI, KH, and KB,
parallel
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parallel to the oppofite ones BH, BI, and IH. Then FIG.

IB is fimilar to GF. 2gj.
For their folid angles, are equal, and the

fides proportional, and therefore they are fimilar

(22. VI).
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